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EDITORIAL

SEXY CENTERFOLD
THE '93 SAM CHAMPS ENTRY FORMS
Dr. Bill Booth of Fresno, the 1993 SAM Champs Contest Manager, has been busy. Not only has he researched and lined up the
necessary facilities to hold such a large event in the small town of
Taft, but he has created a great Champs Logo, prepared the vicinity
maps and motel survey for contestants, ready for this issue of SAM
Speaks. Ed Hamler went back into his computer memory and recreated the entry forms for the '93 event, with the special event rules
for free flight and R/ C. All of this has been compacted into the sexy
centerfold of our January-February issue. The amount of work that
goes into the preparation for the Champs is immense—all volunteer
— so all of us Old Timers can enjoy.
For those from the eastern part of the country (that huge area
east of the Arizona, Utah, Nevada borders), Taft is nearly idylic in the
early fall as a place to fly. There is seldom a windy day at that time
of the year and thermals abound. And the temperature is generally
in the 70's and low 80's, with very low humidity. The terrain is fair
for chasing free flights, but passable (not as good as Lost Hills for
example). The town has a population of just under 7,000, with 25,000
in the surrounding area. It is a center for the oil and agricultural
industries. It has a community college, a technical vocational school,
an active small airport where national aerobatic events are held each
year. And it has been the site of past SAM Champs, and national and world
free flight championships.

The choice was made to go to Taft when the SAM Champs
Committee found an eager and most helpful Chamber of Commerce
offering to assist in any way it could. New facilities at the Westside
Recreation Center are more than adequate to handle our big old
timer crowd (over 400). An important factor in making the choice of
Taft is the hospital and medical facilities located right in town.
Between Taft, Maricopa (6 miles away) and Buttonwillow (26 mi.)
there are nearly 700 beds available for reasonable accomodations,
and there many good restaruants. There is camping on the field, but
no hookups nor water supplies. Town is a ten minute drive from
Condor Field, where there will be activities for the ladies.
Make your reservations now from the complete list of motels on
page 15 of this issue. Come join us and find some of the greatest
thermals in the country!

Page 3

FIRST OT CONTESTS OF THE NEW YEAR
Mixed weather met the old timers in January at the Southwest
Regionals in Eloy, Arizona. Still they showed up in numbers to fly
between rain squalls and windy weather. The Texans, Californians,
Kansans, Arizonans all began the New Year with some friendly
competition and partying at the "circling of the covered wagons"
(parking RV's, trailers, tents in a circle around the campfire on the
flying field for socializing and singing late into the night).
The second annual Florida Winter Fly brought contestants from
all over the eastern seaboard, and from as far away as Texas (those
Texans get around!). They were also victims of wet and blustery
weather, But wait awhile and the weather changed. Sixty four
contests showed up along with such notables Dr. Walter Good, Hal
"Pappy" DeBolt, AMA District H VP Joe Beshar, and Larry Davidson,
current SAM RC Champion. They flew an incredible 526 flights
during the three day contest, with some interesting innovative
events to encourage cabin designs and pure Class A ignition engines
(no diesels). Pete Rafferty , Tom McCoy, and Fred Mulholland
shared CD chores, one a day, so each could compete. Despite his
duties, Rafferty walked away with the Grand Champion honors.
Other new ideas were awards for Best of Show each day of the meet;
these going to Bob Peru (Kerswap), Larry Davidson (Bomber), Frank
Mock (Trenton Terror). And they awarded a special prize for overall
excellence in pure ignition flying (Ed Shilen of repro Torp fame).
Professional photographer, Steve Grenct, recorded the event with
scenes found throughout this issue of SAM Speaks.
What a great way to start out the new flying year. There is a
limited national competition schedule in this issue prepared by
Mike Myers (freeflight) and Jack Albrecht (RC). Mike Myers has
offered to take over the national listings of older events from Jim
Coffin who has been very ill, though recovering now. All SAM
chapters, please send your planned event information to Mike at 911
Kilmary Lane, Glendale, CA 91207-1105. He will publish the next
round of announcements in June for the last half of the '93 flying
season.
Don Bekins, SAM Speaks editor

Steve G•enot photo
Steve Gronot phoro

Ruth Mock proudly holds husband Frank's magnificent Trenton Terror.
Frank Mock of Tampa, SAM 88, won both Best of Show and the Brown
Jr. event with this entry and 2nd annual Florida Winter Fly.

Pete Rafferty, SAM 77, of Tampa receives his Grand Champion award
from co-CD,'s Tom McCoy and Fred Mulholland at the Winder Fly. There
were 63 contestants who flew some 526 flights, with 31 contestants
receiving 58 available awards. Forty two volunteers put on quite a show
which brought 1,000 spectators over three days and two feature articles in
two local newspapers. Well done, SAM 77!

R/C NEWS & VIEWS
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TEXACO MAX WEIGHT
RULES REVISITED
by Don Bekins

"Thanks for the opportunity to review
my comments again before going to press. 1
dug further back into history, and did find
my memory was faulty regarding when and
how the 7 lb. weight limit disappeared. The
R/C Texaco rules had a 71b. limit up through
1980. A ship could weigh more than 7 lbs.,
but the fuel allotment stopped at 7. SAM
Speaks #34 (March-April 1979) shows results of a rules vote which eliminated that
limit. So it was not done inadvertently, or via
committee action. But there were some fuzzy
edges to the vote because of a competing
rules change which passed by a greater
majority, and which conflicted with regards
to the 7 lb. limit. The results could have been
interpreted either way. I'm not going to
address that, but anyone who is interested
can look it up. It was probably not an informed vote (no time/space for dissenting
arguments), but it was none the less a legitimate vote, and the conflicting measure was
in my opinion properly altered later to express majority will.
I've discussed this with Jim Adams,
and he agrees it would be wrong to make an
arbitrary fix to a legitimately passed rule,
just because it may cause future problems.
(e.g., not everyone has a special purpose
vehicle to transport huge aircraft). So I'd like
also to retract the word "loophole" from my
statement, even though I agree we'll eventually wish the 7 lb. limit was still in place. By
the way, I've never even liked the word
"loophole", but I occasionally retrogress to
the vulgar vernacular of the bourgeois to
Bob Angel
facilitate comprehension. "
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R/C MATTERS!
By Bob Angel

If you're looking
for more realistic
recreation of the
flights of yesteryear,
the Brown Junior
special event is one
answer. Some of its
instant popularity
probably had to do
with the fact that
there were lots of
airplanes already built which neatly fit the
event. Some even had the Brown Jr. installed,
"THE HOT NEW COMBO FOR BIG
and if not, it was an easy matter to install one.
TEXACO is the Irvine 40 diesel in a huge
The event will probably be as popular at this
ship. At Taft, both Mike McLaughlin and Eut
year's Western SAM Champs (and other
Tileston flew with Irvines in very large
events) as it was in the Midwest last year.
(almost 2,000 square inch) Westerners. Eut
Since availability of Brown Juniors may
had a mechanical problem and couldn't fly,
be a problem for some, I gave Herb Wall a call
But Mike won Texaco handily with his. Some
to get the latest production and delivery
top Florida fliers are scoring with the same
status of his reproduction Browns, which are
Irvine/ big ship combination. Stu Richmond
legal engines for the event. Herb says he is
reviews the Irvine diesel in the January R/C
experiencing a 6 months parts delay on his
Modeler.
Bunch engine project, so has had some time
SAM President Jim Adams was at Taft
to work on the Brown Juniors. He is working
and feels a rules loophole for the huge ships
off a backlog of previous orders for 30 to 40
ought to be plugged. A loophole does exist.
engines, but only has crankcases for about 30
Several years ago, we had a 7 pound weight
Browns. He is also getting new orders, so it's
limit, beyond which a ship received no more
unlikely that you'll be able to place an order
weight allowance in Texaco, or Antique. A
and have one in time for this year's SAM
committee re-wrote the R/C rules, and the 7
Champs.
lb. limit disappeared, probably inadvertently.
Herb does repair and rebuilding, but he's
The rules were voted in without this change
at least a year behind on those projects, so
being properly noted for the voters inforr. ,your best bet for an engine that
fion, so now you can (theoretically)
needs help would be to order parts,
fly a 55 lb airplane in Antique, using
of which he has many in stock. For
a 7 minute and 20 second engine run
those willing to wait a year or so,
for a 10 minute max. The 7 pound
you can place an order for a Brown
limit still exists in the free flight fuel
and wait. Current price is $250, and
allotment rules."
he doesn't require a deposit. He has
two models, the "Custom" which
I, too, noted the efficient new
has the choke on the intake tube,
Irvine 40 diesel and the beautifully
and the "Special" with a plain inbuilt and flown 10 ft. Westerner by
take. They are priced the same, but
Mike McLaughlin. He was up for 1
the Special might have some slight
hr. 37 min. and could easily have
edge on power, due to less intake
stayed up another 30 minutes in the
restriction from the choke mechaconditions that day. I am not sure
nism. Address: Herb's Model Mohow long his engine ran, but it easily
tors, Box 61, Rt. 87, Forksville, PA
ran more than 12 minutes with a fuel
18616. (717) 924-3892.
allotment for a model weighing
The Ohlsson 23 special event was
somewhere around 10 pounds.
started before the Brown Junior
As head of the committee which
event, but has yet to become as
re-wrote the rules for the 84-85 rule
popular. The concept is similar, and
book, I didn't recall the 7 lb. rule With the advent of the rnodern, powerful diesel these lumber-eaters
the Ohlsson 23's are much more
falling out during our re-write, al- may reappear on the competition scene. RonKei I, of SAM 27 & 74 of available than the Brown's, but unthough I wasn't sure if Bob was refer- Northern California, shown here with his monster 15 foot Dallaire fortunately, the ready built planes
ring to us. Anyway, I asked Bob if he powered by a geared .65 glow engine, which swung a 20 in. prop. The were not available, due to narrow
would research that further, and here model flew well, but could not gain much altitude because it was design restrictions calling fora miniunder-po-wered and not fuel-efficient.
is his response:
mum wing size of 450 square inches.
This
intentionally
eliminated the hot climb,
SAM DUES ARE DUE!
In the well circulated SAM 26
newsletter December 1992 issue, Bob
Angel, SAM Western VP, wrote this
article regarding
the new trend in the
Texaco event
which is classed a
Basic Event in the offical SAM Rule Book.
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because the average 23 has a pretty good
struggle hauling up that much airplane. But
this also meant that a ship much over 450
squares was just not going to be competitive.
So for most people, it meant building a new
ship right at the 450 inch limit. With so many
competing classes, few got built.
In an effort to correct things, SAM 27,
who originated the event has changed the
rules. They now allow any unsealed design
between 300 to 500 square inches. They plan
to "grandfather" scaled ships built to the old
formula. I don't know if this will help the
event or not, but I'm not an unbiased observer at the moment. It just so happened
that I was putting finishing touches on a 450
square inch ship for the event, when I received this news. I doubt the ship will be
competitive against those in the 400 square
inch range and below, so it will probably end
up flying in class A glow.
Some chapters have indicated they'll be
flying 1 /2A Texaco this year with the smaller
Cox fuel tank as an option, if not a requirement. This is mostly to prevent loss of aircraft by keeping them in sight better during
the power run. SAM New Zealand changed
their national rules to the small tank only,
but will allow either tank to be used during
their 1 /2A postal challenge, which will have
been flown by the time you read this. They'll
require just an 8 minute max if you fly the
small tank, and will normalize the small tank
scores to 15 minutes. ("Small" score in seconds, times 15, divide by 8).
SAM 41 will be allowing the small tank
for all their club contests this year, and will
consider 7-1/2 minutes to equate to the big
tank max. They then simply double the actual score to normalize to the 15 minute
"big" tank max. They also plan for those who
don't yet have a smaller tank installed, to
allow an option of injecting 4 cc into an
empty 8 cc tank.
During the last rules cycle, a proposal to
go to the smaller Cox tank was defeated by a
narrow margin. Since that time more people
seem to have thought about the idea (and

R/C NEWS & VIEWS
maybe lost a plane or two) and have apparently changed their thinking. This includes
Don Bekins, who was one of the chief spokesmen against the rule change at that time. I
believe it makes sense, and might be worth
presenting to the membership again in the
future.
Meanwhile there will be starting pains
for those flying under the mixed tank systems. The big tank holds about 8 cc, and the
smaller tank holds about 5 to 6 cc (per Bill
Schmidt's precise measurements), depending on the configuration of reed retainer,
tank vents, and backplate. I like the idea of
moving to the small tank, but my own tests
indicate that the formulas above may be
giving too much advantage to the small tank
when we mix the two tanks in the same
event. So for any major invitational contest,
proceed cautiously, and publish any deviations from the rule book well ahead. After
all, the rule book exists primarily to set a
standard that will be honored at all major
SAM flying events, and allow you not only
to fly, but to be competitive.
Required reading? The February '93 issue
of RC Modeler has a feature article about the
last SAM Champs, by yours truly. This is to
my knowledge the first extensive coverage
of SAM activities by that particular magazine. They gave us a 3 page spread of color
photos, plus three of black and white. I have
some nice original 4X6 glossy color photos
which I'll be happy to send to any of you
folks pictured, if you'll just indicate interest
by sending me a business sized SASE. So
anyone in the RCM photos, or anyone who
knows I "shot" them at Vincennes is welcome to their pictures(s). Antenna down,
switches off!
I welcome your letters and pictures. Write:
Bob Angel
1001 Patterson Rd.
Santa Maria, CA 93455

THE PARABLE OF BEAUTY
A EkYlIrme Story

Once upon a time , long, long ago in a
far away place, there lived a lad who wished
to learn how to fly. He had a burning desire
to try his wings, but as a youth, he loved
beauty. His first model was a scale plane, a
thing of beauty with wings that glistened in
the sun. Alas, on his first attempt to fly, he
crashed. His plane of beauty and graceful
lines had become vicious and spiteful in the
air.
After the crash, his enthusiasm waned,
he vowed never again to try flying. He would
become a monk and build plastic display
models. He sank lower and lower into despair. As he was about to build his first
plastic model, a wise old sage interceded
and spoke words of wisdom to the lad.
"My son," spoke the sage, "your obsession with beauty has led you astray. Consider the young woman who is fair of face
and body. She, you say is beauty."
"But," continued the sage, "place her
on the athletic field and she is as the pig
when it is chased by the terrier, slow afoot
and ungainly. Now consider the Amazon
who runs like the wind and glides over the
hurdles. Does she not possess beauty and
grace?"
"That is true," answered the lad, "but
how does this apply to flying?"
The sage then explained his parable to
the slow thinking lad. "Your plane with scale
detail and wings that glisten in the sun is like
the girl that is fair of face and shapely of
body. It possesses physical beauty but is
slow and ungainly in the air. You must strive
for functional beauty, for grace and agility."
"I begin to understand, old one," stated
the lad. 1 shall build a plane of great functional beauty."
The youth turned to leave, then reflected on the sage's advice, and turned back
to him asking, "Wise one, do you have any
other words for me?"
The sage spoke again, "As the maiden
continued on pops 20
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SPARKY, REVISITED
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MY SPARK?
In the last SAM Speaks, *108, we published a story by Jim Adams giving the background with old pictures of ''My Sparky", by Ed Lidgard. The
promise in the article was that you would find a copy of the plans. Alas, due to space limitations and the fact that we are budgeted for 24 page
issues, only, we could not include the drawing. Here it is in its SAM-approved form with some other historical data offered by Al Ward of SAM
21, San Jose, California.

T he drawings to

carve the SAM
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are on page 1
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Al Ward of SAM21,Fremont, CA, drew this map of the old Chicago flying site shown
in the Sparlcy story by Jim Adams. He flew there in the 40's and remembers that the
40 & 41 Nats were held on that site. His letter is on the following page.
Ray McGowan, Napa, CA, of SAM 27, built two of the
Sparkys. Shown herewith the droop-stab model, Ray found
the two versions to fly very well with nearly the same
characteristics.
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SPARKY FLYING SITE
REMEMBERED

Toby Fae(

Leon Shotnon
1oit Liquoimo)
Pole Tryborn

Your Sparky article in the last SAM Speaks
brought back fond memories of my preWWII model flying in the Chicago area.
The flying area used for the '40 & '41
NATS was the one I flew at quite frequently,
taking 32nd place in Senior Class A Gas
(Bantam 19). A map of the flying area is
shown on the previous page.
The "Water Tank" in the snap shots was
a large, pale green gas holding tank. We
could look in the direction shown in the
photos and see the shimmering effect of
thermals forming against the background of
the tank.
In 1944 a B-24 inbound to the municipal
airport tried to go through the tank. It and
the tank went up in one big whoosh with the
loss of all hands.
Regarding the center photo on page 16,
I doubt if it's a November photo. Ed's wearing a short sleeve shirt, and if I remember my
Chicago winters, his arms would have frozen stiff instantly.
During the big war, they built huge
factory on "our" flying site. Dodge motors
manufactured R-3350 engines for the B-29
there. After the war, Tucker Automobiles
tried to make cars there, then Ford took over
and built R-4360 (B-50 & KC97) engines,
then J-57's for the B-52 followed. Finally the
place turned into a huge shopping mall called
"Ford City".
There used to be instant thermals over
the old rail yard on the site, with countless
steam engines providing the heat. Joe
Konefes' 45 minute flight at the '40 NATS
drifted north, rode the lift, then drifted back
south to land at the takeoff field.
Al Ward
SAM 1494
36045 Larch Way
Fremont, CA 94536

alam... of,

Loworrnan photo

It appears the flood gates opened when Sal Taibi sent us the picture from his archives of his old flying
buddies. I soon heard from Bernie Liquorman of Beacon, NY, who was one of the Brooklyn Sky
Scrapers. Bernie sent this picture of the original Sky Scrapers which was scanned and returned to him.
Bernie says Sal missed one ID -- the man pointing was Toby Fever. Here are some famous modelers.
See if you can identify the rest. Liquonnan is still modeling, after starting as an acre engineer, he went
on to a Masters in mechanical engineering , which he still practices to this day. He says," lam really
proud to be a part of the greatest hobby ever invented. I started at age 13 and plan to keep at it forever!! "
(He's 71, but won't tell anybody)

Jim ambit:Infos photo

First in Class C, "Sky Chief" meet, June 24,
1942. And Bernie Liquorman is still modeling. This was his modified, scaled up Diamond
Demon, Brown Jr. powered.

Then we heard from Jim Bocckinfuso, a Life member of SAM and current member of the Brooklyn
Sky Scrapers, saying he had run into another Sky Scraper, Al Paroechi. Al still has his first Sky
Scraper shirt and a copy of the original ByLaws for that famous club. Al was a very active free/lighter and control line modeler, with a number models of his own design which were published in
Air Trails in the 40's. He is now 81 and lives in Holbrook, Long Island, NY (516) 472-3733.
Thanks, Jim for the photo reproductions. Are there SAM members who can identify anyone in this
group? Models?

1/2 A SCALE COLUMN
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J im Alaback

My correspondence remains
active on the 1/2 A
ScaleTexacotypeof
flying scale models.
They offer realistic
looks with excellent
flying potential and
an opportunity for
original model design as an option
(many models have
been built from
three-views of unusual subjects).

1/2 A Scale Texaco vs. 1/2 A Texaco

Some 1/2 A Scale Texaco models fly so
well that they are quite competitive with the
regular 1/2 A Texaco models. In the first
SAM 41 (San Diego Aeroneers) contest, where
both events were being flown, the high time
in the scale event exceeded the high time in
regular 1/2 A Texaco. I also saw a more
recent contest report in which a 1/2 A Scale
Texaco model was entered in the regular 1/
2 A Texaco event and finished, as I recall,
among the top three winners.
It should be noted that many 1/2 A
Texaco scale models are not eligible for entry
in the regular 1/2 A Texaco event. Although
the flight rules are the same for both types of
events, the regular 1/2 A Texaco event required that the original model was a "designed, kitted, or plans published" pre-1943
g@5 model, with scaling up or down permitted. On the other hand, the 1/2 A Scale
Texaco rules require only that the subject be
a pre-1943 full-scale "engine-powered, mancarrying airplane.... Powered sailplanes not
acceptable."
Shown here are photos of very attrac-

1-2 CUB by Eut Tileston
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Canada (SAM 89). It shows his pre-war Taylor Chummy, a little cutie built from Al
Wolsky's plan in Flying Models, November,
1991. Art had the plan enlarged 400% from
the magazine to give him 273 q. in. wing area.
Art says it is a docile flyer. This is a model
that is eligible for 1/2 A Scale Texaco, but not
for 1/2 A Texaco because it's a pre-1943 fullscale airplane all right, and a gas model plan,
but not 12 1
4 1gan el plan.

Eut Tileston with his Arrowbile
five models to illustrate the eligibility, or
lack of it, of 1/2 A Scale Texaco models in
regular 1/2 A Texaco. Picture No. 1 shows
Eut Tileston's 1936 Taylor Cub 1-2, which

New 1 /2 A Scale Plans Available

Picture No. 4 is from that old master, Bill
Schmidt of Wichita. It shows just a portion of
his private air force of 1/2 A Scale Texaco
models: a Grumman Avenger and a Vultee
Vengeance (both with plug-in la nding gears),
an Aeronca Model T, and
an Interstate Cadet partly
off the right edge of the
picture. The Cadet is from
the pre-war Berkeley rubber kit, the rest are from
3-views. (None eligible
for regular 1 /2 A Texaco!)
Not only are Bill's
models good looking,
they are good flyers. Bill's
SAM 56 took 2nd place in
the 1992 1/2 A Scale
Taylor Chummy by Art Lang
Texaco International
Postal Challenge, and the
was built from the 70" Peerless pre-1943 gas
first three places in the SAM 93 (Tulsa) event
model plan (thus also eligible for the regular
1/2 A Texaco event), scaled down to about last year, with all the models entered being
48". Eut entered both
events with this same
model at the 1991 SAM
Champs, recording a
kilo"
"-time of 22:45 in 1/2 A
Texaco and 24:16 in 1/2 4•P
A Sca le Texaco, where he
won second place.
Picture No. 2 shows
Eut Tileston with his 1937
Waterman Arrowbile for
1/2 A Scale Texaco. This
picture was taken atSAM
Aro
26's 1992 John Pond
Some of Bill Schmidt's fleet
Commemorative contest, where Eut took second place in 1/2 A Bill's! For 1993, Bill says three other SAM 56
Texaco Scale. Eut built his Arrowbile from members are building Aeroncas from his
the pre-war Megow 30" plan.
Full-size plans for Bill Schmidt's 1/2 A
rubber-powered model
kit plan, enlarged for 1/2 Scale Texaco models are available from him
A scale. A great little for $10 postpaid (4647 Krueger, Wichita, KS
flyer, despite the chal- 67220). He offers the AVRO 560 (283 sq. in.),
lenge of its unorthodox the Aeronca (260 sq. in.), the Grumman (245
flying wing design- but sq. in.), the Vultee (240 sq. in.), the Interstate
not "legal" for the regu- (260 sq. in.), plus a Taylorcraft BC-12 (260 sq.
lar 1/2 A Texaco event, in.), and a Taylorcraft L-1/2 A (258 sq. in.)
I welcome your letters and pictures. Also,
since the original plan
was pre-1943 all right, but I appreciate being on the distribution list for
SAM chapters' newsletters. Address: Jim
not a gas model plan.
Mach photo
Picture No. 3 is from Alaback, 12366 Nacido Drive, San Diego, CA
Art Lane of London, Ont., 92128.

tosiosiseor,
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SAM IS HAVING A RAFFLE!
SAM President, Jim Adams, has announced that SAM will be conducting a
RAFFLE of old model engines again this
year. The Raffle held in 1989 was very successful and we were able to give out dozens
of engines and kits to ticket holders, many of
the engines were real collectors items.
/

The present collection of old ignitio
and glow engines came from the estate of
Larry Nigh. Many of the engines are very
nice (new in the box) and most of them are
excellent runners. Two or three have parts
missing, but all are common parts that are
easily obtained. The list of (35) engines
contain many familiar names. Ohlsson,
ennymite, Bantam, Forster, Bullet, McCoy,
&B, Madewell, Remco, Rocket, O.K.,
t and Vivell. Some of the engines
(wood
new and others used. There are some
elalter glow engines that we will group in pairs to make the prizes more worthwhile.
\.,
Chances on these engines will be sold in
advance of the RAFFLE. The drawing will be
held at the SAM CHAMPS, October 12 at
TAFT. The tickets are $1.00 each and we
recommend that you buy at least TEN in
order to increase your chances of winning
one of these very nice engines. You do not
have to be present to WIN!
Send your ten bucks to Jim Adams, 2538
N. Spurgeon, Santa Ana, CA 92706. for tickets which will be mailed to you. The money
is going into the SAM treasury and is a good
cause. Order as many as you want, there is
no limit on the number you can buy!!

1ST EUROPEAN
SAM CHAMPS
SAM 1066 of England is sponsoring
the first European SAM Champs at
Middle Wollop, Hampshire, which will
feature the 10th Anniversary Wakefield
Events and power events as well. It will
run over three days, August 28th, 29th
and 30th. Special events will Flying Wing
and Open Glider.
Write to:
David Baker,
SAM 1066
24 Pinetress
Weston Flavell
Northampton,
NN3 3ET
England

SAM DUES ARE DUE!

$4). pog•22

SAM NEWS
SAM HALL OF FAME
It's time again to send in your nominations for the SAM HALL OF FAME. Each
spring SAM selects ten names of candidates
to be inducted into our Hall of Fame.
The men chosen can be old time flyers,
designers, writers, or just guys that have
done a lot of pioneering for model aviation
or for SAM.
This year your submittals should be
sent to Robert Angel, our West Coast VP and
chairman of the 1993 selection committee.
The committee will make the selections and
publish the names in Sam Speaks. The honorees will be invited to attend the SAM
Champs in TAFT , to be held October 11
through 15 where the award presentations
will be made. Bob's address is 1001 Patterson
Rd., Santa Maria, CA. 93455

BLUE MAX AWARD TO
LARRY JENNO
The VAMPS of Las Vegas recently presented their top achievement award to Larry
Jenno, past SAM Champs Contest Manager
and organizer extraordinaire. The citation
stated that the award was to: "An individual
whose contributions to modeling have been
outstanding. His dedication toward the advancement and preservation of the hobby
and related hardware is beyond compare. A
leader in every sense of the word, a CD,
superb builder and respected competitor.
His achievements include the design, tooling and manufacture of more than six engines, the design and building of machinery
for propellor manufacture." Larry is shown
here receiving the award from George
Niebauer.
Congratulations Larry Jenno, and thanks
from all of SAM for all you have done for old
timer modeling!
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FROM ITALY
It all started six years ago, when a group
of dedicated modelers, (exactly seventeen).
decided to establish ACAS (Associazione
Italiana AeromoclellismoStorico) which soon
became SAM Italia, Chapter 62.
It happened at Pavullo, a famous preWW II glider field during an old timer meeting held in June 1986. As a matter of fact,
several old time modelers had started a long
time ago to build vintage models just for
sheer pleasure: the Pavullo meeting was the
right occasion to make it "legal" Memberships are now close to 300 scattered all over
the Northern and Central parts of Italy.
SAM Italia has two printed "voices":
OLDTIMER GAZETTE and L-AQUILONE
(The Kite). The former, a monthly column, is
included, free of charge in the only Italian
model magazine MODELLISTICA; the latter is a "periodical" newsletter, which is
mailed to all members.
OLDTIMER GAZETTE proved to be
quite an efficient promotional tool while the
latter brings all the organizational details to
the attention of each member.
Rules have been established which try
to suit the delayed development of
aeromodelling in Italy, because of WW II;
they have been refined through the years,
although some final debugging is still required .
Plans of many vintage Italian craft have
been redrawn and distributed all over the
world. with quite a favourable acceptance.
Every year several competitions and just
relaxed fly-for-fun meetings are organized
almost invariably they are characterised by
a large attendance. This year the Wakefield
competition at Gorizia is going to be by far
the most remarkable old timer event in Italy.
Through the years, several youngsters have
joined the oldtimers gang. This is highly
gratifying.
We often wonder whether someday,
somebody would take the initiative of getting the various SAM Chapters around the
world under a common hat. Granted, cutoff dates may differ from each other. Rules
show basic differences. However, definite
commonalities can be found. We only have
to find the right person or chapter to initiate
this world wide "get together" crusade.
Perhaps a good starting point could be a
rational comparison of the technical specifications of the various national rules. Some
pictures are attached to this brief report.
Long flights and short chases !
Ferdi Gale'
Via Marconi 10,
28042 BAYENO NO,
Italy
More SAM News from Italy page 13
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OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
By Charlie Bruce
Number 6: Brown Jr.
Here is the first really successful model
engine. Bill Brown's
engines were introduced in 1932 with
the first commercial
quantities produced
in 1934. By the end of
1942 more than
50,000 engines had
been produced and
gas had taken its
place beside rubber
to power model airplanes. Made in a
variety of configurations of timer, fuel
tank, needle valve and with lapped or ringed
pistons, the engines all used the same basic
construction of a die cast aluminum crankcase with a steel cylinder and brazed on port
covers. Production continued with essentially unchanged design. With a long stroke
of 1" and a bore of 7/8" the Brown is a high
torque lugger of large props. Don't try to
wind it up too tight and it will deliver dependable power. This analysis will be confined to the Brown Jr. engine of 0.601 cu. in.
displacement since the 0.29 cu. in. "Brownie"
is not a widely used engine these days.
Herb Wahl has reproduced the Brown
in several models, all good runners. He has a
good many Brown parts available and does
some repair work though he is extremely
busy producing his "Wahl Bunches." His
Hurleman timer is an excellent accessory for
any running Brown and he also makes the
3/8" Hurleman spark plugs.
We are lucky to have a large number of
original Browns which survived the transition to glow ignition as well as Herb Wahl's
excellent reproductions to fly these days.
Browns seem to appear for sale at every
MECA Collecto.

Disassembly:
Start by removing the prop nut and
washers. Note the prop drive/cam has an
un-keyed square drive so it can be put on in
4 positions only one of which is correct.
There are three different timers: (1) early
Brown which has a large spring loop carrying the moving point; (2) upright Brown (or
Banjo) which is die cast zinc alloy; (3)
Hurleman which has a flat spring carrying
the moving point. All will work but the
Hurleman is a bit more reliable and easier to
adjust for point clearance. All are removed
by loosening the single clamp screw and
sliding forward off the case boss.
The plastic fuel tank (if your engine is so

equipped) unscrews from the cast tank top.
The needle valve is retained by a lock nut
which also holds the choke knob ratchet
spring. Removing the needle valve body will
allow the cast tank top to slide backward off
the venturi. The cylinder is screwed into the
crankcase and is usually extremely tight. It is
best to mount the engine on a sturdy board
using all 4 mount holes rather than attempting to unscrew the cylinder by hand. Be sure
the piston is free to move before you unscrew the cylinder otherwise you can bend
or break the con-rod. You will probably have
to heat the crankcase quite warm to get it to

break loose. I recommend that the cylinder
fins be gripped in a split wood "wrench" (1
1/4" dia. hole; 1 3/8 for Wahl Custom, Classic & Special) in a vise and the crankcase be
turned. There are two 1 /8" dia, holes in the
top fin of thecylinder. A spanner type wrench
can be made by driving two short pins 3/4 "
on center into a steel handle. This wrench
can be used to turn the cylinder while the
case is mounted to the board, but it's easy to
slip and scar the engine. I recommend the
split wood wrench.
The wrist pin slips easily out of original
Browns. The Wahl Browns have a Hurleman
type piston with the wrist pin entering the
piston from the front. The wrist pin has a
small cross hole in it and is retained in the
piston with a small cotter pin. It is generally
not necessary or desirable to remove this
pin. Keep the parts together as a sub-assembly.
The backplate is also screwed in and can
generally be removed by using a slotted
dowel (1 3/16" dia.) held in a vise and turning the case by hand. You may have to use
heat and gloves for this operation. The conrod will slip off the shaft easily and the shaft
slides out the back of the case completing
disassembly.

Assembly:

January • February 1993
Once again this is a reverse of the teardown procedure with a few things to watch
for. All moving parts should be cleaned and
oiled before assembly.
Drop the crankshaft into the case and
put the con-rod on the crank pin. It's symmetrical front to back. Screw the back plate
home remembering to lubricate the gasket
and threads. Place the piston on the con-rod
with the wrist pin. The solid brass wrist pin
has no pads. Be sure the wide side of the
piston crown faces rearward. Fit the cylinder
over the piston with cylinder ring gaskets in
place. The lapped piston will fit easily; rings
will have to be worked into the cylinder
using fingernails or other non-scarring
persuader. The final location of the intake
tube is set by the number and thickness of the
cylinder ring gaskets. The intake tube should
be about 5 degrees off its final position on
hand tightening. Turn it in with the wrench
& board setup, to alignment with the crankshaft. If you have to replace the cylinder base
gaskets here is a simple procedure for determining the total thickness of gaskets required;
The Brown cylinder to crankcase thread
is 28 TPI (threads per inch.) This means that
each full turn of the cylinder will advance the
shoulder 1 / 28" or 0.0357". Since there are 360
degrees in a circle, each degree of rotation
will advance the shoulder 0.0357/360 or almost exactly 0.0001" per degree. To find the
gasket thickness required to line up the cylinder correctly, screw the cylinder into the
crankcase by hand without gaskets until the
flange bottoms out. Back out the cylinder
until the intake tube is in its correct rearward
position 180 from the crankshaft. Hold in
this position and make a vertical mark (soft
pencil or felt tip marker) from the cylinder
flange across the case boss. Now tighten the
cylinder with the wrench set up to operating
tightness. Locate your mark on the cylinder
and carefully extend it to make a new mark
on the case. The angle of rotation between
these two marks on the case is a measure of
the required gasket thickness. Remove the
Continued on pogo 20
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DESIGN APPROVAL BOARD
REPORT
Bob Larsh, Chairman,has written that he is
looking for the following plans or information (45 S. Whitcomb, Indianapolis, IN 46241):
Old Timer
Nostalgia
Nostalgia

Skylark Joe Ott Cabin model
Racer
Sal Taibi
Nimbus Carl Goldberg

Any help locating these plans for copying
will be appreciated and all postage costs
reimbursed. Plans will be returned promptly.
Changes in Status;
Walt Good
Guff
Guff (smaller) Walt Good
Sky Raider
(Powered Soarer)
Wren
Frank 1 reel,

SAM ENGINE COMMITTEE
SAM DESIGN APPROVAL BOARD

SAM ENGINE COMMITTEE
REPORT

From time to time we will report the actions of SAM's standing committees: the
SAM Engine Committee and the SAM
Design Approval Board. These committees are set up under our ByLaws to
review and pass approval or disapproval
on antique or old timer model designs
and engines that fit the guidelines of the
official SAM Rule Book. Listings of approved designs and engines are given to
each new SAM member and are available
at a $2 cost to all others from Bob Dodds,
SAM treasurer.

A new (repro) diesel has been approved
by the Engine Committee for use in S.A.M.
competition classified as an "original ignition engine!. It's the "Super Atom" 1.8cc
engine, being manufactured in Czechoslovakia by Jaroslav Rybak. The engine was
submitted by Eldon Breazier on behalf of Mr.
Rybak.
The engine appears to be a very faithful
reproduction of the original.
The workmanship is excellent throughout, however I did not have an original to
compare for exact duplication of parts. The
construction did appear to be straight forward and typical of the period with no "modern" porting or materials used.
The performance was good. The engine
started easily and ran at 9200 R.P.M.'s on the
9 x 4 nylon prop provided. All tests were
done using AERODYNE diesel fuel.
The engine as provided weighed 41 /2
ounces and was radially mounted with three
lugs being cast to the crankcase.
The engine is no match for the Elfin
2.5cc diesel currently enjoying popularity,
but it is not as large a displacement and I
think that it would be an excellent choice for
powering the 42" to 50" models that were
designed for the Bantam .19 and the Ohlsson
.19/.23 sideport engines.
The engine is not yet available in the
U.S. except for a few isolated examples, but

from OT to Antique
after 1938, so OT
R/C section

MAN, 6/40
Not eligible to fly in SAM

Small Rubber Cabin: Not eligible for fuselage because it does
not meet cross section rule. May be flown in commercial
rubber or small rubber stick.
continued POW 20

APPROVED DESIGNS COMMITTEE REPORT

Newly Approved Model Designs for SAM Competition
Model Name
Blitzkrieg
Blitzkrieg
Whizzawing
Whizzawing
Whizzawing
Diamond Demon
Yehudi
Diamond T23
Seegar
Excaliber
Old Contest Model
Baby Burd
K.C. Clipper
Norcal III A
Norcal III B
Red Buzzard
Airfoiler

Designer
Hal DeBolt
Hal DeBolt
Hal DeBolt
Hal Debolt
Hal DeBolt
Jerry Stoloff
Jerry Stoloff
Otto Curth
Otto Curth
Jim Adams
Earl Stahl
Chet Lanzo
Keith Dentel
Stuart Bennet
Stuart Bennet
Tom Sutter
Hal DeBolt

Date/Type
1939/OT/FG
1939/0T/FG
1940/0T/PG
1940/0T/PG
1940/0T/PG
1938/A/FG
1939/OT/FG
1940/0T/PG
1940/0T/PG
1941/LR/FR
1939/LR/FG
1940/OT/PG
1937/A/PG
1941/0T/PG
1942/0T/PG
1941 /LR
1942/OT/PC

Span
46.5
60
38
42
67
48
44

Alva
330
550
280
332
850
327
300

Plans Source
NA
MAN 11/89
NA
F.A.12/43
NA
Pond Plans

46
53

338
490

J. Stoloff
O. Curth
O. Curth

46
41
37
96
48
545
47
60

200
183
208
1100
275
344
215
514

J. Adams
MAN 2/44
SAM Plans
K. Dente'
S. Bennet
S. Bennet
SAM Plans
Model Crftmn

OT=Old Timer, A=Antique, F=Fuselage
P=Pylon, 1.R=Large Rubber, G=Gas, R=Rubber

Model Types:
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Plans AvaillbIlity
John Pond Plans
P.O. Box 90310
San Jose, CA 95109

Jerry Stoloff
9330 Lime Bay Blvd.
Tamarac, FL 33321

Otto Curth
2107 Center St_
Northbrook, IL 60062

Jim Adams, SAM Plans
2538 N. Spurgeon St.
Santa Ana, CA 92706

Keith Dentel
3661 Tallwood Terrace
Falls Church, VA 22041

Stuart Bennet
1585 Jacob Ave.
San Jose, CA 95118

You may want to pencil in the new gas designs in your official SAM Gas Model "Approved
Designs List". The List is available from Jim Adams for a fee of $2. New SAM members
receive the listing as a part of their membership dues.

it should be available soon from AERODYNE; 15421 Redhill, Suite A; Tustin, CA

92680 (714) 258-0805.
Jaroslav Rybak intends to do other engine repro projects, so as soon as any information is available I will pass it on.
Allen Heinrich,Chairman
603-B San Michel Dr.
Costa Mesa, CA 92627 (714) 646-8864

lI

Czech "Super Atom" reproduction engine
manufactured by Jaroslav Rybak, founder of
SAM 78 Czechoslovakia

RARE OLD TIMER COLUMN
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BUILDING & FLYING
The "Go - Getter"
by Bud Romak

This model
was a big surprise
for me. It is easily
adjusted and fairly
easy to build.
I can remember when I was just
a kid flying small
rubber and gas
models when I happened to read Air Trails
March 1940, and was impressed by this unusual B Gas Model. Although my intention
was to build one, I never did at that time.
After many years of flying FAI Models,
.

I finally settled down and came back to my
true model colors, ie, S.A.M. old timer models; can't seem to get enough of it.
I purchased a Klarich Go-Getter kit; the
parts and plans were extremely good quality
and I built the model just as the plans called
for. The engine cowling was the most difficult part of the model to build - - make sure
to seal up the inside of the canopy; I used
three coats of K & B epoxy to seal it up and
make three celluloid front covers. I attached
it to the fuselage with four light tacks of hot
stuff. I did modify the wing mount hold
down by using dowels at the leading and
trailing edges. The model was covered as
follows:
Fuselage - silk
Wing gas model - silkspan
Stab & rudder - double Jap tissue
Five coats of nitrate dope

......„....

MEW'
MO'
*NOV • '

Se•tember • October 1992
Flying the model is quite easy once it
gets going; it tends to dutch roll from right to
left for the first three or four seconds and
then barrel-rolls up to the right, then "wow",
does it get up!
I was asked by Don l3ekins to write an
article about the GoGetter several months
ago and said I would. After the success of
building and flying the first model, I pondered a bit about writing about it, thinking it
might have been a fluke and it was just
stupendous luck, so I decided to build another one just to see if my luck would hold.
Well, I must tell you all that the new one flew
as well as the first, if not better. It was not a
coincidence; it's a damn good model.
Best to anyone who wants to build one
of these things—you're in for a lot of fun and
enjoyment.
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Contest Entry Form

1993 SAM Champs
AMA Sanctioned
Taft, California
October 10 through 15, 1993

5

*

*
* * *
Early Entry Fees: $15 for first event, $5 for each additional event, $40 Max pre-entry.
Late Entries: $15 for first event, $10 for each additional event. No maximum.
Full event fees refunded for no shows.
Full refund for Bean Feed and Banquet tickets cancelled by September 25.
Order your caps and T-shirts NOM There will only be a limited quantity of extras available.
Complete both sides of this form, including SIGNATURES. Total event entry fees
tickets @ $8.00/person
Bean Feed Tickets for Monday, October 11,
tickets @ $13.00/person
Victory Banquet Tickets for Friday, October 15,
CAPS @ $6.00
1993 SAM Champs commemorative caps,
med
lg xl
xxl T-SHIRTS @ $10
1993 commemorative T-shirts, sm
Supplemental AMA fee $l0.00 for foreign entrants (waived with proof of license)
$ TOTAL
I

_

_

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

MAKE YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS.
INCLUDE A COPY OF YOUR 1993 AMA LICENSE.
(Foreign entries must include proof of national aeromodeler's license or $10.00 supplemental insurance fee.)

Entries without proof of current AMA membership for US citizens WILL BE RETURNED WITHOUT PROCESSING.

ALL EARLY ENTRIES MUST BE POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 1, 1993 1
Mail this entry form, complete with signatures, to:
Include your check or money order payable to SAM.
Include a copy of your 1 993 AMA (aeromodeler's) license.

Bill Booth, Sr., Contest Manager
2937 E. San Gabriel Ave.
Fresno, CA 93726

Pteose Print

Name .
Address .
City:State:Zip:

AMA#
SAM#
SAM Chapter#

I agree that my models will have been tested and will qualify to be flown at this contest in the presence of others.
I agree to report to the CD, before leaving the field, any accident in which I am involved or may witness.
I agree to abide by the AMA Flight Safety Declaration, and any and all special field rules, at this contest.
Signature (parent or guardian if entrant under 21 years of age)
I certify that all models entered in the championship events will comply with the 1992-1993 SAM Rulebook.
Entrant signature

Interested in a day trip to the Solvang Scandinavian Center? Approx $22
Yes
NoJ Number of people
Would you be interested in afternoon BINGO at the Westside Rec Center? Yes___, No
Number of people
Contest Manager

Asst. Contest Manager

EF_Con test

Bill Booth, Sr.
2937 E. San Gabriel
Fresno, CA 93726
(209) 227-7217

Larry Clark

Jim Persson

Director

R/C Contest Director
Steve Roselle

8960 Chickasaw Trail
3749 Gettysburg Ct. North 933 Barbara Street
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356 Pleasanton, CA 94588
Mountain View, CA 94040
(619) 248-2461
(415) 969-1721
(510) 846-3999

1993 SAM Champs - Event Schedule and Entry Form (back)
Notes: Schedule subject to change! Test Hying anytime Sunday or Monday at Condor Field. Tuo,'WediThur events 7:30AM -4:30PM.
Friday events 7:30AM-3:30PM. Other non-flying activities are at the Westside Recreation Center, 500 Cascade Place. Taft.

Basic SAM Events are in bold faced type for both FF and R/C. C.9 Events count only for FF Rubber Champ.
TROPHIES through FIFTH Place In events with 20 PRE-entries! (Through third place with less than 20).
event
fYJ.

RC SE Brown Jr Texaco

2

4

FF SE 1/4 A -1/2 A Nostalgia
FF SE NB Nostalgia
FF SE C/D Nostalgia

5

R/C Class A Ignition LER

6

R/C Class A GLOW LER

3

Model

Monday, October 11

1

Model

FF 30 sec Antique

FF Class A Gas Fuselage

12
13
14
15

FF Small Fuselage Rubber k:
FF SE 4 ounce Wakefield
FF SE Compressed Air
FF SE Class ABC Old Ruler
Spirit of SAM Concours

16

R/C Class C Ignition LER

17
18
19

R/C Class C GLOW LER
RC SE Electric Texaco
RC SE Ohlsson 23

20

FF Class B Gas Fuselage

21

FF Class C Gas Pylon

22

FF Large Fuselage Rubber
FF SE .020 Replica
FF SE Gas Scale

11

Thursday, October 14

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

36
37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44

Wing Area

Channel

FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
Static
Model

Engine

Wing Area

Channel

Ohlsson & Rice

FF
FF
FF

:

FF
FF
Model

Engine

Wing Area

Channel

R/C Class B Ignition LER
R/C Class B GLOW LER
R/C Texaco
Cox

RC SE 1/2 A Scale Duration

FF
FF

FF Class C Gas Fuselage
FF Class A Gas Pylon
FF Hand Launched Glider
FF Large Rubber Stick , g
FF SE Commercial Rubber
FF. SE 1/2 A Texaco
Friday, October 15

35

Engine

Brown Jr

Wednesday, October 13

23
24

Channel

Cox

7 R/C 1/2 A Texaco
8 RC SE Brown Jr. LER
9

Wing Area

FF
FF
FF

Tuesday, October 12

10

Engine
Brown Jr

R/C Antique or PURE( )
RC SE Ohlsson Sidepor1
RC SE Electric LMR
RC SE Old Time Glider
FF Class B Gas Pylon
FF Fuel Allotment Antique
FF Small Rubber StiClcic
FF SE 8 ounce Wakefield
FF SE Rubber Scale
FF SE Twin Pusher

FF
FF
FF
FF
Model

Engine

Wing Area

Channel

Ohisson & Rice

FF
FF
FF
FF
FE
FF

General Schedule of Events and Activities
1993 SAM Champs
Taft, California
October 10 - 15, 1993

******
*

SAM
*
CHAMPS

Contest Manager
Bill Booth, Sr.
2937 E. San Gabriel
Fresno, CA 93726
(209) 227-7217

10 October
after 12 noon

12 noon - 6 PM

1 1 October
8 AM - 3 PM
8 AM - 4 PM
8 AM - Dark
5 PM - 6 PM
6 PM - 7:30 PM
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM

12 October
7:30 AM - 4:30 PM
To be announced

Sunday
Late Registration and Pre-Registration packet pickup at Westside Recreation Center
500 Cascade Place, Taft
MECA Collecto $2 ($10 table fee) call Dick Dwyer @ (408) 377-2421

Monday
Late Registration and Pre-Registration Packets at
SAM Special Flying Events as scheduled at
Test Flying and Practice Flying at
No Host Cocktail Hour
Annual SAM Champs Bean Feed, Door Prizes!!!
Contestant Orientation Meeting

Condor Field.
Condor Field
Condor Field.
Westside Recreation Center
Westside Recreation Center
Westside Recreation Center

Tuesday
SAM Flying Events as scheduled
Afternoon BINGO!

Condor Field
Westside Recreation Center

Spirit of SAM Concours d' elegance
Westside Recreation Center
The model must be entered on the official entry form. It may be different from those entered in the other events.
Entries must be on display by 6PM for viewing and voting. Banquet room will be open at 5PM to receive models.
The model must post a qualifying flight berm Friday's banquet (a flight in another event by the same model counts).

6 PM - 9 PM

13 October
7:30 AM - 4:30 PM
7 PM - 9 PM

14 October
7:30 AM - 4:30 PM
To be announced
--Evening--

1 5 October
7:30 AM - 3:30 PM
6 PM - 7 PM
7 PM - 8:30 PM
9 PM - 10 PM

Phantom Flash

Wednesday
SAM Flying Events as scheduled
SAM Hall of Fame Awards &
Annual SAM Business Meeting

Condor Field
Westside Rec Center

Thursday
SAM Flying Events as scheduled
Day Excursion to
Free

Condor Field
Solvang Scandinavian Center

Friday
SAM Flying Events as scheduled
No Host Cocktail Hour
Awards Banquet
Presentation of Awards

Condor Field
Westside Recreation Center
Westside Recreation Center
Westside Recreation Center

Event will be flown daily; no entry fee required. Free plans available.
Send SASE to: Jim Persson, FF/CD, 3749 Gettysburg Ct. Pleasanton, CA 94588

1993 SAM Champs Special Free Flight Rules

1993 SAM Champs R/C Special Event Rules

SAM and AMA rules apply to all events with the following clarifica-

1/2 A Scale Duration - same as 90/91/92 SAM Champs. See SAM
Speaks issue #94.
Electric Events - See SAM Speaks issue #93 for details.
Ohlsson Sideport - same as 89/91/92 SAM Champs. Any
UNSCALED, SAM approved, ANTIQUE gas model design. 10 oz
Min wing loading. Unpressurized O&R S1DEPORT spark ignition
engine. 45 second engine run.
4 attempts, 3 official flights. 7 minute max flight.

tions and modifications.

5 Minute Max flights - Large rubber, Compressed Air, both
Wakefields, and Rubber Scale.
3 Minute Max flights - Small rubber, .020 Replica. 2 Minute Max
flights - Hand launched Glider.
ROG required: Fuel Allotment, 30 sec Antique, Commercial Rubber, .020 Replica. 1/2 A Texaco, 4 ounce Wakefield, 8 ounce
Wakefield, large and small fuselage rubber.
4 ounce Wakefield - Models 1936 vintage or older. Proof of design required. Minimum flying weight. including rubber, 4 oz. Min
fuselage cross section = L2/100. Wing area = 200 sq.in . +1- 10
sq.in.
8 ounce Wakefield - US or foreign models kitted or published 1950
or before. Minimum flying weight, including rubber, 8 oz. Min fuselage cross section = L2/100. Wing area = 200 sq.in . +1- 10 sq.in .
Rubber Scale - Official time is the best three of six attempts.
1/2 A Texaco - 1/2 ounce fuel allowance as per SAM rules.
ABC Old Ruler - Old Ruler as per SAM Rules: L2/100. 8 oz per
sqft wing loading, 80 oz per cubic inch power loading, any Old Timer
or original design, any SAM approved ignition or diesel engine.
Nostalgia Ey_onta - NFFS Rules apply.

Other Free Flight Notes:
Free flight processing will be done at the field. Binoculars are not
allowed for free flight events. An official flight must be launched
within 5 minutes of securing your timer and flight card. No waiting
for thermals. After each official flight or attempt, your flight card
must be returned to the desk for posting before another flight is
launched. If two consecutive flights are made. then only the first
will be posted as an official flight; the second will be recorded as
an attempt. Fuel Allotment and Gas Scale Events must be flown
between 7:30AM and 1:30PM.
F_amoiceinformation_on_F_E_rules and.procedures send SASE to;
Jim Persson. FF/CD, 3749 Gettysburg Court North, Pleasanton,
CA 94588 or phone (510) 846-3999.

OhIssoo.23_-_REW

REVISED RULES Ec9J.9,93

Any UNSCALED, SAM approved, OLD TIMER gas model design.
10 ounce Min wing loading. Unpressurized Ohlsson 23 spark ignition engine. Engine run 35 seconds for sideports, 25 seconds for
front rotor valves.
4 attempts. 3 official flights. 5 minute max flight. Existing scaled
models built to the old 450 inches minimum rule are grandfathered
and will qualify for this event.
Brown Jr. LER - Any unsealed pre-1939 cabin or cabane type SAM
approved gas model design (no pylons).
No minimum weight or wing loading requirement. Any original (or
SAM approved replica), unmodified, BROWN JR. spark ignition engine. 90 secs engine run. ROG. 3 attempts, 2 official flights, score
single best flight. Flight duration unlimited.
Brown Jr.fuel Allotment TEXACO - Any unsealed pre-1939 cabin
or cabane type SAM approved gas model design (no pylons). No
minimum weight or wing loading. Any original (or SAM approved
replica), unmodified. BROWN JR. spark ignition engine. Fuel: ice
per half pound, 14cc max (Brown Jr. plastic screw top gas tank volume). ROG, 3 attempts. 2 official flights, score single best flight.
Flight duration unlimited.
Old Time Glider - same as 1991 SAM Champs at Jean. Nevada.
Any glider model or model of full scale glider/sailplane designed,
kitted, or published prior to December 31. 1946. Nordics and hand
launched gliders are excluded. Maximum wingspan = 120 inches.
Scaling OK. No minimum wing loading. All appropriate and applicable SAM R/C rules apply except: R.O.G. not required, timing begins at towline release and stops at touchdown; each launch and
release is an official flight, no attempts; three, or fewer, official flights
are permitted with a target total time of 20 minutes (1200 seconds):
each second over a 1200 total is deducted from 1200 for a final
score. At least one Hi-Start launching device will be provided with
a pull scale to measure towline tension at launch. Contestants may
provide additional launching devices provided other competitors are
allowed access to them. For this R/C event, consecutive flights are
permissible and encouraged: all flights must be completed between
7:30 and 10:30 AM Friday. October 15.

1993 SAM Champs Commemorative T-Shirt & Cap
Cap $6: Order on entry sheet for SAM Champs Tall
delivery. Add $3.20 for early mail-direct delivery. Allow 4 weeks. Make
check to SAM: address to: SAM Commemorative Wear
2937 E. San Gabriel. Fresno, CA 93726

't' Shin $10
-

-

Other Radio Control Event Notes:
Contestants will have one channel pin assigned for each event entered each day. The contestant has 5 minutes to get airborne from
the time he is assigned a timer and a clear frequency. Otherwise
he loses his immediate turn at flying but is not charged with an attempt. "On deck" contestants will be announced and are expected
to respond as "ready" or "pass". In the latter case, their channel pin
will be dropped one notch in the flight order (not to the bottom of the
order, unless requested). As a matter of courtesy, contestants
should endeavor to time a flight for each of their own flights (the
"Fly one, Time one" principle); also, R/C contestants should avoid
the services of the same timer on consecutive flights/attempts in
the same event. After each official flight or attempt, your flight card
must be returned for posting before another flight is launched. If
consecutive flights are made, then only the first time will be posted:
others will be posted as ZERO scores (exception: Old Time Glider).
For more information on RC rules.aN_p.ro_cestur_e,s send a SASE to:
Steve Roselle, RC/CD, 933 Barbara Street, Mountain View, CA
94040 or phone (415) 969-1721.
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RARE OT & ITALY NEWS

Bud Romak's Go-Getter framed up and ready for covering

Now From Italy continued from pogo
I would like to rectify two inaccuracies, which appear or page 12
of SAM SPEAKS, # 108 issue:
The fourth paragraph of REPORT FROM ITALY should read as
follows: "OLDTIMER GAZETTE proued to be quite an efficient promotional tool " ( and not "quite inefficient") .
The 1942 Wake shown at the bottom of the page was not flown
at Gorizia: I did not succeed in getting in time rubber of acceptable
quality in time for the event.
At Gorizia I was just a spectator (with some health problems,
although nobody noticed it, even the closest friends).
Another subject now: Italian vintage engines are extremely
scarce. Those built prior and during WW H have all disappeared.
Only a few engines built after WW II are still around, but their
number is so limited, that there is no market, no MECA too. This
unpleasant situation started changing after SAM Zanchi Italia Chapter 62 was established in 1986: Sauto Zanchi an oldtimer from
Bergamo, built a replica of the MOVO D2, a 2 cc diesel, which has
been rapidly sold out.
The same goodwill chap is now building a replica of another
excellent diesel of those times: the SUPER ELIA 4.5 cc. Only 50 pieces
are being manufactured: deliveries will start in March 1993.
Since many American oldtimers have purchased the MOVO
D2. I am enclosing here a leaflet which shows the SUPER ELIA 4.5
cc diesel, just in case it should appeal to some U.S. collector.
This engine was designed and built by Alberto Elia, a keen
modeler from Turin, in 1947, and marketed worldwide by the
AEROPICOLA firm, (also from Turin), with two propellers (cm 34/
22 for U-control, and cm 20/42 for free flight).
Using this engine, I was the first one to exceed 100 Km/hour
with a U-control model in Italy, in fall 1947.

mak pawl°

Go-Getter at the Free Flight National Championships. Lost Hills -ready for competition!

Bud is so enthusiastic about the Go-Getter. he built two. If you too,
would like to build one, you can reach him at (510) 376-4624. Bud's
address is 85 Sullivan Dr., Moraga. CA 94556

Dr,

1 ir%t dramatic takeoff of the Free Flight Champ.,

Anyone interested in the SUPER ELIA engine should contact
Sauro Zanchi, Piazzale San Paolo 10, 24128 Bergamo, Italy. He is
quite fluent in English.
Still another subject: radio assisted rubber oldtimer models.
This appears to be the craze of the moment over here: several models
have been built and competitions take place on a regular basis.
Wakes, when equipped with radio gear (Rx, one microservo,
battery) become too heavy, and their performance (duration) is
spoiled .
It would appear, from the experience insofar gained, that the
name of the game is a large wing area, around 300 sq.inches, so that
the wing loading is very low, say from 5 to 6 ozs./sq.ft.
We would appreciate very much if you can help us in finding
suitable U.S. designs. The John Pond catalogue, which we have, does
not show the wing area. We have spotted a suitable model on page
149 of the Zaic 1951 -52 Yearbook: the cabin version of Clinsey's
"299.27" is quite appealing to us.
What we have to find out is the year of construction, since the
cut-off date of SAM Italia is 31 December 1950: Presumably Carl
Lindsey built this model before this date: could you please help us in
this respect? Is Mr. Lindsey still around?
Your help will be greatly appreciated

{ioiphQfD

Ferdi Gale', Via Marconi 10, 28042 BAVENO f NO1, Italy
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VIEWS & NEWS

SUPPORT FOR '93 ELECTRIC
RULES PROPOSALS
I wish to register my support of
two 1993 SAM R/C Rules Proposals,
as outlined in the current November/
December 1992 (Number 108) SAM
SPEAKS. I guess it would come as no
surprise that I am a strong supporter
of both the entire SAM movement
and electric powered flight. Like many
of our members l routinely fly ignition, glow, diesel and electrics during
the course of a single contest. LogistiBob Aberle flying his favorite cally it might prove a nightmare to
electric old timer.
some, but from my personal viewpoint it is a challenge that adds considerable enjoyment to my hobby
interest.
If you had a chance to read my article on Old Timer Electrics, in
the November 1992, FLYING MODELS, I think you will find all of
my reasons for supporting the two current SAM R/C electric rules
proposals. I've heard some SAM members say that "electrics" have
no business in old timer competitions, simply because we didn't use
that source of power prior to 1950 (or December 31, 1942, whichever
reference point you choose!). The fact of the matter is that we didn't
have glow engines in that time frame either, but they are an accepted
part of SAM today.
The truth is that electric power today is allowing many of us to
continue to fly on fields that would no longer be available to us with
noisy gas/glow reciprocating engines. We have been able to obtain
the use of several excellent municipal owned/managed flying sites
on our crowded Long Island, exclusively for the use of electric
power. Much to our surprise, local officials are not only concerned
with noise pollution, but fuel pollution as well (since residual fuels
can get into our ground water). The fact that our "electrics" produce
neither has been a big help to us.
Still another advantage of electric flying is the ability to fly in a
reasonably comfortable manner during extended periods of cold
weather. We don't have to freeze while attempting to start a stubborn gas engine. We simply sit in our vehicles and stay warm, while
waiting for the batteries to charge. When we are ready to fly, all we
do is turn on a switch — the motor starts every time!
A final consideration is the fact that there is no mess to clean up
when you are finished flying. Our models stay clean, our vehicles
stay clean, we are able to spend more time flying and less on
maintenance. Because of these advantages our models tend to last a
lot longer.
The two electric rules being presented to the SAM membership
for approval in 1993 were developed by Jack Alten back in 1988 and
have remained essentially unchanged right up till the present. These
rules work and are generally accepted by most of us who fly in
electric old timer competitions. Like any rules, they may be subject
to minor revisions as time goes along. For now we ask our fellow
SAM members to please give "our interest' official recognition in the
SAM organization. We, who fly this form of power would like to be
able to earn points towards high point awards and the Grand
Championship, equally with our friends who fly gas, glow and
diesel power.
Bob Aberle
33 Falcon Dr.
Hauppauge, NY 1178-1204
(516) 265-7036
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ANNOUNCING THE SAM PLANS LIBRARY
is now in possession of a large number of Chet Lanzo's
original model drawings. S.A.M. plans to establish a plan service
with these drawings. The list that follows gives the names, sizes, and
prices for the drawings available at this time.

S.A.M.

MODEL

Lanzo RC-I (antique cabin gas) 84" span, 1 sheet

PRICE
$7.50

RACER 12ft. Antique gas R/C 2 sheets 36 -x74'
$12.50
1/2 size RACER, 72" span ideal I/2a Texaco R/C
2 sheets 22' x 38'
$7.50
BOMBER (Antique gas pylon) 96' span 2 sheets. 34"x 48" $10.00
CLASSIC 1938-1939 rubber cabin & Wakefield,
1 sheet. 25"x56"
$7.50
DUPLEX 1936 rubber cabin & stick2 sheets. 18"x 48"
$7.50
RECORD HOLDER 1940, 300 sq. in. rubber stick
$7.50
1940 RUBBER CABIN, 300 sq,in
$7.50
1933 RUBBER CABIN. 30" span
$5.00
1938 Lanzo AIRBORNE Antique R/C glider 108* span
$12.00
3 sheets

To order these plans: send your check made out toS.A.M. and list the
plans you want. Mail your order to Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon St.
Santa Ana, CA. 92706. Plans are sent post paid.

SA1/1 1135
YEAIR 'BOCK
Dedicated to the pesevAtton of vo.d9e Todeldocrait I

New 1993 SAM 35 Yearbook available from SAM
Send $11.50 (post pd.) to
Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon St., Santa Ana, CA 92706

Peron CARDINAL

MY SPARKY PROPELLER
Sparky propeller drawing. continued from page 8
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Marion Airfoils Model Airplane Club (Ohio) is sponsoring special 40th
anniversary contest and postal event, August 29, 1993 at the Marion
Municipal Airport. Postai entries may be flown any time prior to August
22nd and results mailed. Rules and information: David Narance

.0,A7,71

255 Chevy Chase Dr., Galion, OH 44833, ph. (419) 468-5601

" THE HINGE "
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Here is an unsealed monster that could not fit a 7 pound weight rule: the
Boehle Giant, built by Aussie Basil Healy, powered by an unknown
ignition engine. One of the Boehles, built by Bob VonKonsky of SAM 21,
placed in the SAM Champs years ago in Salt Lake. The Valkyrie is
another example of a big model difficult to build under 7 pounds. These
monsters lost popularity because of the max. .65 engine size limit.

Goodbye Kerswapf Larry Davidson, current R/C Grand Champ, launches
his 1/2 A Texaco model on its last flight, 005 in the clouds, at the Florida
Winter Fly. Larry says he's going to get a radio locator, used by many
freeffighters, for his Texaco ships which often fly al the limit of one's sight.

A. Gordon Wheler of Cazenovia, NY, in a 1938 picture of his Miss
Philidelphia , powered b y a Brown D. The Syracuse Model Airplane Club
built the trailer to carry the club members' planes to the 38 & '39
Nationals in Detroit.

Tieston photo

Eut Tileston with his brother, Gordon on left, in 1939 shown here in
Craig, Colorado. Alpha Corsair powered by a Brown Jr.
otiverttsernent

The Boys from Ohio, SAM 39: Bucky Walters makes a perfect
launch of Art White's Bomber at the Florida Winter Fly.

COLLECTORS ENGINES FOR SALE
World Famous model flyer and renowned engine collector _lid
Kalina, is offering a unique opportunity to acquire very desirable
collectors engines. Some are high performance, others have user
friendly characteristics, some are very rare. Many are featured in his
classic book of Engines. Send S.A.E for detailed price list to
Laurie Barr. 4, Hasting Close, Bray, Berks. SL6 2DA, ENGLAND

P
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CONTEST SCHEDULE

January

♦ February

1993

FREE FLIGHT COMPETITION SCHEDULE
Each year we endeavor to bring you a summary of old timer events around the country and world. This is a massive job as there
is no central clearing point for the in formation. In the past Jim Coffin of SAM 100 has prepared a listing which we published in '92. Jim became
ill and had trouble following up this year. Mike Myers from California volunteered to step in and try. Importantly, his computer (a Mac)
talks to ours. The listing below is his compilation of the free flight schedule through July. Another will be published in July going through
December. Jack Albrecht has produced a fine R/C schedule for many years. His is reproduced on page 22. SAM Speaks would like to publish
a full free flight/RC schedule twice a year from now on. Please send your OT events schedule to Mike and he will take it from there:

Mike Myers
911 Kilmary Lane
Glendale, CA 91207-1105
(213) 486-1516
We have received input from the Northwest (Bob Stalick), and also from the Northeast (Bob Hatschek} as to upcoming Old Timer Free Flight
Events and from the CUFFMAC calendar for Southern California.

Date

Event Sponsor & Location

March 6 & 7

Taft California, SCIFS Spring Kickcif1DT

March 20 & 21
March 21

SAM 8 Harts Lake Prairie, Wash
Northern California Free Flight
Council, Sacramento, California
April 3 & 4
Taft. California
SCAMPS Texaco
April 17 & 18
SAM 8 & Boeing Hawks Harts Lako
Prairie, Washington
April 24 & 25
Oakland Cloud Dusters Annual,
Sacramento, Calif
May 2
Skyscraper May Monthly,
Galeville, N.Y.
May 15 & 16?
Brainbuster Spring Meet,
Petersburg, Virginia
May 15 & 16
SAM 8 Harts Lake Prairie, Wash.
May 23?
Westover AFB
Massachusetts, SAM 7
Northern California Free Flight
May 23
Council Contest, Sacramento, CA
May 29, 30 & 31 Black Sheep Championships, Taft,
California
Northrup Flying Wing
May 31
Contest, Taft, California
May 30
Aeronuts Spring OT Meet,
Bong Field, Wisconsin
Mile Square Park, Fountain Valley,
June 6
Califomia--SCIFS Fun Fly
Sturgis, MI
June 12 & 13
MAM OT Free Flight Meet
SAM 8 Harts Lake Prairie, Wash
June 12 & 13
June 13
Skyscraper Monthly,
Galeville,N.Y.
Northern California Free Flight
June 13
Council Meet, Sacramento, Calif
June 20
Thermal Thumbers Fun Fly, Mile
Square Park, Fountain Valley, CA
June 26 & 27?
Eastern FFC Championships
Galeville, N. Y.
July 4
Skyscraper Monthly,
Galeville, N.Y.
Flying Aces Nats, Geneseo, N.Y.
July 9-11?
July 10 & 11
SAM 8 Harts Lake Prairie, Wash
Stockton Gas Model Association
July 11
Summer Bash, Sacramento,CA
July 24 & 25
CIA OT & NosGas Meet,
Wright-Patterson, Ohio
SAM 7 Westover AFB, Mass
July 25?

Events Flown

Monthly & Nosgas
Combined OT
OT
Spring Opener
OT & Modern

Contest Director or
Club Contact if known

Ron Boots
805-495-5449
Ken Youngman 202-232-2958
Lyman Armstrong
916-673-4187
Alan Heinrich
714-646-8864
Bob Schafer 206-927-7851

AMA, FAI, Nostalgia, OT

Fred Terzian
408-725-1065
Dave Acton 914-628-0526

AMA, FAI, Nostalgia, OT

A. Van Dover 804-877-2830

Memorial
OT

Ed Lamb 206-747-7806
Carmen Botticello 203-568-5733

Combined OT

Lyman Armstrong
916-673-4187
Tony Naccarato
818-842-5062
Karl Hatrak
310-676-2833

Modern & OT
Flying Wing
OT
Small OT Rubber, Twin
Pusher
OT

Ron Boots
805-495-5449

Annual
AMA, Nostalgia, OT

Ted Katsanis 206-881-2223
Dave Acton 914-628-0526

Combined OT
OT Rubber

Lyman Armstrong
916-673-4187
Stan Buddenbohm

AMA, Nostalgia, OT

Bill Poythress 914-246-8850

AMA, Nostalgia, OT

Dave Acton 914-628-0526

Monthly
Combined OT

Lin Reichel, 814-833-0314
Tim Lollar 206-937-5810
Lyman Armstrong916-673-4187

OT & Nostalgia

Harry Murphy 317-642-7377

OT, Nostalgia

John Hodgkin 203-379-2197

CONTEST SCHEDULE

January • February 1993

1993 WEST COAST AREA S.A.M. R/C ASSIST CONTEST SCHEDULE
FROM: S.A.M. West Coast R/C Assist Contest Coordinator

Jack R. Albrecht
1809 Portofino Drive
Oceanside, CA 92054
(619) 757-6168 (Home)
(714) 830-8769 (AIRTRONICS)
The following is the latest schedule for the 1993 Northern California Free Flight Council (NCFFC)contest season.

Event Sponsor & Location

Date

Contest Director or Club Contact
(H)(602) 229-9034
(602) 621-4678 (Wk)

16-18 January 1993

South West Regionals

Eloy, AZ, Bob Angus OT R/C Assist

7 February 1993
21 March 1993
15-16 May 1993

# Stockton Winter Bash

Waegell F field. Sacramento, CA

#NCFFC 41
SAM 30 OT Ft+C Assist

Waegell Field

23 May 1993
5-6 June 1993

#NCFFC #2
Sam 21 Howard Osegueda

13 June 1993
19-20 June 1993

# NCFFC # 3
SAM 34 OT R/C Assist Contest

Loren Schmidt's Ranch
Elk Grove, CA
Waegell Field
Fremont, CA
SAC-RAGS Field
Waegell Field
Carson City, NV

11 July 1993
11-12 September 1993
Woodland-Davis,Sacramento, CA
25-26 September 1993

# Stockton Sunmer Bash
SAM 51 OT R/C Assist

Waegell Field
Mavis Henson Field

SAM 27 Crash and Bash

Loren Schmidt's Ranch
Elk Grove, CA

OT RC Assist contest

11-15 October 1993

SAM CHAMPS
SAM 26 OT RIC Assist
NCFFC # 4

TAFT, CA

Steve Roselle, R/C CO

16-17 October 1993
31 October 1993
5 December 1993

Spring Annual

Rememberance Annual

Bob Brogan (702)
883-3111
Fall Contest

Fall Annual

TAFT. CA
Waegell Field
Waegell Field

NCFFC # 5

# NOTE: All 1993 NCFFC R/C contests at Waegell Field include Brown Jr. Ignition event, OT Glider, Texaco, Antique,
LER Class A, LER Class B and C combined, All Ohlsson Ignition Event. 05 Electric LMR, Nostalgia (loop motors only) all
classes combined. All transmitters must have the R/C MA-AMA Gold Sticker to enterlillillillIll
The following chapters contributed to this schedule: SAM 02, 21, 25, 26, 27, 30, 32, 34, 41, 51, 73, 74, Blythe
Aeromodelers, Bob Jones (MEGA Region 1), Red Garlough (MEGA Region II), Bill Bowen
(NCFFC). Others send your RIC and free flight schedules to Mike Myers for inclusion in the
May-June issue of SAM Speaks.

I

1993 Grand National Collectogether
Suridityiactobertith
Westside Community Center, Taft
Best Engine Display Awards
2 Robert Reuter Appreciation Awards
Do-or Prizes
Do-nuts. coffee

Tall Come Along Now

We'll have us a g0000d time!!
Dick Dwyer, MECA Coordinator/President

"THE JOY OF FLYING FREE"
eve rend

The 50th Amiiimrsary Wahl Brown Jr. in Frank Murk's Trenton
Terror. A classic combination -- true SAM Preamble stuff!

o

The National Free Flight Society is offering a 42 minute
VHS video on all phases of free flight, from building
board to international competition. A fine show! $25 + $3
P&P from NFFS, 1655 Revere Dr. Brookfield, WI 53045

NEWS & ANALYSIS
Parable, continued from page ti

of great beauty is soft and fragile, so is the
scale plane. The stout and sturdy woman
may be considered ugly but she is strong and
will serve you well throughout a long life.
So, too, is the strong and functional airplane."
The lad looked as if he would speak,
but the sage held him to silence with a raise
of the hand.
"Finally," continued the wise one, "one
does not learn the art of love from the virgin.
One learns from a woman of experience.
Likewise, one should learn to fly from an
experienced flyer."
"I have learned much today," spoke
the lad. The wise one smiled, content that he
had shared some small measure of his wisdom.
And the youth departed, thinking not
of flying, but where he could find a woman
of experience?
Author Unknown

CONT.

careful! It's easily broken. Don't attempt to
bend the timer springs, they will surely brea k.
Brown instructions call for a point gap of
0.031" but I prefer 0.010 to 0.015".
The3/8" spark plug (V, V-1 or Hurleman)
should be gapped 0.010 to 0.015'.
When replacing the needle valvebe sure
the fuel jet hole faces forward, toward the
cylinder.
With its rear exhaust the Brown slobbers oil all over the front of the plane and
burns fingers of the unwary. There is a twin
pipeexhaust extension which clamps around
the cylinder to help direct the exhaust. If you
use one of these be extremely careful in
tightening the clamp screw since you can
easily distort the cylinder. Use a locking nut
or double nut the screw to keep it in place.
Herb Wahl
Box 61 Rt. 87
Forksville, PA 18616
Test Runs

Brown .k continued from pope to

NEXT ANALYSIS: Bullet
Charlie Bruce
Rt. 1, Box 766
Milano, TX 76556
(512) 455-9543

*

Look what the Old Time Eagles (SAM
II) is doing on April 25, 1993 at Hope,
NJ - You're invited to join us, or maybe
you should fry it yourself.

We need to address the method in which we
fly Free Flight Models of yesteryear competitively radio controlled. The model IS
flown radio controlled throughout its entire
flight, thus R /C technologyactually deprives
one of the Free Hight challenge and excitement it originated.
To recover the challenge - what follows is the
concept of OLD TIME R/C ASSIST "PLUS"
All models must conform to construction
and engine details as published in the Radio
Control Old Time Section of the "SAM" Rule
Book, except Ignition and Glow are flown
combined in each of the L.E.R. Classes (A, B
& C).
THIS 6 THE "PLUS" FOR COMPETITION

that particular thread.

The timer is slipped over the crankcase
boss and the friction screw tightened just
enough to keep the timer in a set position
with the engine running. The Early Brown
and Hurleman timers use the same cam/
prop drive washer with a square cam cut; the
Brown upright timer uses a cam/prop drive
washer with a lump on the rear surface to
operate the points. Both cam washers have a
square drive hole to fit the crankshaft so they
can go on four different ways. Position the
cam so that the points just open with the
piston at top dead center and the timer arm
vertical. This is a good time to point out that
the Brown, because of its side port induction,
can be run in either direction by properly
positioning the cam and /or moving the
timer. For the early Brown and Hurleman
timers, point gap adjustment is accomplished
by loosening the timer friction screw and
rotating the eccentric insulatingbushing, then
re-tightening the screw. This takes a bit of cut
and try. For the Brown upright timer you can
bend the zinc casting to set the gap, but be

SAM News continued from page 9

OLD TIME R!C ASSIST 'PLUS"

Brown Parts

Brown "B" lapped piston: 5700 RPM on
Rev-Up 14-6 Prop
cylinder and using a protractor measure the
number of degrees between the marks. This
number multiplied by 0.0001" will give you
the thickness of gasket required in inches.
For example i— you ha ve47 , you need 0.0047'
or about 0.005" gasket thickness: 225 will
require 0.023" and so on. Add 0.004 to 0.006
to calculated thickness to allow for gasket
compression. This basic angular system will
work for any screw-together engine but if
the thread is other than 28 TPI you will have
to calculate a new advance per degree for
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Bill Brown himself with a Brown B powered
Lackey Zenith by Joe Konefes at the '92 SAM
champs.
Change In StohAe continued Item owe 11

Frou-Frew

Ferdi Gale', Italy
OT/F/G
Submittal information being
processed.

Respectfully submitted:
Bob La rsh, Chairman
SAM Design Approval Board
45 S. Whitcomb Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46241

Models are flown Radio Controlled for a
total of 1 1/2 minutes*, at which time TX is
handed to timer and the model is allowed to
free flight. Contestant may retrieve his TX
any time he desires for his time and flight
score. However, to be official, the model
must be flown back to within designated
field boundary, otherwise flight score is "0".
Highest single official flight score of 6 attempts counts as final event score.
*3 1/2 minutes for 1/2A Texaco, 2 1/2 minutes for electric

PHOTO ALBUM

At the '93 Florida Winterfly: Jim Loeb: "Ya got 4:52 on the clock".Joe
Percy: "I ain't gonna make it unless I find some air reeeeal soon!"
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Steve Rosette, '93 SAM Champs R/C CD, is a man for all seasons.
Shown here with an antique rubber Wakefield.

iNFee'r

44amii

A I/ ."

111,

Frank Jozwiak, Fort Worth, SAM 29, lifts off his beautiful
Lanzo Racer at Florida Winter Fly.

n foot
Jim Perssons, free flight CD for the '93 SAM Champs, and the famous
Zipper launch that appeared on T-shirts nationwide, Lauwenceville.

Charlie Yost with his Leon Shullman "Wedgie" at the free flight
National Champs, Lost Hills, last Labor Day.
A view of the excellent West Pasco Model Pilots Association facilities
at the Florida Winter Fly in January '93. There were 63 contestants
from all over the country in the 2nd annual event.

DUES ARE DUE.p.Q.22
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1993 SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS ARE DUE
Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer

If you have not already sent in your dues for the coming year,
they are now due for January through December 1993. Dues
are $15 per calendar year, You may pay up to 3 years in
advance. (Your expiration date will printed on your SAM
Speaks label if you pay for 2 years or more.)
All paid up members will receive our bimonthly newsletter,
SAM Speaks. All new members will also receive SAM decals
and copies of the SAM Rule Book and Approved Design
Book. Decal and Approved Design Books are sold separately
for $.50 each, large (4X2), medium (3X2), small (2X1). SAM
patches are $2 each. Rules books are $1 each.

Hobby Horn
litY MODEL SERVICE
Old Time' Mils for FFP
or
.111•010howirl wthe dieCOunl pica on full kits. The full
kits Include all c.4 parts, plan, sick and Owe! wood, wee and wino field
1935 Miss America
193e Buccaneer 134% $WAB
1938 Clipper Ms I 72', $53.28
1937 Dallaire 108',$75.16
1938 Powerhouse 84', $63.58
1938 10o.id King 83',$42.36Trenton Terror 72%$40.76
1938 Record Breaker
1039 Mercury 72', $54.36
1939 Katie Wake 44',$10.161939 Zipper 54',$53.581940 Ranger
.96
1940 So Long 50% $30.38
1940 Sailplane 78• .$64.78•
1941 BrIgidier 58',$40.78---------1941 Super Ouster 78% $72-76
1941 Playboy Jr. 54%131.16-- 1941 Playboy Sr. 78', 151.16
1041 Brooklyn Dodger 58%142.36

4e•, $31

MIDWAY MODEL CO,
OW Timor Kits for ArC AND FF
The Hobby Horn discount prices for the MMC FULL KfTS are listed. Full Kits Include cul pans. plan strip and sheet wood, Wire and window material. Os marlied
wilh " have the wire Landing gear pre-bent
1936 Flying Quaker 84',564.78.--------1938 Powerhouse 50", $37.96
1937 Lorg Cabin A. T. Sportster 50", $37_95
1937 Air Chief 61', $35.96
1937 Quaker Plash 67%145.56.•
435.96
1940 70% Buzzard Bombshell 50' spew
$8221
1940 Buzzard Bombshell, 72' span,
1940 New Fluke 74%571.16 1941 Electric Playboy 67', $30_03
23
Thermic 100 Glider 1100"•rrodificalions shown for

NEW PRODUCTS

SAM Membership and Renewal

Application

Subscription rates include annual fee of $1.°° in the Society of
Antique Modelers. The balance of the fee in each category is for
subscription to SAM SPEAKS, the official publication of the
Society of Antique Modelers. Subscriptions are not available
without membership.
Membership fees and subscription rates (I, 2, & 3 yr.)
Residents of Canada, Foreign countries, and the U.S.
la 1 yr. $15.00 ($1.00 membership plus $14.00 subscription)
I:12 yr. $27.00 ($2.00 membership plus $25.00 subscription)
O 3 yr. $40.00 ($3.00 membership plus $37.00 subscription)
a 1 yr. Foreign ($25 airmail only, membership $1 + $24 subs.)
Subscriptions are not available without membership.
Fees are due on January 1 of the coming year.
New member a Renewal la Address change

535.99

FLYING QUAKER iscaleA, 54' span, 340 sq. In., .09 to .15
Stilaltaiik1=111113
Up to $9.00 add $3.00; $9.01 to $20.00 add
13.90; 920.01 10 $45.00 add $4.00; $45.01 to
$70.00 add $4,50; Ow $70.00 add $6.00
Calif. add 7.7516 tax. Send MO, V1SANC ja
& Expi or Check (aftow up to 30 days for
on checks.)
COD• Execs charges plug $1.50 handling
(Cash Only).

1992 Catalog, $2.00, or tree on let order
Horn
_HO_
15173 MOWN ST. (Dept.SSI

P.O. BOX 224'
WESTMINSTERCA 92684
(714) 593-8311 (Phone)
(714) 895462$ (Fax!
tioura: Mon-Fn $ AM • 4 PM

REPLICA
TORPEDOES
Ignition & Glow

Models

3

Displacements Sizes:
24, 29 and 32
Parts and Service for
K & B and Jenno Torpedoes
Call. FAX or write for further information.

SHILEN AERO SPORTS

Current expiration date

P.O. Box 1300 • Ennis, TX 75120
Phone: 214475-1442 FAX: 214475-5402

AMAir

Name

1/2A TEXACO SPECIALTIES
PLAYBOY SENIOR KIT $29.95

Address
City

MODEL CRAFT COMMANDO, 50' span for 1 12A Texaco
$35 - 96
CLEVELAND CLOUDSTER, 50' span for 112A Texaco
1941 OLD TIMER FLYBABY, Roe Bowers. (sow) $7 1/4* span. 570 sq. in .
• $42 96
.09 TO .25 , Geared 09 electric -

(1st & 2ndplace '92 SAM Champs)

State

AMA No.

COX GREY 8-4 PROPS $2.15
Large Inventory of Old Timer Supplies

Zip
SAM No.

SAM Chapter No.

(Shipping & Ins. $3.75 for any order)
Send $1.00 for 24 page catalog to:

Kustom Kraftsmanship
P.O. Box 3010, Falihrook, CA 92088
(619)12B-4365-Visa & MC Welcome

Signed
Note: Full membership in SAM requires membership in the
Academy of Model Aeronautics or equivalent national organization. Be sure to put your SAM # on your membership renewal
check.
Make checks payable

to the

Society of Antique Modelers

Send to: Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Place
Encinitas, CA 92024

PRECISION WRENCHES FOR THREADED
CASECOVERS & CYLINDERS ON
SUPER-CYKE,SPITFIRE, & BUNCH

Bob Mc Cord - 325 Sylvan Ave. - Mt. View - CA 94041

ADVERTISING
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Super Cyclone Engines
P.O. Box 1809
Show Low, AZ 85901
2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova. CA 95670

nommwr
VISA
moms

We have been closed since Christmas to escape the cold winter. Wi
restart March 1st. Sorry about the inconvenience. We will begin
shipping as soon as possible.

ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT

ll

Pre stamped 7Se SASE For Over 300 Kits Available
-

SHORT KITS

SASE

(916) 635-4588

ALDRICH

11.101M14

MODELS

12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233
(210) 856-2021
FAX (on line answers on 6th ring rt no one is in)

ENGINE RESTORATION
AND RE-WORK

My engines used by winners in SAM contests
including the SAM Champs. Transistorized
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads, Etc.
SASE for free list.
BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79105

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION
OF O.T. ENGINES.

• Complete chrome service.
• Superior accuracy and quality.
• Light weight ignition systems.
• S.A.S.E. for brochure.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF 20 KITS AND HUNDREDS
OF PLANS; 52.50. KITS COME WITH FINEST GRADE
BALSA. JAP TISSUE, VACUUM FORMED WHEELS MID
CANOPY, PROP, RUBBER AND DECALS. P.O. BOX
1885, ANDOVER, MA 01810
SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST

NEW PRODUCTS
MYLAR-8" WIDE
.00048 OR .00030 THICK

$.15/FT
127-A Fox Hollow Rd, Glen Gardner, NJ 08826

3M *1357 ADHESIVE 20Z.

$3.50

MEK SOLVENT 80Z.

$2.95

ALL ORDERS ADD 20% FOR P411. CA NEL ADD SK TAX
OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE—

QUALITY DIESEL FUEL. NITRATE DOPE-CLEAR AND COLORED,
SILK, TISSUE. RUSSER, KITS, ENGINE PARTS, PLANS,

AND OTHER ACCESSORIES
SEND 11.00 FOR CURRENT CATALOGUE
18421 REDNILL, SUITE A: TUSTIN, CA 42630 (714) 251-0505

CUSTOM KIT CUTTING
1/4 SCALE - VINTAGE - OLD TIMERS
FULL KITS - PARTIALS - SPECIALS
Call Joe Grasso (908)638-6902
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1/4ATE XACO

•

50.WArVivi'

S eresKaw's CUMULUS
Shulman's
ZOMBIE
MG-2
Scala: TAYLORCRAPT L-2A GRASSHOPPER
Scale: CESSNA C-38 AIRMASTER
Scale: TAYLORCRArT L-2/000-61

Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing

Area:
Area:
Area:
Area:
Area:
Area:

$6.00 P PP.
292 sq. in.
270 sq. In.
300 sq. in.
290 sq. In.
296 sq. in.
293 sq. In.

$4.50 0 PP.

OLD TINE RUBBER POWERED
F.8 Swentons keeowu BREAKING STICK N.
Fd Naudxius' 1939 MOtrETT TROPHY WINNER

$8.00

CtASS B
Annornon PYLON

PP.

wing Area: 164 Sq. in.

Hal Stewart, 8198 Spoach Drive, Baldwinsville, NY 13027

hen Sykora's

MODEL SUPPLY
OLDT IM'
P.O.Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

SPARK IGNITION ENGINES FOR SALE
Runners, collectibles. Send SASE for list.
Jim Clem, P.O. Box 524, Sand Springs, OK 74063
(918) 245-3649

0

REPRO CASTING KITS

NI-FD (41) 11,41t' "(*-4)11FS"?
1 TUE 1-1-111V AVE:
sawed prop blanks.
A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
Balloon/WW1/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood.
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, balsa, Jap tissue, prop Ft. Ends, washers, winders.
stooges, rubber, hundreds of OT Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. SEND $2.00

Larson Air Pup
Elf Corncob
Bantam 16
Chun Chum
Husky Jr.
Atwood Silver Crown

.064
Glow
$30
.125
lgn
$55
.163
Ign
$35
.163
Ign
$35
Ign
.190
$75
15cc
Ign
$80
Dwayne Pock!, 29 Silkiest Irvine, CA 92714, (714) 799-9560

For the 23rd

Moving? Address changes should be sent to:
Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Place
Encinitas. CA 92024

consecutive
year, one
covering
continues
to go on
easier &
last longer
than all
the rest.
Congratulations Super Coverite

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers
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Davis, CA 95616
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Bub Expires ( LIFE)
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NEW COLUMNISTS
SAM SPEAKS EXPANDS
Don Bekins. Editor

The call to the membership was answered!
We have new columnists, more pictures than
we can possibly use (apologies to those whose
pictures are not printed). Ron Baddorf, SAM
100, came up with the idea of a Rare Old
Timers column — wonderful reviews so far. Mike Myers volunteered to take over the SAM Events Schedule (Jim Coffin, who did
such a great job last year became ill). Bill Schmidt is a frequent
contributor on the technical aspect of engines. Our regulars. Ernie
Linn (rubber). Jim Alaback (1/2 A scale and electric), Bob Angel (RI
C) , Charlie Bruce (Old Engine Analysis) unfailingly provide me
with great copy. In fact, I have a backlog of material from each of
them to be printed. Now Bob Oslan has offered to start a new column
on Antique Antecdotes — funny and unusual things that always
seem to happen to modelers at meets and fun flys. Then there are the
many who send in great pictures. Steve Grenot, a professional
photographer with the military, provided some marvelous shots of
the Florida Fun Fly. And John Scott of SAM 100 always delivers
fully captioned photos of his and surrounding club's activities. John
O'Reilly of SAMWHAM. Wichita, has offered some great technical
articles which will be published. Thanks to you all. You make the
ditor's job easier and your magazine more interesting.
Many people make SAM what it is today. The VP's all work
hard representing their regions of our vast land. Jim Adams seems to
work around the clock
on SAM business and
Bob Dodds is the busy
recipient of an ever increasing number of
membership applications. Yes, SAM is
growing!

Page 3

SAM Champs, "Life now and then off-loads on us a "Peak Experience" and the '89 SAM Champs was one in spades. After a week of
adrenaline rush, I was getting numb. If you were there. maybe you
know what I mean. If you weren't, you MUST go at some point in
your life!"

WHAT MAKES A MODELING
ORGANIZATION SUCCESSFUL?
Over the years I have discovered that the success of a modeling
organization is dependent on three cornerstones: I . It needs a good
place to meet. 2. It needs a good place to fly. 3. It needs a good and
timely newsletter to communicate with its members. Of the three.
newsletter communication is the most important. It generates an
active membership, and with a published roster, the membership
communicates with one another. Whether the group is a SAM
Chapter or the whole SAM organization, these cornerstones apply.

SAM NEEDS PERMANENT REGIONAL
FLYING SITES

SAM also needs number 2: A good place to fly. The only sure
thing that is available to SAM now is Lost Hills in California. Taft,
the site of this year's and the 1981 SAM Champs has been a staple
flying site for SAM members for so long, many members take it for
granted that it will
always be there.
Not so. SAM does
not own it, nor
lease it. It could go
the way of so many
flying sites. AMA
has offered us their
new site in
Muncie. We
WHO MAKES
should accept the
UP SAM?
offer for our next
SAM Champs.
Other regions have
SAM' s interest
some properties
group comes primarily
they use — but do
from the late 50's to 60's
they have have
age bracket. When a
them in perpetuperson retires who has
ity? Can they
been a modeler in past
handle something
years, what is he going
the size of the SAM
to do with his new found
Champs? Since
time? Generally, he is
SAM moves its
most interested in again
Can you identify this group? Some are: (back, l-r) John Drobshoff, SAM Hall of Fame
Championships to
pursuing Hobbies, In(deceased), John Pond (hat), SAM Founder, (front, far left) Bill Gunther, Franciscan
different regions of
tellectual interests, and
Hobbies, (far right) Nick Sanford, SAM 27. They gathered to fly out on what were the
the country each
Travel. Many go back
sand dunes of 19th avenue in San Francisco in the late 30's.
year, it should be a
and try to recapture the
joys of their youth — and the skills they learned then. And they will long range goal of the membership to obtain permanent regional
spend their money on those interests. This what I call the "HIT' flying sites where the Champs can be held each year.
What are your feelings? Write to SAM Speaks and let us
group, it is growing rapidly, and to many. SAM is becoming their
thing. SAM recaptures the past, it is low key, and the people are know your thoughts.
Don Bekins, Editor
super! As the late Art Groscheider said when he wrote about the '89
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self walking down Cypress Ave. with
his friend, Bill Neal, just as he had done
that wonderful day in 1939, that day that
had never forgotten.
His mind traveled back even a little
further now, to when had seen the Korda
THE FLIGHT
Wakefield kit advertised in a Model Airby Remo Galegrxi
fully turned his car around and headed plane News for one dollar. His buddy
The minute back up Laurel Grove until he was about Walter had purchased a kit and was
that he had half way up the block, and stopped. busy building it, which had precipitated
turned into Lau- This had to be the exact place. He turned a horrendous yen to have one for himrel Grove Ave., the ignition off, rolled down the win- self. A buck was pretty hard to come by
he knew that this dow, and sat staring past the front yards, in those days, but a few well chosen
time he was go- past the back yards, and to the hill be- words to his father turned the trick. I
ing to find the yond. Everything was covered with was a long bike ride to Holman's in San
place again. houses now, and as he watched he Anselmo, and as he furiously pumped
Whenever he had glimpsed movement here and there, a he remembered that he kept checking to
found himself lawn mower whining, children kicking make sure the dollar wouldn't fall out of
near that part of Mann County, he al- a ball, and the sound of a door slam- his jeans. When he finally got there and
ways made it a point to drive by the old ming. He marveled at how small the lot made that momentous purchase, he
house and reminisce a little about the seemed to him now, and remembered jumped back on his bike and pedaled
wonderful years he had spent there as a back to when the lot was devoid of any like a boy possessed; so hard in fact, that
he got a terrible kink in his side,
child and later as a young man,
forcing him to slow down a little
although he knew that he
even though he hated to do so.
couldn't go back, for he had
Oh, how he savored those motried that before, and it never
ments, when finally reaching
worked. He had found that the
home, he could open that predoor never really opened, not
cious box and peruse its coneven a crack. But now, in his
tents and study those lovely
November years, he was quite
plans! He remembered that he
happy to occasionally drive
was happy to discover that it
through the old neighborhood,
was a Megow kit, the same
not to try to go back, but just
people that had marketed the
simply to remember.
Quaker
Flash that he'd build the
This time, though, he didn't
John Hleboor photo
just want to drive through — he Small rubber scale is one of Remo's specialties – and they fly year before and had successfully
flown. He had set promptly to
wanted to find the exact place.
like they look!
work building the model and
He slowed down as he got to
Cypress Ave., the street on which he structures at all, and the grass came up had it all ready to go within a short time,
had lived, and looked for Nieri's old to his middle, and he could run and run resplendent in its red tissue covering
house that was right at the front of the forever before leaving a lot. He thought and sporting a single bladed prop. All
street. It had to be right there, he thought, of those long, hot summers, and the ready, that is, except for one little item.
right where Cypress met Laurel Grove. sound of myriad insects buzzing, and
But it wasn't. It took him a few minutes how time seemed to stand still, and it all
to realize that indeed this was where the seemed so real again.
He leaned back against the headhouse had been, and that a new house
must have been constructed on the old rest and closed his eyes and wondered
site. All right, if that was where the where all of those years had gone. Was
house had been, then the lot he was this life he had about used up just a
looking for had to be right along side of dream, or a figment of a great power's
it and it would have extended down to imagination, or could this whole thing
the next street. Satisfied with this logic, have taken place in another cosmos in
he slowly moved past a number of but a few seconds? He was pondering
houses 'til he came to the next corner. those thoughts when suddenly he felt
Now, he reckoned, the empty lot he had himself being transported into another
in mind had to be between this corner realm, and he was experiencing a feel- Curtiss Export Falcon, 24 in. span rubber scale
and that new house that had been built ing of unencumbered joy, just as he had
where Nieri's house used to be. He care- felt that day so long ago. He was not
SAM DUES ARE DUE! ieep09022
surprised in the least when he saw himRenaissance man, Remo Galleazzt.
wrote this fine historical sketch, bringing back memories of his early modeling experiences. Read and enjoy!

I
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down to level flight, cruising. A few
seconds later he heard the clack of the
prop hook striking the stop and watched
in wonderment as the blade folded back
against the fuselage, for this was the first
time he had ever witnessed this phenomenon. The boy was running under
the model now, following its flight path
around the field, watching the wings tip
this way and that in glorious free flight.
But then something happened that was
beyond his ken, and he wasn't sure that
what he was witnessing was really happening. The model kept circling at the
same altitude, refusing to come down.
Was it possible that the model had caught
a thermal at this low altitude, and that
he had joined that elite group of modelers that spoke of this occurrence in such
magazine as Model Airplane News and
Flying Aces? He began yelling over to
his friend to just look at that model,
would you? Darn, just look at it, Bill,
ain't that somethin'? Look at that bugger
fly!!! They were both standing still now,
watching the model in awe as it circled,
each circle going a little higher now,
until the model began to appear smaller
and smaller and started moving with
startling rapidity to the north. It flew
over several trees and halfway up the
block and they just stood there as though
transfixed. Finally, the spell broken, the
boy let out a whoop and started running, with his friend following , trying
to keep the model in sight. But several
blocks up Laurel Grove, he instinctively
knew that the effort was futile. He kept
running, just so that he could say that he
had made the effort, but already the

yelled for his pal, Bill
Neal, to join him. He
walked excitedly
down Cypress Ave.
with his buddy,
proudly holding the
Korda so that whole
world could see it —
but Kentfield was
sparsely populated in
those days, and to his
dismay they made
their way down the
Don Bolan, photo street unseen and unAn original "oldtimer" design, the "Shocker" by Remo for rubber heralded.
powered radio control flight, the ultimate dethermalizer.
They walked
This model needed a whole bundle of down past the Nieri house to the big
rubber, and he had no way of acquiring empty lot next door. The grass was mateven a small amount. He knew that old ted down in some places where they
man Holman had some up there on a had recently played touch football, but
spool, but he just simply didn't have there were still some tall patches left to
enough money to go up there and buy test glide his model without harming it.
what he needed, and anyway, he had After a few tentative glides the boy deused up all of his good will when he had cided that no further adjustments were
asked his father for the dollar to buy the necessary as the glide was flat and true.
kit in the first place.
Now was the time— the time for the
Well, he'd just have to wait awhile. adrenaline to start to flow, and for the
He weighted the nose 'till his model got hands to start to shake. He, of course,
a nice smooth glide, and wiled away the didn't have a winder, but he was used to
summer afternoons gliding the craft off winding by hand, and planned to put in
of the hill in back of his home. It really about two hundred winds, just to see
went, too, without the weight of the what would happen. It seemed that he
rubber to weigh it down. It wasn't long had been turning the prop forever, but
afterward, though, that lightning struck! eventually he got the two hundred turns
His uncle had off-handedly flipped him he was aiming for, and holding the prop
a four-bit piece when leaving to go back in his left hand, and holding fuselage in
to his home in the city after a visit, and his right, just about at the center of gravthat bike really caught hell all the way ity, he positioned himself for the moup to Holman's. When he returned, he ment of truth. With one smooth motion
had a great ball of rubber squeezed into he slid the model into the air and he
his pocket which took him forever to could hear the whooshing of that one
unravel, but he finally got it sorted out giant blade pushing the great hunks of
FLIGHT, continued page 21
and made up a motor for his precious air back where they
Korda. He had heard where a fellow would find another
could make up some rubber lubc using niche for themselves in
green soap and glycerin — he found the atmosphere. He
some liquid soap his mother used that was elated to see the
looked sort of green, but to him glycerin craft climbing in a slow
was something that might be found on right turn, the propelMars, so that was out. He carefully ler, now silent, pulling
rubbed some of the soap on the rubber it upwards in steady
and then wiped some off, just as he had flight, climbing, climbread about how the big shots did in the ing past the sun so he
model magazines. Then he installed the had to squint to keep
Remo photo
biggest rubber motor he had ever seen, his incredulous eyes on Remo in front of the Marquardt Charger he built, beginning in
wondering if it would squash the model it. It made one more his home garage. This plane was the grand champion of the
to smithereens when he wound it! It was complete turn, and at Oshkosh 1987 EAA Flyin. Remo has since completed the restoabout two in the afternoon when he was about seventy five feet ration of a Ryan ST and is now working on Fleet biplane.
finally ready to fly the thing, and he ( he reckoned) it settled
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Pre-Flight:
Construction:

by Ron Baddorf

While
searching for the
subject of this
issue's Rare Old
Timer design, I
scanned across
page 18 of John
Pond's Old
Timer- Nostalgia
plans catalog #22 and there it was - a
New Ruler with twin rudders and a flat
center/dihedraled tips wing. I searched
no further. There are three features which
really characterize many OT designs an open cockpit/pursuit type fuselage,
twin rudders and a flat center panel
wing with dihedraled tips. The Ruler is
one design which embodies all three
features.

The Ruler was designed by John W.
Grega Circa 1939 -1940 and resembles
the New Ruler/American Ace designs
of Henry Struck. As a matter of fact the
original Ruler was scaled from the 54"
Berkeley Kit of the American Ace utilizing the pursuit type fuselage with open
cockpit, twin rudders and an NACA
6409 airfoiled wing with flat center panels and dihedraled tip panels with slots.
The original model of the Ruler won
second place in class C Open at the
Cleveland National Air Races in September, 1941. It had a length of 40 inches,
a wing span of 66 inches with an area of
580 square inches and weighed 2.5
pounds. It was powered by an OK 49
and, as Ed Clarke - editor of the National
Junior Aviator wrote in his article about
the Ruler, "if you're looking for an old
standby gas job, here's one fresh from
the fields of competition".

The fuselage employs a framework of
3/16" square balsa longerons, uprights
and cross pieces. The two side stringers
are 3/16" x 1/4" balsa. Fuselage formers
are 3132" balsa with 1/8" x 3/16" balsa
stringers on the bottom halves. The top
half of the formers form the turtle-deck
and are covered with 1/16" balsa. The
pylon keel, formers and floor are 1/8"
balsa. The wing platform is 3/16" balsa.
The firewall is 1/8" plywood and landing gear is 1/8" diameter music wire
with 3" diameter wheels. The cowl is the
cheek type with 1/4" balsa sides that are
removed for flight. The tailwheel is 1"
diameter with 1 /16" diameter music
wire mounted on 1/16" plywood. The
plans show the use of a 1/4 x 1 " balsa
ignition and battery track installed and
secured by rubber bands and hooks.
r.
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reference in future articles.
The two rudders are constructed from 3/16" balsa with
Comments about last issue's
a lightening hole cut out from
subject, "The Flounder": Thanks
the top half.
to all of you guys who called and
The stab uses 1/4" x 1/2"
wrote with your comments and
balsa for the leading edge and
compliments. Thanks especially
1/4" x 5/8" balsa for the trailto Ted Dock of Warsaw, Indiana
ing edge. All stab ribs are cut
for the beautiful photo of his
from 1/16" balsa.
Flounder under construction,
The wing is constructed
and thanks Philip "Pinky"
with 1/8" balsa ribs, 1/2" x
Fruchtman for such a nice phone
1/2" balsa leading edge,
call. Here is Philip's address and
1/4" x 5/8" balsa trailing edge,
The first Flounder built following our initial Rare OT Column. phone number. He would really
a single 1/4" x 5/8" hard balsa
Scaled up to 54" (500sq.in.) and powered by a Russian Mk 17 like to hear from his "old" budfull length spar and 1/4" balsa
dies (especially Sal and Jerry
tips. The leading edge is cov- diesel. May install an O&R 29 on ignition later.
Stoloff).
ered with 1 /16" x 2" balsa sheeting. Slots like to share anything (especially full
are incorporated in the tip panels and scale Pietenpol talk) with John can do so
Philip Fruchtman (215) 262-5501
are framed with 1/8" balsa. The center at:
4232 Ammon Way
John Grega Ph.(216)232-5790
section (center 3 ribs) are covered with
Whitehall, PA. 18052
355 Grand Blvd.
1/16" balsa sheet on top and bottom.
Bedford, Ohio 44014
Wing tip panels are set with 6" dihedral
Yes, Don Bekins, the Flounder
under each panel. The original Ruler
The original Ruler article was not in would make a great 1/2 A Texaco project
was silk covered. The original thrust
settings for the engine was down and a construction drawing format. I do have with its 40" span and 285 square inch
right.
a copy of the National Junior Aviator area.
article by Ed Clarke that John Pond gave
Some of the response has included
Post-Flight:
me. If anyone wants a copy of this send
requests for a rubber project and a hand
me a SASE.
launch glider project. So, since this arIf there are other members who proticle is for all of us - it shall be done!
The Ruler was not kitted commervide
plans
or
partial
kits,
please
send
me
cially. A partial kit is available from
Klarich Custom Kits. Klarich Kits con- a copy of your brochure or catalog for
sist of a set of full size plans and maRon Baddorf
chine cut wing ribs, stab ribs, formers
and firewall and landing gear. Full size
57 years of age
Started modeling about 14 years of age
plans are available from John Pond as
Interests run the gamut from OT rubber, gas,
number 32F6-Ruler.
MG to NOS gas to small electric, CO2 and
The preparation of this a rticle would
.010 gas free flight and scale.. Collects engines,
not have been possible without the askits and magazines.
sistance of John Pond. John, thank you
Employed by Asea Brown Boveri (ABBYs Gas
very much for all your help.
Turbine Assembly department in Richmond,
Thanks also to John Grega, the origiVirginia as a Senior Project Engineer.
na l designer. Any member who would Ron Baddorf launching his Puss Moth

Doug Galbraith, SAM Speaks printer, SAM member, and member of the US Free Flight Team
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CURIOUS ABOUT YOUR
MAILING LABEL??

slow down to be sure we maintain the
high standards for induction.
Having gone through many (but
not nearly all) of the well known model
designers, more of this year's awards
will be based on other things, such as
service to SAM. The "not more than
five" rule is just a revised guideline,
which could be broken if necessary. But
it does serve notice that this year, the
numbers of inductees will probably be
reduced from the original guideline of
10. Please mail nominations to 1001
Patterson Rd., Santa Maria, CA 93455.

HALL OF FAME NOTICE

Some people have written in wondering what the expression "sub expires 0/0" on your mailing label means.
It simply means you owe $15 every
January. We have about 1000 members
who pay $15 each year, so the number
0/0 is left in the computer to indicate
that they have paid one year only. If you
pay for 2 years, you get a 12/94, if you
pay for 3 years you get a 12/95.
All members get a new membership card with their true expiration date
on it. You should refer to this and your
canceled check. If you pay for 2 or 3
years, you may just miss the cut-off date
of one month's lead time, and you will
have to wait for the following issue to
reflect the right expiration date. Again,
please go by the expiration date on your
card. If your label continues to read
"sub expires 12/92 then write me and
we will clear it up.
Bob Dodds,
Secretary/Treasurer
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We ask that all nominations for this
year's SAM Hall of Fame be sent within
a couple weeks of receiving this issue of
SAM Speaks. Some lead time is required
for preparation of biographical sketches,
voting, approval, and notification. If you
have a nominee in mind, but find this a
tight date to assemble a biography, don't
drop the ball, but consider going ahead
and submitting for next year.
SAM president Jim Adams put the
1993 notice in SAM Speaks #109 near
the publication deadline. I suspect he
did this so I wouldn't see it and have a
chance to refuse the job assignment he
gave me. But in haste, he mostly just
copied the previous year's information,
which needs changing slightly. We had
previously been discussing reducing the
number of nominees from 10 each year,
to a number such as "not more than
five". That's because we've quickly
moved through many of the best known
and easily recognized "big" names of
old time modeling, and feel we need to

Bob Angel, Chairman, 1993 Selection
Committee.

John Drobshotf Challenger

"MY SPARKY" CORRECTION

Last month SAM SPEAKS gave you plans for Ed Lidgard's
"My Sparky". Due to a slight misunderstanding between the
author and the editor we omitted the propeller diameter and
the blade shape. The propeller on the Model Builder plan was
removed because it was a post war development. In its place
we included a drawing that Ed Lidgard did for Model Airplane News in 1943. The propeller design shown on the
January 1943 M.A.N. drawing represents the type of propeller used by Ed in the 1940-1941 period.
Ed's designs include many innovative features not included in other's designs If you look closely you will note that
the right and left wing panels are not the same thickness. This
feature, Ed explained, was to give the left wing panel more lift
so as to offset propeller torque.
Shown below are the specs. for the "My Sparky" propellers. The prop block for the 1941 model was 1 1/8 xl 5/8 x 12"
and the 1940 prop block was 1 1/8 x 1 3/4 x 1 1 /8". The prop
blade outlines are shown. Jim Adams
(c.
7S\

My Sparky
Cartoon by Or. Will NakashIrna
/94/
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Prop Outlines

OT ELECTRIC COLUMN
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By Jim Alaback

Park Abbott
of Santa Rosa,
California is a
member of SAM
27 and a real oldtime modeler,
having started in
the early 1930s.
He recently wrote
me about his
views on the electric events rules
that we will be
voting on this
year. Here is wha t

Park had to say:
"I was one of those guys that voted
against electric in the O.T. flying with
R/C, etc. After looking back on it all and
reading what you said [Old Timer Electric column in SAM Speaks #10811 think
now that I was wrong about my feelings
that electric did not belong in the O.T.
flying.
All types of O.T. flying should be at
hand regardless of what powers the
planes: be it gas, rubber, CO2, whatever.
Electric is just another method of powering our models. Like when glow fuel
came out instead of using gasoline...
I've tried sport flying electric and
some electric contest work and it is clean,
FUN and something different. And it
sure is QUIET allowing me to go out my
back yard into the high school field and
fly without the neighbors getting up in
arms with the noise..."
Also had thoughtful letters from
Calvin Ettel of Florissant, Missouri,
Harlan Halsey (President of the Oakland Cloud Dusters), and others, suggesting revisions in the electric rules we
will vote on this year. At this time however we just have the one rules proposal
to vote on, so my recommendation is
that we vote for those rules, which are
now proven by four years' use. Once
they are "on the books" then let us consider rules changes as they come along,
based on local experience, just as we do
with the other established events.

As reported here earlier, SAM 41 of
San Diego is testing some new electric
rules in local contests this year, as proposed by George Clarke [Old Timer Electric in SAM Speaks #1061. The wing
loading is increased to 10 oz. per square
foot and electrics are allowed to enter
combined events with gas, Diesel, and
glow engines, using motor run time
handicaps. In two contests to date, the
electrics have dominated Class A and B
(with 60 second motor runs) but the gaspowered jobs have won the Texaco and
half-A Texaco events.
In half-A Texaco the electrics are
allowed the same 8oz. wing loading as
gas. The electrics that seem most promising in this event are using direct-drive

owe
George Clark's 112 A gas and electric models
with a larger .05 for comparison

035 motors with 6-4 propeller and a fivecell 800 mAh battery, in a model of about
400-450 square inches of wing area. I'll
include a picture this issue which shows
George Clarke's gas half-A Texaco
Bomber (288 sq. in., Cox Texaco 049
engine) with his electric half-A Playboy
(400 sq. in., 035 direct drive motor) and
his electric Class A Playboy (600 sq. in.,
05 geared motor).
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that 1 built from the MB plans in 1985. It
now has over 400 flights and is still
going strong. I originally built mine with
the straight dihedral shown on the electric model plan. However, the original
Cleveland 48" gas model plan (from
which the electric plan was scaled up)
shows both polyhedral and straight dihedral, with this note: "Dihedral shown
[as an option] for those who prefer dihedral to polyhedral. Polyhedral however
is more stable."

As built, my Viking had a tendency
to fall off on a wing in turns. I converted
it to polyhedral and raised the center of
gravity by putting the motor battery at
the cabin window sill level instead of
the fuselage floor. This cured the turn
problem and improved the flight performance of mine very impressively. I'll
include with this column a recent picture of the model, and a diagram of the
scaled-up polyhedral wing for those who
might like to use this version.
I welcome your letters and pictures.
Also, I thank those SAM chapters who
have added me to the distribution list
for their newsletters. Jim Alaback, 12366
Nacido Drive, San Diego, CA 92128.

Alobock photo

Viking with original
Cleveland style polyhedrad wing.

Jim ',Whack's electric

The Viking electric first appeared as
a construction article in Model Builder
for January, 1985 (Plan # 1852) and has
since been kitted by Astro. I have one

Jerry Rocha, SAM 27, launches a 'Streak
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OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
by Charlie Bruce
Number 7

Bullet
The Phantom Bullets were the first
engines designed
by Bill Atwood,
which he produced in his own
shop, the first of
many Atwood
business enterprises. The general
layout of the Bullet closely follows
that of the Baby
Cyclone with a
shaft rotary valve
and venturi below the crankcase. The
1938 Phantom Bullets had a small round
exhaust, screw in backplate and separate fuel tank. The Hi-Speed Bullets and
Phantoms of 1939 had a tear drop exhaust and were sometimes painted red
or blue. These early engines were produced in small numbers with quite delicate magnesium castings so few have
survived the rigors of model flight and
are prized by collectors. After WWII, the
1946 Bullet appeared with a bolt-on
backplate holding a metal tank and a
black crackle paint job on many engines.
Castings were beefed up a bit with both
magnesium and aluminum being used.
The Bullet Model 100 followed in 1947
with still heavier aluminum castings and
a rectangular exhaust but no paint. I will
direct this analysis toward the last two
Bullets since they are regularly available at MECA Collectos. There is no
source of Bullet parts known to me but
perhaps I can help you get your Bullet
running if you want to fly it.
Bullets are pretty well made although fragile. There are a couple of
things which can be done to improve the
reliability. The crankshafts are usually
extremely hard and brittle due to over
hardening. This can be corrected (before
it breaks) by heating the shaft from the
rotor valve port forward until it turns a
dark blue color then allowing it to cool
slowly. There is a small risk of warpage
but if heated evenly and slowly this
should not be a problem. Once cool, the
bearing surface can be polished up with

crocus cloth and the shaft re-installed.
The cast iron piston is very heavy
for its size. Its weight can be significantly reduced by milling away most of
the internal ring at the wrist pin level. A
boss must be left at each wrist pin hole
for adequate support but the rest of the
ring can be safely removed. The best
way to control vibration is a solid mount
and a large prop to cut down rpm.
Disassembly: The tank is retained
by a long counter-sink headed 4-40
screw. There is a ring gasket at the
backplate. To remove the timer, the cam /
prop drive must be pulled off. It's generally a tight fit. I use a small gear puller.
You can support the back of the cam
with a "U" shaped piece of stiff metal
and tap the threaded end of the crankshaft with a block of wood. It is best to

remove the piston, cylinder, rod and
backplate if you are going to pound on
the crankshaft. There should be a thin
steel spacer washer behind the cam to
prevent the crankpin from gouging the
rear cover on 1946 Bullet. The timer is
slipped off the case boss after loosening
the fixed point pinch screw.
Four 3-48 screws hold the backplate
which also has a 0.015" paper gasket.
Cylinder head is also retained by
four 3-48 screws and has a 1/32" asbestos type gasket (usually stuck).
The cylinder is also retained by four
3-48 screws with a 0.015" paper gasket. If
your engine is stuck together you may
have to heat the case gently and use a
pair of leather gloves to remove the cylinder. The cylinder-full-of-oil trick can
be used also but it's messy and you
could break the shaft or rod of a stuck
engine.
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Removal of the rod and crankshaft
completes disassembly. There is no loose
thrust bearing.
Assembly: After clean up and oiling, drop the shaft into the case. Place
the connecting rod on the crank pin
noting that the rod is not symmetrical
and the long side faces forward (Number B-102 to the rear). This allows the
counterbalance to clear the rod. Install
the piston, wrist pin and cylinder with
its gasket next, then the back plate and
gasket. The hollow brass wrist pin does
not require end pads. Be sure it all turns
freely and install the head with gasket.
The timer is slipped in place, followed by the spacer washer and cam.
The 1947 Bullet Model 100 does not use
this washer. The cam has a single flat to
mate with the crankshaft. Be very sure
it's aligned before pressing the cam in
place by tightening down on a prop.
The tank and gasket complete the
assembly.
Use a V-2 or equivalent spark plug
with a gap of 0.015" . The point gap is not
specified in the original Bullet instructions but 0.008" to 0.010" will work well
on most any engine.
The Bullet has an unusually large
bore (3 /4")and short stroke (5/8") for an
old timer. Its displacement of 0.276 cu.
in . falls between the 23's and 29's.
Test Runs on 3/1 gas and 70 wt. oil
1946 Bullet
8000 RPM on a Top Rite 10-4
7200 RPM on a Top Rite 10-6
1947 Bullet 100 7100 RI'M on a Top Flite 10-6

Helpful Hint:

From time to time readers have sent
me small notes which can be of use to
those of us who run the old engines. I
will include these as a regular part of the
column. The first comes from Charles
Reich of Grant's Pass, Oregon. If you
have an engine displacement given in
CC's (cubic centimeters) and you want
to know the size in cu in; divide the CC
' s by 16 . 4 ( 3 . 5CC/16.4 = 0.21 cu in )
If the cu in 's are known, multiply by
16.4 to obtain CC's (0.61cu in X 16.4 = 10
CC ) .
NEXT ANALYSIS: Bunch
Charlie Bruce
Rt . 1, Box 7 6 6
Milano, TX 76556
( 512 ) 455-9543
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SAM Speaks receives wonderful letters from time to time
about our modeling friends who have joined the thermals in
the sky. This particularly poignant tribute was received from
jim Persson, Jr, this year's SAM Champs free flight CD.

WHAT IS A FLYING BUDDY?
Don Wrench -- In Memoriam

Page 11

S.A.M. PLANS LIBRARY
SAM has added several New Chet Lanzo original model drawings
to our library. We are making these available to SAM members at a
minimum cost. The price includes mailing cost within the U.S. and
Canada, while overseas buyers should included an additional 20%
to cover airmail.
PRICE
MODEL
Lanzo RC-1
(antique cabin gas) 84" span, 1 sheet
$7.50
Antique gas K/C 2 sheets 36"x74"
RACER 12ft.
$12.50
$7.50
1/2 size RACER,
72" span 2 sheets 22" x 38"
$10.00
BOMBER
(Antique gas pylon) 96" span 2 sts. 34"x 48"
BOMBER (RC)
80" span
$10.00
$7.50
I /2 size BOMBER (RC) 48" span
BABY BURD
(37" Bomber)
$6.50
CLASSIC
1938-1939 rubber cabin &Wakefield, I sheet. 25"x56" $7.50
DUPLEX
1936 rubber cabin & stick, and Wakefield
$7.50
RECORD HOLDER, 1940 300 sq. in. rubber stick
$7.50
1940 RUBBER CABIN
300 sq,in
$7.50
1933 RUBBER CABIN
30" span
$5.00
Lanzo Plymouth Detroiter 1947 Wakefield
$7.50
Lanzo Puss Moth
(original) 51" span
$7.50
1938 Lanzo AIRBORNE Antique R/C glider 108" span, 3 shts $15.00

What is a "Flying Buddy"? Is he a friend? Yes, but
more. Is he a fellow worker? Yes, but more. Is he a
teacher? Yes. but more. Is he like a brother? Yes, but
more.
Can a friend tell you if you need more stab-tilt?
Probably not. Can a fellow worker tell you that you need
a few more winds? Probably not. Does your teacher know
how you like your coffee? Again, probably not. Can your
brother show you how to start a Madewell 49? Well,
maybe yes, maybe no ... but your "Flying Buddy" can do
all of this, and more.
To order these plans: send your check made out to S.A.M. and list
A "flying Buddy" is really many people rolled into one.
the plans you want. Send your order to Jim Adams, 2538 N.
Most of us don't realize how large a part he can play in our
Spurgeon St. Santa Ana, CA. 92706. All plans are sent post paid.
lives and what a void there can be when he is gone. We,
as modelers are a special group. and much of our life
OHLSSON 23 EVENT RULES CHANGED
experiences are derived from the truths we learn on the
by Don Beklns
flying field. There is a unique bond that may not even be
noticed until something unforeseen occurs to change that
Over the last two years we have received a number of
relationship.
suggestions about the Ohlsson 23 event. This special event
That terrible something has happened. My "Flying
was originated by past SAM 27 president Ed Solenberger who
Buddy" is gone and I will be attending the next flying
felt that the power race was getting out of hand. He suggested
session alone. As most of you know, Don had not been
that we frame an event around an engine that became the
feeling well for the last year or so. I'm sad to report that he
most popular powerplant for models between the years 1939
passed away in November, 1992.
to 1945: the Ohlsson 23. Such an event would retain the all the
Don grew up in Los Angeles and environs and spent
characteristics of the golden era of aeromodeling. And the
most of his youth between there and the high desert
23's are readily available and not too expensive in antique
country. He did most of his early flying at the Rosecrans
ignition engine market.
and Western flying site. I can remember many stories of
Irwin Ohlsson has said that over 700,000 of these engines
his watching Danner Bunch fly and of living near the I were produced in that time period. Because of the popularity
Modelcraft Kit Company. Don had always kept modeling,
of the 23's, many old timer designs were created to take
to some degree, throughout his life. He was one of the
advantage of the engine's good power, reliability and particuoriginal AMPS members, loved to fly and loved to build. I
larly it easy starting characteristics.
gained much from our friendship and will miss him more
When Solenberger came up with the parameters of the
than I can say. We all will miss him.
event, he looked over the many designs designated Class B. In
Just maybe though, the next time we're out flying and
the wing area size range from 300 to 500 sq.in. there were some
we watch one of our models get a little bump in a thermal
97 different designs on the SAM Approved Designs List of
... we may be getting a little bit of extra help.
Gas Models. Of this number 11 had wing areas over 450 sq.in .,
Well Don, may you always find those thermals!
including Sal Taibi's Pacer and Brooklyn Dodger, the Zipper,

and the Foo-To-U-2. Ed felt that if we could have all the
Ohlsson 23 event models around the upper limit of the
various design sizes, the models would have similar performance and not fly out of sight on the engine run. Therefore he
set a scaled size minimum of 450 sq. in. Howard Osegueda
liked the concept and, along with Don Bekins, created an
Ohlsson 23 Perpetual Trophy for the SAM Champs, signed by
Irwin Ohlsson himself.
The event has had a slow beginning and at the three SAM

OHLSSON 23 Event,

continued page 20
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IRVINE DIESEL SAFETY PROBLEM
Just got the latest SAM Speaks. I've got information on the
Irvine Diesel for you, which I hope may save some innocent
SAM members serious injury.
All the Irvine engines are well-built, powerful, and their
carbs work great — but they (including the diesel) contain a
potentially fatal design weakness. The way the prop drive
assembly is configured, it can come off without warning.
Voice of experience talking here!!!
Last year I narrowly escaped being disemboweled by the
prop drive assembly of an Irvine .40. I had JUST moved aside
after starting the machine on my test stand, when the prop
and everything ahead of the front bearing shot past me. The
engine kept running on the bare shaft — probably turning up
35,000 rpm — and it took me a few seconds to collect my
thoughts and shut off the fuel.
Luckily there was no real damage done. But I then did
what I should have done in the first place and scrutinized the
Irvine's front end design CAREFULLY. The problem lies in
the use of a short threaded stud for the prop shaft, plus a thin
brass collet fitting into a conical cavity in the aluminum prop
driver to transfer the engine torque to the prop. The collet is
supposed to grip the highly-polished OD of the hardened
steel crankshaft. But as you can appreciate, the coefficient of
friction between brass and polished steel isn't high — not to
speak of the effect of an oil film (however thin) between these
surfaces.
What I think happens is that the intermittent and bidirectional torque that the collet-shaft juncture encounters
allows the surfaces to "wear in" just enough to loosen. When
that happens, the stud (which doesn't fit very snugly anyway)
can unscrew — and then the whole front end flies off.
I fixed my own Irvine by completely redesigning the front
end and machining a whole new set of drive parts. Externally
the Irvine still looks stock — but I'm sure that THIS front end
can't come loose inadvertently!!
Joe Wagner
1365 Waugh Ave. (P.O. Box 15)
New Wilmington, PA 16142

Bruce Augustus, with a free flight Thermic 100 from an original
JASCO kit, silk and tissue covered, built in 1988. Tricky on tow!

Bruce Augustus photo

Every newsletter has to have at least one picture of a pinup girl.
This beauty (not the "'Streak", dummy!) is Julia Augustus. She
is showing off the Strato Streak that brought fame and fortune to
Daddy Bruce. Built from plans scaled by Bob Oslan, powered by
a 10 year old Dunham Elfin diesel, perhaps the first one imported
to the US. The 20 oz. model is silk covered, weight 20 oz. The
model was responsible for over half the points scored to win the
'92 CUFFMAC individual winner. The model is easy to trim,
handles all kinds of power, glides right or left equally well. Bruce

has built three .020 versions and this 52 incher.

FROM CD TO MUSEUM MODELER
Hey, that was a great issue of SAM Speaks, the cover pictu re too!
Appreciated the coverage on the Florida Fun Fly.
I've just completed a museum project, a 45" functional model of
the world's first airliner, the BENOIST Flying Boat of circa 1913,
Model 14B #43. It will be on display at the Flight One Museum,
located at the PIER in St. Petersburg, Florida, right next to the full
scale replica.
Thanks again for a Great SAM Speaks!
Fred Mulholland
15410 Stonecreek Lane
Tampa, FL 33613

Fred

Mullorioncl photo

The BENOIST Flying Boat, musem model by Fred Mulholland ,was
the first scheduled passenger carrying flight acress Tampa Bay in
1914, flown by Tony Jaunus..

RUBBER COLUMN & NEWS
RUBBER REVIEWS
by Ernie Linn

In this issue
we are going to
describe a removable rubber
hook for attachment of a rubber
motor to a propeller shaft. The
aft end of a prop
shaft to the hook
is also shown.
This idea came to us from Jim
O'Reilly, who, in turn, received it from
Bill Baker. Can't tell you if they are both
using it, but it has worked perfectly for
me.
The rubber end of the hook is designed to accept about 24 strands (12
loops) of 1 /8 inch flat rubber or less.
The two smaller holes are sized to accept a 3/32 inch anchor
pin and a 1/16 inch di_3 7 5
ameter prop shaft.
rlA
Since material is a
first requirement on our
priority list, let's see
what we are looking for. x-x
I went to a local salvage
store that has a fair supply of aluminum sheet,
and found some surplus
aircraft parts that were
made from 3/32 thick
aluminum, and purchased several for my
raw material. These
were hardened (I suggest 24ST or better) and
happened to be coated
with primer. The primer
has no value for us except to indicate to us that our material
is not clad with a softer outer layer of
pure aluminum. We are building for
strength, and prefer that the entire hook
be made from the stronger material.
Lay out the hole pattern and outline
on the aluminum sheet you have acquired. Drill all three holes to the sizes
shown, preferably using a drill press.
Chamfer the large hole as shown in the
sketch. Now cut the exterior to the outside of your layout lines, using a band
saw, ZONA saw, or whatever suits you.
A fine, small sharp file or some fine

sandpaper is required for the next part
of fabrication.
Break, or radius all sharp edges and
corners. All surfaces contacting rubber
should be smooth as practical for best
results. this is probably the most critical
part of making the hook.
Now let's take a look at the prop
shaft. The aft end (on a tractor configuration) should be shaped similar to that
shown on the accompanying sketch. This
allows prop shaft anchor point, center of
hook retaining the rubber, and center of
the rear rubber anchor where the rubber
motor center point is, to be all in a straight
line due to tension of wound motor. A
tightly wound motor at the front hook
will seek the smallest cross section of the
hook, insuring that the motor will not
climb on the hook.
This type hook is much easier to fabricate than most others for two reasons:
1. All holes and the chamfers on the

EXCEPT
. 30 AS SHOWN
.098 DIA HOLE
(no 40 2 P15)

RARER HOOK
NO SCALE

AFT END OF PROP SHAFT
1 /48 " MUSIC WIRE
NO SCALE

large hole can be done on a drill press.
2. The finished hook is still a flat plate.

It takes a while to make one of these,
but I've seen hooks that were more difficult to make and far less effective for
doing the job than this one does.
Scaling this design up or down would
be fairly straight forward, but this size
should work well for all but the largest
Old Timer rubber models.
Ernie Linn
3505 E Mt Vernon, Wichita, KS 67218

THE SAM OLD ENGINE
RAFFLE
SAM is holding another RAFFLE. In
conjunction with the SAMCHAMPS
being held at TAFT, California, October 11th through 15th we will be holding a giant old time engine raffle. Tickets are a buck a piece and we recommend you buy at least ten so as to
increase your chances. Buy as many
as you like, you don't have to be
present to WIN.
The list of engines looks like this and the
engines will be drawn in this order:
1. Bantam 19 (silver ease)
2. Forster 35 converston
3. Ohlsson .60 (beautilul)
4. OK 60 (complete)
5. Atom .09 (in the box)
6. Rocket .45 (like new)
7. Dennymlte (like new)
B. O&R 23 sideport
9. Bantam .19 (salver case)
10. Slag motor (complete & spare parts)
11. Madmen .49 (complete )
12.Ohlsson .60 (late model, no lank)
13.Torpedo .29 Ignition
14.O&R .60 sideport (no timer asay)
15.Atwood .60 JH (moving point missing)
16.Wagon .19 FiR ign.
17.Etratel 100 (ign. complete)
18.Vivall .35 (in the box)
19. Remo .29 lgrirlion (n the box)
20. McCoy .35 glow and Fox .25 (new). OK .099 glow
21. India made 'lc RC diesel .15 (like new)
22. Atwood Champion (Denver head, missing pans)
23. Rocket .45 (missing pans)
24. Casson .23 (nice)
25. Cox TO .020 and Fox .15 glow & OK .049
26. OK .29 glow and OK.049 diesel and K&B.035 intent
27. Ohisson .60 Sir 29. Cox .010. Cox Baby bee
(new), K&B .15 (new)

All the engines are runners, some are
like new, some very nice, and others
just runners. A few have missing parts.
We have a few kits and miscellaneous
small glow engines that we will add
to make the booty more worth while.
Send your check made out to S.A.M.
to Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon St.
Santa Ana, CA 92706

RIC OT COLUMN
THE PRESSURE TANK CHRONICLES
By Bob Angel

A challenge reserved especially for
the SAM RC competitor is that of setting up pressurized glow fuel systems,
and their related engine shutdown
schemes. Ignition only fliers miss a lot
of excitement by simply turning off an
ignition switch.
A couple of years ago, I was being
plagued by an ignition problem in my
all purpose "C" size antique ship (another story). Temporarily giving up in frustration, 1 made an
alternate mount and installed a .40 sized schnuerle control
line glow engine. This, it turned out, would not become an
instant cure for all my problems. The schnuerle's intake hole
was sized such that a tennis ball served nicely as a dust cover.
(Well, almost.) This meant the engine
would only run reliably on pressure.
Several very successful fliers from
"back east" places like Texas, use bladder
type pressure systems with good results.
These can be baby pacifier, pen bladder, or
surgical tubing construction. They arc
probably the lightest fuel systems, and are
fairly simple to construct and use. But
personal preference enters in. I had learned
to hate bladder systems after taking a
couple of glow fuel showers during the
control line days.
Plastic fuel tanks can be pressurized,
but they are usually too big, and their
shapes may be wrong for our needs. So I ended up using an
old 2-1/2 oz. Froom (Veco) control line tank. You can work
with these tanks, soldering and rearranging tubes and plumbing as you see fit. I found an obsolete OS fuel shutoff valve,
whose mounting plate fit perfectly on the OS 40 I was using.
The top right backplate screw was replaced by a pressure tap.
The two original vent lines had already been removed
from the tank, and a pressure dome was in place from control
line use. So I had only to move the fuel pickup line to the
bottom of the tank. A pressure dome is a small chamber atop
the front of the tank to which the pressure line from the engine
is connected. It's purpose is to prevent back flow of fuel into
the crankcase, by providing a small air trap atop the tank and
outside the main fuel chamber. A dome will prevent flooding
during startup, as well as other problems—if it is located and
sized correctly. Mine, it turned out, was a bit too small.
Always perfectly prepared; off I went to the Southwest
regionals at Eloy Arizona, without one test flight on the new
tank setup, and the new engine not fully broken in. We
arrived Friday about noon, and put up a test flight. Running
a tad rich, the schnuerle still yanked the ship into a near
vertical climb. We activated the fuel shutoff, rotated to horizontal, and got engine shutdown—followed by a couple of
"after burps" lasting for another second or two. Oh shucks!
(Or words to that effect.) A couple more test flights gave
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identical results. From the beginning, a couple of people had
suggested a flood-off system, and it looks like they were right.
Contest day #1 came, and I decided to just weather it out
by shutting down a couple of seconds early on each flight.
This is definitely no permanent solution! First, you lose a
couple seconds of effective engine run time. But that wasn't
the big problem in this case, because the ship still got as high
as I was able to see to steer it.
The main problem is the "audience reaction" to those
after-burps. Every fellow competitor within a one mile radius
will hear that sound. Every time. They will have no idea
whether you are shutting down early or not. You'll usually
hear a distant shout of "000verrunn" from at least one corner
of the field, and you're instantly guilty! The flight line will
grow quiet. Heads will emerge from beneath shade tents. RV
doors will pop open. All to view the offending party. Worse
yet, no one will ever formally protest your score, you won't be
given a hearing, nor will your timer be asked for testimony.
You are simply guilty! For your own, and other's peace of
mind, engine shutdown must be clean.
Soon after the first stuttering shutdown,
Eut Tileston came over and gave me some
helpful time saving advice. He had recently
been through the same thing, and knew
exactly what the problem was. The shutoff
was working OK on the main fuel line, but
fuel tank "slosh" was backing up through
the engine's pressure line, feeding bursts of
raw fuel directly into the crankcase, causing
after run. The small pressure dome wasn't
doing it's job. Shutdown on command had
not been a part of the control line requirement. Two possible quick fixes were to install a one way check valve in the pressure line, or change to
a flood off system.
Personal preference again came into play, and again got
me into trouble. I don't like flood off systems! They are messy,

they flood your crankcase for the next startup, and if you use
commercial fuels, they leave your engine full of that cheap
bearing rusting synthetic lube that needs to all be flushed out
after running.
Over the next few contests, several experiments went on.
I installed a check valve as sold for that specific purpose by
one of our suppliers of old timer items. The valve's spring was
too strong, and /or it's hole too small for "untimed" crankcase
pressure, and I couldn't get enough fuel pressure to start the
engine, even with a starter. By the way, I don't like using
starters either. A schnuerle engine, for all it's howling performance is one of the easiest of all engines to hand start. Prime
the exhaust (not intake), flip and go. If you happen to prime
too heavily, the very free and open porting usually clears out
the excess in one flip.
Next, I adapted something, and made my own pressure
check valve. This setup ran fine, and gave a nice crisp engine
shut down, but it introduced another new problem: A starter
now had to be carried to the flight line. If a one or two flip hand
start didn't occur, the one-way valve would hold acrumu-

TANK continued page 21
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HOW DOES ONE BEAT
THE DYNAMIC DUO FROM DALLAS?
By Bob Oslan

This is a story about an incident
that happened at the 1977 US Free Flight
Championship's in Taft. It really has its
beginning, however, sometime earlier
at a contest in Las Vegas. It was late in
the afternoon and Bruce Norman was
going for an official in B pylon with his
OS 25 conversion powered Zipper. For
those of you who never flew against
Bob Oslan
Bruce and Leslie before Bruce switched
to RC, this husband and wife team were known as the Dynamic Duo from Dallas. Actually they're from Fort Worth but
that doesn't sound as catchy. Not that they took all of the
prizes - only the 1st - places.
Anyway, to get back to the story, I was timing for Bruce
and, thinking that I could, Bruce asked me to pick some air for
him. He probably saw me luck into lift earlier in the day and
figured I had a talent that I really didn't and still don't The last
time I picked a thermal it turned out to be a Kansas trash
mover and I made the trip to Oz with Dorothy and Toto.
It was dead calm as we stood there on Eldorado Dry Lake
waiting for some revelation when I noticed a light breeze almost nothing - and told Bruce that if it was me, I'd launch
now but promised nothing. He fired up the OS and that
Zipper went up like a shot and maxed. You have to understand that this was the way all of Bruce's airplanes flew. They
climbed like rockets and usually got high enough to take five
minutes to fall. At any rate, Bruce thought I had the magic
touch.
Now we find ourselves at the 1977 USFF Champs at Taft.
The event was A/ B Pylon and I was flying a Strato Streak with
an Arden .09 that, like all Ardens, sounded like it would rip
your arm off if you got your finer caught in the prop. Actually,
It. was so weak that if you tried an unassisted take off with that
single wheel gear, the plane would just topple over. The one
thing the engine had going for it was that it would start with
a single choke and a single flip of the prop.

Bob Os/on photo

Colibiri Wakefield designed by Roger Clasens, Belgium, scaled
up from 1938 Zak Yearbook. An excellent flyer. Olsan built it
because he had never seen anyone else with one.
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I was going for my official flights and was waiting for a
sign when it appeared in the form of a wind direction streamer
about three or four feet long. Lift started coming through that
was so strong it took that short streamer and stood it almost
straight up - even a dummy like me could see the "sign". I
fired up that Arden and being aware of its lack of power, gave
the airplane what we SCAMPS refer to as a SCIF assist. This
is catapult like launch followed by a look of innocence. I
would thus shove the airplane hard enough to get it airborne
for a few inches - then it would touch down and take off by
itself sort of legal like. Once it was airborne on its own it locked
into the lift and was off for a max.
About a hundred yards down wind there waited Bruce
and Leslie with Leslie's OS 25 powered Zipper that was every
bit as good as Bruce's. Remembering the Vegas experience,
they were positioned to piggy back. They fired up the OS and
when the Strato Streak passed overhead they launched and
that Zipper passed my Streak like it was in a downer. Leslie
and I were both chasing on bikes and coincidentally were both
fused at six minutes to be sure to get the max.
We both DT'ed- and returned to our respective launch
sites about the same time. Again, the streamer went erect, if
you'll pardon the expression; I fired up the Arden and catapulted the Streak into action; the Norman's fired up the OS
and the Zipper whistled past the Streak; Leslie and I took off
into the boonies exchanging pleasantries with each other as
we went and again returned at the same time for the next go.
Flight three was a repeat of one and two and it was plain to see
that the first time I missed lift I was had because that Zipper
would make mincemeat out of the Streak putting Bruce and
Leslie in their normal position - 1st place.
How do you beat a P-51 with a J3 Cub? You gin up a plan.
Since Bruce and Leslie were watching me and not that short
streamer, the only hope was to launch before Leslie got back
from the chase. So for the fourth flight I short fused at about
4:45 counting on the ship being high enough to max. Leslie
was still fusing at six minutes and was still outbound when I
was on the way in. Luckily another thermal came through as
soon as I got back and the Streak was up and away. Leslie got
back a bit after the Streak passed overhead and missed the lift
- the Zipper did four minutes.
That was the only time I ever beat the Normans which
goes to prove that cunning and luck will win out over skill and
performance every now and then.

Bob Oston photo

Corben Baby Ace Cabin FF, powered by .09 Saber diesel. Scaled from
plans in Modern Mechanic Flying Manual. Very realistic flyer.

1/2 A TEXACO
UPDATE & FACTS
By Bill Schmidt

There have
been some recent
developments in
the world of 1/2
A Texaco that
need to be highlighted.
Are you
aware that Cox
has changed the
piston/cylinder
assembly for the 1/2 A Texaco engine?
This recent change consists of a cylinder
that now has an additional mill cut
added to each of the intake bypass ports.
This second cut is at one side of the
standard port and imparts a more
angular deflection of the incoming fuel/
air charge. Viewed from above, one
would see an "S" shaped path of the
incoming charge. This change results in
higher volumetric efficiency and
scavenging of the cylinder and less loss
of raw fuel directly out the exhaust from
the intake port.
This cylinder is identified by a small
number "7" below the exhaust slits on
one side of the cylinder only 1 have
noticed the piston/cylinder fit is not as
tight as the previous model, and breakin time is reduced considerably. After
running the engine for some time, there
was less scouring on the piston sides as
always noticed before with the previous models.
I could not find any appreciable
increase in performance, but the new fit
was much easier to break in. One doesn't
suffer the maddening slowing down
and stopping you have with the tighter
early model. The cost is about two times
as much as the previous piston/cylinder if you buy it separately as Cox Ca talog #1476 Texaco.
Continuing along—most of us know
that the Texaco .049 has a .062 carb.
throat diameter, and the Black Widow
has an .085 diameter. The early Babe Bee
had a .062 carb. and one bypass while
late production has an .085 throat and
dual bypass. What differentiates early
and late? Early is pre-1989 and using the
pot metal backplate and wire reed re-
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tainer and Vellumoid gasket between
the crank case and tank. After 1989,
production uses the plastic reed retainer/gasket and the plastic backplate.
The late production Babe Bee is actually
hard to find as they are not usually
carried by the local hobby shop, and
they are not used with their metal tank
in ready-to-fly models. I had to specialorder one to see what a late production
unit looked like.
Now let's get into the deep part of
this discussion—TANK SIZES! I have
spent hours measuring the cc volume of
various Cox engines because no empirical data has ever been compiled on
this subject and many loose terms are
used and bandied about by modelers.
The method used was the extraction method using methanol and several precision medical glass hypodermics. The alcohol was slowly filled into
the engine tank until it overflowed. The
methanol was then carefully and slowly
extracted in an uninterrupted exercise
and then measured. This process was
repeated up to about ten times per engine, and the results are listed below.
Also, the fuel pick-up in the engines
was a 3/32" OD tube.
Old Style Babe Bee

6.2 cc

New Style Babe Bee

5.2 cc

Old Style QRC (with no 9.1 cc
stunt stand pipes in
large tank)
New Style Texaco

8.8 cc

The Black Widow and obsolete
Golden Bee were not tested as they
have stunt vents and can be considered
to contain less volume than the above.
The first thing we notice is that
there is no such thing as either the "8 cc"
tank or the "4 cc" tank. However, I do
agree that the tags are handy to use in
conversation for use in identifying
which tank I am using.
There wasn't so much difference in
capacity between the large tanks but a
whole cc difference in the smaller Babe
Bee tank. Why does this matter? Well,
although narrowly voted down in the
last rules change proposal for SAM,
some clubs are going ahead with the
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use of the Babe Bee tank in their local
events. This is good and gives experience in the use of the small tank in 1/2 A
Texaco. However, how do you keep the
field level when the tank capacity varies
so much between engines?
We have flown the smaller tanks in
our club, and an 8-minute Max is almost
guaranteed every flight. The motor runs
about four minutes. I think the Max
needs to be left at 15 minutes or we will
have another "can or worms" to sort
out.
If the event staged allows either
small tank and 7 1/2-8 minute Max
AND large tank and 15 Minute Max, a
person would be foolish to fly the large
tank/15 Minute Max because the small
tank deal is better- MIGHT RE-THINK
THIS A BIT.
Why the difference in tank volumes?
Easy. Take an early and late model apart
and look inside toward the front of the
tank cavity. See the smaller diameter
forward portion of the late production
tank? This was necessary to provide
clearance for the new plastic reed retainer/gasket part. It reduced the internal volume of the tank. There are other
factors also.
1/2 A Texaco Scale generally needs
the larger tank size as these models do
not climb as fast as a Playboy or Sailplane.
My TBF-1 Torpedo Bomber and Vultee
Vengeance would not get very high on
the small tank so I tend to favor the large
tank in Scale events.
I find 1/2 A Scale the most refreshing event to ever happen to SAM. It
allows a whole new generation of models and people to participate in an arena
that had to some extent become stagnated by its design confines. I think this
explains its vigorous growth and interest even though it isn't even an "unofficial" event. Let's hope it can survive
and mature in its present rules form and
the rules makers don't tamper with it to
an early demise.
SOME ADDED COMMENTS TO
BILL'S ARTICLE,

by Bob Angel.
I've seen flying the small Cox tanks
also, and agree with Bill that 6 cc tanks
1 /2 A ENGINE,

continued page 20
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RULES PROPOSALS
COMMENTS BY VP BOB ANGEL
I'd like to comment on two of the
current R/C rules proposals, wearing
my SAM "dues paid member" hat.
First, the positive. I recommend a
yes vote on the electric rules proposal,
and predict it will pass this time. I don't
think there was overwhelming objection to electric last time. It's just that the
three different sets of electric proposals
all at once caused too much confusion
and split up the vote, even among the
electric guys. The problem of rule book
clutter does still exist for those of us who
don't fly electric and can't imagine the
need for such complexity. But the "non
electric" guys can fix that by stapling the
electric rules pages together, so they
don't get in the way when we're looking
up something.
With a slight risk of offending my
friend Dave Lewis, I recommend a NO
vote on his proposal to regress back to a
45 second engine run for ignition in LER
events. Several competent people contributed quite a bit of energy in coming
up with the balanced set of engine run
times we now have in our rule book. A
statistical approach was used, modified
by as much common sense as could be
mustered and applied. The ground rule
was to try to slightly favor ignition, but
not overwhelmingly, when flown
against glow. The final numbers weren't
exactly what each contributor would
have used, but they were close enough.
Dave states the run times are especially "off" for classes A and B when
flown ignition and glow combined. To
check this, I examined results from the
1992 SAM Champs as presented in SAM
Speaks, issue #107. I totaled the scores
for the first ten places in classes A and B
LER for both glow and ignition. In class
A, the glows out performed ignition
overall by a total of 1155 seconds, or a
difference of 19 minutes spread over
more than 30 flights for each type (flyoffs ran the number up past 30 ), or over
60 flights total . But in class B, ignition
engines out performed the glows by
2461 seconds, or 41 minutes total, spread
over some 60 plus flights. This limited
data isn't the final answer, but it sure
doesn't support the thesis of the proposal.

Ducky Wolter photo

John Scott photo

Getting ready for summer. Jack Hairsine of
SAM 66 with his Stahl 'High Climber'.

Joe Elgin & Larry Davidson, sweepstakes
winner, at the Elgin Commemorative meet
last year.

Tom Ryan,oneof SAM's
younger members, with
his new scaled (87", 902
sq.in .) Playboy Jr., powered by a ST .40 rear rotor and covered with
Solartex. Should go like
a scalded cat and be very
competitive. Thanks for
keeping us up on your
building activities, Tom.
(now age 23)

lom Ryan photo

Bruce Abell photo

A rare old timer by Aussie Bruce Abell: 'Candid' with an Ohlsson 23 for power. The 69"
model is covered with polyester chiffon finished with dope -- has a 9 oz. wing loading.

OT RAMBLER REVIVAL
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set of tail feathers from the magazine plans to accommodate
the R/C control surfaces and recovered the frame with silk &
dope. Please note that Bob Angel used a good photo of the
ship in the February 1993 issue of RCM for his SAM Champs
article. The model flies very well, but the engine does not run
reliably. I am still working on that problem.
Bill was present during the inaugural flights in June of
1992, but was unable to attend the SAM Champs or the local
end-of-Summer contest series. Unfortunately, Bill's health
has been deteriorating over the last couple of years. He has
emphysema and is on oxygen 95% of the time.
I made the entire engine & ignition system removable.
My plan is to use the airframe for multiple events. Locally, we
are trying to generate interest in a small port Ohlsson 60 event
for antique designs. Again SAM 100, John Delagrange, has
taken the lead on this old time engine /airframe event. I
picked up a good looking 60 at a N.J. Collecto this Fall. Over
the Winter I hope to get an appropriate engine/ignition
assembly built to fit the airframe & complete the test flying
before the season starts. Semi-retirement is hell. I seem to get
less done now than when I was working full time.
I will look through my photo files from 1992 for suitable
cover photo material and forward whatever I can find. I'll try
to keep in touch. However, refer back one paragraph to the
statement about getting less done than planned.

A RAMBLER REVIVAL STORY
By John Scott, SAM 66

The 'Rambler" qualifies for the Brown Jr. event. This
Rambler' has quite a history. It was built by Bill Bates (SAM
2027), a member of the Hangar 13 group from the Beloit,
Wisconsin area, in 1939 with the intention of entering the
Wisconsin State Free Flight Championships. The Brown Jr.
currently installed is the original. Bill flew it with shims under
the wing instead of the mounting rails as called for on the
plan. The wing shims popped out during the flight and the
plane crashed, ending the plan to go to the Championships.
A mounting lug snapped off the Brown in the crash. Bill
repaired the model but not the engine. I don't think Bill ever
flew the model after the late 30's. It has been hauled around
the country with Bill ever since. After graduating from college with an engineering degree, Bill eventually retired from
Boeing Helicopters, located just South of Philadelphia, Pa. He
met Herb Wahl at Boeing in 1968. Herb borrowed the engine
for a contest as a backup with the provision that Herb put a
good crankcase on the engine. Bill doesn't think Herb ever
flew the engine but he did install a 'ID' case on the 'C' engine.
I met Bill approximately 5 years ago when he introduced
himself at a SAM 66 contest. When Bill learned of the local
Brown Jr. event, sponsored by SAM Chapter 100, he offered
his model & engine if I rebuilt it. Bill no longer had the plans
but did produce the original Flying Aces magazine containing the construction article & reduced size plans. I built a new

John Scott, 1408 Carson Rd., Wilmington, DE 19803, (302)478-6576
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OT RAMBLER REVIVAL

March ♦ April 1993

Bill Bates,( right) the original builder
of this Gil Shurman designed 'Rambler', with the restored model powered by its original Brown Jr. prior
it's 1st flight. Bill is a member of the
Hangar 13 group of the '30's, Beloit,
WI, Its members still have periodic
reunions. They have an original design model in the AMA Museum
called the "Douglas Hardware".

John Scott (left) posing with the restored 'Rambler' before its
1st flight in 50 years. The model structure was restored and
recovered in silk & nitrate dope
U.S. FREE FLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS

* *
Lost Hills, California
September 4-5-6, 1993
Full Schedule of OT FF Events
Plus AMA, Nostalgia, Scale

FAI Team Selector Semi-Final

Mike Myers, Contest Director
818-241-9154
For brochure & pre entry contact
Roger Coleman, Business Manager
4737 Boyar Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90807

Jack Jella of Salinas and past
SAM Champs Contest Manager with his silk covered baby
Zipper powered by a pristine
Atom engine. This tiny model
is a fine flyer, says Jack.

_John Carlson of SAM 27 about to launch his electric Playboy over a vast sea of wildflowers. Spring has arrived, time to fly!

NEWS & COLUMNS
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Ohlsson 23 Event,

1/2 A ENGINE. continued from page 16

continued from page 11

Champs at which the event has be offered, some 12 to 15
entries were recorded. A number of plans of popular models
were scaled to the 450 sq.in . size and made available to SAM
members. However, there was limited interest, always with
the comment that most of the original Ohlsson 23 powered
designs were smaller. "Let's build them to their original size."
It is hoped that now SAM members will dig up their old
Class B kits and plans and build to the original size for this
pure old timer event.
Please note that those who have already scaled OT
models up or down to the 450 sq.in . size will not be disqualified and may continue to compete with their previously
built scaled models.

OHLSSON

March • AprIl 1993

23 EVENT REVISED RULES

a. Only original ignition Ohlsson .23 sideport and front rotor
valve (FRV) engines may be used.
b. Any SAM approved unscaled gas model design defined by
the official SAM rule book between 300 and 500 sq. in.
wing area..
c. Or any old time unscaled (0/T) gas model design may be
used where the O&R 23 was shown on the original plans.
d. The engine run times shall be 25 seconds for FRV and 35
seconds for sideport.
e. There shall be three official flights scored from a maximum of four attempts. The maximum flight time shall be
5 minutes.
f. There shall be no pressurized engines.
g. All models shall have a 10 ounce wing loading.
h. Scaled models built to old 450 sq.in. rule continue to
qualify.

ithimca

should have a definite advantage over the 8 cc size for the
upcoming New Zealand postal, and for the SAM 41 (San
Diego) club events. New Zealand is normalizing scores of 8
minutes for the small tanks to equate to 15 minute maxes for
the big tanks. I assume they'll multiply the small scores by 15,
then divide by 8. San Diego will use a 7-1/2 minute small tank
max and simply multiply by two to normalize.
If SAM 26 flies large against small tanks in any of our
practice sessions, or fun flys, I'd suggest at least a 9 minute
max for small tanks, just to see where the playing field levels
out. It might end up closer to 10 minutes. But I also agree with
Bill, that if we do finally go 100% to small tanks, the 15 minute
max should be kept.
Will SAM eventually go to all small tanks for 1/2A
Texaco? I think so, sooner or later. Most of what I've seen and
heard lately indicates the idea is gaining popularity. The
small tank proposal came very close to passing during our last
SAM rules change, and one of the stronger opponents, Don
Bekins recently told me he has seen the light and reversed his
thinking on the matter. Another strong opponent was Art
Grosheider, who passed away recently. But Art's home club
in Denver has been honing their 1 /2A skills, and if they begin
to lose 'em out of sight, I believe they may change their
thinking. If not, maybe they'll at least take pity on us lowlanders
who do lose 'em out of sight.
One comment of Bill's puzzled me though. I thought all
Cox Texaco engines had the "funny" S shaped bypass porting. I've never seen anything different in a Texaco engine. It
looks as if they tried to introduce "swirl" into the cylinder for
more complete scavenging. Anyway, every Texaco engine
I've looked inside has this porting, including my factory
prototype preproduction model, to a new one I won last
month straight from the Cox factory. I tried to phone Bill to
ask about this but could only get a busy signal (story of his
life?). Does anyone out there have an untampered Texaco
engine with straight across conventional bypass porting?
Next time your head is unscrewed, please take a look.

ii;
r
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Dc. d Dorn photo

Torn Bristol (center) prepares his Lanzo Record Breaker for flight
at a SAM 27 contest in 1974. Tom was Contest Manager for the
'77 SAM Champs held in Las Vegas. He now lives in Oregon
and has just completed a low wing homebuilt aircraft which he
and wife, Pat, fly all over the west. Tom Von Konsky (right),
though still an OT model builder, spends his spare time rebuilding antique cars. This 20 year old photo was recently found by
Dave Dann of SAM 27 and provided to SAM Speaks.

Robed Boucher photo

Roland Boucher of Liesure Electronics and a SAM 49 CD, completed this full size Marquardt Charger homebuilt aircraft in '92.
The partially completed biplane was purchased from Fernando
Ramos in 1988. Roland and Ted Neja, TWA retired, installed the
engine, instruments, and electronics, did the sheet metal and fiberglass work to complete the plane. Roland now has over 68 hours
flying time in this beauty.
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Editor's Note:

FLIGHT continued from page 5
model had disappeared behind a stand
of eucalyptus trees, and by the time he
had gotten abreast of the trees, it had
vanished. It had been wafted over the
hills, he knew, and further pursuit would
have been a waste of time.
Years later he had wondered about
its eventual descent, and imagined someone finding a rusted prop hook, or landing gear, and wondering what in the
world it could possibly be. Little would
the finder know of the work those few
pieces of bent wire had performed, or
the joy they had brought to a boy so
many years ago.
They turned back, and as they
walked each tried to reconstruct the recent events as they had happened, but it
had been too exciting to really remember every detail. That came later, months
later, as the boy mulled those events
over in his mind again, and again. Their
walk back was interrupted by a feisty
little black and white dog that ran around
them barking incessantly, first one way,
then the other. The boy started looking
for a rock or a stick to defend himself
with when suddenly the sound of the
dog's barking changed in pitch.
He sat bolt upright, startled. His
reverie broken, he blinked his eyes several time and saw a dog barking at a ball
that had been thrown for him and that
had rolled right under his open window. He smiled a sad smile when he
realized what had happened, and regaining his composure, he started the
engine and let the car move slowly forward back into 1991.
As he drove up Laurel Grove he
reflected that a lot of water had flowed
under the bridge since those halcyon
days of his youth —and that a few short
years after losing his Korda he had found
himself most implausibly in Belgium, in
the Ardennes, fighting the Battle of the
Bulge. Now he was in the sunset of his
life, which he also thought implausible
since it had come so soon, so soon. And
yet, he mused, there were still these
wondrous memories, some of which he
would never forget. Yep, he thought,
some t • s you just never forget!
Rano Galraui

"The Flight' by Remo first appeared in
the SAM 27 newsletter, Antique Flyer,
which is sent all over the US, Canada ,
and to Czechoslovakia and Italy. Fred
Mulholland from Florida suggested a
copy of this delightful story be sent to
Dick Korda. The following reply was
received from that famous Wakefield
winner:
"Thanks for the copy of Antique Flyer,
and thanks to Fred Mulholland. I had the
honor of meeting him and his wife at the Joe
Elgin Commemorative in August at the
Donnelsville meet in Ohio. Wonder if he
could spare some of that vim & vigor he has?
What a guy!
Guess most of us, like Remo, now that
we are lucky enough to last as far as the
"November of life" and be able to reminisce
about the past. Had the same money problems he had, and build 100 sq.in . combination stick and fuselage models to conserve
rubber.
Enjoyed Remo's story. He has the knack
of good writing in the second person which
makes it more interesting. Have Fun!

Yre-1.1.4
PS 50 years from now we won't even
worry about the 'December of life'.

TANK, continued from page 15

lated pressure in the tank instead of
letting it flow back into the crankcase
between flips. This resulted in continuous fuel flow and engine flooding, which
only a starter could overcome.
So I finally sold out and tried a floodoff system. I found a commercial plastic
tee fitting and installed it in the fuel feed
line between tank and engine. One
branch of the tee went to the needle
valve the other went through the fuel
shut off, then to a flood tube aimed
directly into the venturi. The fuel shutoff
valve now reversed it's role and became
a "flood open" valve. The tee fitting had
a questionably small bore, and sure
enough, it didn't pass sufficient fuel to
do the flood off job cleanly. Some people
bring a second feed line out of the tank
for the flood off, but the easier course
seemed to be to make my own larger
bore tee fitting from standard 1/8" brass

tubing. This proved successful and I've
been using this system for some time.
There are still occasional glitches.
For minimum weight, and, as a safety
measure, if the flood off malfunctions,
you should have a near minimum sized
tank for the allotted engine run. But then
if you waste any time on the ground
after engine start, a schnuerle sucks up
fuel so fast that you may have a problem. I've never actually run out of fuel;
but a couple of times, the low fuel level
combined with airplane rotation to horizontal has caused just enough starvation to the flood off line to prevent a

clean shut down, causing a genuine over
run.
A Helpful hint: To allow an easy
hand restart, unload the excess fuel flood
from the crankcase. First, move and hold
the prop in the "piston down" position.
Now pick up and rotate the entire airplane through a slow roll, turning it
toward the bypass side, or away from
the exhaust side. This will let excess fuel
run through the bypass, into the cylinder, and on around and out the exhaust.
Keep the pressure line disconnected until
just before engine start, to prevent
reflooding. For a rear exhaust engine,
substitute an outside loop for the slow
roll maneuver.
I finally ended up with such a tangle
of pipes, tubing, and connections, that
I've twice returned to my plane to find
someone up close photographing the
whole mess while chuckling to themselves. I still haven't given up on the
original scheme of a simple inline
shutoff. My pressure dome has a vol-

ume of about 1 cc, and it will probably
need to be at least 2cc, with a hole in its
floor not more than 1/16" diameter to
work reliably. I'Il re-design a larger pressure dome just as soon as I get 'round
Bob Angel

DUES ARE DUE
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1993 SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS ARE DUE

Hobly_Horn
p i W MODEL SERVICE

- Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer -

If you have not already sent in your dues for the coming year,
they are now due for January through December 1993. Dues
are $15 per calendar year. You may pay up to 3 years in
advance. (Your expiration date will printed on your SAM
Speaks label if you pay for 2 years or more.)

Old Timer kits for Fr or
. The Id " la the discount pace on lull kits. The lull
11114 Include all cut pails, plan, slick and ehlet wood, wire and rendsield material.
1935 Miss America 84'171.9•
1938 Buccaneer 84'. 15890
1039 Dipper Mk I 72', 15328
1937 Dala.re 108%$75.16•
1938 X.loird King Powerhouse 84% 153.56
1938 Record Breaker 96%169.58--------------1838 Ttenton Terror 7V, S40-76
1939 Komi& Wake 44'119.16
Mercury 7r, 158.36
Ranger 443• $31.96
1939 Zipper
1940 Sailplane 78',$81,76-------1940 So Long 50% 130.38
11841 Super Ouaker 78• $72.78
1941 9rigid-4K
1941 Playboy Sr. 78% 151.14
1941 Playboy Jr. 54%131.16
1941 Brooklyn Dodger 56%142.38

MIDWAY MODEL CO.

All paid up members will receive our bimonthly newsletter,
SAM Speaks. All new members will also receive SAM decals
and a copy of the SAM Rule Book. Decals are sold separately
for $.50 each, large (4X2), medium (3X2), small (2X1). SAM
patches are $2 each. Rules books are $1 each.

Old Timer Kite for RIC AND FF
The Hobby Horn discount prices for the MMC FULL KITS are listed_ Full Kitt include cut parts, plan strip and sheet wood, wilre and window malarial. Kits marked
with an '• have Ihe wire landing gear pre- bent_
1938 Powerhouse 50'•, $37 96
1936 Flying Quaker 8.4'484.761937 Long Cabin 78',547.16-1909 A. T. Sportster 50•, $37.96
1937 Quaker Flash 67'145.56,
1937 Air Chief 61'. $35.96
-435.96
1940 70% Buzzard Bombshell 50' span •,
1940 Buzzard Bombshell, 72' span,---- ----- - -------- ------- ------ ------------162.21
1940 New ROW 74',$71.16--------------------1941 Electric Playboy 67', 130.00
-486.23
Thermic 100 Glider (100'•mod4ications shovel for WC),

NEW PRODUCTS

SAM Membership and Renewal Application
Subscription rates include annual fee of $1." in the Society of
Antique Modelers. The balance of the fee in each category is for
subscription to SAM SPEAKS, the official publication of the
Society of Antique Modelers. Subscriptions are not available
without membership.

$35.98
MODEL CRAFT COMMANDO. 50' span for 1/2A TexeCo
CLEVELAND CLOUOSTER, 50' span for 1/2A Texaco 135.96
1941 OLD TIMER FLYBABY, Pete Bowers, (scaled) 67 1/4' span, 570 sq. in.
$42.88
.09 TO .25 . Geared 05 eleclric
$35.90
FLYrNG QUAKER (sealed). 54' span, 340 Sq. In„ .09 to .15
1992 Celabog, 52.00, or free on 1st order
ShealiCaLIMEILLL.M.
Up to 18.00 add 13.00; 19.01 to $20.00 add
Hobby Horn
T4.50;620.01 to 545.00 add 14.00; 545.0110
15173 MORAN ST. (Oept.SSI
SI0.00 add 54.50; Over $70.00 add $5.00
P.O. BOX 2212
Calif. add 7.75% tax. Send MO„ VISA/sic is
WESTSAINSTER.CA 92684
1 Exp) or Check [allow up to 30 clays for
(714) 893-8311 (Phone)
clearance on checks.)
(7111 9954529 (Fax)
COD - Exact charges 0108 St 50 handling
Hours: Mon-Fri 8 AM - 4 PM
(Cash Only).

Membership fees and subscription rates (1, 2, & 3 yr.)

REPUCA
TORPEDOES

Residents of Canada, Foreign countries, and the U.S.
O 1 yr. $15.00 ($1.00 membership plus $14.00 subscription)
U 2 yr. $27.00 ($2.00 membership plus $25.00 subscription)
CI 3 yr. $40.00 ($3.00 membership plus $37.00 subscription)
U 1 yr. Foreign ($25 airmail only, membership $1 + $24 subs,)
Subscriptions are not available without membership.

Ignition & Glow Models
3 Displacements Sizes:
24, 29 and 32
Parts and Service for
K & B and Jenno Torpedoes
Call FAX ar write for furthcr information

Fees are due on January 1 of the coming year.
U New member Cl Renewal U Address change

SHILEN AERO SPORTS
PO Box 1300 • Ennis. TX 7 5120
Phone' 214-875-1442 FAX 214-875-5402

Current expiration date:

go RIDGE • sclorinc r PE Name

AMA#

Address
City

State

AMA No.

Zip
SAM No.

• ID AL •JACOLLORACT • CYCLONE* MONOGRA.S4

"DO YOU SPEAK MODEL AIRPLANE?"
It's Dave Thomburg's 316-page history of U.S. aeromodeling. All the
heroes and their models, all the famous contests, from the first twin
pusher to the ugliest Stik. If you've been flying for 25 years or more.
this is your life!
your dealer, or postpaid (cash, check, V/MC) from:
Pony X Press 5 Monticello Dr. Albuquerque NM 87123 (505) 299-8749
Still available: OLD BUZZARD'S SOARING BOOK - $16.95
119.95 at

SAM Chapter No.

SAM SPECIAL* boats books $3.1.se postpaid:
CONE. • STERUNCI • CLEVELAND + AJ • VICTOR STANEL • MIDWEST + VECO r RANGER

Signed
Note: Full membership in SAM requires membership in the
Academy of Model Aeronautics or equivalent organization for
international visitors. Be sure to put your SAM # on your membership renewal check.
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers
Send to: Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Lane
Encinitas, CA 92024

1-

ENGINE WRENCHES
PRECISION WRENCHES FOR THREADED
CASECOVERS & CYLINDERS ON
SUPER-CYKE,SPITFIRE, BROWN & BUNCH
Mc Card 325-93 Sylvan Ave. - Mtn. View - CA 9404
-
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Super Cyclone Engines
P.O. Box 1809
Show Low, AZ 85901

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT

a)

Pre-stamped 750 SASE For Over 300 Kits Availabk

SHORT KITS

SASE

(916) 635-4588

ALDRICH 1111Pieniii MODELS
12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233
(210) 656-2021
FAX (on line answers on 61h ring if no one is in)

ENGINE RESTORATION
AND RE-WORK

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION
OF O.T. ENGINES.

My engines used by winners in SAM contests
including the SAM Champs. Transistorized
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads, Etc.
SASE for free list.
BLACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79105

• Complete chrome service.
• Superior accuracy and quality.
• Light weight ignition systems.
• S.A.S.E. for brochure.

II

6(11
01ENS
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF 20 KITS AND HUM E=
OF FLANS; $2.50. KITS COME WITH FINEST (PALE
BALSA. JAP TISSUE, VACUUM FORMED WHEELS MD
CANOPY, PROP, RUBBER AND DECALS. P.O. BOX
1885, ANDOVER, MA 01810
SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST

NEW PRODUCTS

1111•11111111.EM

MYLAR-8' WIDE
.00048 OR .00030 THICK $.15/FT

OMNI MIMI'

CUSTOM KITS
127-A Fox Hollow Rd., Glen Gardner, NJ 08826

3M #1357 ADHESIVE 20Z.

$3.50

MEK SOLVENT 80Z.

$2.95

ALL ORDERS ADD 209 FOR P&H. CA RFC ADD 0% TAX
OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE

I
I

QUALITY DIESEL FUEL, NITRATE DOPE-CLEAR AND COLORED,

if
SILK, TISSUE, RUBBER, KITS, ENGINE PARTS, PLANS,
AND OTHER ACCESSORIES
SEND $1.00 FOR CURRENT CATALOGUE
16421 REOHILL, SUITE A: TUSTIN, CA 92680 (714) 258-0805

I CUSTOM KIT CUTTING
1/4 SCALE - VINTAGE - OLD TIMERS
I FULL KITS - PARTIALS - SPECIALS
Call Joe Grasso (908)638-6902
i 1
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The New COX "FAILSAFE" R/C System
,441
4.0.

"Single Channel R/C Revisited"

1 Looking for some inexpensive Flit Fun?
2 kiterested in Nostalgic and Oldtimer
3 Into 1f2A Texaco scale or

41

, ,-14 11111‘ 41
,

C-

..4„

Schoolyard scale?

4

I

Considering electric
indoor FIJC?

TaVE
FAI1
N.. N4.1 S.41•••

hen Sykora 's

I*/ /

4.1 .111110 l

In the August 1991 issue of Flying Models, Rob Aberie says,
"/ decided to fry indoor flying... what a lot of potential fun for the
winter months or just a rainy day. "
Cal Orr, in the April 1991 issue of WC Modeler wrote,

MODEL SUPPLY
0

liEC

"The transmitter is on 27 Mhz and tested an AMA Silver Sticker...
will not interfere with any 72 Mhz modelers... has excellent range

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

and seems to operate well in a large metropolitan area..."
This new' Cox FAILSAFE WC system is a digital
non•proportional single channel radio that is trimmable
in flight. No escapements to worry about and no need to
tie up your big rig in a small low cost model. The
receiveeservo, less batteries. weighs ONLY L9 ounces
Thousands have been sold and flown in the Electric
Flyboy and Turbo Centurion. Are you. ready for the new
si channel experience and fun?
the new Cox FAILSAFE 1W System at your
favorite hobby retailer.
If unavailable call Cox Toll Free 8001451-0339.

NEED OLD TIMER "GOODIES"?
IlEIRE Miff ARE:
A 1930's MODEL SHOPI
sawed prop blanks,
Balloon/WW1/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, balsa, Jap tissue, prop Ft. Ends, washers, winders,
stooges, rubber, hundreds of OT Scale/Contest plans
& morel Shop from our illustrated catalog. SEND $2.00

I'm 5.. Mau) `..r.. mall RV(
I'm 5.. KM.),Serftr.•11h.1T
Sthr..h.
A ■ ndahr
I'h,0,10. I am. S.

•
COX HOBBIES,
350 Weal Rancor, St.,
Corals, CA 91 720

NEW SPARK PLUGS
These are the plugs I have used for the last 2
years in SAM competition. They are the best yet!

Moving? Address changes should be sent to:

3/8 x 24 (CHAMP V STYLE)
$10.00
1/4 X 32 (CHAMP V-2 STYLE) (NEW PRICE) $ 8.50
1/4 X 32 (CHAMP V-3 STYLE) $ 8.50
Larry Davidson
1 Salisbury Drive, North
East Northport, NY 11731
516-261-1265
(These are not Champion plugs!)

Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Place

Encinitas. CA 92024

Please ardor a minimum of 3 plugs and include 10.00 NW

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers
2810 Chiles Rd.
Davis CA 95616
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President's Soapbox
by Jim Adams

I have big news to announce this month.
Sam Speaks has a new editor, Bill Kimbell
has come aboard to take over as the editor
of our newsletter. Bill hails from
Smithtown, New York. He has been modeling
and writing for years and years, and
brings with him
lots of Old Timer
expertise.
His current love is the
Nostalgia modeling period, but his origins
were with the Long Island Gas Monkeys and

the Cloud Hoppers from Flushing and
Queens. This surely qualifies him as an
Old Timer.

The S.A.M. organization owes a
tremendous debt of gratitude to Don
Bekins, the outgoing editor, for the fine
job he has done.
Don took over the
editorship in September 1991 with the
usual short notice, and, by expending a
heck of an effort, was able to put Sam
Speaks back on schedule while constantly
improving the newsletter until it now is
without doubt one of the finest in the
country. It was with real disappointment
that I received the news that Don was
going to be away from his home for three
month -, this summer, and would be unable to
c - ntiaue producing Sam Speaks.
Next time you pass Don in the field,
stop and tell him how much SAM appreciates

the job he did. Don has put the same kind
of effort and dedication into Sam Speaks
that he puts into building and flying his
oldtimers, and those that have flown
Against him and have seen his models know
what I am speaking about.
In this issue you will find the 1994 SAM
rules change ballot. Please look over the
propositions and take time to vote. Send
your marked-up ballot to Karl Hatrak as
per instructions (remember to sign your
ballot). This is your chance to
participate and do your part in making the
Society of Antique Modelers a working
organization. There are several
propositions worthy of your consideration,
especially the proposal to include the
electric event rules in the Rule Book.
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This is long overdue. Electric has been a
very popular special event for several years
and deserves to have it's rules included in
the SAM Rule Book.
Plans are going very well for the 1993
SAMCHAMPS at Taft, California over the week
of October 10th through the 15th. Under Bill
Booth Sr.'s guidance, this CHAMPS appears to
be headed for a record attendance. Entries
are pouring in, and I would advise you to
make your reservations early with one of the
motels in the urea.
Opening day, Sunday
October 10th MECA will be sponsoring a
National .Collecto starting at noon at the
Taft Westside Recreation Center. The
collecto is being run by none other than MECA
President, Dick Dwyer, and will run until
6:00 PM.

Monday morning, SAM will kick-off the first
of five days of competition flying at Condor
Field, located just 5 minutes away from
downtown Taft.
The events on Monday will be
all classes of "Nostalgia" free-flight and
the new Brown Junior Texaco event. The three
Nostalgia events are 1/4A and 1/2A FF,
Classes A and B FF, and Classes C and D FF.
The new RC Brown Junior Texaco event promises
to be the hottest new event in SAM, judging
by the response at Lawrenceville last year.
Based upon the number of ships under
construction, we should have a large entry
list. Monday evening will see the SAM bean
feed starting at 6:00 P.M. (no host cocktail
hour starts at 5:00 P.M.). The rest of the
week will follow the pattern of previous
CHAMPS, with something happening day and
night all week!
CORRECTION: Last month's issue of Sam Speaks
gave the prop sizes for the "My Sparky" on
Page 8. The scanner misread the size of the
1940 prop and spelled it out wrong. The size
of the 1940 model prop should have been 11/8 x 1-3/4 x 12 (instead of 1-1/B Dia.) I
just got a card from Sparky designer, Ed
Lidgard, saying it is true the wing panels
are not the same, but it is the right wing
that is thicker and not the left. The reason
being, Ed flys right-right or right-left and
a higher lift wing on the left would put the
model into the dirt under high power. Sorry
about the goof
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EDITORIAL

VIEWPOINTS FROM A "VIRGIN" EDITOR
by Bill Kimbell
My life was pretty
tranquil following
retirement in 1990.
Nothing much to do
anymore except for those
trivial "chores" around
the house, waiting for the
mail and spending my time
in the workshop, building
all those "toy airplanes"
I never had time to work
Bill Kimbell on during those working
years.
All this however, came to an end
with a call from Jim Adams early in May
informing me that I had been "drafted" for
the job a a editor of Sam Speaks
Newsletter.
To say that I was flattered is the
understatement of the year. I was
genuinely AMAZED! Granted, I have been a
writing "hack" for a good many years,
having written a goodly number of
documents for the D.O.D. (Department of
Defense) mainly in the areas of Military
Specifications and Standards, but not as
an EDITOR! I personally think that our
revered Secretary Bob Dodds had a LOT to
do with this, for which I am most
appreciative. I have corresponded a great
deal with Bob, and hold him as a dear
friend, regardless of the distance which
separates us.
I realize that most of you, especially
on the West coast do not know me, except
for those "emmigrants" from Brooklyn and
New Jersey like Sal Taibi and Sal Fruciano
who were unfortunate enough to have me fly
in their company on such (at the time)
Creedmoo re ,
prestigious fields as
Of course
Hicksville and Valley Stream.
these old fields have long since been
turned into shopping malls, never to
return.
I'll try here to give all my new friends
a brief "synopsis" of my background in
model aviation so I won't be considered a
COMPLETE idiot, or worse A NEWCOMER!!!!
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My modelling "career" began in 1935 while
living in Flushing, New York in, at that time
an apartment. Luckily I was not the only one
in the neighborhood who had been bitten by
the "bug". We had a group of about 12 boys
who would rather build airplanes than do
anything (except eating of course).
Unfortunately the war took a very heavy
toll on our little group, and of the 12, only
3 of us survive today, including that
emminent "hall-of-famer" Bob Hatschek who,
incidently happens to be my daughter's
Godfather.
Having built all the standard Megow,
Cleveland and Comet kits that were then on
the market, I "graduated" to power by
building, for my first gas model a Kayo,
powered by a 10-buck Brown gotten through
selling Colliers magazine door to door.
My building continued throughout the years,
and I still was building continuously after I
married in 1947. Luckily my new wife LOVED
the hobby and joined me on the field every
time we went flying.
As I gradually assumed an executive
position in the aerospace industry, my
activities gradually lessened, and ceased
completely in 1962. This lull continued
until 1988 when, nearing retirement, I again
sought out the activity which had consumed
most of my younger years.
For my "resurrection", I can never thank
Jim Bocckinfuso enough! Due to his interest
in an "ol'-foof", I got back into the mood,
and gradually regained the knowledge and
skills which made me once again competitive.
As Jim Adams has stated, I do fly a lot of
Nostalgia (the smaller classes) since Long
Island does not have the real estate for
flying those Old TIMERS. However, I do have
a 6 ft. Trenton Terror and am finishing up a
New Ruler, both with Madewell-49's, and fly a
Bantam-powered Playboy.
I hope this new position will make for me
many new friends, and I pledge myself to do
for you the VERY BEST job of which I am
capable....WISH ME LUCK '""
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OLD
TIMER

FLYING SCALE

In old-time flying
scale, most of the
recent SAM news
continues to be made by
Half-A Texaco Scale
Last August 22, SAM-89
in Canada, included a
1/2-A Scale Texaco event
in their competition fun
fly. Contest Director
Art Lane reported,"....
the event was a real
BOimAlaboa
crowd pleaser, and....
these planes are a real work of art..."
The picture (photo # 1) with this article
shows four of the entries in the SAM-89
event. Jack McGillivray won first place
with his Nieuport XII. Biplanes are rare
enough in any scale event, and 1/2-A
Texaco Scale seems to be no exception,
despite the lighter wing loading (6 ounces
per square foot of wing area instead of
the 8 required for monoplanes). No report
on the wing loading of Jack's Nieuport,
but perhaps he was able to build light
enough to take advantage of the lighter
loading allowed.
Second place in the SAM-89 event was
taken by Art Lane, flying his Taylor
Chummy, which is right front in the
picture. At the front left is Hugh
Allen's Fairchild 51 in Royal Canadian Air
Force colors, and in the center is Brian
Gothard's Desoutter I. The full-scale
Desoutter, a modified Dutch Koolhoven
FK-41, was a three-place lightplane built
under license in England in 1929/30.
Brian's model had a steerable skid, as on
the full-size "bird", and the side windows
are set in aluminum frames. It is covered
with LITESPAN.

Winning lineup at the Canadian SAM-89
Old-Time Competition Fun-Fly
LIGHTSPAN COVERING:
LITESPAN appears quite suitable for
1/2-A models. In my tests it weighed about
.12 ounces per square foot, installed,
using Balsaloc or Balsarite.
By
comparison, the old translucent yellow
Mica Film weighed about .16 and the
current semi-opaque yellow about .21
oz./sq.ft. Monokote weighs about .22 to
.31 ounce per square foot, installed,
depending upon the color used.
Outside
of Japanese tissue, LITESPAN has the
lightest weight, installed and finished,
that I have found.
I have been using LIGHTSPAN for almost
a year now on a 5-foot electric model,
and so far nary a tear, split or sag!
Others have been successfully using this
material for the fuselage or complete
covering of Class C or larger
rubber-powered models.
LIGHTSPAN is made in England, and is
not too widely available here yet. I
have been getting mine from
Peck-Polymers (P.O. Box 710399, Santee,
CA 92072; PH (619) 448-1818). The price
is $2.50 a 20" x 36" sheet, or $5.00 per
20" x 72" sheet.
FULL SIZE HALF-A PLANS;
New plans continue to become available
for half-A Scale Texaco models.
Hal
Stewart
(81 9 8 Speach Drive,
Baldwinsville, NY 13027) offers four
full-size plans: The Taylorcraft L-2A
Grasshopper (the "greenhouse" cabin
version), the 1941 Taylorcraft Tandem
(the civilian and first military version
without the "greenhouse), the 1938
Cessna Airmaster

1/2 A SCALE COLUMN
...and the 1941 General Aviation Skyfarer
(twin tail, tricycle landing gear). Wing
area is around two square feet on each of
these, and the price of each plan is $6.00
PP.

There are two pages of kit
total of 66 listed) followed by
magazine plans (a total of
excluding duplications). In
plans.

The June issue of FLYING MODELS includes
plans and a construction article for a
half-A Texaco Scale 1936 Cub which I
designed and built.

Another aid is a list of the scale gas
model plans available from John Pond.
John, in his 1991 catalog, included a
two-page listing of his scale gas plans, a
total of 70 of them, on a two-page
centerspread. This is a very handy list,
but it is not included in the 1993
catalog. If you would like a free copy of
this list, send me a SASE with your
request. (Note that the prices may not
still be valid in this two-year-old
listing).

plans (a

a page of
43 more,
all 109

In future columns, I'll try to cover
some of the many other sources for
old-time scale model plans of all types,
plus a number of reproduction KIT sources.
Wing area is two square feet, weight 16
This little Cub has been very
successful in local, regional, and
National half-A Texaco Scale and Spirit of
SAM competitions.
Full size plan #CF-908
is $10.00, postpaid (but add 20% if you
want first class mail) from FLYING MODELS,
P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860-0700.
ounces.

Thanks to all who are sending letters,
pictures and club newsletters. My address
is: 12366 Nacido Drive, San Diego, CA
92128.

FLYING SCALE GAS MODEL PLAN SOURCES:
•

There are many sources for SAM-legal
(pre-1943), flying scale model plans.
John Pond's Old Time Plan Service (Box
90319, San Jose, CA 95109-3310) has two
catalogs with a total of almost 200 pages
of these old time scale model plans
listings, most of them being
rubber-powered.
The catalogs are $2.00
each for 1993.
The catalogs this year
have been re-set in a smaller, but much
clearer type, and also include more
reduced-size copies of plans to illustrate
the offerings.
As mentioned, John's catalogs include
both gas and rubber plans, but far more of
the latter. To zero in on scale plans
that were originally intended for gas
engines, there are two easy ways to get
started. First, your SAM APPROVED DESIGNS
LIST-GAS MODELS leads off with three pages
of scale gas model listings.

Photo number 3, Douglas Y10-43, a 1930's
observation design. Model was built from
a Comet plan by Peter Van Dore. The covering is Micafilm.

EXPERIENCE
txperience is
a wonderful thing. it enables you
to recogniN d mistake when you
make it again!
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OHLSSON & RICE TUNING TIPS SERIES
by Bob Angel
From time to time, we'll continue the O&R tuning tip series which began in SAM SPEAKS
issues # 93 through # 95, with tips # 1,2, and 3. Tip 1/ 8 (by Bill Schmidt) was published
in issue # 98 under the title :"Movers and Shakers". The series was originally written by
Bob Angel for the SAM 26 Chapter newsletter, with inputs from Bill Schmidt and others. We
will re-edit these somewhat for SAM SPEAKS, and will be looking for any new reader
contributions. Author credit will be given for any articles used. Please send them
directly to Bob Angel at 1001 Patterson Rd., Santa Maria, CA 93455.
OHLSSON TUNING TIP 1/ 4 - Dwell and Ignition Timing:
A couple of questions from Tip # 2 (0&R timers) indicates we should review some ignition
dwell & timing basics. The firing cycle begins when the engine's points close, allowing
battery current to flow through the coil's primary winding, which in turn develops a
magnetic field around the coil. Then the points open, switching off the primary current,
You can think of this collapse as sort of squeezing
and the magnetic field collapses.
current into the secondary windings, which then generate enough voltage to produce a
gap-jumping spark. It's only important to remember that the spark jumps or "fires" when
the points OPEN, not when they close.
It's simply the number of degrees that the points are
Dwell is measured in degree.
closed through each 360 degrees of engine revolution. A dwell of 90 deg. means the points
are closed for 90 deg, and open for every 270 deg. of every revolution. Dwell is often
described as the "time" that the points are closed. This is not precisely correct, and can
be a little confusing; because the actual time (in milliseconds) the points are closed will
vary with engine speed. I.E.; at 5,000 RPM, the points are actually closed TWICE as long
(at 90 deg. dwell) as they are at 10,000 RPM. So, you could set an ideal dwell for your
engine and ignition system, but it would be ideal ONLY at one speed.
But it's not practical or necessary to try and fine-tune the Ohlsson's dwell. It's not
practical because the Ohlsson cam shape produces a fairly abrupt opening and closing
action, and changing the point gap will produce little change in dwell. This differs from
some other engines (the McCoy 60 for example) which have a very tapered entry and exit ramp
on the cam, and will respond to a gap change with considerable dwell change.
The Ohlsson cam would have to be re-ground to change the dwell any significant amount,
but that cam is usually just fine for the speed range in which it operates. You need only
check that the point gap and dwell are in their "normal" range, as we discussed in Tip #
2. As low as 60 deg. will usually do it, and a range up to 110 deg. wouldn't be excessive.
Too little dwell at high speeds won't let enough current build up, and the spark could be
weak. Excessive dwell will simply drain batteries a little faster, and might cause the
coil to run warmer than necessary.
A handy test item to carry in your tool box is a simple continuity light. Assemble a dry
C or D cell and a 1.5 Volt flashlight bulb, wired and soldered together in series, with
test leads about 8" long,and alligator clips on each lead. Tape the bulb to the•battery,
and leave only the lead wires and clips hanging out. With the ignition system OFF, attach
one clip to the insulated point and another to the engine ground. Then, when you turn the
prop through slowly, the light shows you if your points are working OK.. And, by observing
where the points make and break in relation to degree of prop rotation, you can tell if
your dwell is in the reasonable range.

SAM DUES ARE DUE!

RULES COMMENTS

Page

0 & R TUNING (cont'd.)

COMMENTS IN FAVOR OF ....

Timing refers to the spot where the
points open and "fire" with relation to
crankshaft rotation. Timing is often
called "advance", or "advance from TDC",
because it's measured in terms of how many
crankshaft degrees in advance of piston
arrival at top dead center (TDC) that the
points open. There's a lag time between
the points opening, and the spark actually
jumping the plug gap. There is some more
lag time in igniting the charge inside the
cylinder, and getting the necessary
pressure build-up to propel the piston
back down the cylinder with best
efficiency.
The amount of timing advance needed to
overcome this firing lag may surprise
you. A racing engine with a small prop
can require as much as 55 deg. or more.
Advance is more critical than dwell; and,
of course, needs to be set with the same
precision as the needle valve. It's a
good idea to slightly favor the "retard"
side when you set the timer, much as you
favor the slightly "rich" side of the
needle setting, to keep from overheating
the engine. A change in engine load (prop
or plane), fuel or climate, will usually
require a different amount of advance.
The continuity timing light can also
come in handy for checking advance. For a
new engine you've never run, use the
timing light to be sure the timing is no
more than about 10 to 15 deg. advanced for
easy hand-starting.
Normal running
advance is usually about 30 to 45 deg.
Again, keep in mind as you rotate the
prop, that where the timing light goes
"out" represents the point where the
engine fires.

*****************************************•

ADVERTISEMENT
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THE LER IGNITION ENGINE RUN INCREASE
by Dave Lewis - SAM 21
In the last issue of SAM SPEAKS, Bob
Angel, VP for the West Coast commented
against the proposed rules change to
increase LER engine run time for ignition
engines from 35 to 45 seconds. He cited
results from the 1992 SAM CHAMPS to back
his position. I really don't understand
why Bob used a contest in which the winds
played a major part in the standings.
Anyway, as "perpetrator" of the proposed
rule change, I would like to put forth a
rebuttal in favor of the proposed
increase in ignition run times.

The comments put forth by the
originators of the engine run reduction
rule in 1991 were based upon data derived
from one single contest (SAM CHAMPS at
Jean in 1989). Isn't it a fallacy to
change a whole set of rules, rules that
took years to develop, based on the
results of one single contest?
Statistical data should be based on MANY
contests, from many different locations,
from all seasons during a year. SAM
members flying in Colorado have
environmental considerations much
different from those flying in New Jersey
or those flying in California. This
diversity of location, air density,
weather and season, etc., cannot be
overlooked in compiling data nor can we
ignore the dozens and dozens of contests
in any one year as a source of raw data.
The bitter pill we swallowed when the
engine run times were reduced can be
compared to the FDA approving a new drug
based on trying it out on a test group
consisting of JUST ONE PERSON; it just
isn't statistically valid. (Why do these
"arguments" sound like the writer is
getting hysterical?).
Look at the situation this way; let's
assume that a 45 second engine run time
in LER is too long

•

****************************************

(continued on page 22)

OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
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OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
by Charlie Bruce

J.D. Bunch, one of the most prolific of the early model engine designers,
began producing engines in 1936.
Though the early Bunches displaced 0.48
cu. in., most of his engines were of 0.45 cu.in. size and similar
construction. That is, a cast aluminum crankcase, steel cylinder with
brazed sheet metal port covers and a steel piston with rings. The early
Mighty Midget, Gwin Aero and Warrior had removable aluminum heads. This
gave way to a brazed-on steel head in later models, and the Tiger Aero.
Then the removable head returned in the post-war Air-O-Mighty Midget and
Contestor engines. Except for the Contestor D6OR (to be covered in Analysis
#9) all the Bunches are side port (3 port) induction.
The early engines were produced in low quantities and the castings were
fragile, so the survivors are in demand as collector's items. The best runners (Tiger and
Air-O-Midget) were produced in much larger numbers and now show up for sale at many
Collectos and Swap Meets. In addition to the originals, we have the fine Wahl Bunch
engines currently being made by Herb Wahl. His engines follow the layout of the Tiger
Aero, but use the Hurleman-style lapped cast piston without the rings. An improved open
Bunch-type timer is used on the MK-1 while the MK-2 uses an Ohlsson-type enclosed timer.
This analysis will cover the Tiger Aero, Air-O-Mighty Midget and Wahl Bunch but much of
the information given will apply to the early Bunch engines because of the similarity of
construction.

DISASSEMBLY: The Bunch engines are threaded together and require special tools for the
non-destructive disassembly and re-assembly.
TIMER:TIGER-AERO: Remove the prop nut and washer and slide the cam off forward. Watch out
for the short, loose 3/32" dia. pin which drives the cam. Remove the pin and don't lose
it! The timer is held in place by the friction of a thin steel Marcel spring, and slips
off forward. The pinch screw only clamps the fixed point in place on the fiber eccentric
bushing. It does NOT hold the timer on!
TIMER:AIR-O-MIGHTY MIDGET: Remove the prop nut, washer and prop drive washer. These are
O&R 23 parts if you need new ones. Actually a Fox 35 drive washer will fit quite well in a
pinch. Two short 3 48 screws hold the timer proper onto the adjusting eccentric and timer
arm. Once these screws are removed, the timer will slip off forward. The remaining parts;
-

adjusting eccentric, timer arm and ratchet pawls with springs are retained by a smooth and
very stiff spring lock ring which fits into a groove in the crankcase casting. It is HELL
to remove; so leave it in place unless the ratchet pawls are missing or gummed up so they
won't work. I use two specially-sharpened jeweler's screwdrivers and a lot of words to pry
the ring out of its groove. The parts are easy to remove forward, once the ring is out.
There are 2 pointed ratchet pawls, each backed by a tiny coil spring in holes in the front
of the case. If these are gummed to immmobility, they may loosen up by a LONG solvent soak
or the application of heat.

TIMER: WAHL BUNCH: Herb's Mark I engine has been improved quite a bit over the original in
that the cam/prop drive is a tight fit onto a square crankshaft stub, eliminating the cam
drive pin and the hole through the crankshaft. The timer is retained by a clamp
screw,without the Marcel spring. This timer is an excellent replacement for the Tiger Aero
timer. The Mark II engine has an enclosed O&R type timer which is retained to the advance
arm by two short 4-40 screws. The cam is ground into the crankshaft like the O&R engines.
FUEL TANK: Engines may have either a plastic tank suspended from the intake tube by the
needle valve body and a 4-40 screw, or an aluminum tank mounted to the back plate with a
long 4-40 threaded spindle and a special nut.
continued
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Remove the clamp-on exhaust stack from
tempted to say,"Throw out the exhaust
airplane. The problem is that the clamp
very easily, wrecking the piston, rings,

the Air-0 before attempting cylinder removal. I'm
stack", however, it does keep some oil off your
screw can be tightened enough to dent the cylinder
etc..

CYLINDER REMOVAL: First, be CERTAIN that the piston will move easily in the cylinder before
attempting to unscrew the cylinder.
If it is frozen up, you will twist the con rod and
ruin it.
On the Air-0 engine be sure the piston is well down in the cylinder, as the
baffle can engage the slot in the head resulting in a "pretzeled" con rod. Bolt the case
to a hard wood board, using all four mounting holes. The back plate must be installed, but
it can be finger-tight.
This will keep the case from distorting as you unscrew the
cylinder.
All engines take a split "wood wrench" with a 1-7/16" dia. hole to hold the
cylinder. The Air-0 engine head MUST be in place. The case may have to be heated to break
loose the gum of ages. Save the copper ring gasket(s). These determine the final position
of the cylinder.
BACKPLATE REMOVAL: There are 3 different (at LEAST) recesses in the screwed-in backplate.
The aluminum, tank backplate and Wahl Tiger backplates can be turned by a tool made from a
7/16" size 3/8" drive socket with 2 appropriate flats ground into the sides so that it will
fit into the backplate recess. The Tiger Aero backplate has a larger recess. I've found a
17mm size 3/8" drive socket to be the correct diameter. Again, the two flats are ground
into the socket to fit into the recess. The sockets are turned by a standard 3/8" square
drive handle while the case is bolted to the wood block. A single thin copper ring gasket
is used. Save it for re-use.

HEAD REMOVAL: Only the Air-0 head can be removed. There are six 5-40 screws and a 0.004"
thick soft aluminum gasket. Be careful and try to save this gasket for re-use; it's very
delicate and hard to duplicate.
INTERNALS: With cylinder and backplate removed, the piston/rod assembly and crankshaft slip
out easily. There are no loose washers, pads, etc. The Bunch Tiger piston/pin/rod assembly
brazed together. The Air-0 engine has a floating piston pin, but the end pads are brazed
in place. The Wahl Bunches use the Hurleman-type piston with the pin held in place with a
clip or cotter key, and should not be further disassembled.

RE-ASSEMBLY: As usual, the re-assembly

MO

of the engine is essentially a reversal of
Note that the bottom ends of the con rods are not symmetrical. The wider
disassembly.
side faces to the rear of the engine. Be sure the wide side of the piston baffle cut faces
the exhaust. Bunch and Air-0 cylinders have a bevel cut at the bottom of the cylinder bors
which makes insertion of the piston with rings fairly easy. Be sure your cylinder gaskets
are in place before installing the piston. The backplate should be installed and the head
placed on the Air-0 before tightening the cylinder. Air-0 and Bunch cylinder to case
threads are 32 TPI, which gives 0.031 advance per turn. The Wahl engine has 28 TPI, giving
0.0357 advance per turn (same as the Brown). A detailed procedure for determining proper
gasket thickness to align the cylinder is given in my Old Engine Analysis # 6, Brown Jr.

FUEL TANK INSTALLATION: Note that on the Bunch and Wahl engines with the plastic tank ("Tea
Cup"), the needle valve has a key cut into the body flange. This key fits into a slot in
the tank top. Be sure the fuel jet hole faces forward toward the engine when installing
the needle valve assembly.
TIMER INSTALLATION: Bunch engines --- The timer slips onto the front of the crankcase over

the Marcel friction spring. This can be difficult, but if you insert the spring about 1/3
of its length into the timer bracket, then push the whole assembly in place, it usually
works. Use plenty of oil!!!
Since the Bunch is a side port engine, it will run either way, depending on the spark
timing. To install the cam for normal counter-clockwise rotation
continued

I

OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
... observe the center punch mark on the crankshaft directly over the hole for the cam
drive pin. Insert the cam drive pin and slip the cam in place with the cam cut directly
over the center punch mark. The Tiger can be made to run clockwise by installing the cam
in reverse position, but the spark cannot be retarded.
WAHL MARK I: Timer is an easy slip fit with moving friction set by the pinch screw. Point
gap adjustment on both Bunch and Wahl engines is accomplished by loosening the fixed point
clamp screw and rotating the eccentric bushing. Point gap should be 0.006 to 0.010".
WAHL MARK II; This is the UR style timer which goes on just like an Ohlsson. Two 4-40
screws hold the timer to the adjusting handle which fits into a slot in the front of the
Point adjustment is cut and try, using different thicknesses of insulating
crankcase.
washers under the fixed point. The gap should be 0.006 to 0.010'.
AIR-0-MIGHTY MIDGET: If you have completely disassembled the timer, start by placing the
tiny coil springs and ratchet pawls in the 2 holes in the crankcase front. Oil them well.
Slide the timer arm onto the crankcase with the serrations toward the rear. Note that the
The larger diameter, higher
slotted aluminum adjusting eccentric is not symmetrical..
projection goes toward the rear and fits into the timer arm. The other projection fits
into the back of the timer, but not yet. Spread the snap ring and slide it over the
crankcase projection. Compress the ratchet pawl springs by forcing the eccentric and timer
arm to the rear, and slide the snap ring into its locking groove. Be sure it's in place
It should be snug, but movable, and the
all around and that the eccentric ring turns.
timer arm should ratchet nicely if everything is OK. Now turn the eccentric ring so that
the timer mounting screw holes are accessible and install the timer (with points in place)
using two 3-48 screws. Be sure the screws are long enough to fully engage the threads in
Point
the timer arm, but do not extend through it and bind against the crankcase.
adjustment is made by slightly loosening the two mounting screws and moving the eccentric
ring right or left using the point of a small screwdriver in the notch in the eccentric
Sounds harder than it is, and it does
ring, while holding the timer arm stationary.
provide a precise method for adjustment. Point clearance should be 0.006 to 0.010.
Special Note On The Air-0 Exhaust Stack: When replacing the clamp-on exhaust, be SURE the
clamp screw is not so tight that it dents the cylinder. Tighten only enough to keep the
stack from falling off and use a second nut to lock the first nut in place.
All the subject engines use the 3/8" spark plug; Champion V, V 1 or equivalent. Plug gap
should be 0.012 to 0.015".
PARTS: Merco 49 rings (if you can find 'em) can be used with some fitting in Bunch and
Air-0 engines. Herb Wahi's plastic fuel tanks, tank tops, needle valves and open timer
assemblies will fit on Bunch Tiger engines. Herb Wahl, Box 61, Forksville, PA 18616, Fred
Collins, 29 Stewart Ave.,Pittsburgh,PA 15227 make aluminum tanks for Air-0 engines. These
will also fit the Bunch Tiger with the proper backplate. Fred also has Bunch needle valves.
Air Accessories, 3600 Pittman Rd.,Independence, MO 64052 makes Bunch plastic "Tea Cup"
tanks. I know of no supply of parts for the Air-0 engines, although obviously the Bunch
fuel tank and needle valve can be used. I have an idea that one of Vic Didelot's repro 0(511
timers can be adapted to the Air-0 engines without much trouble. Watch this column for
further information.
TEST RUNS: All on 3/1 gas and oil
-

Bunch Tiger
Air-O-Mighty Midget

12-6 Rev-Up
12-6 Rev-Up

7800 rpm
8000 rpm

Helpful Hint: This issue's helpful hint comes from me! If you want to spend a delightful
evening or two reading all about our great hobby, get a copy of Dave Thornburg's book: Do
You Speak Model Airplane? I highly recommend it. From Pony X Press, 5 Monticello Drive,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87123, $ 19.95 post paid.
NEXT ANALYSIS: Contestor
Charlie Bruce
Rt. 1, Box 766
Milano, TX 76556
(512) 455 9543
-
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RULES PROPOSALS
WORDS FROM THE TREASURY
RULES PROPOSALS FOR 1994 SAM RULE BOOK
So many people actually
read, commented on and sent
in their dues, that I figured
I was a great hit!
IT WAS
NOT TO BE!!
As to date, there are 510
members UNPAID,...so let s
take a look at your label:
The tp, first number is
your SAM #, so you can easily
put this on your check or
money order. The D ue" is a
computer fill-in, and means
nothing to you. The next
number is the Issue # (ie:
109, 110 etc.). This is
followed by "Sub Expires"
(ie: 0/0,12/92/12/93/12/95 or
whatever, depending on your
payment in advance. Your
payment is due in JANUARY of
every year.
Now, if you have a 0/0 on
your label, it simply means
you did not pay for at least
2 years in advance. You have
paid $15 for '93 or you owe
$15 for 1993! Here, it is up
to you to check your
membership card for the
expiration date, or your
checkbook to see if you paid
for '93. Again, dues are due
in JANUARY!
I will have to spend
approximately $100 to send
delinquent notices out next
month. PLEASE---PLEASE 510
delinquencies are too much.
Let's save our money for
other things, and if you have
NOT paid for '93 (or
preferably for '93/'94), send
in your money NOW! I will
send you one more issue and
then...THAT'S IT! I will
cancel your subscription. OK?
If you are NOT going to
renew, please let me know.
B o b
Dodds
Secretary/Treasurer

The complete text and supporting arguments for the three
rules proposals was printed in SAM Speaks # 108. To save
space and repetition here, please refer to that edition if
you need further detailed review.
RC # 1 - Add 1/2A Texaco Scale as a special event.
The SAM Rules Committee has obtained agreement from Jim
Alaback to make two minor technical alterations to his
proposal, which vary from the original submission. The
purpose was to align the flying portion of the scale rules
more closely with the current 1/2 Texaco flying rules, to
reduce confusion. The first change was to delete the words
"commercially available glow fuel only", and substitute the
wording from current 1/2-A Texaco rules. The second change
is deletion of the words " A flight of 40 seconds or less is
an automatic attempt.". That statement is applicable to LER
events, but is inappropriate to 1/2-A, in view of the
remaining rule which states " A flight under 4 minutes is an
attempt unless the contestant declares otherwise."
RC # 2 - Add Electric R/C Old Timer LMR and Texaco.
This proposal remains unchanged from that presented in SAM
Speaks # 108, page 5.
RC # 3

-

Change LER run time for ignition engines.

This one's short so we'll repeat it here.
" Change Section IV, Events Definitions, Para.6, Limited
Engine Run Times:
LER - Original Ignition Engines, from

35 seconds. to 45

secs.
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE

THE STREAK by Ron Baddorf is a construction
article for a 286 square-inch rubber model
designed by Ted Just and appearing in the
August 1942 issue of Model Airplane News.

1

SAM BALLOT

OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR 1994 SAM RULES
Instructions: Vote with an "X" in the column of your choice. Sign
your ballot and print your SAM membership number. Only currently
paid members may vote. Please remove and mail your ballot within
two weeks of receipt to insure that it gets counted. Mail to Carl
Hatrak (see reverse side).
ABBREVIATED PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION

FOR

AGAINST

RC#1 Add 1/2A Texaco Scale as Special Event.
RC#2 Add Electric R/C Old Timer LMR and Texaco
as Special Events.
RC#3 Change LER run Times for Ignition Engines.
There were no free flight proposals received for this rules cycle.
The complete proposals are printed elsewhere in this issue. Below
is a synopsis of the arguments for and against each proposal.
RC#1 Argument For: This proposed new special event has been
successfully tested in numerous regional contests as well as the SAM
Champs. It has been well received and enjoys a large following.
Argument Against: As of June 12, no arguments against have been
received.
RC#2 Argument For: This proposed new special event has been
successfully tested for many years in numerous regional contests as
well as the SAM Champs. The rules were further refined with minor
modifications at an open meeting held during the 1989 SAM Champs.
They have been further tested since that time.
Argument Against: As of June 12, no arguments against have been
received.
RC#3 Argument For: The author believes the existing LER engine run
times unfairly handicap ignition engines when flown combined with
glow. He feels this is particularly true in classes A and B. He would
like to change the ignition (only) run times back to that used prior
to the last rules change. His complete rationale appears on page 6
of SAM Speaks issue #108.
Argument Against: A group of top SAM fliers from around the country
were consulted in preparing the existing rules for vote. The attempt
was to fairly balance the various engine runs so they could be combined
in smaller contests, giving some slight favoritism to ignition engines.
An analysis of the 1992 SAM Champs results, as presented on page 17
of SAM Speaks issue #110, indicates this was successfully achieved.
Signature:
SAM Membership #
Fold your completed ballot on the dotted lines, seal it with tape,
and mail it to Carl Hatrak.

--- Cut on the dotted line and mail to Karl Hatrak

place
stamp
here

Carl Hatrak
3825 W. 144 St.
Hawthorne, CA 90250

Fold this flap under first, then fold top and seal with tape.
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1993 SAM CHAMPS
by Bill Booth, Sr.
October is still a ways away, but time
goes increasingly fast when you are
anticipating fun. That's the goal, and
many good SAM souls are hard at work
already, making sure that your Taft SAM
Champs will be a great one. These notes
are designed to help you in your planning,
allow you to rest easy about a few things,
and to provide a word of caution about
others, particularly for those who have
never flown at Taft.
October is the best time of the
WEATHER:
Winds tend to be no
year for Taft.
consistent problem, although they can be
sporadic. The temperature can get into the
90's, but is more likely to be in the 70's
and 80's with an occasional very cool one
(for California). In short, be prepared
for warmer weather, but bring a jacket,
just in case.
Those of you who have
called know this already, but all motels
and hotels in the Taft and Maricopa areas
are full. The facilities at Buttonwillow
have plenty of room, and in fact, are among
the nicest of accommodations. The area is
about a half-hour from Taft and the field,
but most of the trip is on the Freeway
unless you choose the scenic route through
Elk Hills.
ACCOMMODATIONS:

CUISINE in Taft does not provide the
selectivity of New York or San Francisco...
nor the price tag, but Taft does pretty
well for itself. There is a complete
selection of the fast food establishments,
and several quite good restaurants,
covering a truly international range, from
Chinese to Mexican. I count 33 restaurants
in all, on a list provided by the C of C
(which you will receive in your
registration packet).
FAI INTERNATIONAL FINALS, you might note,
is the week previous to the SAM Champs and
is in Lost Hills, only some 50 miles away.
This is the World Championships held only
once in a blue moon in the USA.
The last
time it was in the USA, incidently, it was
held in Taft at the same field we will be
flying on!

. We know of several individuals and
groups who are coming out making a two-week
session of it. For those who wish to go
even farther, The Sierra Cup FAI event, one
of the biggest on the West Coast FAI year
will be held in Sacramento on the 15,16 and
17th of October. Is THAT saturation or
what??
Condor Field is the site of
FACILITIES:
the SAM Champs; same location as the 1980
meet. Meeting and social activities will
be held at the Westside Recreation Center,
a practically new community facility on the
West side of the city. The Bean Feed,
Banquet, registration and the MECA Collecto
will all be there. We have found the
management, and for that matter all of Taft
to be enthusiastically cooperative with our
efforts so far. We are expecting a great
turnout, and frankly might be a little
squeezed" at the Center, but we are hoping
to be relatively comfortable with the
biggest crowd.
"

We will have at the
FIELD FACILITIES:
field a full time restaurant, staffed by
the same crew that has served the US Free
Flight Champs and many other west coast
contests. (Make that 34 restaurants,
including this temporary service). Food is
GREAT and very reasonable. Pay phone
facilities are planned, and of course,
sanitary facilities and trash receptacles
aplenty. We are hoping to give the field a
good scraping before the contest, and to
smooth out some of the bumpiness of the
entry road. The field itself is quite
flyable, but we would be less than honest
if we didn't mention the fact that the East
of the flying site is an area demanding
caution. Thankfully, the prevailing wind
tends to be in that direction only in the
morning, and usually swings away by
mid-morning toward the South and West where
the chasing is easier. The identifying
monument of the Taft field of course is the
Kitty Litter factory which lies directly
South of the field and can present a
problem. More information will be
forthcoming on how to deal with the KL
factory, to minimize its effect on flying,
and to maintain pleasant relationships with
the management..a management incidently,
that is very cooperative, but is concerned
about OUR safety, and, of course, their
liability for modelers running amuck about
the factory grounds.
continued
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ADDITIONAL CAUTIONS: Qalifornia law requires that ALL motorcyclists wear helmets at ell
!Amen while riding their two-wheelers. The fact is that we haVe never heard or a modeler
in persuance of his activity being accosted by the police, and frankly, few of us wear
them but the law exists and could be a potential problem. In short, if you have a helmet,
bring it! Secondly, there is a major (translated: BIG) canal a couple of miles to the
East field known as the Friant Kern Canal. Over the some 25 years we have been using
Taft, we have had a few planes land in it. The canal is walled, and has no means for a
person who has fallen into it to get out! Several tragedies per year occur, but none so
far with modelers. The moral is: If you should have a plane drop into the canal, think
twice before you make a serious play to retrieve it. Planes are replaceable, YOU are
not! The canal is actually a good distance from the field however, and not a major
hazard, but you need to know about it. I have flown at Taft for 25 years and have been
close to it only twice.
In summary, all is going well; we have already many significant prizes for the Bean Feed
giveaway on Monday night, arrangements are proceeding for the tour to Solvang Scandinavian
Center, and a Bingo game or three for the in-towners. It would be well also for each of
you to arrange to purchase a few sets of tickets for the Tuesday night drawing...separate
from the drawing for contestants only on Monday. Jim Adams has a mind-boggling stack of
modeling goodies, engines, some NIB and some very enticing etceteras to be raffled off on
the night of the Concourse.
We have received many entries already and have acknowledged receipt of each and every
one as it arrived. If you have not received this acknowledgement card within a couple of
weeks of your sending it, better contact me at (209) 227-7217. I have reason to believe
that some mail to my home went astray near the end of April through the first week in
May. Can't wait for October to come and to s ee you all!!!!
Bill Booth,
Contest Manager

WHY TAKE CHANCES
In a recent letter to Don Bekins, Bob
Holman sends some good words on what seems
to be a good reliable product for ignition
shutoff called "SPOT-ON II".
The unit comes with lead wires already
attached, and ready for installation.
There is virtually no ignition
interference, so is virtually "fool-proof".
As a new advertiser in SAM SPEAKS, Bob's
ad appears on page 23 of this issue
Welcome aboard Bob, and lots of luck with
your new product. Shown here is his
Brown-powered Rambler, as yet not flown due
to some engine problems from radio
interference, thus-SPOT-ON II.

DUES ARE DUE
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Bob Holman's (SAM-26/27) Brown-powered
Rambler. Almost crashed it trying to fly it
the first time. After getting too much
RFI, Bob tried a new plug lead which cured
the problem. Model has cheek cowls and is
silk-covered. Engine is circa 1938.
Bob Holman photo.
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BIG BLOWOUT AT CHICOPEE
To us, on the East Coast, the thought of
a real live contest, with airplanes and
everything, stirs the blood, brings a
tingle to the cheeks and brings back
memories of those days long ago when all
the body parts worked in reasonable
fashion, with retrieval something of
little or no concern.
You can imagine then, how this writer
and many of his cohorts looked forward to
the Spring Rally of SAM-7 at Westover AFB
in Chicopee, MA on this last Memorial Day.
Imagine our surprise when, on the
Saturday preceeding the meet, Mr. WIND
came in roaring about our ears like a
miniature hurricane. Figuring that this
might be only a "one-dayer", we proceeded
to gird out loins for some serious
competition, BUT...throughout the night
and all through Rally day the winds
persisted, and when on the field, canopies
were being ripped away, various parts of
models wrc being carried down the field
while dust swirled into eyes and noses.
This was truly a GLORIUS event.
To the credit of George Armstead and
Carmen Botticello, the CD, entries WERE
made (a total of 39), and a few intrepid
airmen took to the air with results
ranging from DISASTROUS, through
miraculous. Mal MacLean's Climax did the
most spectacular rolling loop I have seen
in many days, finally slamming into the
turf in a huge cloud of dust and ripping
off half of its wing. Back to the shop
Mal!

George Armstead discusses wind
problems with fellow SAM-7 member,
Frank Fay. With that wind, he

needed those suspenders!

Mal MacLean fires up his Climax700 with O.S. Max .35 prior
to it's classic "pile-in".

A few entries in rubber managed to get
their "birds" into the air between gusts,
but those that got up there soon
disappeared into the distance involving
pretty lengthy chases. Some of the braver
souls who attempted to R.O,G. in the power
events were in for some pretty frantic
aerobatics once the wings got under their
wings.
Some of the action is depicted elsewhere
in this issue, as well as the results
(being what they were) and additional
details. My condolences to a really great
group on their mutual tenacity!

Tom Lucas readies his large
"Playboy" entry for an "official".
Bill Kimbell photos
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RUBBER REVIEWS
by Ernie Linn

Recently I received a
letter from Peter Michel in
England. It describes his
experience with my Kansas
Wakefield. Just thought I
would pass it on for your
perusal

I recently completed your Kansas Wake
(1939 twin-blade folder version) after
seeing the plan in the October 1988
edition of Model Aviation, and I would
like to thank you a little belatedly (like
15 YEARS belatedly) on a fine design.
My aero modelling pals in SAM and I are
what you might call Wakefield freaks
(old-time, of course), and I think we may
claim to know a good model when we see
one. In my opinion, the Kansas Wake is
equal with the very best of its time, and
ahead of other supposedly superior
old-rule designs that won greater acclaim.
In addition, it is a joy to behold in
the air, and is more stable under power
than any other Wake I have built - and I
have built PLENTY. It trimmed out in
three flights and I am so impressed with
its performance on contest turns,that I
intend to use it in competition work next
season - which means that I shall have to
build another as a reserve!
I was able to build down to a 4-1/4 oz
airframe (including Tomy OT timer) which
meant I could top up to exactly 8 oz with
a very useful amount of rubber. There is
no doubt that it will take a full 4-oz
motor, and still glide into the next
County.
I hit one snag, and that was that the
prop occasionally snagged on the forward
u/c wire on the fold, no matter how the
prop-stop was adjusted, which affected the
glide pattern.
I was most reluctant to
incorporate any form of Montreal "instant"
stop because it would be out of characterso I "cheated" a little!
Rubber flyers at the SAM-7 meet
discuss winding of a Lanzo stick.

For ease of transport, I had made the u/c
legs detachable by use of the traditional
wire-and-tube set-up and just reversed the
two components on the field, so that the
undercarriage raked back instead of forward
to give more prop clearance. I am not sure
how this will go down with the pundits, but
it has certainly cured the problem! I wonder
if it was a difficulty on your original
models?
Trimming??? In addition to 2 deg. built-in
downthrust (I incorporate this on all my
models) my Kansas Wake needed 1/16 "
sidethrust and a tad of positive on the
stab. And that was it! I have never been
better pleased with a model and thought you
might like to know. The amazing thing is
that you, in company with Lanzo, Korda,
Cahill and the rest of the American
trail-blazers could only have been teenagers
or in your very early twenties at most when
you were turning out these advanced
machines. In 1939 I was just seven, and I
well remember my father fiddling about with
spruce models even that late. Shows how far
behind we were in this country before World
War II. But at least he passed on to me a
great and abiding love of aeromodelling which
I am sure we all share.
My very best wishes to you, and thanks
Again for a great Wakefield.
Peter Michel

5 Chartwell Place
EPSON
Surrey KT13 5JH
England
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THE SCENIC NATURAL WONDERS OF TAFT
by Bob Angel
Here's a little primer for the first-time visitor coming to the October SAM Champs. Heat,
sand and sagebrush! That's the "conventional" description some might give, but if you've
ever watched Walt Disney's "Living Desert", you'll realize that there can be much more to a
desert if you just look for it.
Taft itself is a neat little old oil town. Quite friendly, and so small you can't get very
lost. During our SAM 26 Spring Annual, Mayor Ken Knost came out each day to time a few and
sip a drink with us. He said that by October the City hopes to have annexed the flying
field area, which is owned by Standard of California. This means they should be able to
provide some city services for us, such as trash pickup or minor field improvements. We
make a significant contribution to the local economy, and they're looking forward to
hosting the "Champs".
Weather is NEVER predictable, but for October, the complete traveler should be prepared for
a wide range of temperatures. You might need a warm jacket at high noon, or you could feel
over-dressed" in shorts and tee shirt. Bring LAYERS. The scorching Summer heat will be
gone, but an infrequent "Santana" (often corrupted to "Santa-Ana") wind condition could
easily bring temperatures in the high 80's. Even so, the dry air makes those high numbers
quite bearable. It just bakes all the arthritic kinks out of the old joints. It will be
"Dust-Devil" season, so protect your airplanes at all times with good heavy wing-weights,
and keep all "inactive" ships broken down and stowed. These miniature tornadoes, or
"Trash-Movers" always catch someone by surprise.
"

You might be parked right next to a
Camping on the field can be a great experience.
"Burrowing" owl's hole. Or, if you sit out at night, you may be lucky enough to be visited
by a friendly little Kit Fox looking for a stray morsel of food. Both are rare species.
If it's clear, you can count satellites. This Spring, we were spotting orbiting objects at
a rate of about one every five minutes. Bob and Ethel Munn sat out with us for awhile, and
we watched a decaying space object come burning in, brighter than a shooting star. A
couple of years ago, we saw a rare display of the Aurora Borealis, but didn't figure it out
until we read Monday's newspaper.
Rattlesnakes are often a concern for newcomers to the desert, but if you use composite
props, I'd worry more about the prop! In maybe 40 or more weekends spent at Taft, I've
only heard about one snake sighting by one flier. I've encountered rattlers often in other
places, but it doesn't take much "people-pressure" to kill-out the rattlers in open
desert. If you should meet one, just leave him an escape path and he'll be only too happy
to go mind his own business, if you'll mind yours!

NON-EXISTENT IRVINE 40 DIESEL SAFETY PROBLEMS
In a letter to Don Bekins, Dave Larkin of Ottawa, Ontario explains the "propthrowing" allegations previously attributed to Irvine 40 engines. According to
Dave, these engines NEVER had this problem since the engine never had a screwin stud. The diesel has (and always did have) a one-piece crankshaft which would
naturally preclude the possibility of such accidents ever happening. The Q-40 is a
glow version of the engine and DIES have a screw-in stud (P/N: S-46-2175). It would
also help to be sure that the prop is tightened SECURELY and, in fact, a little
blue Locktite would aid in keeping the prop from trying a little "free-flight" of
its own.

A REPORT FROM SAM-073

WHAM (cont'd.)
Jim continues: "So far neither Ernie Linn
or I have heard from SAM 55 New Zealanders on
the outcome of their 1/2-A Texaco Postal
Meet. I hope we don't embarrass them. I am
submitting the FA Moth Postal results as
unofficial, since the requirements were for
ROG and we (SAM-56 members) didn't do that
since we have no ROG facility. Maybe next
time (if there is one) we can lay down a
sheet of plywood or masonite.

Bob Dodds recently sent along to me a
photo of one of our "Heros of The South",
showing Bill Cooksey with his 10 foot
model of the Comet "Clipper", built from
John Pond plans.
This "bird" is powered by an old
S.T.-.71 long stroke 2X throwing an 18 x 4
prop and weighs in at 11-1/2 pounds.
The model is covered with Monokote and
features "pull-pull" cable controls. Radio
is a 3-channel Kraft unit, and Bill
reports that it is an excellent flier.
Bill flies with the Cherokee R/C Flyers
at their field in Brasstown, NC.

A WORD FROM WICHITA
Just received a copy of the W.H.A.M.
newsletter from Jim Kutkuhn, editor of the
WHAM News, Views & Reviews the official
publication of the Wichita Historical
Aircraft Modelers (WHAM) with some
interesting "tid-bits", among which is the
following : " I guess everyone knows now
that SAM 56 posted twelve maxes out of
fourteen flights for the seven flyers who
flew in the SAM 55 New Zealand Postal, for
1/2-A Texaco. Our fliers opted for the
small tanks and 8-minute maxes in lieu of
the 15-minute maxes for the larger tanks.
I think we will get the New Zealanders to
schedule all our meets since the two days
they picked, turned out to be the two BEST
flying days we've had since last October!

Other items of interest (at least to me)
are clippings from Boeing Helicopter News on
the Pitcairn Autogiro and museum.
I didn't
know this existed.
I remember seeing
autogiros when I lived my earlier years in
northern New Jersey, but I doubt if many
Kansans ever saw ANY of these things, and if
they did, they probably thought they were
wheat reapers picked up by a stray tornado!
Les DeWitt showed his new Pacemaker at the
SAM-56 general meeting in January. It had
not been flown at that time. March 13, 1993
at Taft, CA, Les made his first test flight
with it, and entered it in competition that
same day, posting 5 three-minute maxes to win
first place in Small Rubber Cabin. With its
14 inch free-wheeling prop, it qualifies for
Commercial Rubber. Plans for this "bird" are
available as listed below:

Wing

Span

Price

Pacemaker (1940)

36"

$4.50

Kansas Wakefield
(1938/1939)

48"

$5.50

Price includes packaging and postage.
Foreign orders: please add sufficient extra
for return postage.
Send order to: Ernest E. Linn
3505 E. Mt. Vernon
Wichita, KS 67218-3959
... Look at the bright side: no matter how
old you are, you're younger than you'll ever
be again 1111111
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WHAT GOES AROUND
by Bill Kimbell

Sometimes things happen which, at the
time seem unfair, unjust or just a plain
"bummer". Such was the case for me back
in 1959 during Long Island's "Golden
Years of Free-Flight".
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Being good buddies, my "crew" together with
Joe went into the woods where we searched
continuously for over two hours at which time
Joe decided it was useless, and returned to
the field. We three continued the search for
another 1 1/2 hours until we FINALLY recovered
the little beast. We then returned to the
flying site only to discover that not only was
the contest OVER, but of Joe had taken his
SECOND model and beat me out for first place,
winning a brand new Torpedo .23 for his
efforts.
Years flew by, and on my 70th birthday we
decided to celebrate by having a get-together
with Joe and his wife at their home. After
mentioning that I needed an engine for my new
"Ramrod", Joe left the room only to return and
drop a box in my lap in which was the VERY
ENGINE that he had won that day some 34 years
ago! It had never been run, so in effect it
was to me, a brand new toy! Both engine and
Ramrod are now living together in total
harmony, but it certainly proved to me that:
WHAT GOES AROUND ... COMES AROUND !

Being a beautiful day for flying, my
buddy Joe Whitney (SAM-3125) and I
decided to go to Sayville, then one of
the more popular free-flight spots to
enter the annual Screamin' Demons
contest. So, accompanied by my two
assistants (wife and sister-in-law) we
drove to the site hoping to give it our
best shot.
Joe and I entered Class 1/2-A with me
being more than a little confident,
since my Pencil Bomber had already
"cleaned-up" at the Skyscrapers and
Thunderbird meets earlier in the season.
By noontime, my "bomber" had already
put in two great flights, with times
that left everybody else in the dust.
Joe had put in one good flight and
proceeded to shoot a second try doing
pretty well until his model picked up a
strong thermal causing the
model to drift about a mile and DT
into some dense woods.
Mal MacLean getting set to fly
his nice looking Climax 700.
Power is an O.S. Max .35. The
1947 on the rudder would indicate
that it is a "Nostalgia" design.

ADVERTISING
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1993 SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS ARE DUE
- Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer -

If you have not already sent in your dues for the coming year,

they are now due for January through December 1993. Dues
are $15 per calendar year. You may pay up to 3 years in
advance. (Your expiration date will printed on your SAM
Speaks label if you pay for 2 years or more.)
All paid up members will receive our bimonthly newsletter,
SAM Speaks. All new members will also receive SAM decals
and a copy of the SAM Rule Book. Decals are sold separately
for $.50 each, large (4X2), medium (3X2), small (2X1). SAM
patches are $2 each. Rules books are $1 each.
SAM Membership and Renewal Application
Subscription rates include annual fee of $1." in the Society of
Antique Modelers. The balance of the fee in each category is for
subscription to SAM SPEAKS, the official publication of the
Society of Antique Modelers. Subscriptions are not available
without membership.
Membership fees and subscription rates (1, 2, & 3 yr.)
Residents of Canada, Foreign countries, and the U.S.
I 1 yr. $15.00 ($1.00 membership plus $14.00 subscription)
---12 yr. $27.00 ($2.00 membership plus $25.00 subscription)
13 yr. $40.00 ($3.00 membership plus $37.00 subscription)
1 1 yr. Foreign ($25 airmail only, membership $1 + $24 subs.)
Subscriptions are not available without membership.
-

-

-

Fees are due on January 1 of the coming year.
J New member ❑ Renewal I Address change

May - June 1993

(rules comments from pg.8)
...and then let's assume that 35 seconds is
too short a run time, then how should the
average SAM member vote? (1) to give the
advantage to of sparker ignition engines OR
( 2 ) to give the advantage to screaming
Schnuerle glow engines? I say this: give the
benefit of the doubt to the spark ignition
engine; it is the HEART AND SOUL of the
Society of Antique Modelers movement.
(I'm
getting hysterical again).
Without the old
spark ignition engine, where would the SAM
movement be?
Lastly and a little off the subject, most
SAM members I have talked to recently just
don' t like the rule changes, not at all.
They would just as soon settle on a set of
rules and leave them in place. Maybe that' s
why only about 6% of the total SAM membership
sends in a rules change ballot. A few years
ago, there was the infamous " 5 - year rules
change moratorium". Well, as it turned out,
the moratorium wasn't as bad as everyone
thought it was going to be. The gripe I have
been hearing is that with a two-year rules
change cycle, by the time you decide to build
a certain plane, get it built and then get it
tested, a rules change could invalidate the
model from being legal or at least, being
competitive. Perhaps we should give some
consideration to a limited rules freeze, or
at least amending the rules change rigmarole
from a 2 year to a 4 year cycle.

-

-la-. • ,

;

Current expiration date:

"DO YOU SPEAK MODEL AIRPLANE?"

Name

Its Dave Thomburg's 316-page history of U.S. aeromodeling. All the
heroes and their models, all the famous contests, from the first twin
pusher to the ugliest Stik. If you've been flying for 25 years or more,
this is your Wel

AMA#

Address
City

State

AMA No.

$19.95 at your dealer, or postpaid (cash, check, VIMC) from:
Pony X Press 5 Monticello Dr. Albuquerque NM 87123 (505) 299.874

Still available: OW BUZZARD'S SOARING BOOK • $16.95
SAM SPECIAL; both books
postpaid!

Zip
SAM No

SAM Chapter No.

Signed
Note: Full membership in SAM requires membership in the
Academy of Model Aeronautics or equivalent organization for
international visitors. Be sure to put your SAM # on your membership renewal check.
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers
Send to: Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Lane
Encinitas, CA 92024

COMET • STE RUNG • CLEVELAND + AJ • VICTOR STANNL • MIDWEST • VECO • RANGER

41

REPLICA
TORPEDOES

Ignition & Glow Models

3 Displacements Sizes:
24, 29 and 32
Parts and Service for
K & B and Jenno Torpedoes
Cut MX or write for further Intorwailaw

SHILEN AERO SPORTS
P.O. Box 1300 • Ennis. TX 75120
Phone: 214-875-1442 FAX: 214-875-5402

ADVERTISING
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Hobby Horn

ALDRIICH

FAX (on line answers on 6th ring ri rio one is in)

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION
OF O.T . ENGINES.
• Complete chrome service.
• Superior accuracy and quality.
• Light weight ignition systems.
• S.A.S.F. for trrochure.

MIDWAY M O JWL CO,
Old Timer Kris for R/C AND FE
The Hobby Horn discoum prices for the MMC FULL KITS are listed. Full Kits Include cut Parts, plan slrip and sheet wood mire and window malenaf. Kits marked
with an' haw the wire landing gear pre-bent.
1936 Flying Quaker 84'.587.99--•------------ 1938 Powerhouse 50', 537.98
1937 Long Cabtn 78',$t9.52.--------------.-----1939 A T, Sponster 50', 537.96
1937 Quaker Flash 67',$47.84••----------------•---1937 Au Chie4 61', $37.78
1940 70% Buzzard Bombshell 50' span $35.96

NEW SPARK PLUGS
In the last issue #110, my old advertisement, which was
only supposed to be in issue 106 appeared. The following
will correct and update the prices and availability as of
3-2893

1940 New Ruler 74'.$74.72-----------»----•1941 Electric Playboy 87', $30.00
Thermic 100 Glider (100'-modll1c bons sham for R1C),-•
----•-- ---188.23
MODEL CRAFT COMMANDO , 50' span for lt2A Texaco --------•-$ 35.96
$35.96
CLEVELAND CLOUOSTER, 50' span la 1/2A Texaco •----------1941 OLD TIMER FLYBABY, Pete Bowers, (scaled) 67 114' span, 570 sq. in.
.09 TO.25 , Geared 05 electric------------

$ 13.95 ( WHEN AVAIL)
H-2 (V-2 STYLE) 1/4 x 32 $10.00
H-3 (V-3 STYLE) 1/4 x 32 $10.00

H (V STYLE ) 3/8 x 24

We also speclatae in A.stro Motors, Sanyo SCR Batteries, 8 JR 8 Airtronlcs Radios

We after a monthiy sale flier fealurcn 9 some realty greet buys . Glvs me a cell, Bob Still.
1993 Catalog, $2.00. or free on 1 it order

UP to $8.00 add $3.25; $8.01 to $20.00 add
$3.75; $20.01 10 545.00 add $ 4.25; 545.0 t fo
$70.00 add $44.75; Over $70.00 add $5.25
Calif. add 7.75% tax. Send MO, V SVMC 1•
& Exp) or Check (allow up to 30 days for

THESE ARE NOT CHAMPION PLUGS!

Hobby Horn
15173 MORAN ST. IDept.SSI
P.O. BOX 2212
WESTMINSTER,CA 92884
(714) 890-8311 (Phone)
(714) 895.6829 IFax)
Hours' Mon-Fri 8 AM - 5 PM

clearance on checks.)
COD-Exact charges plus $1.50 hssr k'g
(Cash Only).

IIcITIA MODELS

12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233
(210) 656-2021

P & W MODEL SERVICE

Old Turner kts for FF or RbC. The toowng a the discount price on full kes. The full
kits include all cr.1 pans. plan, stick and sheet wood, wire and windsleld material.
1935 Miss America 84'.$75.56•--•-----•--•-----------------1939 Buccaneer 84', $62.96
1937 Dallalre 108'.579.92 -- - --•---1938 C' pper Mk 172. $55.96
1938 Kloud King 63',$444.88--•-•••••----------------_1938 Powerhouse 84'. $56.24
1938 Record Breaker 98,673.04
1938 Trenton Terra 72', 542.60
1939 Mercury 72'. 561.28
1939 Korda wake 44',$20.12
1939 Zipper 54',$56.24
1940 Ranger 46', 533.55
1940 Sailplane 78'.$89.00
-----------------1940 So Long 50', $31.88
1941 Super Quaker 78', $76.40
1941 Brigldler 58',$42J9--»
1941 Playboy Jr. 54'$32.72•.----1941 Playboy Sr. 78', $53.72
1941 Brooklyn Dodger 56',S44.48

cH1i?PtN , A HAND iNG
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PLEASE ORDER A NININIM OF 3 PLUGS AID ADD $3.00 P8B
SPECIAL NOTE: USUALLY THE H-2 AID H 3 PLUGS ARE SHIPPED

WITHIN 1 PEEK. BEST IS TO SEND A CARD Will) YOUR DESIRED

ORDER AND I WILL ADVISE YOU IR N PLUGS ARE IN STOCK
THANKS FOR ALL YOUR ORDERS
LARRY DAVIDSON
1 SALISBURY DRIVE, NORTH
EAST NORTHPORT , NY 11731
516-261-1265
FAX 516-261-7011

2301 Sonata Drive

^
vt

Rancho Cordova , CA 95670

ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
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Pre- stamped 759 SASE For Over _100 Kits Available

SHORT KITS
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SUMMER SPECIAL
A special purchase
allows you to buy the
widely used Walston mss_
Retrieval System for
only $450.00. It includes:
•
•
•
•

Long-range transmitter
Directional antenna
3-Channel receiver
Carrying Case.
Limited Supply!
Detailed flyer from:

Jim Walston
Retrieval Systems
725 Cooper Lake Rd. S.E.
Smyrna, GA 30082
404/434-4905

May -
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SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST

NEW PRODUCTS
MYLAR-8' WIDE
.00048 OR .00030 THICK $.15/FT

ti, en Suittira'S

MODEL SUPPLY
0

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys. CA 91409

3M #1357 ADHESIVE 20Z.

$3.50

MEK SOLVENT 80Z.

$2.95

All ORDERS ADD 20% FOR PSIS. CA RES. ADD 8% TAX

NILILID OLD TIMER "GOODIES"?
IMRE TIFIVY ALL!

OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE - - -QUALITY DIESEL FUEL, NITRATE DOPE-CLEAR AND COLORED,
SILK, TISSUE, RUBBER, KITS, ENGINE PARTS, PLANS,

. sawed prop blanks,
A 1930's MODEL SHOP! .......
Balloon/WW1/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, balsa, Jap tissue, prop Ft. Ends, washers, winders,
stooges. rubber, hundreds of OT Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. SEND $2.00

AND OTHER ACCESSORIES
SEND 111.00 FOR CURRENT CATALOGUE

11111 Coley River Cr. Suite
Fountain Valley, CA 92708

10,

(714 ) 434-9567

ENGINE WRENCHES
Moving? Address changes should be sent to:

PRECISION WRENCHES FOR THREADED
CASECOVERS & CYLINDERS ON
SUPER-CYKE,SPITFIRE, BROWN & BUNCH

Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Place

E Ini a

A92024
`

Bob Mc Cord - 325-93 Sylvan Ave. - Mtn. View - CA 94041

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers
2810 Cowell Blvd.
Davis, CA 95616

1383 ue 411II
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EDITORIAL

Bill Kimbell

Well, by this time you
will have read the last
issue which, although my
first attempt I hope met
with your approval. Nobody
said it would be easy, and
THAT is the understatement
of the year! It is only due
to the support given me by
Jim Adams, Don Bekins and our contributing
editors, that the issue was finally
"put-to-bed" and for this I thank one and
all!

l

As I sit here in my den putting this
together, it is June 19th, and brother, it
is HOT here on Long Island, and, as is
usual, the humidity is about 90%. "Gentle
breezes" (translated to be about 35-40
mph) waft their way across my yard,
bending the trees at obscene angles. a
TYPICAL L.I. weekend afternoon.
Taking on this job has shown me what a
great bunch of people are involved with
the SAM movement, and I wish to thank all
those who have taken the time to write me
and to wish me well. Unfortunately, I do
not have a first-hand acquaintance with
most of you, except for the "emmigrants"
of past years, and those who chose to
remain in the East and pay our ludicrous
taxes, but after even this short time I
feel that we are all friends. I just hope
that in the future we will remain so, as I
will try my best to give you what you are
looking for in ALL areas of SAM
activities.
It is my intention to give you a great
deal of photo coverage, and in that regard
would appreciate any and all material
which would be suitable for reproduction.
Good ACTION pictures will be given prime
consideration, and I know that there are
many of you out there who are VERY able
with a camera.
Additionally, 1 would like to feature
"how-to" articles from which (especially
me) all could benefit, since a mechanical
background seems to be inherent in all of
us. Even seemingly SIMPLE gadgets and
ideas sometimes are "door-openers".

Page 3

For those of you who are attending the
SAMCHAMPS in Taft, please be sure to bring
your cameras since this will be a
veritable "Gold-Mine" of
photo-opportunities. Although I am hoping
to attend, my rather "nutty" schedule
makes it somewhat doubtful, but I won't
bore you with the details.
Right now, I am currently putting the
finishing touches on my "New Ruler"
scratch-built from John Pond plans, which
is powered by a HOT Madewell-49. I don't
know if any of you has ever tried a
similar combination, but if you have, I
would be very interested in hearing from
you and to hear of your comments both pro
and con on such a marriage. My Madewell
far oupulls both my Brown Jr. and
Ohlsson-60, but maybe it's a freak!
Anyway, I hope to fly this bird around
October at Chicopee, and any suggestions
or "fatherly advice" would be appreciated.
Everything on or in it is "vintage
material" from Austin battery box and Aero
coil to the Trexler airwheels. It's
covered with "antique" Sig silk, doped
with some long-forgotten Berryloid nitrate
dope. Nothing NEW on that baby!!!!
Although I have been primarily a
free-flighter, I AM going in for some
single-channel RC for the Texaco events
due to some rather serious pressure from
two local buddies. More on this in later
issues, but at least my 70-year old
carcass won't be takin' such a beating. I
don't know about YOU, but in my case, the
legs were the SECOND thing to go!
I welcome any and all comments on what
you think of the effort regardless of
whether it's a plus or a minus, since it's
the only way I'm going to know what you're
looking for. My crystal ball is busted,
and I no longer have the ability to look
into your minds, so I'll leave it up to
all of you to keep me on the right track.
Until the next time, thermals to all of
you good folks, stay well, and above all:KEEP FLYING, it's the only way to go!
We'll leave the light on for ya!!

RARE OLD TIMERS
THE STREAK
by Ron Baddorf

In response to the many requests for a
rubber project, I would like to present
The Streak, designed by Ted Just and
appearing as a construction article in the
August 1942 issue of Model Airplane News.
According to the designer, it is easy to
build, a pleasure to fly and a super
contest performer. The Streak has a wing
span of 56 inches, with an area of 286
square inches, and a total weight of 9.13
ounces.
CONSTRUCTION:

The fuselage has a balsa framework of
hard 1/8" square longerons with medium
1/8" sq. uprights and cross pieces with
1/8" sheet window fairings, wing hold-down
gussets and longeron splice gussets. The
nose formers are 1/16" balsa with 3/32"
square stringers. Nose X-bracing is 1/16"
x 1/8" balsa. The nose is covered on the
top and sides with 1/32" sheet balsa back
to the cabin. The nose block and plug are
cross-grained laminations of 1/8" and 1/4"
hard sheet balsa. The filler piece for
the rear rubber post is hard 1/8" balsa
with aluminum reinforcement on the
inside. The rear rubber post is a piece
of 3/16" diameter pine dowel. The landing
gear front wire is bent from 1/16"
diameter wire with a rear brace from .040
wire. Both pieces are wrapped and
soldered together and "filled" with 1/16"
balsa. The wheels are two pieces of 1/4"
cross-grained balsa. Wing hold down is
accomplished with .028" wire at the
leading edge and 1/16" x 1/8" bamboo at
the trailing edge. The prop is a 10"
single bladed, free-wheeler, and carved
from a 10" x 2 1/2" x 2" balsa block with
a 1/4" undercamber carved in. It is
prepared in the clear dope/talcum powder
method, covered with silk and finished
with 3 coats of clear dope.
The wing is undercambered, and consists
of a 1/8" x 1/2" balsa trailing edge and a
1/4" x 5/16" balsa leading edge. The
spars are 1/8" x 1/4" and 1/8" x 3/8" hard
balsa. The ribs are 1/16" medium balsa
and tip outlines are 3/16" and 1/8" balsa.
All gussets are 1/8" balsa.

The stab is flat-bottomed with a 3/16" x
1/4" balsa leading edge, a 1/8" x 3/8"
balsa trailing edge and spar with 1/8"
balsa tip outlines and 1/32" balsa ribs.
The rudder consists of a 1/8" x 1/4"
balsa leading edge with a tip and trailing
edge outline of 1/8" sheet balsa. The
main spar is 1/8" square balsa and ribs
are 1/16" x 1" balsa. After assembly,
1/16" square balsa caps are glued over
each rib on both sides and sanded to
obtain a symmetrical airfoil shape. The
sub-rudder is comprised of two pieces of
1/16" balsa cross-grained with a small
strip of aluminum at the bottom for ground
contact. The fuselage and rudder are
covered with silkspan, while the wing and
stab are covered with tissue. The
original Streak had an orange fuselage and
rudder, and an orange/blue wing and
stabilizer.
FLYING:

The original Streak was powered with
24-28 strands of 3/16" rubber, 36" long.
The nose plug is set at 2 deg. down with
no side thrust.
As designer Ted Just said in the
article:,"Be sure to put your name and
address on your plane because you now have
a real out-of-sight performer on your
hands. Good luck!"
POST-FLIGHT:
I would probably recommend
the following changes to the original:

(1) Use 1/16" or 1/8" wood dowels for wing
hold-downs. Adding 1/8" gussets for the
leading edge dowel.
(2) Replace the 3/16" pine dowel rubber
post with 1/4" diameter aluminum tubing.
Use 1/32"-1/16" plywood reinforcement in
lieu of the aluminum.
(3) Relocate the rubber post 2-3 bays
forward.
(4) Run a "bead" of CA around the bottom
of the sub-rudder or CA a piece of small
diameter wire around the bottom for good
ground contact.
(5) Add a dethermalizer.
Article continued on page 7
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Continued from page 6

WHAT HAPPENED TO HANGAR-13???
(6) Plank entire center section 2 bays on
top with 1/32" balsa.
(7) Add 1/32" plywood dihedral braces at
dihedral breaks on each spar and leading
and trailing edges.
(8) Set CG at approximately 1-3/4"-2" aft
from leading edge.
I do not believe The Streak was ever
kitted commercially, and the only source I
know of for full-size plans is John Pond.
Order Plan No. 11B4.
Does anyone out there know

the

whereabouts of Ted Just? Ted Just ***

COMMENTS ON "THE RULER"

Thanks again to all of you who called
and wrote with your comments and
compliments. Several of you asked about
the wing slots-were they necessary or
worth the effort? I honestly can't answer
that, since I did not build a full size
model. I did however, build an .020
version (by modifying an old Midway kit)
without the slots. It flew equivalent to
the .020 New Ruler I was flying. Does that
help?

In a short note to Secretary Bob Dodds,
Conrad Hansen (SAM-2054) of Dayton, OH
wonders what happened to the original
membership of the old Hangar-13 group, now
being known as the Tri-City Radio
Controllers.
Conrad maintains a list of 75 members of
the original 195 members (a BIG group-ed.)
garnered over a 10-year period. The club
unfortunately ended Hangar-13 as an active
club. Conrad would probably like to
contact any of the old members who are
still active.
Conrad encloses a picture of his
Cox-powered sailplane which he built after
his grandchildren built 2 of them. Conrad
is still active at age 78, although he
admits to not being able to "romp" across
those fields chasing an elusive
free-flight.

Next issue will be a double-header, and
I want to thank Don Bekins for his help in
getting me and this column started-the
best to you Don!
A copy of the original plans and
construction article can be obtained from
SAM Librarian, Gene Wallock, 220 W. Leroy
Ave., Arcadia, CA 91006. Enclose $2.00 to
help defray costs of copying and postage.
If you have any requests, comments or
suggestions you would like to share with
the rest of us, I'm at:
Ron Baddorf
1152? Old Carrollton Court
Richmond, VA 23236
(804) 379-2699-AFTER 6:00 p.m. ET
NO COLLECT CALLS PLEASE
Ted Just ***
2441 Cardinal Dr. #9
San Diego, CA 92123

Conrad Hansen with his Drifter II
Sailplane
How about those AMA numbers ????
Hansen family photo?

HOW ABOUT YOUR DUES SITUATION
As mentioned in the last issue, if you
have not as yet paid YOUR dues for 1993,
now would be a good time to get off the
lounge chair, put down that cold drink and
send your check to Bob Dodds. We're not
getting any younger you know!

ANTIQUE ANECDOTES
ANTIQUE ANECDOTES
by Bob Oslan
So many different things happen at a contest or flying session that it's hard to know
where to begin recounting them. Remember the last time your ship was coming in for a
landing-headed right at the line of parked cars! HEADS UP! HEADS UP! Catch it somebody!
How about the time you were testing a new model, and it looked so safe, you went from a 10
second timer setting to 20 seconds. Remember how good the engine ran as that "safe" model
dove into the ground? Boy, they really SCREAM when they're coming down!
I recall twenty or more years ago when we were still flying at Taft's Gardner Field. It
was a Texaco contest, and Bud McNorgan's Lanzo Record Breaker was up a ton when the DT
popped, and due to an in-flight application of Murphy's Law, the stab came up only 30
degrees instead of 45. The ship began a "death-spiral" with Bud's original Brown Jr.
Leading the way. Bud was fingering his prayer beads hoping that the Brown would live
through the experience, while his son Kit began gauging the point of impact.
The Lanzo stayed relentlessly in its spiral dive with Kit maneuvering around the spot
with the "X" on it! The instant before impact, Kit grabbed the inside wing panel and swung
the ship around to safety. He did this with the aplomb of Willie Mays gathering in an easy
fly ball. The airplane didn't get a scratch and Bud resumed breathing.
I haven't seen anything like that before or since.
I was thinking of Kit's big league catch on another day several years later at a meet
near Fresno. My Anderson-powered Powerhouse, which inspired the song:"Fourteen Tons", was
on an official flight; the engine cut out as planned and the model rolled into a nice, easy
no-stall glide. For some reason, the power turn didn't open up very much, and the glide
turn was much tighter than usual. I noticed after a few moments that the turn seemed to be
getting a bit tighter, and the inside wing tip was dropping. I further noticed that the
nose was now dropping, and I mused about the advantage of having RC rudder control at times
like this. Things were rapidly becoming SERIOUS, and I prepared to emulate Kit McNorgan.
Finally, the nose dropped to the point where a death dive was a certainty. I gauged the
rate of turn, estimated the point of impact and positioned myself for "the catch". I then
began hearing an odd sound, a hissing, almost a soft whistle. It dawned on me that the
sound was coming from my Powerhouse, my high-speed, six ton Powerhouse. Well,-I may be
dumb, but I ain't STUPID; I got the hell out of the way! Kit could remain the Golden Glove
catcher of the SCAMPS, and retain his spot on the All-Star team! My Powerhouse hit the
ground with a thud I can still remember! It bounced back several inches and then fell back
to the ground. I converted it to RC after the rebuild!
We were flying commercial rubber one Sunday at Elsinore, and Hugo Lung, one of our club
members had a max in progress. Now you really had to know Hugo to fully appreciate what
followed. Hugo was a fast builder and sometimes would pay too little attention to certain
details. As we were watching his ship, we saw it suddenly emit a puff of black smoke, a
short burst of flame, and all that made it to the ground were the prop, nose block, rubber
motor and landing gear!
Hadn't been too careful about how he mounted the fuse in the
bottom of the fuselage!
He always could be counted on for something SPECTACULAR.
Spectacular climbs, spectacular dives, crash craters. Always philosophical, he'd just pop
open another can of Coors.

Speaking of Coors, you should have seen John Pond accidentally try for the World PAA-Load
record. He fired up his engine, fine-tuned it and let the ship go for an ROG. Didn't make
it though; couldn't lift the booster batteries off the ground! Talk about alligator clips
with STRONG jaws - John had 'em. While on the subject of Pond, have you ever given any
thought to how much the 0.T. movement owes him?
Continued on page 9

MODELING MEMORIES
I GUESS IT MUST BE ME!

ANECDOTES(cont'd.)
He's

:nLym of ri eft:Peo Opl cie
Timers than
I can think of. Back in my
travelling days, I used to
drop in on John whenever I
was in San Jose. The upper

floor of John's place can
best be described as the
seat of model aviation. He
has more projects going and
completed than I could
manage in several lifetimes.
Magazines, correspondence,
research, drafting,
building,Coors etc. The man
is a DYNAMO - MR. SAM!

Back in February, having reached my 70th. birthday, I
happened to mention to my dear wife of 46 years that I
In her understanding
certainly didn't FEEL that age.
way, she looked up at me (she's only 4'-11") saying: "The
way you look at prices, you're mind is still back in
1936, and that would make you only 13 wouldn't it?"
You know... she's RIGHT! Have you ever wondered where
all the prices are going? As a case in point, I've
"dug-up" some of the ads that appeared in M.A.N., Air
Trails and some of the other periodicals which I am sure
we ALL remember.

For openers, here are a couple:
AMERICA'S FINEST

IGNITION EQUIPMENT

FOR THE U.S. ARMY—AND FOR YOU

An,, tOnitelin has hoe, tasted
end accepted by both the Army
and the Navy Add it now amMOYed in Military Airsratt, Fire
Control. sad other various mitre
military
ootts no more
to entity your outdid with Aar*
ignition.

Devices. It

AERO FEATHERWEIGHT
FROM THE SCRAPBOOK

'2"

Amer..,'.
•
lioklesI. most eMietent lesrk roil. iterke•
and equipment of the finest model. engines. 3 .tell
Oporailien. White. 1I OZ.

AERO RACER

Here's a little "jewel" from
the June 1942 issue of Model
Airplane News. If you've
ever used one - let me know.

The latheill Coil in the10. Steady spark .1 111.000
DesiOnatt ilmai.ally too rape ONO and *Ned
bollete. 3 kelt Opera•aw. Weigh. 1 ot

$2 25

AERO SUPER
E,flhtninn Start. LOW Battery Drain. Peak 1,1,,m.
Starts and Operates on Two ven•Celtsi Weighs
or .

aft..

Zvi

itf.Teusion

LAW,

wire ISc

abed Metal Case Condeuset 26e

Ask your Nairn to show on the cOmniere

Anna I'inr—tall

AT BETTER HOBBY DEALERS
Itot

AERO SPARK CO.

Hicksville. L. 1,
N. Y,

If you think THOSE were reasonable prices for a really

good product (I still have 6 of 'em) try THIS one on for
size. My apologies to Sal Taibi!!!

TI BROOKLYN DODGER
NEWEST
CHAMP AT SKYSCRAPER & TRI.CITY MEETS, VA.

CoosmATt K I T
motor)
tE
Stream-tete

Wheels.
Detailed Salto.*
P lans. SiMoan CoPer
Pin:sited
None,
P opp. Formed Lane.
Pr "lied
0.0

A sore ihnstiolote Pennant Winner In either Class "II" er
thinlailitiOn. Rawest el Sal Taini . is 005 Oeneatdina. ', lane het
attracted ea mom attention with its astounding lost of 1 iihusas••
QI one ores. AIR TitAiLS loss no time
inn
' o ,Lie Champlin, On Noeloopier sprawl. 1.101•. inniarotme of
potion
•nable 0000 • beginner to cOnstrnil
pie model
in record title.

Here it is—the new and different tumor unit
you've been waiting for at a price any model
builder can afford. It's SKY•KOIL 32! A light,
sturdy spring-type motor made of the best ob.
tainable polished spring steel music wire. A
single strand of this .032" wire will support a
dead weight of 255 pounds.
There is little danger in crash landings. The
motor distributes the shock, and protects the
fuselage. You no longer need excessive bracing
or complicated design.
Comes complete ready to install, with tested
plans for a lightweight. eam to-btrild model,
all for only $1.29!

MAIL COUPON WITH ONLY $1.29

wr000. Lnivios. Dom
Cenonl.

CLASS "9" AND "C" WINGSPAN 5S

o
B . MODEL AIRPLANE CO.

WINNER

DISTRIBUTORS
MESSRS
Write

for

0010101

tlocoont On the entire

Flyino One.
273-M5 VAN S1NDEREN AWE., BROOKLYN, N.Y.
From time to time, I'll try to dig up more of these
little "beauties", in case you've forgotten "The Good 01'
&

V

Days".
Of course, if any of you have any good pictures,
interesting advertisements, in fact anything that
portrays those great days, especially if it is amusing,
send them to me, Bill Kimbell, 2 Noel Place, Smithtown,

NY 11787.
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THE GOLDEN ERA FLYERS
S.A.M.-66
In a nice letter from John Scott, CD of
The Golden Era Flyers from Wilmington DE,
it would appear that activity in that neck
of the woods is going great guns.
Not only did John send along a batch of
very good photographs covering their meets
on May 2, 16 and 23, some of which are
included here, but a list of up-coming
activities which, to say the least are
very impressive.
Since by the time you receive this
information, many of these meets will have
been concluded, I am listing those
following the U.S. Outdoor FF
Championships from Sept. 1 thru 5.

SEPT. 26:
SAM-100 "Old Timers
Convention .
Jerry's Farm near Lebanon,
PA, AMA Sanctioned. All R/C Contest. (1)
LER Ign. (2) Texaco F.A. Ign. and Glow
combined. (3) I/2-A Texaco (4) 1/2-A Tex.
Scale (5) 0.05 Electric (6) Brown Jr.
event (7) Ohlsson 60 event.

OCT. 11 thru 15: SAM CHAMPS
NOV. 14:
SAM-100 "Everything Goes!"
Free Flight plus Earl Stahl "High Climber"
& R/C Combined Fun Fly plus Vartanian
Glider & Wally Simmer's designs:
Gollywock, Jabberwock, etc. PRIZES!!! at
Jerry Hoffman's Farm.
SPEAKING OF HOFFMAN'S FARM

9:
SAM-40 The Toledo Weak
Signals Old Timers Contest covering Texaco
orig. spark ignition, Brown Jr. LER, 1/2-A
Texaco, B-C Glow LER, "A" orig. spark ign.
LER, Antique orig. spark ign, O&R 60 SP
LER.CD: Bud Tanner,3547 Navarre Ave.,
Oregon, OH 43616,PH(419) 693 3941
SEPT. 8 &

-

Sept. 11 & 12:
Eastern Canada Open,
Gananque Airport. All Free Flight

activity. F1B, Open Rubber, Small & Large
Rubber Fuselage, Small & Large Rubber
Stick, Commercial Rubber, Lanzo 1933
Cabin, 1/2-A Texaco, F.A.C. SCALE
Rubber,1/2-A & combined A,B,C, NOS Gas,
Open events: 1/2-A power, ABC Power, Open
Glider, HL Glider, Coupe d'Hiver. Contact
Jerry McGlashan 170 Fairhaven Ave. Pointe
Clire, Quebec, H9S 4A7 (514) 695-7415.

Sept. 12:SAM-66 Steve Kowalik Memorial
Texaco Trial at Fort Mott State Park,
Salem, NJ. 1/2-A Texaco, 1/2-A Tex. Scale.
LER Glow, LER Ign, Tex., Steve Kowalik
Brown Jr. (LMR). CD John Scott, 1408
Carson Rd., Wilmington DE 19803 (302)
478 6576.

May 2, 1993 SAM 100 Old Timers Convention @
Jerry Hoffman's Farm. Charlie Thuet releasing Jim
Davenport's entry in the Brown Jr. Event. This is a
Steve Kowalik designed "Air Chief".

I particularly like the background in
the photo, since here in the "Far-East" we
just don't see silos and barns anymore!

-

Sept. 18 & 19: SAM-54 Shelburne Ontario
Canada. 1/2-A Tex.,Tex.,A Glow & Ign.
LER, Elect. 0/T LER, C Glow & Ign. LER,
Pure Antique, C Antique, B Glow & Ign.
LER, 90 sec. Cabin, 1/2-A Tex. Scale. CD
Walter Lawrence (416) 895-6252.

I'm pleased to see that this amount of
activity still exists around here and that
the proportion of SAM activity seems to be
growing.
To illustrate the point,I've included
more of this activity on the following
page.

Let's take a look

R/C NEWS & VIEWS
NOW-BACK TO THE "PICTURE-SHOW"

SAM-100 OLD TIMERS CONVENTION

On May 2, 1993, The Sam-100 "Second
Chance Squadron" got a beautiful day for a
get together. Approximately 20 flyers
registered for a good old time fun day at
Jerry Hoffman's Farm above Myerstown, PA.
This was the last event at this site until
after the crops are harvested in the Fall.
SAM-66 was represented by Ed Goretzka,
Walt Geary, Jim Davenport, Charlie Thuet,
Jim Schlapfer and John Scott. The 2 Jims
were the strong competitors from the
group. Davenport placed in 1/2-A Texaco
Scale and Schlapfer took first in the
Texaco event.
May 23, 1993 SAM 66 Spring Fly Off @
Fort Mott. SAM 66 member Al Gesner
launching his LER Glow entry. a "Playboy
Sr". Al is assisted by John LeTrent.

SAM-100 has started a trend for the
Mid-Atlantic area. They have eliminated
the Glow Limited Engine Run events from
their calendar. The group is unhappy with
the power race that has overtaken the
event in recent years with the
introduction of the racing engines. So,
they have just written off the event as a
"No t Interested Any More". They will
continue glow engines in the Fuel
Allotment events, however.

In addition to our neat cover
illustration, Dr. Will Nakashima has
furnished us with the following "jewel".

May 23, 1993 SAM 66 Spring Fly Off @ Fort Mott.
John Scott & Larry Davidson, on right, accepting
the Texaco First Place plaque & explaining how he
gets 45 minute motor runs on an 8 ounce "Lanzo
Bomber" in Texaco.

May 16, 1993 SAM
76 Contest @ Hatfield
Pa. This is Walt
Geary's beautiful silk
& dope covered
"Fairchild 24", entry
in the Airtronics
sponsored 1/2 A
Texaco event.

Build it. straight and
build it strolls.
Throw it high and
fly it l ong. "

R/C CHAMP GETS "BUSHWHACKED"
On the weekend of July 3-4, the current
National R/C champion Larry Davidson
together with your editor, decided to
attend the East Coast Free-Flight
Championships at Galeville, New York. It
was to say the least, an EVENTFUL day for
Larry!
Nobody was more surprised or delighted
than Mr. Davidson when his .020 Replica
Strato-Streak proceeded to put in two
beautiful max flights despite the rather
gusty and unpredictable winds.

A WORD ABOUT FRANK EHLING

For those of you who have wondered where
or what has become of Frank Ehling, one of
the real "fathers" of this great hobby, a
note from Joe Harris to our Secretary Bob
Dodds indicates that Frank is now living
with Joe since Frank had his stroke.
Frank is confined to a wheelchair and
bed since the incident, as is anxious to
hear from all his friends and associates
from the "old-days".
I hope all of his friends and fellow
flyers will take a few moments to drop him
a line and bring some cheer into his life.

On the third attempt however, having
mis-judged the burn time of the borrowed
British fuse, the "bird" rapidly
disappeared at the far end of the runway,
and into a dense "jungle" of underbrush
that reminded us "Old-Timers" of the
jungles in the South Pacific!

He can be reached at the following
address:
Frank V. Ehling
11004 Harding Road
Laurel, MD 20723

Although a good compass-line WAS taken
when the ship came down, over two hours of
searching were futile, and the meet was
almost over.

I for one, have always had the greatest
admiration for this gentleman, who was a
great inspiration to me throughout my
modelling career.

Then, just before 4:00 PM, Thelma
Hansen, the "gutsy" sister-in-law of your
new editor, and my PERSONAL assistant said
she wanted to give it "one-more-try", and
together with Larry, Jim Bocckinfuso and
Stew Wolff proceeded back into this maze
for about another 45 minutes. Sure
enough, as promised, Thelma found the
errant model after being cut, bruised and
covered with numerous insect bites.

The best of everything Frank; hang in
there ol'buddy and we're all waiting for
you to put up some more "maxes" when you
get the "wheels" rollin' again!

You've never seen a more grateful
modeller than Larry, although by that time
it was too late for that additional
flight, but he left for home happy, and
with the plane he had brought up there.
Miss Hansen is now an honorary member of
SAM-75, and, I am sure has become a
lifetime friend of Mr. Davidson.
15AV RODE ,t SCIENTIFIC: PEERLEfat IDEAL e MOQELCAAFT t CYCLONE • MPNOGRAM

"DO YOU SPEAK MODEL AIRPLANE?"
It's Dave Thomburg's 316-page history of U.S. aeromodeling. All the
heroes and their models, all the famous contests, from the first twin
pusher to the ugliest Stik. If you've been flying for 25 years or more,

this is your life!
$19.95 at your dealer, or postpaid (cash, check, VIMC) from:
Pony X Press 5 Monticello Dr. Albuquerque NM 87123 (505) 299.8741

Still available: OW BULLARD'S SOARING BOOK - $16.95

SAM SPECIAL* both books 1,33.os postpaid!
COMET • STERLING. CLEVELAND • AJ • VICTOR STANZEL

IMEST • VECO. RANGER
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OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS

OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
By Charlie Bruce

The Contestor 60 engines
appeared in 1946, produced
by Lucas a Smith in
California.
They were
designed by Dan Bunch and
the construction generally
followed that of his
previous engines. However,
in addition to the
traditional side port
induction design, engines
had a removable aluminum
head, ringed steel piston,
forged con rod and metal
fuel tank.
They used the same complex
enclosed timer as the Air-O-Mighty Midget.

The D-603 was made in very small
numbers;
thus has become more of a
collector's item than the D-60R, which is
generally available at MECA collectos.
These engines ran well on glow so are
normally found with the timer missing.
These timer parts are tough to find;
however I have devised a way to mount an 0
& R timer on the Contestor. Anyone with a
small metal lathe and basic skills can
make the conversion using the 0 & R repro
timer available from Vic Didelot. The
conversion parts can be installed and
removed without permanent changes to the
original engine. Send me a S.A.S.E. and
I'll send you a drawing and instructions
to make the conversion so you can fly your
Contestor. The timer conversion will also
work on the Air-O-Mighty-Midget.

DISASSEMBLY:

Contestors are threaded
and take special tools to
disassemble and reassemble properly.
together

TIMER. Remove prop nut, prop washer,
prop drive and timer cover washer. Two
3-48 screws hold the timer onto the
adjusting eccentric and timer arm. Note
that the longer of the screws projects
thru the timer arm into a milled recess in
the crankcase. This locates the timer and
provides the retard/advance stops. Once
the screws are removed, the timer will
slip off forward. The adjusting eccentric
and timer arm are retained by a smooth and
very stiff lock ring which fits into a
groove in the main bearing.
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It is tough to remove, so leave it in
place unless you need to get at the
ratchet pawls. The Contestor has 4 pawls
loaded against the back of the timer armm
with small coil springs set in holes in
the crankcase. The two on the sides
(about even with the mounting lugs) are
pointed and engage the knurling on the
timer armm providing the ratchet action.
The two located above and below the main
bearing are rounded and provide balanced
friction on the assembly. The ring can be
pried out using sharpened screwdrivers.
Be careful not to tear up the notch in the
main bearing. Once the ring is out, the
parts will slip off forward. If the pawls
are gummed-up, they may come out by
solvent soaking or application of local
heat. The coil springs can be fished-out
with a piece of hooked wire, 0.018 to
0.020 dia.

FUEL TANK: Fuel tanks are retained by a
knurled slotted nut and a long 4-40
spindle thru the center. Note that the
D-60S tank is about 1/4" longer than the
There is a washer gasket
D-060R tank.
under the spindle nut and a ring gasket
where the tank fits into the backplate
recess.
CYLINDER REMOVAL: Be sure the piston
moves easily in the cylinder before

attempting to unscrew the cylinder. Also
be sure the piston is well down into the
cylinder to prevent twisting the con rod.
Since the Contestor has a removable head
(six 6 - 32 screws) you can either use the
wood wrench system with a 1.750 dia. hole,
or you can make up a 2" square x 1/4"
thick plate drilled with 6 holes to fit
the head pattern. Don't attempt to use 2
or 3 screws, use all 6!
Hold the wood wrench (head installed) or
plate in a vise and turn the crankcase.
Bolt the crankcase to a hardwood mount if
extra leverage is required. Cylinders are
usually extremely tight and a bit of heat
will help expand the aluminum and ease its
grip on the cylinder threads.
There will
be 1 or more metal ring gaskets on the
cylinder base. SAVE 'EM!!!
Continued on page 14

OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
HEAD REMOVAL: The head is retained by
six 6-32 screws. The gasket is quite
special and should be saved for re-use.
It is hollow copper, filled with a
composition material (probably asbestos).
BACKPLATES: Remove the needle valve
assembly before attempting to remove the
backplate. The D-60S backplate takes a
1.050" dia. dowel wrench with a 1/4" hole
in the center and 1/8" wide slot across a
diameter to engage the web. The D-60R
backplate has the drum rotor intake at the
top. The 1.45" bore wood wrench for this
case must have a 1/2" wide slot to clear
the intake. Again, it may be necessary to
heat the assembly to soften aged gunk, and
there will be one or more metal gaskets
here also. Save them too. The drum rotor
slips out of the backplate; there are no
washers or spacers.
INTERNALS: With the cylinder and
backplate removed, the internals slide out
easily.
The wrist pin has tight-fitting
brass pads.
The con rod is symmetrical
front to back and there are no loose parts
on the crankshaft.
RE-ASSEMBLY: Clean up and oil the parts
and reverse the procedure to put her back
together. Be sure the wrist pin pads are
in place, and the wide side of the piston
baffle cut faces the exhaust. The
internal bevel at the bottom of the
cylinder makes insertion of the ringed
piston easy. If your engine was assembled
and aligned properly before you took it
apart, it will go back together again
using the same metal gaskets. Lubricate
the threads and gaskets well then screw
them back together. Be sure the drum
rotor engages the crank pin and turns
freely before you tighten the backplate.
If you are missing gaskets and/or the
parts are mis-aligned on final assembly,
go back to my Old Engine Analysis
No.6-Brown Jr. for the detailed procedure
to re-gasket the engine. The Contestor
threads are 32 TPI for both backplate and
cylinder giving 0.031" advance per full
turn. Contestor gaskets are normally
copper or aluminum

DUES ARE DUE
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FUEL TANK INSTALLATION: Be sure gaskets
are in place and don't over-tighten the
spindle nut. When installing the needle
valve, the fuel atomizer hole should face
the cylinder (forward) on the D-60S or
face the drum rotor (down) on the D-60R.
TIMER INSTALLATION: If you removed the
entire assembly , replace the coil springs
and ratchet pawls in their proper holes
before installing the timer arm, eccentric
adjuster and snap ring. If this all goes
on and moves easily with the ratchet
clicking, install the timer with two 3-48
screws.
The longer one fits into a recess
in the case to limit timer movement.
Point adjustment is made by loosening the
two screws and moving the eccentric ring
right or left as needed. point clearance
should be 0.006 to 0.010". Spark plug gap
is 0.010 to 0.015" and the plug is a
3/8"-V size.
PARTS: Other than reproduction fuel
tanks and needle valves made by Fred
Collins, 29 Stewart Ave.,Pittsburgh, PA
15227, I know of no source for parts.
TEST RUNS: The fuel formulas on the tank
decal call for a 2 to 1 mixture of Ethyl
gasoline and either 70-wt. or castor oil.
My tests are on a 2 to 1 unleaded regular
gas and 70-wt. oil. The test engine was
not in the best shape.
Contestor D-60R 14-6 Rev Up 7200 RPM

(no great example) 13-6 Rev Up 8300 RPM
12-6 Top Flite 9000 RPM

Helpful Hint: To make it easy to locate
the atomizer hole on the needle valve body
on most any engine, file a tiny notch in
one end of the body in line with the hole.
Now you can orient the hole without having
to guess where it is.
NEXT ANALYSIS: DeLong-30
Charlie Bruce
Rt. 1, Box 766
Milano, TX 76556

(512)455-9543
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AND WHERE WERE YOU ??? Getting into this new position as your Editor has inspired me to
contact many old friends and acquaintances I haven't seen in many years, among those being
Sal Cannizzo(SAM-2398)of New Jersey who sent me, through the kindness of Frank Rheinhold,
some really GREAT photographs, taken from 1937 through 1939 at various Eastern contests and
activities.
Unfortunately, in the majority of cases, either the modellers or their aircraft (or both)
have been forgotten, but the impact is terrific! I have taken the liberty of printing some
of them below in the hopes that SOMEBODY can identify these people and their aircraft so
If anyone can assist me, it would be
that they will no longer be confined to "limbo".
appreciated, and all the photos are numbered so that those either older or with a better
memory than mine can fill in those 55+ years gaps.

4.111114

Taken at a 1938 Richmond (Staten Island) Model Flying Club contest at Staten Island
Airport, These early R/C-ers await processing and their turn to fly.

Mathew Kania of Philadelphia takes time
out to give his seven foot Ohlsson ".60"
powered original design a brief rest.

In 1937, this was a REAL "family" day at
at a local contest. Does ANYONE have an
idea WHO they are???
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Possible Cavalier and unknown contestant at Hicksville, L.I. 1939.
Could that be John Pond? John Who?

July-August 1993

A contest at Hadley Field, New Jersey.
Photo dated 1938, look at the crowd.

A LOT of wing area at same contest.
Look at those EMPTY fields!!!

AS A POINT OF INTEREST: In those years
from 1937 thru 1942, Hicksville's model
flying area was so expansive, that we once
held three separate MAJOR contests on the
same field, on the same day, and nobody
felt inconvenienced or "cramped" in any
way.

Processing line at Staten Island
Airport for the Richmond Model
Flying Club. Those were the days!

There was though, ONE challenge to the
flyer consisting of a SINGLE TREE right
smack in the middle of the field into
which EVERYBODY who flew landed at least
once! In a later issue, I'll cover some
of the "affairs" with "Oakie" (which was
the name foisted on that "model-eater".
In those days, an EXTENSION LADDER was
THE piece of field equipment, which has
now been replaced by the CHAIN-SAW!!! We
do have our "specialized" problems here on
the East Coast. If it ain't the weather,
More processing. 1938 certainly
it's the acres of "scrub-oak" and brush
was a busy year. Note Ranger/Zipper
that eventually GETS YOU! You haven't
look a like waiting it's turn.
lived until you've hacked your way through
our local "jungles" in search of an errant
model. Bring the "bug-juice" too!!!
This picture appeared in April 1937 M.A.N.
**** in the "Gas Lines" column on pg. 12.
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OT ELECTRIC COLUMN
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The plan and construction article appeared
on a single page. If you would like a
copy of the page, please send a SASE to me
with your request. John Pond has the
full-size plan available in his catalog,
as #2D5 "Experimental Gas-Electric".

OLD TIMER ELECTRIC
By Jim Alaback

LEISURE BOMBER & PLAYBOY
KITS: Don Be lote, from
Toledo, sent me some
literature from the
Spirit of Yesteryear
Model Aircraft Company
which indicates that this
company has taken over
the production of the
former Leisure electric
Lanzo Bomber and
Cleveland Playboy kits.
This will be good news
for many, as these are
probably the two most
Jim Alaback
popular old-timer
electric designs in SAM events.
The
Bomber kit is $ 55 ($ 70 Canadian) and the
Playboy is $ 60 ($ 70 Canadian). For
further information or to order, you can
contact them by telephone at (705)
737-0532 from 11 - 6 weekdays or 10 - 3 on
Saturdays, or at (705) 726-6208 after
hours. Also, you can write Spirit of
Yesteryear Model Aircraft Company, 40
Holgate Street, Barrie, Ontario, L4N 2T7,
Canada. (Note that first class mail to
Canada takes 40 cents postage).
AN ELECTRIC IN 1938: Flying Aces
published the first and only pre-war plan
for an electric-powered model that I know
about.
It was in their issue of October,
1938.
(Does anyone know of an earlier
documented electric-powered model?)
The model in Flying Aces was designed by
Herb Lozier and had a wingspan of 64
inches, using either a gas engine or an
automobile car horn motor, powered with
two "C" batteries. I think the "C"
battery referred to may have been a rather
substantial RADIO battery, not a
flashlight "C"-cell.

Bob Aberle wrote to call my attention to
an article by Don Mott about the Lozier
Electric in a recent issue of the
newsletter of the Silent Electric Flyers
of Long Island. Don in turn credited Mike
Finnan of Covington, LA with bringing HIS
attention to it. Then, only days later,
by coincidence, I had a letter from Gordon
Codding of Kingman, AZ, which not only
again mentioned the Lazier Electric plan,
but told the story of how Cordon had
actually built and successfully flown the
model!
Gordon built his Electric several years
ago, and a picture of this model appears
below.

Gordon used a contemorary .15 size
electric motor with a soft iron ring added
to increase torque. He says: "Flight trim
was a nightmare, and proper thrust
alignment took weeks to obtain"; but he
did get it sorted out and even hit the
only thermal of the day at a SAM meet in
which he later entered the model.
I remember reading the original Flying
Aces article when it came out and
wondering if Lozier had even built the
model depicted by his plan, since there
was no picture of it. However, Lozier did
say in his article that "The motor in the
original electric model came from a
discarded automobile horn and was "juiced"
by two "C" batteries.
It gave excellent
results!".
Continued on page 18
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Anyway, Gordon has now shown that it was
a flyable electric model back in SAM's
"Antique" days, prior to December 31,
1938!
ELECTRIC SCALE TEXACO:
I have often
thought that electrics would make
excellent scale jobs, especially with
their ability to be cowled-in under a
scale nose for either radial or in-line
engines. I have even visualized something
like our Half-A Scale Texaco event, only
for electric models. Now it has been
done.
Bob Aberle sent me a copy of a contest
flyer from the Inland Soaring Society of
Seattle, WA. They are sponsoring a series
of contests during 1993 for electric scale
models. The rules appear to be similar in
format and intent to the Half-A Scale
Texaco rules we have been using with such
success in SAM events for several years
now. The battery pack is limited to
7-cell 1400 mAh. There are no limitations
on motor, gearing or speed controller.
Wing loading is 10 ounces per square foot
minimum. Three attempts are allowed to
make two 15-minute maximums.

Dale Black of Costa Mesa, CA, sent this
picture of his new Playboy Cabin which
weighs only 34 ounces. Dale even used
6061-T6 aluminum rod in place of music
wire for the landing gear to reduce
weight. He took first place in the LMR
and Texaco events at the SAM 49 contest
last April, using a Leisure motor in both
events.
KITS AND PLANS ANTIQUITIES: Kits and
Plans Antiquities ("KAPA") is a club for
modelers who enjoy collecting, preserving,
restoring and exchanging model kits and
plans which are no longer available, as
well as learning more about the companies
and people who originally created them, or
are reproducing them today.
KAPA membership includes the club's
quarterly newsletter, KAPA Kollector,
which carries club news, historical
information, how-to-do-it articles, plans
and photos and classified advertising
which is free to members. Membership is
just $6 per year. To join KAPA, send $6
to me, or for more information send a SASE
to me at the address below.

Gordon Codding has converted Clyde
Austin's 6-foot Scientific Commodore,
which was last flown at the 1967
Nationals, to .15 electric power for
free-flight.
I hope to get more information on the
results of this series of contests and
pass them along to you in a future column.
THE ANSWER FROM PAGE 15
The "R/C" model in the picture on
page 15 is "The Professor" kitted
by Korff.

Thanks to all who are sending letters,
pictures and club newsletters. Everything
is read and appreciated, and much is used
in this column. As usual, I am! Jim
Alaback, 12366 Nacido Drive, San Diego, CA
92128.
I'D LIKE TO THANK..All of you who have
taken the time to write and wish me well
in my current endeavor. Special thanks to
Bill Booth, Jim Coffin and Ed Heikell,
editors of some VERY good newsletters for
their support and encouragement. I intend
to contact each one of you to extend my
personal thanks for your efforts. This
job ain't. EASY, but it's FUN!!!
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VIEWS & NEWS

DOES ANYONE HAVE THE ANSWER?
In an interesting letter from David Owen
of Ontario, Canada, some rather
interesting questions were put forward,
regarding the full story of the fate of
Gordon "Scotty" Murray and Vernon Boehle,
two very prominent modelers of the 1930's.
Folklore notes that both were lost
during World War II as aircrew members of
the R.A.F. and/or the R.C.A.F. although
casualty records do not bear this out.
David would also like to know if anyone
has information about Boehle's 1935
Wakefield and Moffet designs published in
the Summer issues of M.A.N. in 1938.
If any of you have this information or
would like to contact Dave, he may be
reached by writing:
David Owen
1872 Stevensville Road
Stevensville, Ontario, LOS 180
Canada
I would also like to receive any photos
or articles concerning these two great
modelers. B.K.

PRIZES WANTED FOR THE SAMCHAMPS
Ron Boots, who is in charge of getting
prizes for the SAMCHAMPS, writes and
says that donations from model suppliers
has slowed down and asks if we would put
out the word that SAM will accept
donations from anyone who would like to
donate kits,engines,or model related
items.
The SAMCHAMPS prize collection will be
rounded out by purchasing prizes, as the
time draws near, but it is possible that
you have kits or engines that you have
no further interest in, and that you
have been looking for a good place to
pass them on. If you have stuff to
donate, call or write:
Ron Boots,
860 Tamlei Ave.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
(805) 495-5449
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If there are any of
WHO'S WHO IN SAM?
you who have ever wondered just WHO
belongs to SAM, or where they can be
reached, the SAM Roster is the document
you should have at your fingertips.
This 53-page manual is a beautifully
plastic-bound publication that contains
the names, addresses and SAM numbers for
all current members, and is a dandy
reference to those people you are most
interested in contacting. This was a
massive undertaking which was both
time-consuming and expensive to compile,
and I feel that EVERY member should have a
copy in his/her library.
Copies may be obtained by sending your
check for $8.50 postpaid to Bob Dodds, 209
Summerside Drive, Encinitas, CA 92024.
Believe me, as your Editor, I would be
LOST without it.
Additionally, for all of you who are
curious at times of the legality of your
models for SAM competition, a copy of the
Sam Approved Design catalog may also be
obtained for $ 3.00 from Bob. The vast
amount of material can sometimes be
confusing, but this book (and it IS that)
will put an end to many of your questions.

THEY DID IT AGAIN !!!
In reading thru
the latest issue of Model Aviation, my
local Long Island buddies were once again
driven to the point of DRINK in seeing on
page 5 a photo of Sal Taibi and friends
after a flying session at Perris, CA and
were totally AGHAST at seeing the
reference to the 1-2 mph "breezes"
normally encountered at that facility!
I thought I was NUTS, but after a check
with local meteoroligists, it was
discovered (and to no surprise) that of
the 365 1/4 days encountered during the
course of a year, 286 of 'em come complete
with winds ranging from 18 to 38 mph!

And some of you wonder why we on the
OPPOSITE coast come to YOUR contests with
traces of DROOL at the corners of our
envious mouths.
Here baby, if it ain't
the WIND, it's the TREES.
However, we
still loves ya, we're just JEALOUS!!!!
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FIELD BOX RISER
Having been back in the "busy" world of
free-flight modelling for just over a year
after an over 30 year "vacation", it
occurred to me that I was no longer the
sprightly youth of those "golden years"
between 1935 and 1960, and the joints were
just a little stiffer with bending now a
major chore, especially when it came to
cranking-up' an Antique or Old Timer
model.
"

Sure, there are some pretty neat devices
on the market for holding your "bird" in a
submissive pose for starting, but I found
them to be either expensive for someone
with a fixed income, or too cumbersome to
transport, especially in today's vehicles
with their skimpy trunks.
It therefore seemed a good idea to
design something that could be used with
an existing field box which would ELEVATE
the starter
and
not tip over when
activated. Thus the "FIELD BOX RISER".

wood glue,
and given three coats of
polyurethane finish to protect it against
weather and fuel soak. When completed it
should appear as shown in Figure # 3, and
when used with the appropriate field box
will give you the height required as shown
in Fig. # 4.
The entire cost for this project should
be between $8.00 and $10.00, surely a
MODERATE price for such an invaluable
tool.
To receive a
of
drawing
Riser,
the
$1.00
send
and a SASE
Bill
to
2
Kimbell,
Place,
Noel
Smithtown,
NY 11787.

I personally use a box distributed by
Tower Hobbies, although any standard field
box may be employed. This box was
modified by mounting the starter to the
end frame as shown in Figure # 2. A piece
of 1/4" aluminum tool plate was used to
mount the starter to the frame as
indicated, but 1/4" or 5/16"plywood may
also be used. Jacks were added to the
frame to accommodate the starter banana
plugs and to wire in the footswitch which
was "confiscated" from my darkroom scrap
box, although a simple doorbell button
will serve admirably if mounted to a scrap
piece of 1" X 6" material.
The Riser is simplicity itself,
requiring only one 6 foot length of 1" X
12" plain pine shelving. Cutting two 14"
lengths for the end plates and cutting the
remainder into two 22" pieces will use the
entire board with no waste whatsoever.
One of the two 22" pieces will be "ripped"
into 3 four-inch wide pieces which serve
as longitudinal braces, and the remaining
piece used for the base.
The entire box is then assembled using #
6 2-inch wood screws and alphatic resin
Fig.4 Completed Assembly
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1993 SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS ARE DUE
- Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer -

If you have not already sent in your dues for the coming year,
they are now due for January through December 1993. Dues
are $15 per calendar year. You may pay up to 3 years in
advance. (Your expiration date will printed on your SAM
Speaks label if you pay for 2 years or more.)

THERE JUST ISN'T ROOM In this issue for
all the great stuff you guys have been
sending in, but I do want to mention the
note received from Steve Roselle of SAM-21
regarding SAM rules as they apply to the
upcoming CHAMPS.
Some interesting points were raised by
Joe Percy regarding the 10 basic events as
stated in Section 5, paragraph 1, and such
things as engine runs in fly-offs.

All paid up members will receive our bimonthly newsletter,
SAM Speaks. All new members will also receive SAM decals
and a copy of the SAM Rule Book. Decals are sold separately
for $.50 each, large (4X2), medium (3X2), small (2X1). SAM
patches are $2 each. Rules books are $1 each.

Steve's reply was very concise, direct
and to the point, but also rather lengthy
and was received after this writer
went -to- press" and was ready to send this
material off to the printer.

S.A.M. PLANS LIBRARY

However, I'm sure if you'll write to
Steve, he'll be glad to send you a copy,

SAM has added several New Chet Lanzo original model drawings
to our library. We are making these available to SAM members at a
minimum cost. The price includes mailing cost within the U.S. and
Canada, while overseas buyers should included an additional 20%
to cover airmail.
MODEL
PRICE

or you may write to me, including a SASE
and I will forward it to you.

Lanzo RC-1
(antique cabin gas) 84" span, 1 sheet
$7.50
RACER 12ft.
Antique gas R/C 2 sheets 36"x74"
$12.50
1/2 size RACER,
72" span 2 sheets 22" x 38"
57.50
BOMBER
(Antique gas pylon) 96" span 2 sts. 34"x 48"
$10.00
BOMBER (RC)
80" span
$10.00
112 size BOMBER (RC) 48" span
S7.50
BABY BURD
(37" Bomber)
$6.50
CLASSIC
1938-1939 rubber cabin &Wakefield, 1 sheet. 25"x56" $7.50
DUPLEX
1936 rubber cabin & stick, and Wakefield
$7.50
RECORD 1 i01,DER, 1940 300 sq. in. rubber stick
$7.50
1940 RUBBER CABIN
300 sq,in
$7.50
1933 RUBBER CABIN
30" span
$5.00
Lanza Plymouth Detroiter 1947 Wakefield
$7.50
Lanzo Puss Moth
(original) 51" span
$7.50
1938 Lanza AIRBORNE Antique R/C glider 111W' span, 1 shis $15.00

"

Sorry for this, but there's just so much
that you can cram into a 24 page
newsletter. Lead times are quite critical,
since some 3,000 miles separates the
writer from the printer, but we'll get
this thing organized in short fashion.

Send your order & check made out to
SAM. Send orders to FLOYD RECK,10332
Tristan Dr., Downey, CA. 90241
Prices include postage

-

ENGINE RESTORATION
AND RE - WORK

r My engines used by winners in SAM contests
including the. SAM Champs. Transistorized
Ignition Systems, Coils, Ili-Tension Leads, Etc.
SASE for free list.
RLACKBL1RN AERO ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 151 ,13, Amarillo, IX 79105
(806) 622 1657
-

REPLICA
TORPEDOES

Ignition & Glow Models
3 Displacements Sizes:
24. 29 and 32

Fig. 2

Parts and Service for
K & B and Jenno Torpedoes
Call. FAX or write for further Worms**.

SHILEN AERO SPORTS
Box 1300 • Emus. TX 75120
Phone: 214-875-1442 FAX: 214-875-5442

SAMCHAMPS UPDATE: As the time for this
year's SAM Champs looms closer, I get more
calls from those who have questions about
Taft, facilities, the field etc. As each
question rattles around in my noggin, I
have to be concerned about those of you
"out-there" who might be stewing over the
same question...hence this little "blurb"
in each Sam Speaks. Answer to question #
1: Yes, there are RV facilities, but NOT
on the field. It has no hook-ups, but a
dump and water source exists on the far
East side of Taft proper, just behind the
City Hall, which is just behind the Topper
Motel. It is in a parking area on Kern and
Williams Way. We'll furnish you with maps
in your registration packet. I am assured
that the fact that this facility is just
behind City Hall is just a coincidence.
Second answer: Yes, there will be bus
service into town from the field. A
schedule has not yet been worked out, but
the cost will be less than one dollar, and
the route will cover Kern street and to
the Westside Rec. Center. Third answer is
to a question no one has asked, but is
going to get answered anyhow. Is there
fire danger? Yes, a GREAT DEAL of danger.
If at all possible, bring a shovel and
whatever fire fighting equipment you can.
We will have contact with the Fire Dept.,
but they will need a few minutes to
respond during which time we can or could
help a great deal should a fire erupt.
CONCOURSE D'ELEGANCE:
One of the joys
of a SAM Champs is admiring magnificent
craftmanship...this is what the CONCOURSE
is all about! We want to encourage you to
bring along your BEST and show it off!
So...as long as you are entered in the
meet, there will be no separate entry fee
for your CONCOURSE entry. In other words,
if you have entered ANY event and paid the
basic fee for the SAM Champs ($ 15.00
which includes your first entry) you may
enter the event without paying any other
fee. If you have already sent in your
entry fee and have paid for the CONCOURSE
as a separate event, it will be refunded.
If you intend to enter ONLY the CONCOURSE,
the first event fee will apply. If you
have not indicated an entry in the
Elegance and wish to do so having already
sent in your entry, please see Wade Wiley,
Event Director or the Contest Manager
prior to the event on Tuesday to add...

...it to your entry sheet. We're looking
forward to a GREAT turnout!
Bill Booth
Contest Manager
SAMCHAMPS 1993

AMA MUSEUM MODEL NOMINATIONS
We need nominations for
historically-significant models to be
placed in the AMA Museum.
Vince Mankowski, Executive Director of
the AMA has asked SAM to nominate three
(3) models which best represent the
history of free-flight for inclusion in
the museum.
Vince said the purpose was NOT to be a
beauty contest, but: "to showcase
historically, significant models and
portray history."
Please send your nomination, and the
reason you think the model is significant
to: Ken Kullman, Rocky Mtn. VP
205 North Murray #125
Colorado Springs, CO 80916
Please get your nominations to Ken by
November 15
Jim Adams
SAM President
I WAS PLEASED TO HEAR
from Frank Zaic
who took time off from his schedule to
send me a congratulatory letter wishing me
well in my new endeavor, and send me two
of his books (autographed) for my library.

They will be treasured and given a place
of honor on my shelves but most
importantly, every word contained in them
will be thoroughly read and committed to
memory. Having been raised in the same
neighborhood there was a lot of
reminiscing contained in his letter, which
brought back fond memories, but also
served as a reminder that: "You're gettin'
old baby!". This may be so, but personally
I've been havin' a BALL!
It's all in the
mind anyway.
By the way...what's the
FIRST thing to go?
Bill Kimbell
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Hobby Horn

11A MODILS
11111U1111
0

ALDRICH 4

12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233
(210) 656-2021
FAX (on line answers on 6th ring tf no one is in)

MODEL SER VICE

Old Timer kits for F FP
4A
. The otiov.
s the discount
isco
price on full kits. The lull
Ins Include all cut parts, plan, stick and sheet wood, wire and windsield material.
1935 Miss America 84%175.56
1938 Buccaneer 84'. 582.98
1938 Clipper Mk 1 72', 555.96
1937 Dallaire 108•579.62
-1938 Powerhouse 84', 156.24
1938 Kloud King 53%544.88•
1938 Trenton Terror 72',142.80
19e6 Record Breaker 98%673.04
Mercury 72', 58128
1939 Korda Wake
1939 Zipper 54%158.24
1940 Ranger 48', $33.55
1940 Sailplane 78%869.00
1940 So Long 50', $31.88
1941 Super Quaker 78', 576.40
1941 Brigidier 58%142.70
1941 Playboy Jr.
Playboy Sr. 78', 553.72
1941 Brooklyn Dodger 56%544.48

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION
OF O.T. ENGINES.

• Complete chrome service.
Superior accuracy and quality.
• Light weight ignition systems.
• 5.A.S.E. for brochure.

■

MIDWAY MODEL CO,
Old Timer Kits for FliC ANC FF
The Hobby Horn discount price* for the MMC FULL. KITS are listed. Full Kits indude cut pane, plan strip and sheet wood, vAire and window material. Kits marked
with an have the wire landing gear pre bent.
19081Flying Quaker
1938 Powerhouse 50', 137.98
.-.1938 A. T. Sportster 50% 137.98
1937 Long Cabin 78%549.52
1937 Air Chief 61', 1.37.75
1937 Quaker Flesh 87%647.84
535.88
1940 70% Buxvud Bombshell 50' span,
1940 Buzzard Bombshell, 72'
1940 New Ruler 74%574.72
1941 Electric Playboy 67% 530.00
Thermic 100 Glider (109'-modifications shown for
-404.23
MOCEL CRAFT COMMANDO, 50' span for 1/2A Texaco ----me/a
CLEVELAND CLOUDSTEA, 50' span for 1/2A Texaco
-53898
1941 OLD TIMER FLYBABY, Pete Bowers, (scaled) 67 114' span. 570 sq. In.
--442_98
.09 TO .25 . Geared 05 electric
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We also specialize In Astro Motors, Sanyo SCR Batteries, & JR & Aldronlcs Radios
We offer a monthly sate flier featurIngsome re/9y greet tsrys. Give me a cell, Bob SOM.

•
et
•
•
•

1993 Catalog, &ZOO, or fret on let order
$HIPPING A HANOI INN
Up to 58.03 add $3.25;18.01 10 120.00 add
Hobby Horn
53.75; $20.01 to 545.00 add 54.25; 145.01 to
15173 MORAN ST. (Depl.SSI
$70.00 add $4.75; Ooer 570.00 add 55.25
P.G.
KIX 2212
Calif. add 7.75% tax. Send MO, VISA/MC (it
& Exp) or Check (allow up to 30 days for
WESTIveNSTERCA 92984
clearance on checks.)
COD - Exact charges plus $1.50 handling

(Cash

o...v.y).

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

VISA-1
1■111

ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT

Pre-stamped

SHORT KITS

75v SASE For Over 300 KW
SASE

:
* ARE WE FORGETTING RUBBER MODELS? :41•
Detailed Factory Prints for 1930's •
••
•
•
f
Rearwin Speedster (incl.) flying scale
*•
••
model. 1940 National Scale Rubber Winner **
:* 35" wing span. Good for rubber, Gas,
**
1
Electric.
Full
size
plans
32"
x
47"
*
•
* 515.00 postpaid. James J. Bohash
**
*•
* 20721 Millard St, Taylor, MI 48180
a*********************************************

6e3-8311 (Pilaw)

(714)
(714) 8986629 (Fax)
Howl': Mon.Frl 8 AM - 5 PM

co

A locatable

(916) 635.4588

SUMMER SPECIAL
A special purchase
allows you to buy the
widely used Walston
Retrieval System for
only $450.00. It includes:` -•
•
•
•

Long-range transmitter
Directional antenna
3-Channel receiver
Carrying Case.
Limited Supply'
Detailed flyer from
Jim Walston

Retrieval Systems
725 Cooper Lake Iga. S.E.
Smyrna, GA 30082
404/434-4905
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SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST

NEW PRODUCTS
hen

Sykora's

lan11111
0

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

PLAYBOY CABIN .020

STAHL'S TAYLORCRAFT 0-57

$21.96 EACH

ItatIF C11) 11.441.IL "1=34.4)111A"?
nirY ityt!
sawed prop blanks.
A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
Balloon/WW1/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood.
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo. balsa, Jap tissue, prop Ft. Ends, washers, winders,
stooges, rubber, hundreds of OT Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. SEND $2.00
is

ALL ORDERS ADD 10% FOR PIN. CA RES. ADD 6% TAX
OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE
QUALITY DIESEL FUEL, NITRATE DOPE—CLEAR AND COLORED,
SILK, TISSUE, RUBBER, KITS, ENGINE PARTS, PLANS,
AND OTHER ACCESSORIES
SEND $1.00 FOR CURRENT CATALOGUE
11711 COLEY RIVER CR. #10: FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 9270$
(714) 434-9667

****************************************•
ADVERTISEMENT

ENGINE WRENCHES

LEISURE ELECTRONICS
ELECTRIC FLIGHT SYSTEMS

PRECISION WRENCHES FOR THREADED
CASECOVERS & CYLINDERS ON
SUPER-CYKE,SPITFIRE, BROWN & BUNCH

Roland Boucher
Phone: (714) 435-9218
2950 Airway Costa Me)S3, CA 92626

PLUS OTHER ENGINES & GASKETS
Bob Mc Cord - 325-93 Sylvan Ave. - Mtn. View - CA 94041,

****************************************

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers
2810 Cowell Blvd.
Davis, CA 95616

2ND CLASS POSTAGE
PAID
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA
95616

1383

ue N112

Sub Explros ( LIFE)
FRIESTAO
RR Iii BOX 163 .
CNERON, IL 61423
Moving? Address changes should be sent to: 1
BobDds
209 Summerside Place

Encinitas, CA 92024
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Mike Granieri, SAM Eastern V.P. and wife
Dorothy came to honor Dick Korda, fly, and
be with their friends. Frank Heeb, a
noted rubber flyer, flew in to the Shelby
Airport. He wanted to congratulate Dick.
People came just to shake his hand, and it
was hard for Dick to walk 10 feet without
someone shaking his hand or patting him on
the back.

DICK KORDA COMMEMORATIVE
by Robert (Bucky) Walter

"What a fine tribute for an old man".
Those were the words of Dick Korda spoken
to Mrs. Tom McCoy during the ceremonies.
For those who attended the Dick Korda
Commemorative, no other words have to be
written to describe it. For those who did
not attend, no amount of words will be
able to define it. How can you express the
feeling you got by watching Dick winding
his model and launching it for a max
flight? Plus, landing in the middle of the
grass airstrip. A perfect flight!
Dick completed his 1939 Wakefield Winner
just 6 days prior to the meet. He wanted
to surprise everybody, and indeed he did!
Dick came to COMPETE, and compete he did!
He almost won 1st place on Wednesday, but
Bud Romak edged him by 4 seconds. It took
a fine modeler, who drove from California
to win that first place. Bud said,"If you
are a modeler, this is the place to be".
Twenty three other modelers thought the
same as he, and built the '39 Korda Winner
to enter the event. One was an electric
R/C Korda, and was demo flown. There were
a total of 54 entrants, of which 48
actually flew. That's the way to honor
Dick; by putting model airplanes in the
sky.
Jim Adams, SAM President flew in from
California for the commemorative, and was
one happy man to be able to meet Dick, and
compete against him.

Dick Korda, the Guest of Honor at the
Old-Time meet in Shelby, OH.
Caleb Butler of Johnstown, PA came in
last in the Korda Wakefield Event on
Wednesdayy, but remembered when Dick came
to a contest in Johnstown, just after he
won the 1939 Wakefield. Caleb said, "I
flew a Quaker Flash. It had a 20 second
engine run, and I got a total flight time
of 39 seconds . Fifty four years later, I
got a total time of 24 seconds with my
Korda Wakefield. It seems like I can
never get a flight over a minute when Dick
Korda is on the field". All the time he
was talking he had a great big smile on
It didn't matter if you were
his face.
first or last, there was an air of
jubilation.
John Delagrange of Lancaster, PA made
fifty decals for the occasion, which were
handed out to all the Wakefield flyers.
The rest of them were passed out to the
John wanted to do
flyers.
R/C-Assist
be a part of the
something
to
commemorative.
What a nice gesture. These
decals will be treasured.
Speaking of treasures, Jim Dents of
Tiffen, OH made wooden plaques for the
and Thursday first place
Wednesday
winners.
They were hand-rubbed, with a
picture of Dick Korda sitting on the
running board of a 1932 Plymouth Coupe,
holding his rubber DT model.
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ADVERTISEMENT

MAKE YOUR NEWSLETTER BETTER!
By Grant and Marge Carson. If you edit a
club newsletter, this is for you! Over 40
pages of "How To" with 14 examples of
newsletter
pages.
Sample topics: The
Mechanics,
Graphics,
Doing It Without
Spending a Lot, Doing It Without Doing It
All Yourself, What To Do Of You Don't Have
Enough
Material,
Making
It
More
Interesting.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! How
can you lose?
Introductory price of S12
(includes tax and postage). Mail check to
Marge Carson, 6765 Westminster Blvd.,
Suite C-277, Westminster, CA 92683.

A RATHER RARE "ANTIQUE" Has come to my
attention in a letter from Mal MacLean of
SAM-7 who tells an interesting story of
the "Sunrise", a one-wheeler from 1938.

Mal MacLean 's "Sunrise-56" held by Frank
Fay of SAM-7 at their June meet held at
Westover AFB, Chicopee, MA. Looks like the
"grandpa" of the "Wedgie".
MacLean photo
A WORD FROM SAM-48
In regard to their
"Old Timers Fun Fly" to be held on Oct. 9
& 10 at Hartness Field, Greenville, SC.
There will be no competition, just two
days of good ol' fun flying good Old Timer
RC models, according to J. Dan Haynes,
President of SAM Chapter 200 (The Honey
Bee Squadron).

Following an ad for old aircraft and/or
engines in our local "Penntsaver", Mal
received a call from Joe Veryzer of
Bayshore, L.I. who had a model built in
1935, powered by a Brown "B". Mal bought
the model and engine for $40. The "bird"
had a blue-doped fuselage and white silk
wings, and was still oil-soaked inside,
but had a hand-carved 16" prop, large
(Smith) coils with "C" cells and weighed
in at 32 ozs.

They're expecting a good turnout from
North
and South Carolina, Georgia but
HOPEFULLY more!
For further directions
and a map, contact: J. Haynes at 3517
Erinbrook Lane, Charlotte, NC or call:
(704) 535-2327.

Mal named the model "Sunrise" after the
Sunrise
Gas Model Airplane Society of
An
Bayshore, an active club in 1938.
authorized statement was gotten from Mr.
Veryzer, indicating that it was built by
him and the plans subsequently submitted
to John Pond and is now listed on page #6
of OT List #23 as 3201 "Sunrise-56",
although it is legally an ANTIQUE.

In passing, Mr. Haynes is looking for
plans for the 1952 "Bootstraps", kitted by
Berkley Models. Any help you can provide,
especially in the area of plans are
requested to contact him at the address
listed above. Personally, I have "browsed"
through my reference library, but have not
been able to find a listing (not even John
Pond's) for this particular "beast".

Mal duplicated the plans (which were
originally on bond paper) and built the
copy shown in the accompanying picture.
The model has not been flown as yet, but
it is powered with an O&R 29 FRV on
ignition and also weighs in at 32 ounces.

As to this contest, it sounds like a
"fun-time" to this of balsa cruncher, and
if you CAN make it, then give it a shot!
This part of the country is GORGEOUS in
the Fall of the year

The copy is covered with orange and
black silk with an aluminum cowl (the
ORIGINAL had a cowl of bond paper!).

I'll be looking forward to hearing of
other SAM activities in this area; we just
don't hear enough from you guys!
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OHLSSON TUNING TIP #6 (Fuel Delivery)
Bob Angel

Some O&R needle valves are a tiny bit
the wrong length, especially some
reproduction needles or spraybars. If
your needle operates too far in or out on
the threads and you can't get a good
setting, check for proper length by
putting an empty squeeze bulb on the fuel
pickup line and adjust the needle while
listening to the air flow through the
jets. Also compare the length to another
Ohlsson needle valve, if you have one. If
you can't swap needles, adjust the length
by carefully pressing the steel needle a
tiny bit through the aluminum body. They
LOOK like one piece, but they're just a
press fit.
If your engine won't run smoothly and
progressively from low to high speed, and
back again as you adjust the needle, you
have a problem that needs fixing before
you fly. A distinct stutter, or complete
drop out of one or more firing strokes,
usually signals an ignition miss. Sagging
off from a peak setting or overheating may
mean over-advance, too lean, or possibly a
mechanical problem/internal friction. But
a "drifty" needle setting, with in-and-out
of four cycle type sounds usually
indicates a mixture problem due to an
engine
or fuel system leak, or fuel
foaming. The Front Rotary Valve (FRV)
Ohlssons definitely
need their little
formed sheet metal restrictor in place to
run WITHOUT pressure. All spraybars
should be installed with the hole (or
holes) at right angles to the airflow, NOT
with the hole facing completely inside the
intake.
Ohlsson tanks used to work great, but
modern gasolines (and of course alcohol)
attack them. Also, an O&R 60 tank only
holds about 15cc which is usually not
enough for Texaco. Install any auxiliary
tank so the fuel draw is from no lower,
and not much farther back than the
original tank, or you're creating a
potential problem. A tank too far aft may
make the engine lean and quit on
acceleration, especially if hand-launched.

Don't ruin an O&R sideport by cutting
off the intake tube for better
performance. Believe it or not, others
have thought of it before, and there is no
measureable difference, except maybe
harder starting and a possible loss of
Texaco run time due to a little fuel
"bouncing back" out of the intake. If you
need a shorter intake tube to fit in front
of a firewall, try to find one of the many
O&R's with the tube already cut. Its
possible to replace shortened intake
tubes, but that's another subject, and the
replacement won't be cast into the case
like the originals.
Sometimes the fuel line keeps popping
off a FRV engine, or a sideport with
auxiliary tank. A sweat-soldered fuel
line barb solves the problem. These come
packaged as Du-Bro 1/8" fuel line barbs,
catalog # 512. Remove the spraybar and
prep it for solder, along with the barb.
Leave a bit of the barb hanging off the
end, and feed just a tiny bit of fine
electronic solder wire from the I.D. side
for a neat job.

RESULTS OF THE 1994 RULES BALLOT

The results of the vote on the 1994
Rules Proposals has been received from Karl
Hatrak, SAM's official vote tabulator. The
three proposals submitted for vote were all
R/C changes. The results appear below;
R/C #1 - Add 1/2A Texaco Scale to the
SAM rule book as a special event.
Passed - 295 yes - 14 no votes
R/C #2 - Add Electric R/C Old Timer LMR
and Texaco to the rule book as special
events.
Passed - 265 yes - 45 no votes.
R/C #3 - Change LER run times for
Ignition Engines.
Passed - 215 yes - 85 no votes
These changes will appear in the 1994 Rule
Book

OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS # 10
DeLong-30
By Charlie Bruce
The engine which bears his
name was designed by Joe
DeLong, the "D" of "D&S".
(The "S" was Bob Steele) The
DeLong & Steele partnership
produced the D&S engines of
These eventually
1939-40.
became the Cannon engines,
but
that's another story.
The Delong 30 was produced
and sold by Super Motors,
Inc. of Cleveland, Ohio
Charlie Bruce beginning with the sand
cast model in 1945 and followed by the
die cast version in 1946. Most of the
production was of the die cast engine.
There were other Delong engines; a 45, a
60, a 30 diesel, and a glow model 30, but
these are rare birds so we'll confine this
analysis to the die cast Delong 30 spark
engine. It has a rear rotary disc valve
induction system with an aluminum fuel
tank hung from the venturi, a lapped steel
piston and plain bearing crankshaft. The
motor mounts are quite high above the
crank centerline.
The engine would not turn up with the
large diameter props of the era, but ran
well in control line speed models.
Personally I never could get one to run as
well as a Forster or Torpedo. Perhaps it
is the unusual metallurgy of a tool steel
piston running in a cast iron sleeve, or
maybe I've just never had a good one! My
test runs for this article turned out
poorly even though the test engine seemed
to be in good shape.

DISASSEMBLY:
required.

No

special tools are

FUEL TANK: The fuel tank is held to the
tank top by a long 6-32 screw with a
washer gasket under the nut. There's no
gasket at the top. Some engines have a
piece of aluminum tube around the screw
(inside the tank) to prevent crushing the
thin aluminum tank by over-tightening the
screw. The needle valve body retains the
tank top to the venturi with nuts top and
bottom. There is a short neoprene fuel
line to reach the bottom of the tank.
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The venturi is threaded into the backplate
and held with a lock nut. Usually there
is no reason to remove the venturi.

BACKPLATE: The backplate ears are very
thin and easily broken. There is a thin
paper gasket. If the backplate is stuck,
warm it up a bit and remove the cylinder.
With a small hardwood stick, carefully pry
between the crankshaft and rotor disc to
loosen the backplate. The steel rotor disc
is held to the backplate by a headed pin,
pressed into the backplate. There is no
shim between the rotor and backplate. If
you disassemble these pieces, be sure to
warm up the backplate first and use the
correct size punch to remove the pin. The
disc should be backed up with a flat plate
with a hole in it to clear the pin head.
TIMER: The timer arm is retained by two
2-56 screws passing thru the timer case
and threading into the timer arm (similar
to the 0&R). Remove these screws and
rotate the timer to pull the moving point
tail out of the bearing notch, and slide
the timer off.
CYLINDER HEAD: The head is retained by
four 4-40 screws. There is no gasket, the
head being lapped to the sleeve flange
face. The head is symmetrical.
CYLINDER: There are four 4-40 hex head
bolts holding the cylinder to the case
flange. The hex is 3/16", use a proper
size wrench, NOT pliers on these. There is
a thin paper gasket. The cast iron sleeve
is a shrink fit into the cylinder casting.
There is little reason to remove it, but
if you do, you will have to heat the
cylinder quite hot and press it out with a
proper size bushing removal tool. The
sleeve is thin cast iron and easily
broken.
INTERNALS: The piston has brass end
pads. The con rod is bushed at the bottom
end, and one side is chamfered. The
crankshaft will slip out the back with no
loose parts.
RE-ASSEMBLY:
Reverse the disassembly
with the following tricky parts to be
watched carefully. If you removed the
rotor disc and pin, slide a 0.002 to 0.005
piece of shim stock between the rotor disc
and backplate when pressing in....
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DELONG - 30(cont'd.)

....the rotor pin, then remove to give
clearance for the rotor disc. It MUST
turn freely!
The chamfered side of the rod bearing goes
toward the crankshaft.
Be extremely careful to see that the crank
pin engages the drive slot in the rotor
disc when installing the backplate. Be
sure the gasket surface seats all around
before tightening the screws. The ears are
very delicate.
Note that the exhaust must be on the left
side as you face the engine so that the
bypass will line up to the crankcase. And
as usual, the wide side of the piston
baffle cut goes toward the exhaust.
The spark plug is V-2 or VR-2, with a gap
of 0.010 to 0.012. The point gap is the
same.
I do not know of any source for repro
parts for Delongs, but the engines appear
for sale regularly at MECA collectos.

Test Runs:
My engine doesn't perform well, hopefully
yours is better. All tests on 3/1 gas &
oil.
10/6 Top Flite PP
10/4 RevUp
9/4 RevUp

6100 RPM
7000 RPM
11000 RPM

Helpful Hint: This one's from Hal Tilley,
Lynn, MA and Wes Pettinger, Richardson,
TX.: To loosen a gummed stuck engine, use
"Kroil" penetrant made by Kano Labs, Inc.,
Nashville, TN. This stuff really works.
After a short soak with Kroil in all
available openings, most engines turn
loose and rotate by putting on a prop.
Stubborn ones may need to be warmed up,
but don't use a fire; Kroil burns very
well. If you are going to run the engine,
I
still recommend at least a partial
disassembly and thorough clean up. Kroil
comes in a squirt can or aerosol.
Next Analysis: Dennymite
Charlie Bruce
Rt 1, Box 766
Milano, TX 76556
(5 1 2) 455-9543
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AN INTERESTING LETTER Was received from
Gerhard Everwyn of Germany to both SAM and
MECA members worldwide concerning the Oct.
30-31 Model Aeroplane and Engine
Collectors Exhibition and Swap Meet to be
held in the 1912 Royal Bavarian
"Flugwerft", located in Oberschleissheim.
Oberschleissheim is just North of Munchen,
in Bavaria, Germany.
Your host is Josef Krauthauser, and his
address is: "Werftladen", Effnerstrasse
18, 8042 Oberschleissheim, Germany, phone
MUNICH 3152503, fax MUNICH 3152505. He
operates the aviation book-shop in the
"Flugwerft" and is your man-on-the-spot.
Gerhard suggests to arrive in the course
of Friday, Oct 29 to set up and get to
know each other. Saturday, Oct. 30 and
Sunday Oct.31 will be the main display and
trading days. Monday, Nov. 1, a public
holiday in Bavaria, would be excellent for
gradually packing up and departing.
They see no objection to model flying on
the adjacent field for towline gliders,
rubber jobs and compressed air models, but
PLEASE do not try U-Control or R/C Stunt
as they do not wish to risk complaints on
their first turn-out at this site.
For those who might get tired of models
and their engines, there is the museum
proper, full-size gliding and flying on
the Aerodrome, where trips may be booked.
This, of course depends on the weather;
and then there are the Royal Bavarian
Gardens with
three palaces and their
collections.
Something surely, for the
whole family.
For those of you who are intending a
European visit this Fall, this sounds like
a super choice to your editor. In looking
over the brochure enclosed from the
Museum,
Deutsches
this
looks like a
fascinating
tour.
For anyone who has
visited Britain, this place is very
similar to the British Science Museum's
Wroughton, Wilts outstation.
They have a collection of over 25
aircraft
in superbly restored historic
airfield
buildings,
complete
with
a
preserved
control
tower and
hangar
complex.

R/C NEWS & VIEWS
SAM LIVES ON LONG ISLAND! On August 7th

& 8th it certainly appeared that there has
been a tremendous resurgence of interest
in model flying on "The Island" with the
Annual SAM-75 contest held at Calverton.
Although not the "mobs" that beseiged us
back in the late '30's, a very respectable
crowd of spectators was on hand to view
some really GREAT flying by members of SAM
flyers from Canada to Florida, highlighted
on Saturday by a visit from Henry Struck
with his famous "Record-Hound", and
followed on Sunday by some rather
fantastic flying by Joe Kovel with his
world famous KG-2, now powered by a
4-stroker.

Joe Hovel (on left) consults with Norm
Rosenstock prior to "firing-up" his famous
KG-2. Bill Kimbell photo

Henry Struck posing for some pictures
with his original Record Hound.
Joe scrutinizes Larry Davidson while he
attempts landing the KG. This thing
REALLY wants to fly, and Larry finally got
her down on the fifth try. This is TRULY
Old-Timer flyin'. Bill Kimbell photo

"

The collection of "Hounds" seen at the
meet. Henry however, "stole-the-show".
As usual, Henry's charm and general
good-nature drew a good crowd plus quite a
group
of photographers and general
"picture-snappers".
His gracious manner
was appreciated by all as was his patience
out there under a VERY hot sun. He's
surely one of the great gentlemen, and a
credit to our hobby.

Fred Quedenfeld releases Dan Schneider's
Dallaire. Dan took first in Antique with
this "bird". Bill Kimbell photo
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1993 SAM 75 5TH ANNUAL R/C ASSIST CONTEST
LIST OF WINNERS/TIMES

That there are still
far too many of our members who have not
yet paid their dues for 1993! Gee whiz
guys, it's now AUGUST meaning that some 8
months have gone by since they were due.

THE RECORD SHOWS

TEXACO
Fred Mulholland
Norm Rosenstock
Pete Rafferty

MIMS.

SECS.

32
24
18

.46
.40
.28

30
27
26

.00
.23
.06

1/2-A TEXACO
Prank Ryan
Norm Rosenstock
Pet* Rafferty
60 SECOND CABIN
32

.21

29

.41

19

.30

21
20
19

.00
.43
.33

Tort Hunt (won by coin toss) 30
30
Bob Aberle
27
Toe Ray

.00
.00
.30

Dan Masa
Fred Hulholland
Herb Walters

Granted, we all have lots of things to
do, places to go and, if you're lucky,
orgies to attend, but let's not EMPHASIZE
the fact that many of us are enlightened
(senior) citizens in whom the SECOND thing
(memory) has been lost!

LER ELECTRIC
Bob Aberle
Toe Hunt
Tom Ray
ELECTRIC TEXACO

A TEXACO
Dan Kass

29

Norm Rosanatock
John Sullivan

25

.60
.75

23

.06

25
24
22

.25
.56
.66

Mike Salvador
Larry Davidson

32

Pete Rafferty

29

.06
.05
.20

Fred Kulholland
Nike Salvador

24

.76

23

.56

Pete Rafferty

15

.66

ANTIQUE
Dan Schneider
Herb Walters
Fred Mulholland

Dues are the "life-blood" of SAM,
without which there would be NONE of the
benefits your membership brings you,
including this "hallmark" publication.
In my brief tenure as your Editor, I
have had the pleasure of meeting some of
the greatest people in the world, SAM
members, and personally I would hate to
see this fine body of REAL people disband
due only to a lack of funds, so let's get
it together and RENEW those memberships.
Remember, my salary ($000,000) depends on
it!

A/B GLO LER

30

A/B ICY. LER

C 3L0 LER
Mike Salvador
Fred Kulholland
Bob Peru

25
25
24

.75
.13
.11

26
26
25

.46
.15
.56

18
16

.36
.92
.33

C IGN. LER
Bob Aborts

Fred Mulholland
Bob Peru
BROWN JR.
Fred Mulholland
Walt Geary
Mike Salvador

11

1/2-A TEXACO SCALE
Mike Salvador
Walt Geary
Dan Maas

17

.9 1

16
16

.33
.28

HIGH POINT CHAMPION Fred Mulholland

Fred Mulholland receiving his High Point

Championship Trophy from SAM-75's Larry
Davidson. Neil Markee photo
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Sure hope I'm
NOW; BACK TO SAM-75•
not boring you, but this meet was what I
call: "A photographer's DREAM!", so let's
go:

The
"SAM-Ballet"
with Joe
Whitney's
Kerewap being launched for an official in
1/2-A Texaco.
Kimbell photo.
Bob Peru's Hornet-powered Bomber being
released by Bob Aberle. Reid photo.

Joe Bechar, our AMA District II "veep"
gets ready for that elusive "max". Joe
gave us all a start by "buzzing" the
compound!
Neil Markee photo.

Mort Ross holds while Ralph Clemens
tunes-up his Playboy, Sr. for another
flight. Markee photo.

Norm Rosenstock releases Fred Mulholland's
Class "C" Ignition for one of his winning
flights. An "alert" Larry Davidson and
Mildred Granieri time. Kimbell photo.

Tom Hunt readies his winning Electric
Texaco. Tom took first after a
"coin-toss" with Flying Models Editor Bob
Aberle. Markee photo.

RARE OLD TIMER COLUMN
TURNING BACK THE CLOCK
During the visit of Joe
Kovel at the SAM-75 meet,
he informed me of his
association with the
"Cradle of Aviation" at
Mitchell Field asking me
if I could make some
photo-prints for them.
Much to my surprise, the
negatives he sent me were
of GLASS, which luckily I
the capability to
had
reproduce.
These were
in pretty good
still
condition, so I have taken
the liberty of including
two of them on this page.
Copies were also donated
to the Museum on behalf of
SAM SPEAKS and its
members.

Joe Kovel preparing the original KG-1 for flight at
Mitchell Field, Long Island. Charles H. Grant is the
interested observer. This photograph was taken in 1932,
and it's inteesting to note the "formal" attire of these
two.

Could best
A MAN OF FASHION
describe this photograph of a young
Joe Kovel, fueling up his Brown Jr.
for another flight with the reknown
KG-1.
We don't know what previously had
occupied that fuel bottle, but I'm
sure it wasn't orange juice. A
particulary
"quaint" touch is the
eyedropper used to fill that rather
adequate fuel tank. How many of us
started in a similar fashion; must
have taken considerable time for a
"fill-up".
I particularly like the "togs", but
I know if I ever dressed like that to
fly, my mama would've KILLED me.
I would like to thank both Joe and
the museum for the opportunity to see
and work with these marvelous old
negatives, and would encourage you to
take the time to visit this historic
monument to aviation. You definitely
won't be disappointed!
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PHOTO ALBUM

LOOKING BACK:
In a nice letter from
John Worth, President of the Vintage RC
Society in Fairfax, VA John enclosed a
photograph of Bob Scott from Park Ridge,
Illinois taken at the "66 Nationals.
Of particular interest
is that
super-streamlined" station wagon, which
is, in actuality a 1915 Model-T Ford.(bet
THIS is worth a few bucks today!)

COMMENTS FROM BOHEMIA From Rado Cizek of
SAM-95 in the Czech Republic, comes this
photo of Franta Dvorak with his Kane
glider, the most popular design in that
part of Europe. SAM- 95 is a new chapter,
and now boasts a membership of 52. The
Kane was designed by Cizek in 1948.

"

The model Bob is holding is a Super
Quaker, powered by an Ohlsson-60, and the
photographer is John Schneider, a
well-known photographer of the day, now
retired and living in Florida.

SPANNING THE GLOBE ...
We now go
"down-under"
to Adrian Bryant from
Australia who sends us a photograph of
himself with his Class "D" 1933 World
Record Holder.
Adrian says that the model is very
competitive, especially when fitted with a
single bladed folding prop. The original
established its history with a flight of
38.50 minutes, and this model appears to
be of the same caliber.

It's interesting to note the SAM-95-07 on
the right wingtip. Now, THAT'S loyalty!

I WAS SADDENED TO HEAR from Jerry
Stoloff that Phil ("Pinky") Fruchtman had
recently passed away.
Pinky was a very active Brooklyn
Skyscraper during the "golden years" and
played an active role in the
accomplishments of that group. He will be
sorely missed by those who knew him by his
humor and accomplishments. Phil was the
designer of the "Flounder", which appeared
in the August 1941 issue of Model Airplane
News.

AMONG THE MISSING At least to me and the
aforementioned Jerry Stoloff is Maurice
(Maury) Schoenbrun,another VERY active
designer, builder and flyer of the same
era.
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R/C NEWS & VIEWS

Comes this word from Bob Aberle, Editor of Flying
ON THE WORLD OF ELECTRIC FLYING:
Models magazine on the generally accepted Old Timer Rules that were recently voted on via
the ballot appearing in SAM SPEAKS:

Currently popular LMR motor/prop choice .. Astro Cobalt FAI-05 geared, using a Zinger 12
x 10 thinned prop .. start up current draw, on a 7-cell-800 pack, is in the order of 30-32
Amps. .. motor run allotted time is 75 seconds.
Currently popular Electric Texaco motor is a 27-turn Trinity special winding using a
Master Airscrew 3.5/1 gear box and either a REV-UP 11 x 6 EW or a Taipan 11 x 7. Current
draw at start up is around 7 Amps. and usual total motor run time, on a 7-cell-800, is
around 7-8 minutes.
Still trying to improve over last years successes, Tom Hunt and I fed all of out Old
Timer model/motor/prop/battery data to Bob Kress of Kress Jets Inc., 500 Ulster Landing
Road, Saugerties, NY 12477 (tele: 914-336-8149 or FAX 914 - 336 - 5975).
Bob has developed a new all-encompassing electric power computer analysis program
(called ELECTRO FLIGHT DESIGN, ver. 1.0) which he is now selling for IBM or IBM compatible
P/C's with WINDOWS. Knowing that we were looking for every possible improvement in
performance, Bob came up with some startling suggestions. For the 1993 flying season Tom
and I chose to go this route. The suggestions are as follows:
Use a Trinity 17-turn Sapphire ferrite motor with a Master
LMR ELECTRIC OLD-TIMER:
Airscrew 3.5 to 1 gear box and a Zinger 13 x 8 prop that has been considerably
thinned-down on the rear side of the blade. Prop RPM at the start, with a 7-cell-800 pack,
will be 4800 with a starting current of approx. 30-32 Amps. With a good strong SR SAM-800
7-cell pack, you can obtain the 90 second ferrite motor run time. In practice this has
worked out perfectly for me. In the first two SAM contests entered this year, I took first
place with my Lanzo Electric Bomber with three max's each time. Weight of the Bomber for
the LMR event is 36.8 ounces. The bottom line is that you can get higher in 90 seconds
with this ferrite, than you can get in 75 second run time with a cobalt. In most fly-off
rounds, you will get u 45 second motor run time, while the cobalt gets only 38 seconds.
The extra 7 seconds will really give you the edge in a fly-off. Weight: 1.3 ounces
less than a cobalt.

ELECTRIC TEXACO: The real surprise here is the choice of a Graupner Speed 400 motor
(surprisingly light weight) and a Graupner 6 to 1 gear box swinger a Zinger 14 x 8 thinned
prop. This prop turns only 2500 RPM @ 4.6 Amps. at the start using a fully-charged 7
cell-800 battery pack. Motor runs of up to 12 minutes plus are easy with this combination.
Tom Hunt's KERSWAP @ 39 ounces and my own Lanzo BOMBER @ 35 ounces, both easily obtained
two 15 minute max's at the recent SAM-75 contest. Both of us had several minutes of run
time remaining after the 15 minute period was up. Despite the low RPM's, Tom and I were
able to ROG our models (off low-cut grass) in about 50 feet. Altitudes of 500-600 feet are
usual after an initial 3 - 4 minute motor run. The key point of this combination is that it
will easily get you the two max's so that you can be assured of getting into the fly-off
round, at which point you will have enough reserve to get into the 20-30 minute flight
times. Weight: 4.4 ounces LESS than a cobalt (I had to ballast my BOMBER back up to the 35
ounce minimum weight!)
Bob Kress, of Kress Jets, Inc., has agreed to make available both of these motor
systems(motors and gear boxes) all set-up, timed and ready to run for very attractive
prices. Contact him for details and delivery dates.
Ed. Note: It took a coin-toss to determine the winner between Bob and Tom: Bob LOST!

SAM-56 AND MORE GOOD STUFF Once again
Jim Kutkuhn comes across with his "WHAM"
newsletter which is always full of some
good articles as well as "how-to-do-it
articles. This one particularly interested
me:
"THE WAKEFIELD TROPHY MYTH"
The world of model aviation has its myths
too. Quite differently from other myths,
which are created and magnified by
fanciful poets and writers, the Wakefield
TROPHY myth is based on indisputable
facts.
About the end of the '20s, exactly in
1927, the English SMAE organization
charged an ad hoc commiittee to define a
set of rules for a possible competition
for model aircraft.
The following year, 1928, a competition
was organized; it was named after Sir
Charles Wakefield, Chairman of the Castrol
Oil Company. This had elected to sponsor
the new competition, as it had already
done for the development of sporting and
technical endeavors of various kinds.
T.H. Newell, an Englishman, won the
Trophy, far from imagining that the
competition was to become so important.
The date: 22nd Sept. 1922; the place: the
Hendon Aerodrome, where now a RAF museum
is located. Six English models entered the
competition, while a Dutch one was
proxy-flown.
Another Englishman, R.N. Bullock took the
Trophy the following year.
A great surprise characterized the 1930
event. Joe Erhardt from the U.S. won with
a model built with a timber quite unknown
in Europe: BALSA! This arrived in Europe
and in Italy in the following years.
Competition rules were changed several
times in order to improve flight
performances and scoring equity as well.
At the beginning, scoring was based on
the best of three flights; later on, the
average time of three flights was taken
into account.
Also, the maximum flight duration, which
was initially unlimited, was reduced to 5'
and then to 3'.
Even more important is the technical
specification of the model: up to 1938,
the wing area was to be 11.3 square
decimeters as a maximum, while the
stabilizator had no limitation at all. The
amount of rubber was free, but the minimum
all-up weight was limited to 115 grams
until 1934. Since 1937, said weight was
increased to 227 grams.

These minimum weight limits define the
basic classes of Wakefield models; the 4
ounces(115) and the 8 ounces (227 grams).
In any case the cross section of the
fuselage was to be, at least, equal to the
squared length divided by 100.
Rules underwent a basic change in 1954,
because of a decision taken in 1951 by the
CIAM committee of the FAI; the cross
section of the fuselage was reduced to 65
square centimeters, quite independent from
the fuselage length.
The minimum take-off weight was increased
to 230 grams by rounding out the
measurement in English units.
The overall area (wing plus stabilizator)
was to be ranging from 17 to 19 square
decimeters.
Also the concept of maximum flight time
was introduced: 5 minutes. The rise-off
ground procedure was slightly changed too,
as requested by the French; only the
propellor and a wing tip could be touched
at the take off.
In 1954 the rules of the Wakefield Trophy
were entirely altered; ROG was eliminated
and the scoring was based on the sum of
three flights (within the max).
One had returned to the fuselages made
with a stick or a tube as in the
pioneering days, although with improved
performances. Thus the FAI F1B category
was born; its rules are unchanged decades
since.
By eliminating the fuselage, which
represented about 70% of the overall drag,
and by launching the model by hand, an
enormous improvement was obtained as far
as absolute equity was reached, as far as
final scoring is concerned.
Nowadays ties are very frequent, and the
winner is usually established at the last
flight. For this contest, deciding launch,
the maximum flight is increased
or-sometimes-even abolished.
The maximum flight time and the
dethermalizers that it requires, help in
minimizing the loss of models; one can
hardly live without them.
Wakefield type competitions have been run
in the U.S., England and Australia, for
which only the original technical
specifications of the models have been
adhered to; modern flight rules were
adopted because of necessity.
(continued on page 15)
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WAKEFIELD(cont'd.)
In other words, vintage designs and
contemporary rules are the only formula
which can revive the mythical Wakefield
Trophy.
Even with a modernized set of rules, the
Wakefield Trophy will be again extremely
appealing, not only to the genuine
Oldtimers, who will attend Gorizia meeting
in great number, but also to the sincere
fans of authentic aeromodelling. I mean,

FROM THE WORLD OF SAM-21
Dick Lewis
sends his latest newsletter, filled as
usual with local "tid-bits"and a very
interesting article on Glow Plugs from Ann
Bruns, Editor of the M.A.A. Aviator
Newsletter. Interesting reading!

Included in the issue was a fine article
about Chet Lanzo, including the plans for
his Classic, which I have taken the
liberty of including on the following
page.

AEROMODELLING with a capital "A".
Fernando Gale

A "PLUS" FOR SAM-11

During a recent "bull-session" with Joe
Beshar, the "white-haired-knight" of
District II, quite a lively discussion
arose over the current practice of flying
under radio control throughout the entire
flight thus depriving the modeler of the
free-flight challenge and the excitement
it originated.
To illustrate his point, Joe informed me
that on Oct.24, 1993 SAM-11 (The Old Time
Eagles M.A.C.) was having BOTH an R/C
Assist and R/C Assist "Plus" event in
Hope, NJ.

A few notes on the model itself. As with
most old time designs, this model is
short-coupled and was designed for T-56
brown rubber which would deliver fairly
low torque with high winds. Modern rubber
is very high torque and great care must be
taken to slowly increase the turns as you
adjust this model. The wing should be
left whereit is shown on the plans. Do
not shift the wing to balance the
airplane; if it tail heavy, add ballast.
Other modelers have run into adjustment
problems and most have been caused by
shifting the wing. My model flies with 26
strands of 1/8" FAI tan rubber 34" long.
Do not wind over 800 turns.
A REALLY "NICE-LOOKER"

The R/C Assist events are: LER Comb.
ABC,1/2-A Texaco, Brown Jr. and 7-cell
Electric.
For R/C Assist "Plus", the events will
be: LER Comb. ABC, 1/2-A Texaco, Brown Jr.
and 7-cell Electric as above but the rules
for this event are as noted below:
Models are flown Radio Controlled for a
total of 1-1/2 minutes (2-1/2 minutes for
1/2-A Texaco, Electric and Brown Jr.), at
which time the transmitter is handed to
the Timer and the model is allowed to
free-flight. Contestant may retrieve his
TX at any time he desires for his time and
flight score. However, to be official,
the model must be flown back to within the
designated field boundry, otherwise the
score is "0". Highest single official
flight score of 6 attempts counts as the
final event score.
I LIKE this one! Lemme know what YOU
think. B.K.

A
really
nice flyer is this Buzzard
Bombshell "50" by Bob Grzymala of Coram,
NY. Model was built from plans appearing
in R/C Modeler, and is powered by an
O.S.-15. Grzymala photo.

BEFORE YOU GO TO TAFT A final reminder
to watch those "dust-devils". According
to Dr. Will Nakashima, that dust can cause
some SERIOUS problems, so be advised!

NOTE:
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RUBBER REVIEWS
by Ernie Linn

Thought you might be
interested in my response
to Peter Michel's letter
that was released in a
recent SAM SPEAKS.
Dear Peter: Thank you for
very
the
encouraging
letter. Although I never
felt that I belonged in the
same class with Lanzo and Korda, I am
very flattered that you compared me with
them. They were prolific and turned out
lots of good designs.
The Kansas Wakefield was my greatest
success by far. Lots of time was spent
studying Charles H. Grant articles in
Model Airplane News and Frank Zaic's
yearbooks. Grant was too locked in on
stability
for me.
Stability
was
important, but efficient flight and
endurance were my number one goals. Small
details were given lots of attention; like
parasol vs. fuselage mount. I finally
decided that just perhaps a small amount
of lift could be gained, and every little
bit helped, to keep the center of lift low
(and also the center of drag) a high
thrust line, low parasol and polyhedral
wing were used. The deep belly helped
keep the CG and center of lateral area as
near the center line of the rubber motor
as possible. These considerations all
helped achieve stable and efficient
flight, or so I thought.
The landing gear was designed for a 16
inch dia. prop, with a clearance for a 17
inch dia.. That was a MISTAKE! A longer
landing gear located farther back would
have allowed for a folding prop of larger
diameter.
The horizontal stab was limited in 1937
or 1938 to 33% of the wing area, and twin
rudders were adopted to reduce tip spill
on the stab, thus improving stab effect on
pitch stability.
Aspect ratio figures 11 to 1 if you
calculate the average chord divided into
the wing span, which went along

... with the English thinking to the same
extent. The wing airfoil had a longer or
raised undercamber than most airfoils of
the day in 1937, and this was moved
forward to allow a thicker trailing edge
(more warp-resistant). A side benefit of
this was easier construction.
The aspect ratio of 11 on a straight
wing was somewhat of a handicap when the
model landed downwind and flipped over on
it's back, cracking the center dihedral
joint. This can be held to a minimum by
careful attention to wood strength and
joint reinforcement.
Your side and down adjustments sound
about right to me. Sure hope you can get
the best out of this one.

All this designing was done when I was
16 and 17 years old (birth date: Sept. 5,
1920). My folks helped a lot by providing
a good place to work, and the time to do
it right.
Now, about the prop folding and hitting
a landing gear leg. When the 1939 model
incorporated the 17 inch folder, I had the
same problem. The simplest solution
turned out to be backing off the stop
screw for the slack rubber device. This
stopped the shaft from turning with more
tension on the spring, so that the blades
were still biting the air, making a more
positive stop. The last few turns do not
accomplish much, anyway.
Your mention of Lanzo reminded me of our
last meeting at the Taft, CA U.S. Free
Flight Championships. Bill Cushenbery and
Chris Christensen had a 20 foot square
canopy that Bill, Chris, myself, Sal
Taibi, Tom McCoy, Chet and others spent
the weekend under. Anyway, Bill's K/W
easily completed three five minute max's
and a four minute, 12 second flyoff flight
for second place in the 50th Anniversary
Wakefield event.
I timed his second
flight.
He R.O.G'd and the plane made a
whistling sound as it headed for a large
thermal that was occupied by several
rubber models for several minutes. Fifty
eight seconds later, he was chasing tails
with the others.
I can remember seeing
heads turn to see what was making all this
noise when Bill's K/W started it's climb.
(continued on page 18)

RUBBER COLUMNS
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ERNIE LINN (cont'd.)

THOUGHTS ON AN EDITOR'S "VACATION:"

One of the guys watching was Chet. When
the climb was under way, he got up from
his chair and came over to me and said,
"Erniee,
you sure have a good flying
airplane there".
To say that he made my
day would be a gross understatement. He
made our trip to California for me. A few
months later Chet died. He was 75 years
old.

There are times during the year (usually
in the Spring or early Fall) that your
editor and his long-suffering wife„ feel
the urge to leave Long Island and venture
to the far off hills of Eastern
Pennsylvania to visit our now-grown
grandson.

Just a bit on Chet's flying. He was
entered in the same event against
Cushenbery. He had two (5) minute max's,
but failed to put in a third flight. To
back up a little, he was showing his neat
mechanical timer on his Classic to Sal
Taibi (Sal later told me) and was telling
Sal how accurate it was. After this, he
put up his second maxx, but forgot to
start his super timer. The model was up
over twenty minutes as I recall, and
another modeler retrieved and returned
itt, but it was too late for Chet to put
in his third flight. He sure proved to me
that he was still a tough competitor.
In conclusion, Cushenbery gets more out
of his K/W than I ever did by a
substantial margin. He is a frequent
winner where the competition is tough.
I've watched him and asked questions, and
he showed me how he braids rubber, and it
sure works.
I'm anxious to hear how your K/W makes
out. David Baker told me at Jean, Nevada,
that at least three other chaps are flying
K/W's in England

So it was, that from Aug. 25th to Aug.
30th, we loaded up the "wagon" and hied
ourselves Westward.
Now normally, I had never thought of
doing any flying while on these visits,
since the winds, like L.I. were usually
between 15-25 mph, and the farmlands with
their corn crops would pose a FORMIDABLE
problem in retrieval.
But THIS year, even as I am writing this
by the air conditioner in my
daughter-in-law's kitchen, the weather is
HOT, and the winds are NON-EXISTANT! Even
many of the fields have already been
harvested, offering acres of good flying
opportunities!
This just goes to prove that: "There
ain't no justice", and perhaps I had
better take up basket-weaving to avoid the
many frustrations of this hobby.
Anyone for shuffleboard?

THE "OLD-RULER"
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HAL STSWART. 6198 SPEACN DRIVE, MALIMINSVILLE, N.Y. 13027

I particularly like this picture of the
"Master", Henry Struck, as he contemplates
the flying at the recent SAM-75 contest.
One of the greatest ever. Kimbell photo
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OLD
TIMER

FLYING SCALE
letters
Photos and
received recently include
two outstanding old time
flying scale Jumbo size
rubber models.
FOKKER
HETHERINGTON'S
Photo #1 shows
TRIPLANE:
Mike Hetherington's
45"
span rubber powered Fokker
Triplane in flight at Old
Warden. This geat photo of
the model's maiden flight
By Jim Alaback
was taken by Alex Imrie,
Aeromodeller old timer columnistt, who
sent this information on Mike's model:

Photo #2
"The English and Europeans fly a rubber
scale SAM event which they call Jumbo
Rubber. The models must have a minimum
40" span, and can be scaled up from any
rubber scale model published before 1951.
I am enclosing photos of my Rearwin
Speedster which has a 42" span, scaled up
from an Earl Stahl design. I flew this
model in the English SAM Champs at Middle
Wallop to fourth place, and to third place
at the August 1992 SAM International at
Gorizia, Italy. The Rearwin is a solid
minute-and-a-half model without any
thermal help".
Tom's model was a special challenge
since it had to be built to disassemble
for transportation in a carrying case.

"It is a textbook example of the art of
building a model as it was at the time.
Built exactly as per the instructions in
Joe Ott's 1931 book, Model Airplanes Building and Flying. No attempt to update
anything, truly a "vintage" flying scale
model.

OLD TIME SCALE MODEL KITS: Picture # 3
represents quite a contrast from the two
preceding ones. It is a 12-inch wingspan
"Polish Fighter" which I built from a
reproduction pre-war 10-cent Megow kit
purchased from Scale Flight Model Co.

"Mike is keen on Jumbo-size, and
previously made Joe Ott's Stinson in
45-inch span.
He has done the same now
with the Triplane.
It uses 1-3/4 ounces
of rubber, one ounce nose ballast; 6
ounces all up.
He flew it first at Old
Warden.
It went well and looks lovely and
slow in flight."
McCOY'S REARWIN SPEEDSTER:
Photo #2
shows Tom McCoy with his rubber job, a
Stahl-designed Rearwin Speedster which Tom
has scaled up to 42 inches wing span.
Here's Tom's story on it:

Photo #3

KORDA(cont'd. from page 5)
They are absolutely gorgeous.
Jim
contributed these plaques so as to be a
part of the occasion. The winners will
certainly cherish these awards.
Mike Fulmer, Curator of,and representing
the AMA presented to Dick Korda a special
AMA Achievement Award. It was a beautiful
plaque, and it was Dick's day. To prove
it, Dick was the first to make an official
flight, and promptly ,axed, landing
smack-dab in the middle of the grass
airstrip. It was awe inspiring! Dick was
tough to beat a half century ago, and he
is still tough to beat today!
The Shelby Airport is rectangular, with
the longest direction running North and
South. A concrete runway borders the East
side and a very wide grass strip borders
the West side. A long triangular farm
field separates the two runways. The crop
last year was corn, and normally the
farmer rotates from corn to beans.
Unfortunately, this year he planted corn
AGAIN! UGH!!! The Northwest corner of the
field has a very nice pond, and along the
East side were homes surrounded by many
trees. The South side was bordered by
corn fields, and the West side was
bordered by a HUGE bean field. The North
side is bordered by Route 39 and MORE corn
fields. Tom McCoy recommended a
two-minute max for the Wakefield rounds,
which turned out to be just right.

That ended Joe's chances for the
fly-offs. Jim Adams' model landed in the
pond, and young Curtise Grimes swam out
and retrieved it, for which Jim gave him
five dollars. Cleland Wingert, the owner
of the airport told Curtise that there are
24-inch cat fish in the pond, to which
Curtise replied,"I'll NEVER swim out there
for another model".
Out of 17 Wakefield flyers on Wednesday,
eight maxed out. The fly-off would be
flown in the evening after the bean feed.
The R/C-Assist boys were hard at it all
day. In the Glow Combined & A Diesel, the
largest event flown that day, 19 entered
and 18 flew. Five contestants maxed out.
Larry Latowski of Battle Creek, MI won
first place. A well-deserved win!
There was one problem on Wednesday. The
concession wagon did not show up! There
were a lot of hungry contestants and
spectators, about 100 people. However,
the bean feed turned out to be a roaring
success. The local IGA store provided
roasted chicken, keilbasa links, buns and
cole slaw, and of course we had baked
beans. The SAM-39 wives provided desserts
and iced tea. Soda pop and coffee rounded
out the menu. Two guys who were
spectators helped to cook the keilbasa. It
seemed that most pf the people attending,
wanted to be a part of this tribute to
Dick Korda. The food must have been good
because there were a lot of smiling faces.

Wednesday, the wind was light Northeast,
and the day was sunny and warm. Just
perfect conditions for the Wakefield
models. WRONG!!! The wind was also
VARIABLE; you guessed it! Most of the 17
models flown landed in the triangular corn
field. Many a friendship was made in that
field while searching for models. John
Delagrange's 10-year old grandson, Curtise
Grimes helped Dick Korda search for his
model. Curtise did not find it, but Dick
gave him a dollar for his help. Dick then
asked Tom McCoy, while searching for his
model, when the fly-offs were, and he
replied,"After we find your model".

John Delagrange was the Contest Director
for the Brown, Jr. event which was held
immediately after the bean feed. It was
the second largest R/C-Assist event flown
on Wednesday. Twenty three entered and
sixteen contestants flew. It was quite a
sight to see the flight line. When all
the putt-putting of the Browns was
silenced, Fred Mulholland of Tampa, FL was
the winner with a winning time of 13
minutes and 49 seconds, flying a Miss
Fortune X. The closest competitor was
Jack Ross of Huron, OH with 8 minutes ans
25 seconds flying a Thermal Magnet.

Only two Wakefields were claimed by the
corn on Wednesday. Joe Macay's luck was
not to land in the cornfield, but in the
top of a tree, some 75 feet up!

After the Brown Jr. Event, the flyoff
for the Korda Wakefield Event began. Dick
Korda and seven other contestants flew.
After all the models were flown, and some
were removed from the cornfield. Bud Romak
from California won first place ....
(nvPr nIppap)

KORDA (cont'd)
...with a time of 167 seconds, but Dick
Korda came in second with a time of 163
seconds! Pretty good for a guy who has
not built or flown a model airplane in
forty years. That's a great effort! It's
difficult to describe his second place
win,
since Dick is suffering from
Parkinson's disease,
which causes his
hands to shake.
Just think of the
problems he had building his model under
such a handicap. Then, with only one test
flight, compete with that model and beat
the hell out of fifteen other contestants,
some of whom are very good rubber flyers.
What an effort by one fine gentleman, and
STILL a champion after half a century...
Dick Korda!
Thursday morning arrived with great
expectations for the Korda Wakefield
contestants.
A brand-new Korda Wakefield
Early in the
Event will be flown!
morning, Joe Williams from Brookville, PA,
along with John Delagrange were
desperately trying to help Joe Macey
remove his model from the top of a tree.
No luck, so Joe could not compete that
day.
Back at the field, the spectator crowd
was not as large as it had been on
Wednesday, but Dick did not care, since
two very old friends, George Reich and
John Wallschlager fellow Balsa Butchers
had arrived. George is Dick's brotherin- law, and a fellow Wakefield champion
of 1961. How about that? TWO Wakefield
Champions in one family, and together at
the Commemorative. Dick was very happy to
see John Wallschlager and said,"You can't
trust John, he even pulled practical jokes
on his own mother". Alomg with Howard
Robinson and Joe Elgin, Dick had his old
friends of years ago around him. A happy
time for all of them!
The morning was sunny and warm, but the
wind shifted
180 degrees out of the
Southwest.
If you were lucky, your
Wakefield COULD land on the airstrip. No
such luck! There was a more westerly wind
aloft which pushed the models not only
into the corn field, but also into the
trees along the East side of the airport.
Most of the Wakefield models landed near
the R/C Assist pit area.

Mike Granieri yelled to one of the
flyers, "Your model is down this row of
corn", and pretty soon the modeler came
out with the plane. That sort of sums up
the Wakefield flying:"LAUNCH AND SEARCH".
No one seemed to mind. Wasn't it that way
over fifty years ago?
Warren Weisenbach from Cleveland, OH saw
Dick Korda giving instructions to George
Reich on how to use a digital stop watch.

Bud Romak and Dick Korda discussing some
adjustments at the Commemorative.
He wanted George to time his flight. As
Dick launched, John Wallschlager pointed
to Dick's model with his cane. Warren
said, "What a great photo that would have
made", but he didn't have his camera.
George Reich helped search for models in
the corn field. Not every day do you get a
Wakefield Champion helping you look for
your model? These guys were having one
wonderful time.
After two days of blown rubber motors,
Jim Adams maxed and lost his model in a
high corn field. He was so wound up, you
would have thought he won first place both
days!

Another happy man was an elderly
gentleman in his late 80's, from
Cincinnati, OH who came to watch the
"kids" fly their rubber models. This same
gentleman considered the 78-year old Korda
and his fellow flyers as just that:
"KIDS". He was so grateful to meet Dick
and George, that he donated 10 dollars
toward
the operational cost of the
contest. He also wanted to be a part of
this great tribute to Dick!
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KORDA (cont'd.)

Dick Korda packing in the turns on his
1993 Korda rubber job. Howard Robinson
holds the model for him.
The
largest flown event for the
R/C-Assist contestants was 1/2-A Texaco.
Twenty two entered and sixteen flew in
this event. Larry Latowski won first
place with a max time of 1800 seconds.
Fred Mulholland came in second with 1653.
Just about all of the contestants were
pretty well worn out from the long day of
activity on Wednesday. Some tried to fly
Wakefield AND R/C events; just too much to
do!
The R/C contestants finished flying at
about 3:00 o'clock. They received their
awards and started on their long journeys
home.

Joe Elgin and Mrs. Elgin with his R/C
"Playboy", ready to fly. In the
background you see the "dreaded pond".
Tom McCoy arrived at the R/C pit area
and asked where everyone had gone. He was
informed that the contest was completed.
Tom being the Contest Director for
Thursday's Wakefield Event was concerned

Sept.-

Oct. 1993

...that
the
awards for Wednesday and
Thursday had not been presented, and
said,"All the Wakefield flyers were
helping recover models in the trees and
cornfields on the East side of the
airport", and suggested that we take the
awards and present them at the recovery
area, or as Tom stated:"The crash site".
Sure enough; there were all the
contestants' cars parked along the East
side of the airport. Howard Robinson's
model was in a tree in somebody's yard,
and there was a High Ranger (bucket truck)
in the front yard with a guy trying to
dislodge the model. He finally got it
down in good shape. Howard had maxed out
and was ready for the fly-offs. Dick
Thompson's model was further back in the
woods, also up a tree. He had also maxed
out and was Howard's competitor in the
fly-offs. Dick asked Warren Weisenbach to
climb the tree, but he had already told
Joe Macay he would climb for his model.
Warren said,"I only have energy for ONE
tree climb per contest". Joe Macay was
very happy to finally get his model, but
Warren was a very tired "puppy". Dick
eventually got his plane too.
Well, all this set the stage for
presenting the Wakefield awards at the
crash-site". First Howard Robinson
returned with his model and his search
group. Then, the Joe Macay group returned,
and there were enough Wakefield flyers for
the award presentation. Dick Korda
presented the first place plaque and an
altimeter clock to Bud Romak for his
winning flight on Wednesday. Dick
suggested that he should have at least a
5-second HANDICAP. That would have put
Dick in first place. (just a joke folks)
However, he received for second place, a
Gypsy Wakefield kit by Campbell, which
Dick autographed and gave to his
corn-searching buddy, 10-year old Curtise
Grimes.
"

Since Dick Thompson had not returned
with his model, there could not be any
fly-off as it was getting late. Tom McCoy
declared Howard Robinson and Dick Thompson
co-winners. Howard received plaque and
Dick
the
altimeter clock
plus a
Peck-Polymer Convertible kit. Also, Dick
gets visitation
rights
to
view the
plaque.
The rest of the awards were then
presented.

Sept.- Oct.199)
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NOW...LET'S GO SOUTH

It was a happy but yet a sad time
watching Dick Korda walking off with his
George Reich, John
old buddies
Wallschlager and Howard Robinson toward
their cars. Dick turned and waved to
everyone.

To an old buddy
Jerry Stoloff who writes me from Tamarac,
FL, and included some photographs both old
and new.

,

This report began with words spoken by
Dick, and will end with those of Dick to
Warren Weisenbach:"I will never forget
this moment".

Some of the photos have not weathered
well, but I selected one, dated 1936 from
"somewhere" on Long Island (probably
Hicksville) of him with a rubber-powered
stick model. He was a SKINNY bugger in
those days! Note the FOLDING prop!

MY THANKS TO "BUCKY" WALTER

For the
time and effort taken to compile this fine
report. I personally wish that it were
possible for me to have attended.

You readers will have noticed by this
time that this issue has been expanded to
28 pages, a move that we hope will be a
permanent one. Your responses (all
positive), coupled with the FINE material
furnished to me have made this
being
As my wife has said, "It's a
possible.
good thing you've got a shop FULL of
models, since with this job, you wouldn't
have time to do SQUAT!" Ain't it the
truth?
To make room for all the "Nostalgia" in
this issue, I've decided not to include my
rather "mundane" editorial this issue.
(Don't all applaude at once) Don't get
TOO cocky however, since the Nov.-Dec. one
promises to be a "Doosey" ('member that
word?)

Compare that skinny kid with the "sveldt"
and mature? Jerry of today shown holding
his own design "Yogi" which he flies R/C
today. This was a 1944 design (John Pond
plan 39B2) which, though not Old Timer is
nonetheless an interesting (but weird)
model.
I'm tempted to give this thing a
shot!

Enough of this nonsense, let's get back
to: "a more meaningful relationship!"

"SCOTTY" MURRAY REMEMBERED The inquiries
about Gordon "Scotty" Murray in my last
issue, resulted in excellent "feedback" by
both Ray Skeen and Frank Bemiss who was an
old schoolmate of Scotty's. Both included
articles from a 1942 Air Trails Magazine
which told of his tragic demise off the
island of Malta after being shot while
parachuting from his crippled Spitfire.
Scotty came to this country from
Glasgow, Scotland at age 11, later
attending Erasmus Hall High School in
Brooklyn, where he later became one of the
"reknowned" Brooklyn Skyscrapers. He was
one of the "greats" in the hobby.

I'd like to publish more of this stuff in
this issue, but, as you can see, space is
running out. However, I'll be "sneakin'"
this material in from time to time as
"fillers" since, if you're like me, you
like to look at these old memories. I know
there are LOTS of things you'd LIKE to
remember, but some of that stuff is a
little too "risque" to publish here!
Remember, we're good clean American boys!
B.K.

ADVERTISING
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1991SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS ARE DUE
Bob Dodds, Secretary/Treasurer

If you have not already sent in your dues for the coming year,
they are now due for January through December 1993. Dues
are $15 per calendar year. You may pay up to 3 years in
advance. (Your expiration date will printed on your SAM
Speaks label if you pay for 2 years or more.)
All paid up members will receive our bimonthly newsletter,
SAM Speaks. All new members will also receive SAM decals
and copies of the SAM Rule Book and Approved Design
Book. Decal and Approved Design Books are sold separately
for $.50 each, large (4X2), medium (3X2), small (2X1). SAM
patches are $2 each. Rules books are $1 each.
SAM Membership and Renewal Application
Subscription rates include annual fee of $1." in the Society of
Antique Modelers. The balance of the fee in each category is for
subscription to SAM SPEAKS, the official publication of the
Society of Antique Modelers. Subscriptions are not available
without membership.
Membership fees and subscription rates (1, 2, Sr 3 yr.)
Residents of Canada, Foreign countries, and the U.S.
U 1 yr. 515.00 ($1.00 membership plus $14.00 subscription)
U 2 yr. 527.00 ($2.00 membership plus $25.00 subscription)
U 3 yr. $40.00 ($3.00 membership plus $37.00 subscription)
U 1 yr. Foreign ($25 airmail only, membership $1 + $24 subs.)
Subscriptions are not available without membership.

NOW, A LETTER FROM FRANK EHLING:
"Dear SAM members,

Thank you for the mention in Sam
Speaks. So many modelers from all over
the world have been sending letters and
pictures of themselves and their models.
I keep them pinned up on my wall by the
bed. The stroke has left my left side
non-working, but I try to answer each and
every one with the help of my friend
(Joe). Many of the letters are from
people that I have never met, but who have
built one of my designs, and they have
some very interesting things to relate.
My good friend Joe (Bill) Harris was
going to research the AMA library for all
the models that I had published, but their
move to Muncie delayed that. lie is the
only one that could recognize them all,
since I think he has built more of them
than anyone else I know. Sometimes I had
as many as three in one issue, so the
editor would give them another name.
In closing let me say this: Keep flying
and building as long as you can. Those
were my very best memories. Don't be
afraid to try something new, also to try
something old isn't so bad either. If it
is old enough, someone is going to think
of it as something new.
Thanks respectfully,

Fees are due on January 1 of the coming year.
U New member U Renewal LI Address change

Frank V. Ehling (model builder)"
PAY F1 00 t SCIENTIFIC • PEERLESS + Qgitir 'UWE LC RAFT • CYCLONE+ MONOCRA.14

"DO YOU SPEAK MODEL AIRPLANE?"

Current expiration date

Name

A MA#

Address
City

State

It's Dave Thomburg's 316-page history of U.S. aer- omodeling. All the
heroes and their models, all the famous contests, from the first twin
pusher to the ugliest Silk. If you've been flying for 25 years or more,
dtis is your life!
$19.95 at your dealer, or postpaid (cash, check, V/MC) from:
Pony X Press S Monticello Dr. Albuquerque NM 87123 (505) 299.8745
Still available: OLD BUZZARD'S SOARING BOOK - $16.95

Zip

SAM SPECIAL both beaks MA. postpaid!

AMA No.

SAM No

SAM Chapter No.

Signed
Note: Full membership in SAM requires membership in the
Academy of Model Aeronautics or equivalent national organization. Be sure to put your SAM # on your membership renewal
check.
Make checks payable to the Society of Antique Modelers
Send to: Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Place
Encinitas, CA 92024

COMET • STERLING • CLEVELAND • A.) • VICTOR STANZEL • MIDWEST • VECO • RANGER

REPLICA
TORPEDOES

Ignition & Glow Models
3 Displacements Sizes:
24, 29 and 32
Parts and Service for
K & B and Jenno Torpedoes
Calk NI or writs for falter kplannatIon.

SHILEN AERO SPORTS
P.O. Box 1300 • Ennis, TX 75120
Phone: 214-875-1442 FAX: 214-875-5402

1993 HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES:
Congratulations to these six men who
will be honored at the Taft SAM CHAMPS by
induction into the SAM Hall of Fame. These
outstanding modelers are:
Jim Adams
Jack Bolton
Robert J. Cahill

Carl V. Carlson
Robert P. Dodds
Larry Jenno

They were selected by committee vote
from a nominated field of 12 well
qualified candidates Their photos and
bigraphical sketches will appear in our
next issue, together with the results of
the upcoming SAM CHAMPS.

REFLECTIONS ON "FRANKLY SPEAKING":
While on a rather brief "vacation" this
past Summer, lazing the time away in the
hills of Pennsylvania, I had the
opportunity to read Frank Zaic's book
"Frankly Speaking", which is a sort of
biography and reflection of the author's
life, as well as his thoughts put to paper
over the years.
I know that many of you have read this
very interesting book, but for those who
have not, or would like to see some of his
writings, I have included below some of
those that appealed to me. Please bear
with me; it's worth it.
"There is always enough to do to keep me
from working".
"I do not mind a woman walking all over me
as long as she isn't wearing spiked
heels".
"If you want to know how really bad off
you are, see a psychiatrist".
"When you build a model plane from
scratch: You put part of your life into
the effort. You fly such a model, elated
when it performs superbly. You excuse it
when it performs just "so-so". And you
could cry when it is crushed by the
envious earth. Such feelings money cannot
buy".
"To please the senses, the brain makes
demands on the body regardless of
consequences".

A "WELCOME-ABOARD":
To Harry Keshishian (SAM-0565 Life) who
has been "annointed" by your editor to
provide the half-tone prints of the
photographs used in this issue.
Harry is President of H.K. Graphics,
Inc. in Everett, MA, and an active member
of SAM-7. You CAN'T get hold of Harry on
the weekends, since he's always out there
flyin' SOMETHING! Harry is something of a
scale "buff", and has been trying to
"coerce" me into attending the FAC meets
up in Geneseo, NY. He's pretty well got
me "hooked" on this, so who can tell?
We now have a tightly-knit group of real
MODELERS, from President to printer
involved in SAM SPEAKS, so what could
possibly be wrong with that scenario?
Harry
is responsible,
with Joe
Fitzgibbon for Golden Age Reproductions
and the Golden Press, which puts out some
of those GREAT scale plans many of you
have used. Their 1975 publication,"The
Best of the Golden Age of Flying Models"
is a valued part of my library, and I am
currently torn between their plans of the
Polish Fighter and the Rearwin Speedster
as MY entry for Flying Scale.
I'm sure Harry will be a valued
contributor to our little "circle", and a
BIG help to your "harried" editor. Once
again: "Welcome aboard Harry!!"

AJAHS 1993 SWAP MEET
I recently received a bulletin from the
American Junior Aircraft Historical
Society, Inc. announcing their BIG Swap
Meet to be held on Nov. 6, 1993 at The
Bagley Center, 4100 Plomondon, Vancouver,
WA.
For all of you in that area, I suggest
you give it a try. After the Taft "Orgy",
you probably need an event like this to
replace some of those "old clunkers", or
to "unload" those which just
"didn't-do-the-job"
for
you
in
competition.
Hours are from 9:00 to 4:00, and they
must be "up and out" by 5:00 PM.

ANTIQUE ANECDOTES
by Bob Oslan

In 1948 I was a member of the Perdue Aeromodellers; our shop was in the sub basement of
the student union building. Sub basement meant that it was two stories below ground level
and we shared this area with the student newspaper, camera club darkrooms, railroad club,
glider club, bowling alley, boiler room and numerous other activities in this huge
building. Needless to say, it was a great facility for students and visitors.
Among our members were Dick Swenson, Les Gerhardt, Frank Heeb, Jean "Frenchy" Gasson,
Frank Claire, Dirk Dirkling, Neil Armstrong (yes, that Neil Armstrong), John Langley and
many more who's names I can't recall. Heeb used to call me Army Guy as I was in the ROTCC
at the time and often wore my uniform in the shop. I was the only one in ROTC with balsa
dust and sanding sealer on his uniform. Actually, the stuff brushed out pretty well.
Except for Langley and Heeb, we were a Ukie speed club. Langley and Heeb were staunch free
flighters.
One day Swenson showed up with a strange new gadget from Arden called a glow plug. You
can imagine the immediate curiosity and green eyed envy that it stirred up. It took a
while before the rest of us were able to obtain any of these marvels and in the meantime
Swenson built a beautiful little Arden 19 powered speed job-a sidewinder. Dick was a
superb craftsman and may still be for all I know. His little jewel was the first of the
really successful small speed jobs. He produced a number of unique class A & B speedsters;
he was an innovator.
In addition to having the first glow plug, he also had a neat blue Mere convertible in
which he took me to the hospital after I had run through a glass door on the main floor of
the Union building. Why would anyone run through a glass door you ask? Well, you run
through a glass door (part way anyhow) when you're being chased. Claire was chasing me
just because I put a dead rat in his workbench drawer.The guy had no sense of humor. Well,
he did but I guess I put it to too severe a test. Oh well.
As you can appreciate if you've ever done any Ukie speed flying, engine testing is a big
part of the process. We used to sneak into the boiler room, which was off limits to
students, in order to test engines. Running engines in the boiler room minimized but did
not eliminate disturbances in the rest of the building. Finally, discretion being the
greater part of valor, we decided to stay out of the boiler room. The need to test
engines, however, was still with us. One day a couple of us took an Arden 19 speed job
with a toothpick prop to the mens room across the hall from our shop. It was a two holer
with tile walls and metal partitions. We could see that there was a throne sitter in
attendance but if we worked fast he'd never be able to identify us. Ardens were easy
starting and true to form this one fired right up. I don't know what the sitter figured
was happening as the Arden sang it's high speed song but in about 30 seconds that small
room was filled with smoke and we left him with his thoughts. I often wonder what went
through his mind.
Speaking of smoke filled rooms, an incident comes to mind when I was stationed at Miho
AFB in Japan. We had eight man rooms which, after stateside barracks, was the lap of
luxury. I had the afternoon off and was busily working on a Cleveland Flemish Defiance
that I was determined to finish that day. The building board was set up on a lower bunk
and I was sitting on a foot locker. A Japanese maintenance man came by and said I had to
leave because they were going to fumigate all the rooms which they did with a smoke
generator and DDT. Fumigation or not, I wasn't about to interrupt my schedule so I put on
my gas mask and continued building. A short time later the pipe from the smoke generator
poked through the door and the room filled with DDT laden smoke. This slowed me down not
one bit as I was fully engrossed in the project at hand. About an hour or so later I
happened to look up and saw 4 Japanese room boys standing in the doorway with puzzled
looks on their faces. Room boys, by the way, were locals we each paid $7.00 a month to
keep the place clean. I couldn't imagine why they were all standing there staring at me
until I remembered the gas mask. I was still wearing it. I took it off and they all broke
up. Of course they each had to try it on. The plane was completed on schedule.
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Hobby Horn

AIIJRICH

& W MODEL SERVICE

(210) 858-2021

Old Timer Ms for FF or WC. The fosbaing a the discount pekoe on hie kils. The lull
kite inCluds all cut parts, plan, dick and slwel wood, wire and ► ridsield malarial.
1935 Miss Amok/1164%575,58
1936 Buccaneer 64', $62.96
1937 Dallaire 108%579.92
1938 Clipper MA 172', 555.98
1938 Kloud King 63%544.881938 Powerhouse 84% 556.24
1938 Record Breaker 96',$73.04
--1938 Trenton Terror 72', $42.60
1939 Korda Wake 44%520.12
1939 Mercury 72', 561.28
1939 Zipper 54'1,56.24
1940 Ranger 48', 533.55
1940 Sailplane 78%389.00•
1940 SO Long 50', 531.58
1941 Beigidier
Super Quaker 78', 578.40
1941 Playboy Jr. 54%.532.72--------------1941 Playboy er. 78*, 553.72
1941 Brooklyn Dodger 58%544.48

FAX (on Me answers on 6th ring it no one is in)

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION
OF O.T. ENGINES.

• Complete chrome service.
• Superior accuracy and quality.
• Light weight ignition systems.
• S.A.S.E. for brochure.

MIDWAY MODEL CO,
Old Timer Kits for RIC AND FF
The Hobby Horn discount prices for the MMC FULL Krrs we Heed. Full Kit, ki•
elude cut pans, plan drip and sheet wood, Wire and window material. Os marked
with an have the wire landing gear pre-bent.
1936 Flying Cuaker 84%567.99
-1938 Powerhouse 50% 537.96
1037 Long Cabin 78%549.52
1939 A. T. Sporlder 50', 537.96
1937 Quaker Flash e7',s47.84
1937 Air Chief 61'. 537.76
1940 70% Buzzard Bombshell 50' span
535.96
1940 Buzzard Bombshell. 72' span562.21
1940 New Ruler 74%574.72---•--------•-•1941 Electric Playboy 67% 930.00
Thermic 100 Glider (103'-modifications shown for FMC1,--------------488.23
MODEL CRAFT COMMANDO, 50' span for 1/2A Texaco
535,96
CLEVELAND CLOUDSTER, 50' span for 1/2A TOMBIGO
-535.98
1941 OLD TIMER FLYBABY, Pere Bowers, (staled) er 114' span. 570 sq. In.
.09 TO .25 , Geared 05 electric.--•---•-•
-542.96
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We also specialize in Astro Motors, Sanyo SCR Batteries. &JR & Airlronics Radios
1993 Catalog, 52.00, or tree

Up lo $8.00 add $3.25; 513.01 lo 520.00 add
53.75; 520.01 lo 545.00 add 54.28; 545.01 to
$70.e0 add 54.75, Goer $70.00 add 5525
Calif. add 7.75% lax. Send MO, VISA/MClit
& Exp) or Check /allow, up to 30 days for
clearance on checks.)
COD-Exact charges plus 51.50 handLng
(Cash Only).
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Hobby Horn
15173 MORAN ST. [Dept.SS)
P.O. BOX 2212
WESTMiNSTER,CA 92884
(714) 893-8311 (Phone)
(714) 895-6629 (Fax)
Hours' Mon-Fri 8 AM • 5 PM
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ARE WE FORGETTING RUBBER MODELS?
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Detailed Factory Prints

•
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for 1930's

*

*
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t

Rearwin Speedster (incl.) flying scale
.0
•
a
a
model.
1940
National
Scale
Rubber
Winner
•
•••
*
35"
wing
span.
Good
for
rubber,
Gas,
*
•
41
••
•4 Electric. Full size plans 32" x 47"
•
$15.00
postpaid.
James
J.
Bohash
•
•
•
•
* 20721 Millard St, Taylor, MI 48180
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ENGINE RESTORATION
AND RE-WORK
M y engines used by winners in SAM contests
including the SAM Champs. Transistorized
Ignition Systems, Coils, Hi-Tension Leads, Etc.
( SASE for free list.
BL ACKBURN AERO ENGINEERING
P. O. Box 15143. Amarillo. TX 79105
[

2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
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ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
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Pre-stamped 754 SASE For Over 300 Xlti Available
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SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST

NEW PRODUCTS

nib

hen Sykora's

DLDTIM
0

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

PLAYBOY CABIN .020

STAHL'S TAYLORCRAFT 0-67

$21.96 EACH

SITU CUD TIMM "CCCUlt V'?
11114 II fI WU!
A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
sawed prop blanks,
Balloon/WW1/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, balsa, Jap tissue, prop Ft. Ends, washers, winders,
stooges, rubber, hundreds of OT Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog SEND $2.00

ALL

ORDERS

ADD 10% FOR PAH. CA RES. ADD II% TAX
OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE

QUALITY DIESEL FUEL, NITRATE DOPE-CLEAR AND COLORED,
SILK, TISSUE, RUBBER, KITS, ENGINE PARTS, PLANS,
AND OTHER ACCESSORIES
SEND $1.00 FOR CURRENT CATALOGUE
11711 COLEY RIVER CR. ♦10: FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92706
(714) 434-9647
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ADVERTISEMENT

ENGINE WRENCHES

LEISURE ELECTRONICS
ELECTRIC FL IGF1T SYSTEMS

PRECISION WRENCHES FOR THREADED
CASECOVERS & CYLINDERS ON
SUPER-CYKE,SPITFIRE, BROWN & BUNCH

Roland Boucher
Phony: (714) 435-9218
2950 Ai rway Costa Mesa, CA 92626 *
* ****************************************

Bob Mc Cord - 325-93 Sylvan Ave. - Mtn. View - CA 94041 )
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SAM "HALL OF FAME" INDUCTEES FOR 1993
JIM ADAMS
Jim began modeling in 1932, and soon became a "Junior Birdman:' flying
in rubber-powered competition. He joined the AMA in 1939 and attended
his first "Mats" in '41. He first flew "gas" in 1937, and R/C in '39
while in Santa Ana High School. He was one of the many modelers
competing at the famous "Rosecrans and Western" flying site in Los
Angeles. Jim flew with the Orange County Thunderbugs control line club
in the fifties.
He joined the Scamps 0/T PF club (now SAM-13) in 1964, and has worked
as their Secret'ary/Treasurer for 27 years! He became an AMA Contest
Director in 1966, and has actively conducted many 0/T contests locally
and nation-wide for SAM. Jim is a charter member of SAM, and attended
the first SAM Champs in Denver in 1966. Jim is also a member of the Board of Directors of
the Lost Hills Free Flight Model Airfield Association. Jim's other SAM related activities
include: Two years served as West Coast Vice President, SAM Speaks editor for nine years,
and Publisher/manager for 14 years. Served under, and provided technical assistance to
three Presidents: John Pond, Mike Granieri and Sal Taibi. Served on SAM's Engine Rules
Committee, and also on the Flying Rules Committee. Became SAM President in 1988, and is
currently serving in his third term. As SAM President, Jim initiated the following:
'

Established the SAM concours event and sponsored the first trophy.
Established the SAM historical magazine library.
Started the SAM plans service.
Initiated the SAM Hall of Fame.
Introduced the SAM approved design list of gas models.
Strengthened the operation of SAM by charging the Board of Directors with active
functional management of the Corporation.
Was instrumental in encouraging the establishment of overseas SAM chapters.
Established SAM North America, including Canadian Chapters in the parent organization.
While serving as SAM Speaks Editor, he established the two year rules cycle, and the SAM
Champs F/F and R/C Grand Champions.

ROBERT P. DODDS
aviation was kindled when his father held him up to
look into the cockpit of Lindberg's Spirit of St. Louis in about 1929.
From then on, Bob says he dragged his father to every air show, and
made him stay until the last act, and hold him up to look into every
cockpit. Bob's first "model" was a cockpit mock-up he built in his
basement, complete with an electric fan blowing over the nose to give
the impression of flying.
Bob's interest in

Bob soon built a number of models from plans, including finally, a 10'
Nimbus at age 17. But his Baby Cyclone-powered Miss America was the
highlight. His first flights were in the street, with a 50' fishing
line attached to the tail. Bob would let it take off while running
after it, and after a 6-foot gain in altitude, pull it back down to the ground.
the

Along the way, Bob served as Editor for the NFFS Symposium for 4 years running, and in
'60's presented his own paper on weight, C.G., and neutral point at the Lake Charles

Nationals.
continued

1993 SAM HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES
ROBERT P. DODDS (cont'd.)
Although Bob's modeling escapades and skills are as interesting as any, his nomination
to The Sam Hall of Fame is based primarily upon his personal service to SAM. Bob has given
freely of that most precious commodity, many hours of his own time. Before Bob's term as
Secretary/Treasurer, SAM had trouble retaining anyone in this critical job for very long.
Due to the man-hours and dedication required, the work fell hopelessly behind, and our
records at times got to be a mess. This was cleaned up when Bob took office, and has
stayed current ever since.
We must also recognize Bob's wife Nan as a contributor in this official biography,
because she has helped greatly, and donated much of her own time, especially when Bob had
some health problems in recent years.
Bob is a graduate of M.I.T. and holds a degree in Aeronautical Engineering. He is a WW
II Navy veteran, and worked for many years as a Sales Engineer at Vickers Hydraulics, and
as a Weights Engineer for Grumman Aircraft.

CARL V. CARLSON
Carl joined the Illinois Model Airplane Club in 1923 (while quite
young) and is still a member. He joined the AMA in 1927, and flew his
first scale (IMAC) contest that year. In 1928, he set a world indoor
record of 4 mins,. 19 sec. He also placed high enough in outdoor in
the Chicago Tribune Contest to win a free trip to the 1928 Nationals,
where he won 1st place in Outdoor Junior. He also had a number of wins
and places in several other Nets and large contests of the era. As an
Aeronautics student, he designed and built a wind tunnel in 1928,
receiving recognition by the press, and boosting model aviation.
In 1930, he developed his "Big Crate I" a Wall, Jr. powered eleven
foot biplane, which was the first gas powered model flown in a national contest, at the 1931 Mats in Dayton, Ohio. It was followed by Big Crates II
and III. The Big Crate III won 1st, Open FF at the 1934 Akron Nationals.
He operated the Carlson Model Airplane Co., a kit manufacturing business for a couple of
years. In 1932, he worked on the "Knight" engine with Gilbert Nelson. He used another of
Mr. Nelson's engines, the "Gil" in Big Crates II and III. In 1935, he went to work for Joe
Ott designing models for kits at The Whitman Publishing Co.
Carl is a Professional Engineer (P.E.). In 1937, he received a BS Aeronautical degree from
the University of Michigan. Before and during WWII, he designed armament production
machinery, and was Chief Engineer at Howard Aircraft in 1946. He operated a consulting
engineering firm and was associated with R&D Construction, Chicago, designing support
equipment for the Air Force, airlines, and major aircraft companies. Carl's most recent
major project was the design of a patented paint hangar for the Douglas DC-9/MD80 at long
Beach, CA.
In 1970„ Carl returned to building model airplanes with his son. At this time Carl, with
help from Vic Cunnyngham, Sr. is building replicas of the Big Crate I and III for the AMA
Museum in Muncie, Indiana
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JACK BOLTON
Jack started modeling in 1939, carving out small four-for-a-nickel WWI
solid models. In 1942, he obtained a second hand Sky Chief engine, and
after a year of hand cranking was finally rewarded with two "pops"
from the exhaust. In 1943 he obtained a Phantom P-30 weighing 3/4
pound due to a steel crankcase. He eventually got a 50' flight from
the Phantom in a Megow Piper Cub before it crashed. Things finally
improved, and Jack flew free flight and some control line with the
Steubenville Ohio Skyhawks M.A.C. up through 1949, when he encountered
the U.S. Navy, college and marriage.
Jack got back into modeling in 1962 with a couple of free flights,
1!
then on to R/C with an escapement-rudder only modification to his
free flight Sterling Cub. He continued upgrading the Cub with reed receivers and more
channels. Numerous other R/C models followed, and finally proportional control arrived. He
was a member of the Tidewater R/C Club in Virginia Beach, VA.
1967-1968 were spent in Vietnam with a Navy Huey helicopter gunship squadron, HAL-3. This
was followed by a sea tour as Huey squadron maintenance officer and, pilot. Home port was
Norfolk, so modeling affiliation was resumed with Tidewater R/C. Next tour was in
Washington with Naval Air Systems Command, and the Chief of Naval operations. Modeling was
dormant during this period. In 1972-73, Jack commissioned and served the First Commanding
Officer of the Navy's Advanced Helicopter Training Squadron (HT-18) in Pensacola, and
became active with the Northwest Florida R/C Club.
Transferred to NATF, Lakehurst, he came right back to modeling again, and in 1973 was
introduced to SAM by Woody Woodman and Joe Beshar, and became an active competitor in SAM
R/C events, flying with the Old Time Eagles Club.
While at Lakehurst, he functioned as the USN-Modeller liaison and coordinator for the 1974
SAM Champs and the "AirOlympics". This was a really big "bash", with the SAM Champs being
followed by 5 days of FAI world championships modeling events.
Jack became a civilian again, and organized a SAM Chapter in association with the
Pensacola Free Flighters, and initiated their annual old timer meet held in October. He
served as SAM Speaks Editor in 1975-76. During 1976-78, he originated and wrote a regular
R/C old timer column in Model Aviation.
During the 1980's, Jack served as SAM's East Coast Vice President, and organized SAM
Chapter # 10, the Capitol Area Antique Modeler's Association in the Washington, D.C. area.
lie served as SAM 10's first President, and C.D.'ed their first 0/T meet. Jack was quite
happy when he won second place in the Spirit of SAM Concours at the 1992 SAM Champs.

BOB CAHILL
Bob is a top model designer, with an inventive mind, whose ideas were
often recognized and used by many other modelers. Some of his designs
appear in Zaic yearbooks. His first modeling interests came from
American Boy magazine in 1927. He won his first contest in 1929 with a
baby ROG flight of 47 seconds and attended his first Nate in Detroit
in 1930. No wins there, but he was inspired by it all. Bob feels much
of his interest and inspiration came from meeting Carl Goldberg, Frank
Zaic, and other enthusiastic modelers at those early meets. At the '35
Nets in St. Louis, he set a national FF Class C record which stood for
many years.
continued

1993 HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES
BOB CAHILL (cont'd.)
Bob considers his greatest contribution to be what he believes to be the first use of
folding props on rubber models. His younger brother, Jim Cahill helped refine this
development and incorporated it into his "Clodhopper II" design, which won the Moffett
Trophy, and Wakefield. Bob also developed an indoor stick model with a balsa tube
fuselage, which converted from stick to cabin by sliding a small fuselage over the stick.
Again, brother Jim used the basic design to place 2nd in 1938 and 3rd in 1939 in indoor
cabin at the Nationals.
When he started building "gas jobs" in 1939, he pioneered the use of alcohol-based fuels.
He also developed and built an electronic Iachometer for engine testing.
Bob retired from model building in 1949. After retiring from the Chrysler Corporation in
1975, while head of their competition and racing department, he lived in the U.S. Virgin
Islands for seven years. Since moving to California in 1982, he has constructed and flown
a full-size home built plane. He says he may now be ready to return to his first
love...model airplanes.

LARRY JENNO
Larry began building models in 1931 at age 9. He joined the AMA in
1939, and won a spot to the Jr. Birdmen N.Y. State Finals, which
started his contest flying. After attending trade school, he built his
first engine, a .14 size. He flew that engine in control liners on
board ship during WW-II. After the war, he built 5 "Jenno-60" engines
and distributed some to his control line club members. He became
President of that club, and later was the only three term President of
the well-known B.I.R.D. Radio Control Club in the Los Angeles area.
Larry became an accomplished machinist and tool & die maker, doing R&D
work for several major manufacturers. He built several more engines,
and helped John Targos build the repro Elfin diesel, and made dies
for the Super Cyclone reproduction project in Arizona. In his most ambitious project, he
produced 500 of the Jenno reproduction Torpedo 29's and 32's. More recently, he produced
100 of the first production run of the historically interesting Irwin Ohlsson .12 sized
engines.
Larry was also a partner in the Zinger propellor company, and designed and built their
original prop-building machinery. He is very active in his local clubs. Probably his best
known contribution to SAM was as Contest Manager for the highly successful 1989 SAM Champs
at Jean, Nevada, and his assistance to the Denver chapter in staging the 1991 SAM Champs
at the same location. The photo shows Larry in one of his favorite spots, his workshop at
his home in Las Vegas.

WELL GUYS, THAT'S IT'
I don't know aboui.YOU, but I think the selection for the Hall of Fame is an EXCELLENT
one, and the recipients of this honor are well deserving of such recognition. I would also
like to thank Bob Angel for the great work he did in compiling these "mini-biographies". I
know it took a lot of time, and I was amazed by the speed in which he got this material in
my hands. To be fair, I have tried to make all of the accompanying photographs the same
size, so as not to slight anyone. This is a very "busy" issue, so let me get back to
work!
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THE 1993 SAM CHAMPS: BEST ONE EVER?
by Dave Lewis - S A M 21

If the 1993 SAM CHAMP'S at Taft's Condor
Field wasn't the best of all the SAM CHAMPS,
it certainly came close—real close. It would
be hard to find any fault with the event at all,
it was just that good. The real star, the most
outstanding quality of the contest was the
weather; it was very simply. . . superb . There was
hardly any wind and drift was minimal. I doubt
if any of the free flight models even made it
as far as the Kitty Litter Plant. It rained a
little Sunday night after the Collecto but all
that did was settle the dust and clear the air.
The R/C contingent was laid out on a line
running east and west and the F/F bunch was on
a north and south line; where they intersected
the restaurant was located and the headquarters
tent where sat Bill Booth Sr, the overall boss
of the whole shebang, and be was getting people
passing by to sign his AMA form. I don't know
why but I signed about 7 times over the 5 day
contest(??)
Sunday, October 10, the M.E.C.A. Grand
Collecto was held at the Westside Recreation
Center. This was one of the biggest ever
Collectos and lots of deals were made during
the afternoon. There were plenty of engines to
chose from and the prices weren't too bad. I
did notice that prices varied from table to
table for the same kind of engine in the same
condition. There were two brand new Orwick 29s:
one went for $250 and the other for $475 but
the $250 one appeared to be a better engine!
Some guys came just for the Collecto and then
spectated a day or two at the field.
Monday was registration and test day with
a few special events in both F/F and R/C thrown
in. The Brown Jr Texaco was held for the first
time on the west coast and had 23 entries; this
shows the growing interest in the Brown Jr.
engine events. Some of the planes in the event
were the big birds with poor climb but long
engine runs and the smaller models with shorter
engine runs but better climb. The Brown Jr
Endurance Event was won by Dick Fischer with
a Buccaneer; he had a 73 minute flight.
Monday night the ever traditional Bean
Feed was held at the Westside Recreation Center
in Taft which is a fairly new one-story building
with plenty of room to hold the 250 or so
"feeders". Naturally, I was at the tail end of

the long line of hungry antique modelers but
then I had less time to wait for the big raffle
held afterwards. No one went away without a
prize of some kind or other. Even the SAM
Regional Vice Presidents and the R/C CD were
pushed into service to help dole out the food.
I heard a gripe or two about the cost of the
Bean Feed ($8.00) which is pretty high
considering the quality and quantity of the
food. However, there were lots of model stuff
including a bunch of Klarich Kits that were
given away and they aren't free—SAM had to buy
them.
On Tuesday the contest went to full
throttle starting the four days of full flying
schedules. Since this was the first time at
Condor Field for many people, a great map of
the whole area was provided that laid out the
hazards for motorbike chasing. The map was made
by Bill Booth who practices the fine art of
calligraphy. CD' ing the Free Flight contest was
Jim Persson of SAM 21 and CD'ing the R/C side
was Steve Roselle also of SAM 21. They were very
ably assisted by their respective spouses,
Caroline Persson and Janet Roselle. There were
other helpers at both headquarters that put in
some long and hard hours; I especially want to
mention the name of Harry Jenks of SAM 51 who
worked the R/C frequency control carousel all
5 days of the contest. To keep hin company,
Barry had his little black dog with him. Also
lending a hand was Miriam Schmidt, Neva
Nicholau, Mary Hamler, Joan Bekins and working
the flight line as Marshal was Frank Womack of
SAM 21.
Our president, Jim Adams, wasn't there for
the first few days of the SAM CHAMPS since he
was attending a very sick wife at home. Jim was
responsible for the large green astroturf
starting rugs that the R/Cers could start their
engines on. These rugs went a long way in
preventing a lot of dirt and grit being kicked
up and sucked back into the engines. I only wish
these astroturf rugs could stay there at the
field for all the contests held there. Since
even a big flying field as such Condor Field
must have some boundaries for the R/C landings
and to give the F/F contingency as much room
as possible, some people were hit with a "zero"
flight because they landed out of bounds; this
can really ruin your whole day because it always
seems to happen to your best flying plane. At
least the wind wasn't causing the out-of-bounds
landings that were so common at some of the past
SAM CHAMPS.
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Again this year, there were many crashes,
really bad ones, both in Free Flight and Radio
Control. Whenever the engine sound would pick
up because of the dreaded "death spiral", all
heads would turn to watch the last seconds of
a nice looking model airplane; it was kind of
a last salute, the crash, and then most said
a word or two of sympathy-but then back to work.
The Worst Crash Trophy was won by Dale Tower
flying one of his big blue monokoted models.
In the past, the Worst Crash Trophy was awarded
to a F/F, but because his crash was so
spectacular, Dale won it. Apparently, the plane
took off with its customary roar and did the
classic "figure 9" by coming over the top and
then straight down and just missing Tom Empey.
I don't know if giving Dale this trophy was such
a good idea; he might take the G.H.Q. engine
mounted on it, give it to his machinists at work
and have then turn it into a real screamer
(joke)1
Whenever a big contest is held near a small
town like Taft (it isn't a poor town by any
means), the accomodations can be a real
problem. Some modelers had to get motels in
Buttonwillow or even 40 some miles away in
Bakersfield The mayor of Taft, Ken Knost, was
very helpful in securing some amenities such
as water and even phones to the field since
Condor Field has now been annexed by the City
of Taft The eating situation in Taft was pretty
good and will even get better when the new
family restaurant is finished next to the
Caprice Hotel. There was even an excellent
field kitchen out on the field where you could
bdybreakfast, lunch and dinner at inexpensive
prices.
The Spirit of SAM Concours was held on
Tuesday night at the Westside Center In my
opinion, the quality of the airplane was down
a little from that of Laurenceville or Jean but
there were still some very nice models There
seemed to be more free flight models entered
than R/C planes for some reason One of the
nicest was an all-red Goldberg VALRYRIE F/F
powered by a Super-Cyke
The owner is Dick Seifried. During the R/
C pilot's meeting one morning, we watched this
great big bird slowly lift off and start a
series of gentle circles with the old SuperCyke going like crazy. It was a wonderful sight
and a great moment.
So what about the attendance-up or down
from before? Well, the total number of pilots
entered was 233 and it was split with 132 in
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Free Flight and 101 in Radio Control, down a
little from the past CHAMPS. What did go up was
the number of events entered per pilot so each
entrant is entering more planes and eventsthat's good.
Fly-offs this has always been a problem at
old timer contests in R/C and Taft was no
exception. However, in Class C LER Ignition,
there were 17 fliers who maxed out and would
you believe that all 17 had different frequencies
so they could have all flown off at the same
time? Thank God for the 50 frequencies we have
now (10 throug 60) that permits this to happen.
Some fliers like fly-offs and some people can't
stand them, but who wants to fly-off the
following morning at 7 AM ? The 1/2 A Texaco
Scale guys did have a fly-off at 7 AM and the
top two places were taken by the Avros of Jerry
Rocha and Ed Hamler both of SAM 27.
There was a business meeting on Wednesday
night at the center but the only real business
had to do with a motion to limit the term of
SAM officers to two terms, which was argued
against and then soundly defeated. Also, the
1993 Hall of Fame Inductees were announced and
then inducted Jim Adams, Jack Bolton, Robert
J. Cahill, Carl V. Carlson, Robert P. Dodds and
Larry Jenno.
Well, the days passed and the weather held;
cloudy some days and cloudless on other days
but still with no wind and, in fact, dead caln
most of the time a number of R/C models were
lost out of sight for various reasons; went up
into a cloud, the engine cut-off failed, the
receiver wasn't turned on and in the case of
John Carlson of SAM 27, he might have been
looking at the wrong airplane in a gaggle of
models up really high. However, most of then
were found by the guys on motorcycles out
picking up their Free Flights. Some were really
bashed but some not (which was the case with
John's plane which was an Atomizer 1/2 A Texaco.
Bob Rooman of SAM 21 took group pictures
(while standing on a van) of R/Cers holding
their planes up and did the same thing for the
Free Flighters. Be sure to order your picture
from Bob at 4235 Debra Rd., Springfield, MO
65810 (phone 417 886-2146).
Two new spark-ignition engines were
unofficially introduced at this years SAM
CHAMPS Ed Shilen, who does the replica Torpedo
29, is going to put out next year a Class A
engine that will look like a small Edco Sky
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MORE '95 SAMCHAMPS ACTIVITY:
Devil I am not sure what the name of it will
be, something like the "Texas Old Timer".
Additionally, Larry Jenno is just about done
with his run of the little Ohlsson and is
getting ready to produce his next project, the
"Orr 65"; the Orr 65 is apparently in the McCoy
class.
Friday, the last day came, and more flyoffs in Ohlsson Sideport, the Antiques and
Electric LMR. R/C CD Steve Roselle had the flyoffs into a groove and they all went smoothly.
And the flying was close; Don Bekins with a
Bomber and Eut Tileston with his Peerless Cub
were the last ones down in Ohlsson Sideport.
For many a long minute, the planes of these two
"old pros" had floated together in the same air,
their wings almost touching, each "milking" as
much as they could from their planes as they
both went for the win. Eut won by 8 seconds.
And then it was time for the Awards Banquet
at the hall in Taft. A Tri-Tips dinner was
prepared by the White Elephant Restaurant
followed by a big ice-cream sundae. Finally it
was awards time and the top 5 in each event
received very nice wood and metal wall plaques.
The Non-power Free Flight winner was Bob
DeShields and the Power Trophy winner was Eric
Strengell.Taking the overall win in Radio
Control was Larry Davidson, making it
3 times in a row for Larry as R/C Champion. Don
Bekins was the runner up by one point.
I hope to have conveyed some of the
impressions, sights, and sounds I had at this
years SAM CHAMPS. Maybe it wasn't perfect,
nothing is perfect, but it was really great.
I hope the people who made the long trek fron
the midwest and the east coast and the Texas
bunch who came a long way, too, and all the rest
of the fellows who made long trips, that they
felt it was worth the time, trouble, effort and
the money. There were contestants from Canada,
Mexico, New Zealand, England, and back again
was our ol' friend from Australia, Colin
Borthwick (hang in there, Colin).
Well, I guess it is onto Muncie, Indiana,
next year for the 1994 SAM CHAMPS at the AMA
field there. Some say it is great but, there
are some detractors and nothing is official as
yet. DL

Mtkkelson, Hollywood, CA with his
Mic
1937 Earl Stahl "Weight Rule Model".

from
hails
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Mike
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member
of
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managed
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pack
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SAM-35 and 1066. Ne
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in
rubber powered models
fabulous
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special case for his trip over.
Australian "Record Stick"
his
holding
called Stormer.
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designed. by
Charles Reich photo.

Here's a real beauty! A Comet Zipper by
Bud Romak, Moraga, CA. Ship has a silked
fuselage with a Micafim-covered wing and
stab.

Charles Reich photo
(continued)
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HERE'S A CUTE LTV "GOODIE":

..is this trailer by L.A. Johnston of Ft.
Worth, TX, who stated,"I told my wife that
I either get a new van, convert a hearse
or get this trailer. She let me get this.
Ain't she sweet?" I wondered if he meant
his wife or his trailer. Reich photo.

Hardy Robinson, Lompoc, CA with his 1/2-A
Scale Monocoupe R/C. Hardy came running up
to the group photo shoot yelling,"Wait for
me guys,..you said you wanted some color
in this photo". Reich photo.

Now THIS is a complete free-flight kit!
Room for everything in this set-up. I
don't know who he was, but I gotta say one
thing, this guy is ORGANIZED! Wonder if he
has plans for this thing.
Reich photo

A close-up of Charley Yost's ignition
cut-off on his "Scrambler". Looks like
it's easy to get at too! Reich photo

Nice looking Dallaire Sportster is up and
away against the sparsely greened hills.
It must be a TREAT shagging after models
in this country! There's NOTHING on Long
Island like this baby! Reich photo.

coming in for a landing
P - 30 stick
against the same background. I don't know
how these guys stand this! Imagine, no
chain saws or climbing spurs! This must be
what a modeler's heaven is like, but I
don't wanna THINK about the other place!
Reich photo
I sure wish I was there after looking at
these photos. Oh well, I'm SURE that we'll
be in Muncie for the next one! B.K.
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WHAT THE HECK'S IN THERE ?

That seems to be the question Jim Alaback
is asking as he weighd-in his 1/2-A Texaco
Scale prior to flight. Reich photo

Why won't it run? Is the big question as
Dick Lee of Tacoma, WA looks over his
Brown-powered "Mystery-Man".

Seems to be what Jerry Rocha of Napa, CA
is saying as he awaits an "official" with
his beautiful 1/2-A "Avro" in the R/C
Scale Event. This "bird" is covered with
clear dope over white silk. Reich photo

Walt Geary, Atlantic City, NJ with his
1/2-A Scale Travelaire 6000. This R/C
model is all silk covered. Walt appears to
have done a fine job on that simulated
radial up in the nose. Reich photo

Really nice close-up detail

of the DT
arrangement used on Joe Tschirgi's neat
Brooklyn Dodger. The whole stab swivels
for this operation, and all linkage is
inside the fuselage. Reich photo

Pete Rafferty of Tampa, FL shows off his
72" Lanzo Bomber with a HOT MB 4.9cc up
front. Pete REALLY gets around! Seems I
just "shot" him at the L.I. SAM-75 meet.
Wonder how many miles he's got on his

"wheels". When you got it-flaunt it!

CHEER UP GUYS!
I've gotten so many
GREAT photo of this meet, that I will put
MORE of 'em in the next issue. Many thanks
to all the contributors. B.K.
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SAM OLD ENGINE RAFFLE:

SAMCHAMPS GROUP PHOTOS

Here are the winners of the prizes at
the Old Engine Raffle held at the 1993
SARCHAMPS. Over half the engines went to
ticket holders who were present, and the
balance have been mailed out to winners
who were not at the meeting. The last
prize given out was an Airtronics radio
donated by Sal Taibi.

I have a notice for those of you who had
photographs taken at the 1993
SAM CHAMPS in both the Free-Flight and R/C
events.

(1) Gary Seckel
(2) Warren Weisenbach
(3) Roy Stewart
(4) Ed Tschernoscha
(5) Abe Gallas
(6) Robert Longeeth
(7) John Wormley
(8) Bob Leach
(9) Al Hagen
(10)Les Douglas
(11)Bill Booth
(12)Clarence Myerscough
(13)Bill. Robinson
(14)Mitch Post
(15)Vic Nippert
(16)Jack Warkine
(17)Fred Emmert

(18)Ed Tschernoscha

(19)Bill Burt
(20)Robert Newman
(21)James Yocum
(22)Bill Daniels
(23)Emery Buckner
(24)A1 Hagen
(25)John Targos
(26)Larry Boyer
(27)Bob Dodda
(28)Robert Potter
(29)Maurice Ward
(30)Niall Corweli
(31)Jerry Brown
(32)Jim Hanson
(33)Charles Applebaum

their group

To receive your print, merely send your
check in the amount of $ 5.50 to: Robert
Rooman, 4235 S. Deborah Road, Springfield,
MO 65810-1315.

Specify on your check whether you want
the Free-Flight or R/C photo. Bob says
that this price is good until December
1st., but you'll have to check with him,
since I can't guarantee the time at which
you'll receive this issue, although at the
time I am writing this, it's November 9th.

THE SAMCHAMPS CAMERA...AGAIN!

Eugene,
OR with his
Clarence Bull,
GORGEOUS New Ruler. I just hope MINE looks
half as good. photo by Jack Bolton.

Close-up view of Larry Jenno's repro. of
Irwin Ohlsson's first engine, circa 1934.
A beautiful piece of work!
Jack Bolton photo.

A beautiful repro of the 1937 Mike Roll
gas job. Ship placed 4th at 1937 NATS
with 49 mins. O.O.S. Plans from Frank
Zaic '38 year book.

Thanks to all who have submitted photos
Hard to
which are EXCELLENT!
"pick-and-choose" from this batch!

SAM CHAMPS RESULTS
SAM CHAMPIONSHIPS (cont.)

WHERE CREDIT IS DUE....

Class B Ignition LER
(3 in fly-of1)

And that is to Steve Roselle, the
R/C CD and his wife Janet and Jim Persson,
the F/F CD and his wife Caroline. To
Bill Booth Sr. and his team from the
California SAM Chapters for the great
job of advance planning and the support
from Mayor Ken Knost of Taft for his
assistance. Their efforts surely produced
the best SAMCHA'TS yet.

1. F. Mulholland
2. E. Shilen
3. Lipsey
4. Percy
5. Tatient
6. Fischer
7. L. Davidson
S. Bishop
9. Alberta

Dan O'Grady and Don Reid from SAM 86,
Canada are responsible for the fine job
of reducing the "stats - on the meet to
a manageable sized report.

1. Kyncy
2. Huang
3. Percy
4. L. Davidson

*************************************************
*
RC GRAND CHAMPION - LARRY DAVIDSON
*
4t
91•
* FF POWER GRAND CHAMPION - ERIC STRENGELL
*
* FF RUBBER GRAND CHAMPION - BOB DESH1ELDS *it

5. Barrick
6. F. Mulholland
7. McLaughlin
8. P. Rafferty
9. Hamler
10. Johnston

Oct 11

-

Kerswap
Playboy
Cumulus

K&B 4.9

21:00

+11:46.0

ST G21
ST 29

21:00
21:00

+ 9:56.72

21:00
21:00
21:00
21:00
20:07
20:01
19:49

+ 7:14.65
+ 5:57.65
+ 5:28.75

Nelson
Bomber
Super Quaker ST 29
K&B 4.9
Playboy
Nelson
Bomber
Bomber
K&B 4.9
Bomber
ST G21
Blitzkrieg HB 25

+ 7:45.18

Class A Ignition I,FR
(all fly-off times)

*

***********************************************.
1993 SAM CHAMPIONSHIPS

Playboy
Bomber
Bomber
Zipper
Bomber
Playboy
Playboy

+9:11
+6:30
+3:26
DNF

Class B Glo LER
(6 in fly-off)

Additionally, Charlie Reich and Jack
Bolton are to be congratulated on the
fine photo coverage of the SAMCHAMPS
which appears on the following pages.

*
11

21:00
21:00
21:00
21:00
20:40
20:04
18:57
18:55
18:31

McCoy 29
Torp
Torp 29
K&B
Torp
Torp 29
McCoy
McCoy
O&R 29

Playboy
Playboy

Davidson
2.
3.
4.
5.

P. Rafferty
E. Shilen
E. Tileston
E. Hamlet

15 ■11, Taft, CA

Playboy
Kerswap
East Champ

Elfin 2.49
Elfin
Texaco OT

Baby Corsair
Anderson Pylon

GB 250
Elfin

10:26
7:43
6:52
5:06
3:29

Class A Glow LER
(24 flew)

RADIO CONTROL
Class C Ignition LER
(17 in fly-off)
1. Percy
2. D. Bekins
3. P. Rafferty
4. L. Davidson
5. Fischer
6. F. Mulholland
7. Lane
8. Kyncy

Bomber
Bomber

Bomber
Playboy
Sailplane
Airfoiler
Hayseed
Anderson Pylon

O&R 60
Edco
Super Cyke
O&R 60 FR
Orwick
Super Cyke
McCoy 60
McCoy

14:53
11:12
8:47
8:46
8:29
8:19
8:06
7:57

Class C Glow 1,ER
(11 in fly-of1)
1. KuLiman
2. D. Bekins

Westerner
Bomber

3. P. Rafferty
4. E. Tileston
5. L. Davidson
6. Lipsey
7. Kyncy
8. Barrick

Playboy
Taylor Cub
Playboy
Playboy
Kerrwap
Super Quaker

ST 40 RR
ST 35
K&B 7.5
ST 40
ST 35 CS
ST
Nelson
ST 35

21:44
20:55
16:54.71
16:54.55
13:32
12:42
12:39
10:02

1. E.Tileston
2. F. Mulholland
3. L. Davidson
4. Kyncy
5. P. Rafferty
6. D. Bekins

Westerner
Bomber
Bomber
Kerswap
Bomber
Bomber

K&B 3.25
K&B 3.25
Nelson
Nelson
K&B 19
Veco

21:00
21:00
21:00

+ 10:59
+ 8:53
+ 8:51

21:00
20:33
20:29

+8:10

30:00
30:00
30:00
30:00
30:00
30:00
30:00
30:00
30:00

+26:12
+ 18:53
+ 17:09
+15:35
+ 14:51
+11:55
+ 7:49

tiA Texaco
(54 flew)
1. Kyncy
2. T.Smith

3. Angel
4. Hamler
5. Johnston
6. Funk
7. Tileston
8. McLaughlin
8. Mulholland

And. Pylon
And. Pylon
Playboy Jr
Quaker

Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox

Bomber
Challenge
Taylor Cub
Playboy
Sailplane

Cox
Cox
Cox

Cox
Cox

(flyaway)

Brown Jr LER
(3 attempts for 2 officials)
(26 entertd, 13 DNF)
1. Fischer
2. Lewis
3. Blackburn
4. F. Mulholland

Buccaneer
Rambler
Folly
Miss Fortune X

5. E. Tileston

Scorpion

Brown Jr

73:24
28:08
15:45
14:30
12:19

SAM CHAMPS RESULTS
1993 SAM CHAMPS (coot!
RC ASSIST

Pure Antique MCI

Brown Jr Texaco
I. Blackburn
2. McLaughlin

Folly
Buccaneer

3.
4.
5.
6.

Rambler
Miss Fortune X
Commander
KK

Lewis
Mulholland
Angus
Kullman

32:2.5
29:54

Brown Jr

20:37
19:35
9:27
9:11

Flectric Texaco
1. Funk
2. P. Rafferty
3. Redlin
4. F. Mulholland
.5. Clark
6. Albrecht
7. Metter
8. Heacox
9. Pearce

Bomber
Bomber
Bomber
Bomber

Leisure

32:11

Ferrite

21:26
19:41
19:31
18:15
18:01
17:36

Leisure
geared
Leisure
Leisure
Leisure

Bomber
Bomber
Westerner
Bomber

16:51
15:41

Ohisson 23
1. D. Bekins

F11-2-li-2

1. D. Bain!
2. Shilen
3. Bishop

Bomber
Bomber
Bomber

1.
2.
3.
4.

Pearce
McLaughlin
C. Redlin
Boucher

5. Merker
6. F. Mulholland
7. P. Rafferty

Bomber
Stick
Playboy
Bomber
Bomber
Bomber

OS 60FS 60:00
O&R
60:00
Sup.Cyke 60:00
Irvine
Irvine

+16:28.66
+ 14:27.50
+ 6:46.51
52:36
47:37

And. Pylon

OS 60FS

44:38

Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox

Leisure
Astro 05
Asro

24:26.56
15:28.74
10:18.48

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

E. Tileston
D. Bekins
F. Mulholland
W. Geary
D. Tower

Bomber
Bomber
Miss Fortune X
Riser Rider
Bomber

O&R sp

21:01.22
20:53.54
14:56.46
13:11.50
0•

• landed off field
Old Time Glider RC

Bomber
Bomber
Bomber
Bomber
Westerner

Avro 560
Fairchild 22
Avro 560
Wren
Waterman Aero

Leisure

36:44.68
27:07.86
26:30.05
24:47.05

Kyosho

Oh'sum Sidepnrt
(5 in fly-off)

O&R 23 Only flyer to max out

55A Scale Duration RC
1. Rocha
2. Kyncy
3. E. Hander
4. Clem
5. E.Tileston

51:10.70
48:58.29
17:26.38

EkNctric LMR

RC Texaco
I. L. Davidson
2. Don Bekins
3. Fischer
4. P. Rafferty
5. McLaughlin
6. Lane

Edco
Edco
Edco

30:00
30:00
27:31
27:27
2.5:14

+9:13

•

1.
2.
3.
4.

Heacox
Schmidt
Roselle

Floater
Thermic 100
Sinbad

Clark

Thermic

16:04
15:28
11:39
10:31

Antique Glow RC
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tilesion
Kyncy
McLaughlin
Lane

5. Johnston
6. Huang

Westerner
Anderson Pylon
Josephine
Anderson Pylon
Dallaire
Cumulus

Enya 60
Rossi
Rossi
OS 61
Fox Eagle
OS RSR

24:35 .39
18:18.22
15:54.56
14:22.56
9:41.66
8:14.52

1993 SAM CHAMPS FREK-F1,IGHT

Event No. 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Chris Murphy
Jay Jackson
Sal Taibi
Wes Funk
Abe Gallas
Bob De Shields
7. George Hilliard
8. Tom Keppler
9. Art Way
10 .Charles Ripley
11 .Bruce Augustus

Event No. 3
1. Fred Emmert
2 .Hal Cover
3 .Wes Funk
4 .Jay Jackson
5. Clarence Bull
6. Rex Bain
7. Don Hockaday
8. Chris Murphy
9. Did: Lyons

1/4A-SA Nostalgia
Spacer
Top Banana
Spacer
Spacer
T-Bird
Zero
Sandy
Zee%
Spacer
T-Bird
Mini-Hogan
A-B No:italgia

Event No. 33

24 Entries

Cox Thermal Hopper
Holland Hornet
Cox T.D. .020
Cox .049
Cox Thimble Drone
Holland Hornet
Cox .049
Holland .051
Cox
Cox Space Hoppper
Holland Hornet

15:00
12:36
12:03
11:13
11:02
9:53
9:30
8:29
7:18
5:05
3:11

20 Entries

Dream Weaver
Long Tom
Ramrod
Hewitt Record Holder
Swayback
JaysLander
Sandy 100
Eureka
Super Rocketeer

Johnson .29
Cox
McCoy .29
Veco .19
Fox .25
0.S. Max III .15
0.S. Max .15
Torp .15
Forster .29

15:00
14:29
13:54
13:35
12:20
12.03
10.06
8:58
5:00

Joe Foster
Andy Faylcun
Bob Dittmer
Wade Wiley
Joe Macay
M.Hetherington
Bob Langdon
7. Bob DeShields
9. Tom Keppler
10.Don Smith
11.Len Kendy
12.Gene Wallock
13.BillCushenbery
14.Richard Moore
15 Jim Keppler
16.Ed Wallenhorst
17.A1len Anderson
18.AI Faulkner
19 Al Richardson
20.R.J. Mi%kleson

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Commercial Rubber
Orr
Stahl Cabin
Ranger
Deitrich Convertible
Convertible
Korda Victory
Miss Canada
Convertible
32 Light
Stahl Hi Climber
B G Special
33 Light Wake
Lanzo Cabin
Convertible
Sparky
Light Miss America

38 Entries
13:55
8:55
8:21
8:07
7:49
7:46
7:42
7:42
7:19
7:12
6:49
6:30
5:58
5:44
5:35
5:06
4:16
3:45
2:46
2:40

SAM CHAMPS RESULTS

Nov.- Dec. 1993
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SAM Champs Free Flight Results:
Event No. 23

.020 Replica

52 Entries

1. Bruce Augustas
2. R. Schafer
3. Joe Foster
4. Jerry Rocha
5. Ben Strauss
6. Tom Keppler
6. Jim Quinn
8 Sal Taibi
8. Bill Langenberg
10. Mar:: Seifried
11 Al Graves
12 B. McCormick
13 Bill Dirt
14.Charles Ripley
15. Darrel Peugh
16.Dan Smith
17 Abe Gallas
18. Dick Lyons
18. Bob DeShields
20. Richard Munz
22. Al Rasmussen

Strato Streak
Ranger

Cox .020
Cox .020

Strato Streak
Half Pint
Playboy
Playboy
Strato Streak
So Long
Strato Streak
Playboy
Foe 2U
Playboy

Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox

.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020

Playboy
Interceptor
Strato Streak
Kerswap
Strato Streak
Playboy
Zipper

Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox
Cox

.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020
.020

Event No. 29

C Gas Fuselage

44 Entries

1. Joe Foster
2. Sal Taibi
3. Jim Robinson
4. Fred Dunn
5. Leon Nadolski
6. Ed Lamb
7. Bruce Augustas
8. Bruce Chandler
9. Eric Strengell
10.Don Nordlund
11.Dick Lyons
12.Bob Schafer
13.Bud Romal:
14 Mitch Post
15.Larry Boyer
16.Ron Boots
17.A1 Richardson
18.C. Christensen
19.Ed Konefes
20.Dick Seifried
21 Al Rasmussen

Playboy Cabin
Playboy Cabin
Hayseed
Dodger 6'
Rambler
Spook '72
Rambler
Clipper Mk I
Playboy Cabin
Powerhouse
Powerhouse
Rambler
Super Quaker
Playboy Cabin
Clipper
Rambler
Rambler
Brooklyn Dodger
Buzzard Bombshell

Synchro Ace
Ohlsson .60
Ohlsson .60
Anderson .65
Orwick
Ohlsson .60
Super Cyke
Bunch M.M.
0.S. 40C
Anderson
Forster .99
Madewell
Orwick
Super Cyke
Bunch Tiger
Super Cyke
Super Cyke
Atwood Champ
Brown Jr.

Hayseed

Super Cyke

Event No. 30

A Gas Pylon

54 Entries

Ranger
1. Eric Strengell
Ranger
2. Abe Gallas
Westerner
3. McCormick
4. Greg Rasmussen
5. Wayne Cain
Playboy Jr.
Stratc Otreak
5. Bruce Augustus
7. Mark Seifried
Kerswap
8. Joe Foster
Ranger
9. Don Reid
10.Clarence Myerscough Ranger
Ranger
11.Gene Wallock
Ranger
12-Jack Jella
Ranger
13.Jerry Rocha
Gas Bird
14.Bob Schafer
Gas Bird
15.A1 Rasmussen
Playboy Jr
16.Dick Lyons
Thermal Thumber
17.Larry Clark
Ranger
18-Richard Munz
Thermal Thumber
19.Mitch Post
Kerswap
20.Bruce Chandler
Interceptor
2:.Joe Tschirgi
22.Warren Weisenbach Aero Champ
Playboy Jr.
23.A1 Corey
Kerswap
23.Fred Emmert
Westerner
25.C. Christensen
Ranger
26.John Sattler
Fox
27.Jim Robinson

Event No 22
13:33
12:40
9:05
8:54
8:43
8:39
8:39
8:32
8:32
8:07
7:25
7:08
6:55
5:59
5:17
3:53
2:36
2:33
2:33
1:37
1:21

14:45
13:11
12:54
12:40

11:57
11:38
10:22
10:11
9:46
9:44
9:35
9:30
9:15
8:02
7:51
6:38
6:19
6:16
5:41
3:00
1:23

23:35
20:40
16:41
14:50
14:45
Arden .19
14:45
Elfin 2.49
13:51
13:40
Bantam .19
12:47
O.S. .15C
12:21
Elfin 2.49cc
12:11
Elfin 2.49cc
11:51
Arden .19
11:13
Elfin 2.19cc
11:02
Arden .19
10:47
0.S. .15C
10:22
Hornet .19
9:26
0.S. .15C
8:44
0.S. 15C
7:45
Arden .19
Oliver .15 '491K[11 6:20
5:00
Bantam .19
4:43
Arden ,19
3:51
Simplex .19
3:51
0.S. .15C
3:03
Elfin 2.19cc
1:55
0.5. .15C
:55
Bantam .19

O.S. 15C
Arden .19
0.S. .15C

51 Entrie .

Large Fuselage Rubber

1. Don Reid
Korda
Lanzo Classic
2. Bill Gibbons
Lanzo Duplex
3. Bob DeShields
Lanzo Classic
4. Ed Konefes
5. Ben Strauss
Korda Dethermalizer
'39 Canadian Wake
6. Bob Dittmer
Catalain '38
7. Les DeWitt
8. Bob Langdon
Korda
Korda Flying Cloud
9. John Rogusky
10.Bill Cushenberry Lanzo
Leshner '36 Stout
11.Len Kendy
12.Bill Crovella
'37 Stout
13.R.J. Mikkleson
Lanzo Duplex
14. David Beales
Flying Minutes
15. Phil Klintworth Lanzo Classic
Sharpshooter
16.Joe Macey
Korda
17.George Clark
18. Ed Wallenhorst
Lanzo Duplex
19. Dan Smith
Lanzo Cabin
20.Mike Hetherington Bob Jeffery
21.Al Faulkner
22. Gene Wallock
Cleveland Gull
Lanzo Duplex
23.Jack Jella
24. Carl Redlin
Lanzo Classic
25.Ted Bieber
26. Andy Faykun
Korda
26. Fred Emmert
Korda
27. Jim Keppler
Korda
28. Tom Hammond
29. Al Richardson
30. Bud Romak
Duplex
Lanzo Classic
31. C. Christensen
32.Joe Foster
Lanzo Duplex
33. Bill Langenberg Korda
34. Al Graves
Korda

28:40
28:37
20:00
15:10
15:07
14:37
14:20
14:17
14:16
13:42
12:24
12:03
11:53
11:50
11:35
11:30
10:15
9:52
8:41
8:40
8:17
7:56

7:36
7:27
6:44
5:00
5:00
3:54
3:53
3:22
2:38
2:30
2:14
1:37
:50

Small Fuselage Rubber

1. Bob DeShields
2. Bill Cushenberry
3. Bob Dodds
4. W. Gibbons
5. Len Kendy
6. Joe Macay
7. R.J. Mikkelson
8. Joe Foster
9. Don Reid
10.Les DeWitt
11. Phil Klintworth
12.Tom Keppler
13.Jim Quinn
14.Allen Anderson
15.Jim Keppler
16. Ed Konefes
17.John Rogusky
18. David Beales
19.M. Hetherington
20.Gene Wallock
21. Andy Faykun
22. James Hanson
23. Wade Wiley
24. Al Graves
25. Ed Wallenhorst
26. Bob Dittmer
27. C.Christensen
28. Larry Boyer
29. Dick Lyons
30.AI Faulkner
31. Richard Munz
32. Barney Onofri
33. Bob Langdon
34. Jack Jella
35. Dan Smith
36. David Sutcliffe

Altimeter
Korda
Double Feature
Double Feature
BG Special
Lidgard v"C"
Double Feature
Schumacher Geared
Double Feature
Pacemaker
Beaumont Moffet
Jabberwock

53 Entri

Event No.11

Lanzo Cabin "30"
BG Special
Double Feature
Jabberwock
Diasphere
Nippy
33 Lanzo
Reich
Jabberwock.
Ranger
Jabberwock
Deitrich Convertible
Stahl Cabin
Altimeter
Zephyr
Snipe
Dietrich Convertible
Dietrich Convertible
G. Light
Jabberwon
Jabberwock
Jabberwock

13:00
8:54
8:54
8:45
8:41
8:20
8:18
8:01
7:52

7:50
7:37

7:30

7:19
6:50
6:43
6:33
6:32
6:28
6:21
6:17
6:05
5:06
4:33
4:29

4:14
4:05
3:57
3:52
3:41
3:28
2:26
1:31
1:06
1:05
1:00
:52

SAM CHAMPS RESULTS
SAM Champs Free Flight Results:
C-D Nostalgia

Event No. 4
1.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Bob DeShields
Curt Stevens
Jack Jella
Hal Cover
Jay Jackson
Sal Taibi
Don Hockaday
C.Christensen
Wes Funk

Ramrod 750
Spacer 800
Zeek
Gool
Top Banana
Spacer 800
Sandy 125
The Stare
Ramrod

16 Entries
Johnson C.S .35
KB .35
Torp .32
Fox .59
Torp .32
K.35
0.S. Max .35
Johnson .35
McCoy .35

Class ABC Old Ruler

15 Entries

Swift II

OS .25
OS .15

Dodger
Scrambler
Mod. Clipper (III)

Forster .29
Ohlsson .23
Bunch Tiger

Event No. 9

30 Second Antique

44 Entries

1. Bruce Augustus
2. Ha: Cover
3. Bob Schafer
4. Jerry Rocha
5. Ed Konefes
6. Leon Nadoiski
7. Bud Romack
8. Brace Chandler
9. Dick Lyons
10. Mitch Post
11. Don Nordlund
12 Bob Dodds
13. Ron Boots
14 Fred Emmert
15. Larry Boyer
16, Joe Foster
17. Larry Clark
18. Ted Bieber
19. Gene Wallat:
20. Abe Gallas
21. Jim Robinson

Rambler

Super Cyke

Rambler
Rambler

Madewell .49
Madewell .49

Rambler

Orwick .65

Clipper
Powerhouse
Clipper
EhIing "96"
Rambler
Rambler
Trenton Terror
Clipper
Pixie
Trenton Terror
Clipper
Powerhouse
Kloud King
Miss RPM

Bunch M.M.
Forster .99
Madewell .49
Anderson
Brown
Brown
Vivell .35
Bunch Tiger
Ohlsson .29
Madewell .49
Madewell .49
Super Cyke
Bunch
Forster .35

4 Oz. Wakefield

35 Entries

Event No. 14
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Richard Seifried
Bob Oslan
Al Rasmussen
Sal Taibi
Bud Romak
Larry Clark
Jim Robinson
Charles Yost
Gene Wallock

Event No.

12

Lanzo Duplex
1. Richard Munz
Lanzo Duplex
2. Ed Konefes
Lanzo Duplex
3. Bob DeShields
4. Joe Foster
5. Bill Cushenberry Lanzo Duplex
Verdier
6. Bud Rank
Lanzo Duplex
7. Jack Jella
Lanzo Duplex
8. Jim Quinn
Judge
9. Andy Faykun
35 G. Light
10. Al Richardson
Lanzo Duplex
11. Dan Smith
G.S. Light "Early"
12. Bob Langdon
Copeland
13. Abe Gallas
Lanzo Duplex
14. Bill Burt
Verdier
15. Don Reid
Will Fly II
16. Joy Macay
Lanzc Duplex "D"
17. Bill Gibbons
Lanzo Duplex
18. R.J. Mikkelson
Judge '36
19. David Beales
Copeland '36
20. Tom Keppler
21. Mike Heaterington Lanzo Duplex
Lanza Duplex
22. Ed Wallenhorst
Judge
23. C. Christensen
'35 G. Light
24. Gene Wallock
Verdier
25. Ken Sykora
"Stout" '36
26. Len Kendy

22:41
19:25
13:07
13:06
12:47
12:13
11:42
11:35
10:33
10:00
9:59
9:47

9:33
9:22
8:36
8:32
8:20
7:54
7:31
7:12
6:54
4:48
3:50
3:25
3:01
1:55

20:00
19:37
12:45
11:27
11:04
10:32
5:00
3:00
2:08

13:27
12:47
12:09
11:59
11:46
10:53
8:21
4:16
1:16

21:34
11:43
10:14
10:03
9:31
9:16
8:58
8:43
7:57
7 :02
7:00
6:41
6:38
6:22
5:00
4:24
3:46
2:11
2:01
:59
:48

Event No. 41

Small Rubber Stick 19 Entries

1. Bill Cushenberry
2. Len Kendy
3. Don Reid
4. Joe Foster
5. Ben Strauss
6. Hal Cover
7. Joe Tschirgi
8. R.J. Mikkleson
9. Ralph Horney
10. Tom Keppler
11. Bill Langenberg
12. John Rogusky
13. Joe Macay
14. Jim Keppler
15. Tom Hammonds
16. David Sutcliffe
17. Ted Bieber
18. Ernie Linn
19. Dan Smith
20. Richard Moore
21. Ed Konefes
22. Andy Faykun
23. Phil Klintworth
24. Gene Wallock
25. Ken Sykora
26. M.Heterington
27. Alwyn Graves

Korda
Korda Stick
Gollywock
Korda "C" Tractor
Ritz Tractor

177
iii0

: 3291

13:34
11:40
8:56
8:52
8:39
Gollywock
8:20
Stratometer
7:02
Gollywock
5:43
Cassano's Champion
Beaumont StickTractor 5:20
5:04
Korda
3:57
Gollywock
3:52
Gollywock
2:52
Whitman Falcon
2:46
Gollywock
Gollywock
Casano
2:35
Korda
Beaumont
22:1(1)
Angel
1:42
o
t meter
:44
:25
Gollywock
Ritz
'37 Korda Stick

=ate

Event No. 42

8 Oz. Wakefield

37 Entri

1. Bill Gibbons
2. Les DeWitt
3. Bill Crovella
4 Phil Klintworth
5. Al Richardson
6. Abe Gallas
7. Warren Weisenbach
8. Bud Romak
9. Gene Wallock
10. Bob DeShields
11. Joe Macay
12. Richard Manz
13. Andy Faykun
14. Hal Cover
15. Bill Cushenberry
16. Jim Keppler
17. Bob Langdon
18. Carl Redlin
19. John Rogusky
20. Tom Hammond

Lanzo Classic
De Witt 47
Jaguar
Lanzo Classic
Eugene II
Sharpshooter
Korda '39
Korda
Cleveland Gull
Korda
Lanzo Classic
Eugene II
Surprise

22:53
14:15
12:35
12:05
10:00
9:58
9:55
9:45
8:39
7:58
7:22
7:10
6:08
5:25
5:23
3:52
3:21
2:52
2:27
2:23

Event No. 43

Rubber Scale

14 Entries

1. Dan Smith
2. Jim Alaback
3. Gene Wallock
4. M. Hetherington
5. R.J. Miltkleson
6. Ed Wallenhorst
7. Jerry Rocha
8. Andy Faykun

Lame) Puss Moth
Curtis Robin
Lanzo Puss Moth
Jo Ott Stinson
Bay State C.Robin
Lanzo Puss Moth
Curtis Robin
Interstate Cadet

7:48
7:39
7:34
5:25
4:19
3:12
3:06
1145

Event No. 44

Twin Pusher

17 Entries

1. R.J. Mikkleson
2. Wade Wiley
3. Ed Wallenhorst
3. Gene Wallock
5. Bob Dittmer
6. Ed Konefes
7. Fred Emmert
B. Vic C u nnyngham
9. Bob Langdon
10.A1 Faulkner
11. Ron Boots

Burnham
Burnham
Simmers
Simmers
Burnham

Kansas Wake
'39 Korda
'39 Korda
Lanzo Classic
Korda Flying Cloud
Korda

7:20
3:34
3:26
3:26
3:15
2:48
Simmers 2:45
Carl Carlson '28-'30 2:44
Ruggeri 2:42
1:45
1:44
Burnham
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Event No. 10

A Gas Fuselage

Ascender
1 .Eric Strengell
Bklyn Dodger
2 .Don Reid
3 .Fred Emmert
Challenger
Bay Ridge Mike
4 .Larry Jenno
Ehling Midget
5. Bob Schafer
Cabin Ruler
6. Clarence Bull
7. Jim Robinson
Cabruler
8. Clarence Myerscough Ascender
Brooklyn Dodger
9. Curt Stevens
Coronet
10 .Jerry Rocha
Brooklyn Dodger
11 .Joe Foster
Cabruler
12. Leon Nadolski
Brigadier
13. Bill Burt
Bombshell
14. Bob Dittmer
Brooklyn Dodger
15. Wayne Cain
Feather Merchant
16. Allen Laycock
SoLong
17. Mitch Post
Buzzard Bombshell
18. Bruce Chandler
Commando
19. Dick Lyons
SoLong
20. Bob Mc Cormick
Brooklyn Dodger
20. Sal Taibi
Thomas Challenger
20 Wade Wiley
SoLong
23.Ted Bieber
So Long
24. John Day
Wedgy
25. Charles Yost
Cloudster
26. Larry Clark
Thomas Challenger
27. Ken Sykora
28. Bruce Augustus
So Long
Commando
29. S.B. Macaluso
Brooklyn Dodger
30.Walt Huhn
Challenger
31. Bud Romak

44 Entries
O.S. .15
O.S. .15
O.S. .15
Arden .19
Arden .09
Bantam .19
Bantam .19
Elfin
Elfin
Elfin
Bantam .19
Elfin
O.S. .15

12:34
11:10
9:30
9:18
9:07
9:02
8:59
8:47
8:39
8:25
7:36
7:26
6:47
6:37
6:21
Arden .19
6:02
Elfin
5:47
Simplex
Black Knight .15 5:25
5:24
Ohlsson .19
5:00
Ohlsson .19
5:00
Elfin
5:00
Elfin
4:17
Ohlsson .19
3:41
Elfin
3:19
Elfin
3:08
Hornet .19
2:49
Simplex
2:28
Elfin
1:24
O.S. .15
1:21
Elfin
:48
Ohlsson .19

Event No. 20

B Gas Fuselage

36 Entries

1. Sal Taibi
2. Fred Emmert
3. Joe Foster
4. Mitch Post
5. Leon Nadolski
6. Jim Robinson
7. Eric Strengell
8. Fred Dunn
9. Jim Adams
10. Les Douglass
11. Bruce Chandler
12.Joe Tschirgi
13. Ed Konefes
14.Jim Hanson

Brooklyn Dodger
Pixy
Brooklyn Dodger
Brooklyn Dodger
Brooklyn Dodger
Brooklyn Dodger
Brigadier
Brooklyn Dodger
Brooklyn Dodger
So Long
Brigadier
Brooklyn Dodger
Cloud Snooper
Cleveland Cloudster

Ohlsson .23
O.S. .25
Ohlsson .29
Torp .29
AMCO 21
Forster .29
0.S..25C
U.S .25C
KB .29
Ohlsson .23
E.D. Hunter
Forster .29
Ohlsson .23
Ohlsson .23

Event No. 21

C Gas Pylon

47 Entries

Westerner
1. Bud Romak
Sailplane
2. Leon Nadolski
Zipper
3. Al Rasmussen
Sailplane
4. Sal Taibi
Sailplane
5. Dick Seifried
Sailplane
6. Bruce Augustus
Anzalc
7. Ted Bieber
Sailplane
8. Don Nordlund
9. Tom Keppler
Playboy
10.W. Weisenbach
Alert
Theo Radical
10 Greg Rasmussen
Playboy
12.Jim Quinn
Zipper
13.Herb Fawcett
Zipper
14.Mitch Post
Nev Ruler
15. Clarence Bull
16. Larry Sicuranza Gas Champ
Sailplane
17. Tom Hammond
Gooseneck
18. Larry Clark
Foo 2 C
19. Dick Lyons
Hurricane
20 Bob Dodds
21. Chris Christensen Westerner
Playboy
22. Jim Robinson
New Ruler
23. Bruce Chandler
Sailplane
24.Al Richardson
Alert
25.Joe Foster

Super Cyke
Orwick .73
O.S. .30
Super Cyke
McCoy .60
Anderson Spitfire
Madewell .49
Anerson Spitfire
Ohlsson .60
Forster .35
Madewell .49
Super Cyke
O.S. .29
Torp .32
Super Cyke
Super Cyte
Anderson Spitfire
Super Cyke
Torpedo .32
Ohlsson .60
Madewell
Ohlsson .60
Blue Streak .65
Ohlsson .60
Forster .305

Event No. 31

Hand Launch Glider

20 Entries

1.Bob DeShields
2.Bill Langenberg
3.0eorge Hilliard
4.Ralph Homey
5 Brian Potter
6.Clarence Bull
7,Brad Levine
B.A. Laycock
9.A Graves
10.Charles Steed

Hervat
Hervat
Hervat
Zoomer
Hervat
Belsky
American Record
Bowers
Hervat

5:50
5:02
4:33
3:48
3:28
2:49
2:42
2:31
1:26
1:17

Event No.32

Large Rubber Stick

49 Entries

1. Carl Redlin
Lamb Climber
2. Ed Konefes
Smith Stick
3. Bill Crovella
Smith '41
4. Don Reid
Smith
5. Ted Bieber
6. Hal Cover
Lanzo 300
7. Joe Foster
Lanzo Duplex Stick
8. R.J. Mildcleson
Lamb Climber
9. John Roguslcy
Lamb Climber
10.Andy Fayl❑in
11.Bill Cushenberry Heaven Bound
Australian Record
12.Les DeWitt
Lanzo
13 Bill Langenberg
Lamb Climber
14.Tom Hammond
Korda Stickler
15.Ed Smill
Smith Stick
16.Jim Keppler
Lanzo Duplex
17.Dave Sutcliffe
Korda Stickler
18.Richard Munz
Lanzo Stick
19.A1 Graves
Lanzo Stick
20.C. Christensen
Starmont "Aussie"
2I.M. Hetherington
Lamb Climber
22.Richard Moore
Lanzo
23.Bud Romak
Korda Stickler
24.Jim Quinn
Kolb Stick
25.Wade Wiley
Korda Stickler
26.Tom Keppler
Heaven Bound
27.Larry Sicuranza
Lanzo Duplex
28.Len Kendy
1940 Record Stick
29.Ed Wallenhorst
Korda Stickler
30.Phil Klintworth
Smith '41
30.Jerry Rocha
Light
30 Gene Wallock
Lamb Climber
30.Charles Steed
Korda Stickler
34.Joe Macay
Hi Ho
35.Bob Langdon
Hi Ho
36.Dan Smith
37.Warren Weisenbach Lanzo Duplex

14:44
13:15
12:33
11:40
11:39
11:21
10:17
8:40
8:29
8:22
8:04
8:02
7:00
6:20

25:00
13:49
13:47
13:11
12:59
12:39
12:24
12:17
12:04
11:36
1]:36
11:27
10:59
10:28
10:22
9:42
7:40
6:48
5:57
5:43
4:41
4:01
3:18
2:47
1:50

Event No.15
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

38:31
37:47
24:14
23:25
17:36
14:46
14:27
14:16
14:09
13:40
13:08
13:04
12:20
12:14
11:56
11:44
11:37
11:36
11:26
9:25
9:21
9:18
8:33
8:21
7:23
7:11
6:14
6:10
6:01
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
4:45
4:28
1:44
1:37

SPIRIT OF SAM CONCOURS

Ed Lamb
Bob Schafer
Les Douglass
Larry Jenno
Fred Emmert

Spook '72
Miss Philly
American Ace
Ohlsson
Clipper

Ohlsson 60
Brown Jr.
Ohlsson .23
Ohlsson .12
Vivell .35

SPECIAL CONTEST DIRECTOR'S EVENT - PHANTOM FLASH
1.
2.
3.
4.

Greg Rasmussen
Jerry Rocha
Al Rasmussen
Ed Konefes

:58
:54
:44
:4()

PERPETUAL TROPUY AWARDS
Feather Merchant Trophy
Ohlsson .23 Trophy
Twin Pusher Trophy
"C" Cabin Trophy
30 Second Antique Trophy
1/2A Texaco R/C Trophy
Worst Crash Trophy
Ernie Shailor Trophy Class "B"

Jim Kyncy
Don Bekins
R.J. Mikkleson
Joe Foster
Bruce Augustus
Larry Davidson
Dale Tower
Eric Strengell

SAM CHAMPS REPORT
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SAM Champs Free Flight Results:

THE TAFT EXPERIENCE
by Jim

11A Texaco

I. W. Gibbons
2.Gene Wallock
3. Charles Steed
4. R.J. Mikkleson
5. Bob Dittmer
6. Sal Taibi
7. Wayne Collier
8. Bill Daniel
9. Was Funk
10.Doug King
11.Clarence Bull
12.Charles Yost
13.Bud Romak
14.Dick Lyons
15.Brad LeVine
16.Bill Burt
17.Bob Langdon
18.Jim Quinn
19 Ron Boots

Cox ..049
Cox Texaco
Powerhouse
Cox .049
Quaker Flash
Cox .049
Miss Fortune X
Cox .049
Lanzo Racer
Cox TD .049
Powerhousece
Lanzo Record Breaker Cox .049
Cox .049
Dallaire '67
Cox .049
Miss Philly
Cox .049
Miss Fortune X
Cox Medallion
Lanzo Bomber
Cox .049
Lanzo Bomber
Cox .049
Powerhouse
Cox .049
Red Zephyr
Cox .020
Trenton Terror
Cox .049
PB-2
Cox .049
King Bird
Cox .049
Powerhouse
Testers -McCoy
Powerhouse

Event No. 39

B Gas Pylon

40 Entries

1. Eric Strengell
2. Bud Romak
3. Dick Lyons
4. Richard Munz
5. Ben Strauss
6. Clarence Bull
7. Fred Emmert
8. Bruce Chandler
9. Jerry Rocha
10.A1 Richardson
11.A1 Rasmussen
12.Larry Clark
13.Leon Nadolski
14.Jim Robinson
15.Warren Weisenbach

Zipper
Zipper

0.S. .25C

16.Ted Bieber

Powerhouse

Zipper
Ranger
American Ace
Foo 2 U
Wasp
Gas Bird
Alert
Alert
Foo 2 U
Sailplane 51"
Alert
Alert
Alert
Wasp

Event No. 40

Fuel Allotment Antique 35 Entries

1.Clarence Bull
2. Ed Konefes
3. Bob Schafer
4. Eric Strengell
5. Bruce Chandler
6. Dick Seifried
7. Don Nordlund
8. Fred Emmert
9.Gene Wallock
10.Larry Clark
11.Mitch Post
12.Bob Dittmer
13.Sal Taibi
14.Leon Nadolski
15.Jim Adams
16.Ron Boots
17.Bob Langdon

Lanzo Bomber

OK Super 60

Miss Philly VI
37 Ehling
Trenton Terror
Valkyrie
Ehling 96"
Anderson Pylon
Powerhouse
Marsden
Anderson Pylon

Brown D
Ohlsson 60
Bunch M.M.
Super Cyke

Record Breaker
Ehling
Powerhouse
Quaker

OK .60

Event No. 24
1. Sal Taibi
2. Bob Langdon
3. Bruce Chandler
4. Jim Robinson
5. Dick Lyons
6. R.J. Mikkelson
7. Larry Clark
8. Ken Sykora

Gas Scale
Corben Super Ace
wee Bee

Martin MO-1
Curtis Robin
Allen A-4
Stahl Grasshopper
Rearwin Speedster
Viri

66:41
57:00
56:25
56:21

54 : 23
53 : 29
46:34
40:11
35:10
33:24
30:50
29:24

28:48
23:40
23:16
23:15
17:48
7:37

6;30

19:36
13:18
Torp .29
Black Knight . 25 13:07
12:28
0.S. .25
12:23
0.S. .20C
Fox .25 Ign
11:12
10:22
0.S. .25
Black Knight . 25 10:16
10:12
Ohlsson .23
Forster .29
9:49
Veco Ign
9 : 23
9:09
0.S. .25 C
8:36
ED .21
8:16
Tarp .29
7:45
Forster .29
Ohlsson .23
47
11 :t8
Orwick .29
Brown Jr.
1:55

17.Joe Foster
1B.Wayne Cain

Clipper

A Caroline Persson

24 Entries

Event No. 34

Swoose

Nov.- Dec. 1993

Anderson

Ohlsson 60
Super Cyke
Brawn Jr.
Anderson

Brown Jr,
Dennymite
Ohlsson .60
12 Entries
Vivell .35
Cox .049
ED 2cc
OS .20
Cox .049
Cox .049
Cox .049
Pfiffer Diesel

What
would the next week bring?
Pre-entries
had already reached record
levels, and who knew how many we might
pick up on registration day. Sunday, Grand
Collecto and registration day dawned
bright and clear; perfect flying weather!
We had one of the biggest collectos ever,
and picked up quite a few more entries at
the registration table. Quite an interational contingent too, including Australians, New Zealanders, Canadians, and
from England, our old friend Mike Hetherington. And don't forget all those from
the four corners of the United States.
What a
great
bunch of people! Our
Free-Flight desk was going to be a busy
place, but would this weather hold?

Day One: Nostalgia. What a nice surprise
when we took our first trip out to the
field. A newly graded entrance, with the
ditch filled in and a telephone! All the
comforts, and an evening rain-storm to
settle the dust. The weather was doing
nicely, thank you. Flying started at 8:00
AM with tight competition in all classes,
the standard. There was very little drift,
so chasing was not too bad. With
processing continuing throughout the day
(every model was to be checked before its
first flight) things were quite busy at
the FF desk. Even managed to pick up the
17:24 skill of carrying
two lunches and two
14:15
drinks
back
from
the
cook-shack with very
13:32
13:20 little
loss! No complaints about the food,
13:07 it
was great! I can almost taste one of
12:35
those
roast beef sandwiches now! Lots of
11:32
10:06 maxes and a few planes down in the R/C
9 : 04 area, the air was so calm. Closed up shop
8:54
at 3:30, and headed for the Bean Feed.
8:07
8:18 What an affair! Thanks to Ron Boots' tire7 : 48 less work in acquiring "STUFF", everyone
7:21
got a prize. What a table full of goodies
:1: there was! Thanks again Ron, for all your

1

4:13 help. Also, thanks to Mayor Ken for all

his help in improving the flying site and
getting the town ready for us. Let's also
not
forget the L.A. group who did such a
22:35
17:35 nice job in setting up the field. You made
15 :
9:5544
78:02
7:32

2:24

our job so much easier! Now on to the

Old-Timers.
Day Two: Arrived early, as flying
started at 7:30. Some overcast, but sun is

trying to break through and again,....
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...very little wind. Old Ruler Class has
lots of entries, and one truly unique
plane by Al Rasmussen that placed third.
Again, lots of maxes and gentle breezes.
Thanks for all the help during processing;
everything seemed to go very smoothly. And
a special thanks to all those who timed
and chased. We couldn't have done it
without you! A vote of appreciation and
thanks must go out to the famous Mr.
Tweedy, whose retrieval of lost aircraft
has become legendary! We closed up shop at
4:30, and headed into town for some dinner
before "The Spirit of SAM" Concours. The
entrants were some beautiful works of art,
but the winners truly stood out, and
seemed eager to fly.
Day Three: This eating breakfast before
the sun comes up has got to stop! I must
say though, that Hahns does a good job.
(Especially on Sunday night, when they're
the only game in town!) Out to the field,
and again the weather is holding. One of
the first flights of the day is a 22
minute Gas Scale flight by Sal Taibi, and
his Corben Super Ace. Flying was
spectacular, including Class C Pylon and
Bud Romak, who , after his 4th max with a
15 sec. motor run, sends up a 5th max,
with an 8 sec. motor run. What's the
plane? His beautiful Foote Westerner. Lots
more good flying that led to a two-man
fly-off in Large Rubber Fuselage between
Don Reid and Bill Gibbons, with Don
prevailing by only a few seconds. Again
back to town for a quick dinner and off to
the SAM Business Meeting, back to the
motel and to bed.
Day Four: Can't believe this weather!
Clear and calm. Bill Gibbons puts up a 26
min. plus flight in 1/2-A Texaco. and
lands on the field! As the day continued,
there were several more flights of more
than 20 minutes that STILL landed on the
field! More trips to the lunch shack and
back, doing my balancing act. Thank
goodness for our Score Cards, they made my
life a lot easier and helped us have our
scores tallied by the end of each day's
flying. Well,..a famous Taft phenomenon,
known as a "trash-mover", came through the
field early in the afternoon. What a
thermal THAT was! Another fly-off, this
time in Large Stick Rubber, between Carl
Redlin and Ed Konefes.

Two dead heats, with Carl coming out on
top by about 30 secs. What flying! Hey!,a
free evening! Let's do something
different, like going out to dinner! And
so to bed.
Day Five: Another one of those light
rains that settle the dust and a beautiful
day dawns. Slight high clouds make it a
perfect day for Fuel Allotment. Ed Konefes
put up a first flight of 14 plus minutes,
and it just got better. In the afternoon,
Clarence Bull posted over 19 minutes. At
high noon, we had the mass launch of the
twin pushers. Everyone survived the launch
and climbed. Many surpassed 3 minutes, and
"MIK" Mikkelson won with a time of 7:20.
This was Rubber Scale day, and there were
some beautiful models and good times. Our
flying ended with another fly-off. This
one was in Small Stick rubber, between
Bill Cushenberry, Len Kendy, Don Reid and
Joe Foster, with Bill taking first. All
Concours planes posted flights, some of
them very respectable. Our overall power
winner, Eric Strengell, dominated with
consistent flying in his events. Bob
DeShields, our rubber power winner, not
only flew well with his beautiful models,
but was always ready to help anyone who
was in need. One short medical note: we
kept our stitches below 70, and had one
motorcycle mishap. Hope your hands are
healing Leon and Vivian.
I can't say enough about how well
everything was organized for us, both in
town and out on the field. Thank you Bill
Booth for the tireless work you put in
this year to make this 27th Annual SAM
CHAMPS such a success. Once again, thank
you to all those who helped with timing,
chasing or just kibbitzing, when it seemed
necr.ssary.
See you in Muncie!

Jim and Caroline Persson, FFCD and Aide de
Scorer

SAM BUSINESS MEETING
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1993 SAM ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
MTNUTES
The meeting was called to order at 7:00
PM, October 13, 1993 by the President.
Roll call of officers was held. Those
present were; Bob Dodds,Secretary and
Treasurer,Bob Angel, West Coast VP, Ken
Kullman, Rocky Mountain VP, Jim Adams,
President. Mike Granieri, East Coast VP
and Bob Larsh, Midwest VP were absent.
It was moved and seconded to accept the
minutes of last year's meeting as
published in SAM Speaks. The motion was
approved.
President Jim Adams made his annual
report. He reported that the SAM
organization continues to grow, and that
SAM is now publishing 3100 issues of SAM
Speaks six times a year.
He read the report on new chapters,
prepared
by Chapter Chairman,
Woody
Woodman.
SAM now has a total of 113
chapters. We have 8 new chapters in 1993;
three of these are overseas and include
Hungary, South Africa and Czechoslavia.
SAM has 20 overseas chapters.
The President reported that Don Bekins
had resigned as editor of SAM Speaks, and
Bill Kimbell had been appointed as the new
editor.
He announced that election of SAM
officers would be held in the Spring of
1994. Candidates names for office should
be submitted to the President during
January and February 1994. All offices
including President, four vice presidents,
and secretary/treasurer, are open for
nominations.
The President reported that an updated
SAM Membership Brochure, listing all the
current chapters, had been published
during the past year, and copies
distributed to all chapters.
It was also reported that an update of
the SAM Approved Designs Handbook would be
published in 1994, and copies will go on
sale in January or February.
Revisions to the SAM Rule Book voted in
June 1993 will be made available to all
members in January 1994.
Mr. Adams reported that the AMA has
asked SAM to participate in planning
meetings for the 1994 AMA Nationals. He
also reported that SAM has been asked to
assist in the planning of the AMA Model
Museum at Muncie. SAM is responding ..
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..to these requests.
President Adams closed his report with a
brief
report on
the first European
SAMCHAMPS. David
Baker, President of
Chapter 1066, reported that the meet was a
tremendous success with 375 entries from
many of the European chapters.
Bob Angel, West Coast VP, gave a brief
report on the success of the 1993
SAMCHAMPS.
Ken Kullman, Rocky Mountain VP, made an
invitation to the membership to attend the
SAMCHAMPS in Colorado in 1995.
Don Reid, speaking for Mike Granieri,
Eastern VP, presented an invitation to SAM
to attend the Eastern SAMCHAMPS at Muncie,
Indiana, in 1994.
Bob Dodds gave the annual Financial
Report. His report the current membership
is 2528 (in the USA and Canada). His
report indicated that we had a cash
balance of $33,469 as of 6/13/93, and
reported a positive net income of $6,197
for 1993. The financial statement appears
elsewhere in this issue of SAM Speaks.
President Jim Adams presented an award
to Don Bekins for his service as editor of
SAM Speaks in 1992 - 1993.
John Pond, Past President of SAM,
presented an award that was made by the
AMA to Don Bekins for his excellence in
editing SAM Speaks.
The single item of new business was a
proposal by Dave Lewis to limit the terms
of SAM officers. The proposal read,"The
members of The Board of Directors shall be
limited totterms". He also proposed that
the term limit would become effective
retroactively to the start of the
1991-1992 term, so that the term limit
would be applied to the present members of
The Board of Directors. The President read
the proposal in lieu of Mr. Lewis'
absence. A discussion followed and the
majority of comments were opposed to the
proposal. The President called for a
second on the proposal. Since no second
was forthcoming, Mr. Adams declared the
proposal had failed for lack of a second.
Carl Hatrak read a list of the (41)
deceased members for 1993. Bud McNorgan's
name was added, and the list was accepted.
Mr. Hatrak read the results of the Rules
vote held in June. He indicated that the
three R/C rules proposals had passed. Mr.
Adams indicated that the rules would be
printed in SAM Speaks, and the revised
rules would be incorporated ....
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...in the 1994 Rule Book.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:10 PM.
The presentation of the Hall of Fame
Awards followed. The inductees for 1993
were: Jim Adams, Jack Bolton, Bob Cahill,
Carl V. Carlson, Robert P. Dodds and Larry
Jenno. The presentations were made by:
Robert Angel, West Coast VP, Sal Taibi,
Past president, and Hall of Fame member,
and Vic Cunnynham Sr., Hall of Fame
member.

This report covers the period from 6/13/92
to 6/13/93.

Respectfully submitted
Ken Kullman, for Bob Dodds, Secretary

$ 27271

BANK BALANCE for 6/19/92
INCOME
Renewels & New Members
Interest
Plan Sales
SAM-35 book sales
SAM Speaks advertising
Library sales
Raffle income
'93 SAMCHAMPS income

$ 33,369
252
593
967
1,332
113
881
1,259

Total
IN MEMORIAM
1992 & 1993

$ 38,766

EXPENSES

CHAS.KASSABIAN
RAY SHERMAN
E.F. ELWEN
WARREN SHIPP
DOUG SMITH
A. BROOKE
BOB SUMMERS
DONALD "DOC" HIMMEL
MERRICK "PETE" ANDREWS BOB STEPHENS
CARL BYRD
HARRY APOIAN
C.W. FUELNER
ROSS STECKEL
CY SAPSFORD
PAUL GARBER
GEO. GORDEY
ART GROSHEIDER
KEN MACLEAN
GLEN FOULKS
BOB GRACEY
JOE GORDON
BERNARD PERSHING
KEN WILLARD
DON WRENCH
LEE ROSE
WILLIAM KLEGG
FRANK EASTON
ARTHUR WIGGINS
GUY EASTON,SR.
CLIVE BICKERTON
L.D. SPRATT
BARRY JUDGE
JOHN HUTCHINSON
RON "BROWNIE" BROWN,SR. BUD McNORGAN
ELLS HALEY
KEITH VINCENT
NICK PANAGIOUTOU
JOE BILGRI
"PINKY" FRUCHTMAN

Trade shows
Life placques
Postage and telephone
'92 SAMCHAMPS deficit
'93 SAMCHAMPS expense
SAM Speaks overall cost
Refunds
I.R.S. fees
SAM brochure printing
Office supplies
Capital equipment (Xerox)
Plan service
SAM-35 book purchase

These fine modelers will be sorely
missed, and the sympathy of all SAM
members goes out to their families.

Robert P. Dodds
Secretary/Treasurer

It is also my sad duty to inform our
members of the passing of Jim Adams' wife,
June, shortly after the SAMCHAMPS. June and
Jim were married for 50 years. Let's all be
there for Jim in his time of need. He's a
great guy, and deserving of our support.
Fortunately, he has his grandchildren with
him to keep the house full of life. They
can be a blessing in times like this.

OOPS !!!!

15
78
4,631
1,553
1,529
20,757
117
165
1 ,35 8

450
1,390
125
400
Total

NET INCOME
BANK BALANCE as of 6/13/93

$ 32,569

6,197
$ 33,469

Respectfully submitted,

I have to admit that the caption for our
last cover was in error! The airport shown
in the photo was NOT Mitchell Field, but
was, in fact the site of the old Seversky
Aircraft Co., which is now Republic
Airport. Sotry for this but many of you
have brought this to my attention. It just
proves that you guys are SHARP !
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SAM-93 SECOND ANNUAL O.T. CONTEST

The weather gods must have taken pity on
us the week-end of June 25-27, because the
weeks preceeding had given us nothing but
severe weather, high winds and heavy
rains. Friday the 25th was designated as a
practice day, and we enjoyed light winds
and relatively mild temperatures, a
forecast of things to come.

Nov.- Dec. 1993
.. during the course of the day, but were
not strong enough to be a problem until
mid-afternoon.
Sunday
afternoon
saw
another exciting fly-off, this time
between Fred Mulholland, Don Blackburn and
Dick Huang (SAM-29) in ignition LER with
Fred emerging the victor again with a 1
second margin over Don (nothing like
cutting it CLOSE). I don't believe either
of them realized how close it was until it
was all over.

A number of SAM-93 and American Turf
Flier members were on hand to greet early
arrivals. Among those test flying were
Fred Mulholland, Tampa, FL, Don Blackburn,
Amarillo, TX a whole "posse" of Fort Worth
Planesmen (SAM-29) and a goodly group from
the Baxter Field Flying Club in Okla.
City.

Fred's Miss Fortune X screaming skyward,
hauled by a Wahl-Brown that sounded more
like a Super Cyke.

Dan Hodges releasing his Bellanca 1/2-A
Texaco for a pre-contest test flight
I could tell from the contestants
already present, that competition for the
new Grand Champion Perpetual Trophy was
going to be fierce, especially after 1/2-A
Texaco expert Bill Schmidt arrived from
Wichita. Contestants had to designate five
events of the eight events for Grand
Champion points.

Anyone who has noted Old Timer contest
results over the past years has no doubt
noticed the name of Fred Mulholland. He
and Larry Davidson (another East Coast
flier) have won just about everything
there is to win in R/C assist events. This
contest was no exception. By virtue of
winning four firsts, a second and a third,
Fred emerged the first winner of our
beautiful Grand Champion Perpetual Trophy.
This trophy was designed created and
donated by SAM-93'er Jerry Bowman, and was
lusted after by all who saw it.

Saturday's weather held from Friday's
promise. Light winds helped 1/2-A Texaco
and Texaco Scale with 42 seconds
separating first and second place in 1/2-A
Texaco. The real drama though, came in the
Clow LER (ABC combined) with Fred
Mulholland (SAM-77) and Bill Schmidt (SAM
WHAM-56) head to head in a fly-off. Fred
emerged the winner with a sparse 10 second
advantage.
Sunday started out a little unsettled,
weather-wise, with winds doing a 360 ....

Jerry Bowman displaying the SAM-93 Grand
Champion Trophy.
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1993 INTERNATIONAL 1/2-A TEXACO R/C

POSTAL CHALLENGE:
I'm always glad that I'm a member of the
SAM movement when I see the spirit of
cooperation and helpfulness between
serious competitors as exhibited at our
contest. Engine whiz Don Blackburn spent
much of his time helping various fliers
with ailing engines and, in one case, got
beaten by one that he set right. Such is
the Spirit of SAM.

At least 108 modelers in seventeen clubs
participated in this year's Challenge
(down three teams from 1992). In many
areas the weather on 14-15 August this
year was poor, and probably caused some
teams to cancel flying.
Of the 89 models named in the club
reports, there were 36 different old timer
designs. Of this number, there were
fourteen Playboys, ten Kerswaps, seven
each of Bombers and Anderson Pylons, four
each of Record Breakers and Strato Streaks
with all the rest being in the one to
three count.
SAM-56 was the Host Club, being the one
that won the competition the year before.
Next year's Host will be SAM-27. Their
team captain should provide next year's
Challenge date and an entry form sometime
early next year for publication in Sam
Speaks.

Not sure whether Daryl Rodgers (SAM-29)
is praying for a good flight, or just
trying to maintain proper orientation on
his tailess entry in the Brown Jr. event.
was SAM-93's first effort for a
This
multiple event, two day contest, and
SAM-93 and The American Turf Flyers would
like to express their thanks to all the
fliers who participated, and invite you to
do it again with us next year. Next time
bring all your friends, and we'll try our
best to make it worthwhile for you to
attend,
Jim Steinberg, Tulsa, OK

To contact SAM-27, if it is necessary,
write to:
Ed Hamler
3379 Crystal Court
Napa, CA 94558
At any rate, the following pages reflect
the results of that Challenge, which were
furnished by Ed Salguero of SAM-56, and I
would like to thank him for the excellent
job he has done to record and tabulate the
results in such a neat and workmanlike
manner. It's AMAZING what you can do when
you have the proper computer and software!
Here I am, using a 10-year old Tandy
TRS-80 with absolutely NO "goodies", and
pumping all this information into an
equally
"ancient" Tandy Daisy Wheel
printer. Some day, when I'm a BIG boy,
maybe I'll have such "toys", but for now
face it guys, THIS IS IT" 1 "

Enough of that; let's turn the page and
get on to the "scorecard" to see what
everybody did.

John Arnold (Okla. City) ready to release
his Rossi 45-powered Lanzo RC-1.

See page 28 for results of the 1993
International 1/2 A Texaco Postal
Challenge.

FIESTA OF FIVE FLAGS
The Fiesta of Five Flags Model Contest
derives its name from the annual Fiesta of
Five Flags Festival held annually in
Pensacola, FL in celebration of the
landing, on August 14, 1559, of Dan
Tristan de Luna near the site of NAS
Pensacola. At that time he established
the first settlement on the continent with
500 soldiers and 1,000 colonists.
Subsequent years saw the area serve under
five flags; Spain, France, England, United
States and The Confederacy. Thus the name:
Fiesta of Five Flags.
_During the genesis of the Fiesta Model
Contest in 1958, Tommy McLaughlan, among
others, was instrumental in its inception,
organization, and set up the contacts,
policies and procedures that exist today.
As an example, the City of Pensacola
underwrites the event financially, with
any profits, and there are, forwarded back
to the City by the Pensacola Freeflight
Association. This of course relieves the
Association of financial responsibilities.

The freeflighters and R/C glider folks
congregate at Site 8. By agreement,
powered R/C (except for Old Timer R/C) is
not permitted at Site 8.

Spencer Field. One mile of mowed grass!
All the fields are hard surface and a
delight. Pensacola is truly a Mecca for
model aviation, and, if an indoor site was
available, would cover the whole spectrum.

For a number of years the Triple A
contest encompassed freeflight, radio
control and control line. However, for the
past 20 years it has evolved into a
straight freeflight meet that includes:
AMA events, FAT (power, glider and
rubber), SAM and NOSGAS. The contest is
normally held in mid-June in conjunction
with the Festival, and this past June some
70 Freeflight Contestants participated at
Spencer ALF (Auxiliary Landing Field) near
Pace, Florida. Tom McLaughlan has been CD
of the event since its inception.
The Pensacola Freeflight Association has
access to two wonderful freeflight fields
on weekends and evenings. Both Spencer ALF
and Site 8 are active training fields for
student rotary wing training and are under
the command of Training Wing Five, NAS
Whiting Field, Milton, Florida. They were
both constructed early in WW-II and were
active fixed-wing fields until the late
50's, prior to being designated for Helo
training. Both fields are one mile square
mowed grass, with Spencer having an
octagonal-shaped runway layout in the
center. For routine model flying weekends,
the Northwest Florida R/C Club utilizes
the runways at Spencer.

Dick Hall,
Athens, AL with his 1938
"Scram", powered by a Super Cyke.
All in all, The Fiesta of Five Flags
Freeflight Meet is a premier event at a
premier flying site. We owe it all to the
dedication of Tom McLaughlan and others of
the Pensacola Freeflight Association, and
it must be noted, the Association consists
of members from Alabama, louisiana,
Mississippi and many more from other
sections of Florida.
See next page for more photos from this
meet, and a field I would KILL for!
(Ed. note)
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FIVE FLAGS (cont'd.)
Back to Tommy McLaughlin. His interest
in model aviation per se, started in
Baltimore during the late '20's through
the American Boy Magazine model airplane
section. He started building rubber models
and soon was competing in indoor meets
sponsored by a large Baltimore department
store. Tom became interested in outdoor
rubber, and in 1929 was the Baltimore Twin
Pusher Champion, winning a sponsored trip
to the "29 Detroit Nationals. During the
mid-thirties he shifted to power, and
again became highly competitive,
ultimately winning the Mod Kraft Trophy in
1941, after the war in '46, and again in
1947, thereby gaining permanent possession
by virtue of his three wins. The trophy is
now awarded to Old Timer Competition
during the Fiesta Meet.

George Perryman with his beautiful Lanzo
Stick, which was lost the day of the meet.
See below for follow-up.
The following notation was forwarded to
your Editor together with the photos for
this article"
" I was checking out the sanitary
conditions at the "infamous " Trader Jons,
and I believe it (or one like it) was
hanging from the ceiling. My next
re-inspection will include checking it
carefully. Trader will certainly return it
to George (if indeed it IS his). It may
well NOT be a Lanzo Stick, but in any
case...keep tuned!

Tommy McLaughlin with
the Mod Kraft
Trophy and his original "Big Bird", built
and flown by Olin Tisdale.

Jack Bolton
9521 Scenic Highway
Pensacola, FL 32514
(904) 478-0442

SOME SAD NEWS
Came to me today when I heard from Wilma
Bilgri, informing me of the passing of
husband Joe, truly one of the backbones of
model aviation.
Joe (SAM-0210) was active designer and
builder, and a member of the Free Flight
Hall of Fame. He was also a U.S. Navy
veteran of World War II, having served
from 1942 to 1946. He was a member of the
Oakland Cloud Dusters and the Oroville Air
Corps.

Vince Burton, New Orleans, LA with his
Alpha Corsair & Viking R/C's, and his
rubber-powered Miss World's Fair.

Joe passed away on Sept. 29 at the age
of 74, and he will be sorely missed by us
all.

RUBBER COLUMNS
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"SPARKY" ONE-DESIGN CONTEST
To celebrate the Fortieth Anniversary of
the Marion, Ohio Municipal Airport, The
Marion Airfoils Model Airplane Club and
the Marion Explorer Post 7, sponsored a
one-design free flight contest at the
airport on August 29, 1993. The designated
design was Ed Lidgard's "Sparky", kitted
by Comet in 1940 and still available on
hobby-shop shelves. Also allowed was Ed's
"My Sparky" from
Model Builder Plan
Service (No. 581-OT). There had been a
parallel postal contest, concluded by Aug.
22, which drew entries from all over the
world, including Ed Lidgard's own entry,
which was lost in a cornfield after one of
its flights.

Nov.- Dec. 1993

...floating glide. He did a skilled job of
retrieving his plane, beating it to the
down-wind cornfield each time on his trail
bike.

Bill Hale holding his first-place winning
entry. Gene Bowers photo.

•• •
David Narance, who did an efficient and
conscientious job as Contest Director, was
a very close second place to Bill, and his
Sparky flew impressively

David Narance, CD and second place winner
launching his entry. Charles Bokros
photo.
The Aug. 29 contest had ten active
entrants and some interesting non-official
extra flying. The weather was perfect for
flying, with clear skies and hardly any
wind. Although the "Sparky" is normally
thought of as a sport model, it is an
excellent flyer, and many of the modelers
present were experienced and capable
builders and flyers, with the result that
some breathtaking flights were
accomplished.

Op

Five
flights
were
allowed each
contestant, the best three being recorded.
With a 3-minute max, the problem was
keeping the planes within retrievable
distance, so most contestants settled for
a two-minute dethermalizer fuse.
Bill Hale took first place with his
entry, which consistently gained high
altitude, transitioning into a flat ..

Contestant's
row:
Bill
Hale,
David
Narance, Jim Harris, Don Laird and Mike
Couts in their placing order.
Gene Bowers photo.
Don Strobel's well-built Sparky met its
demise nose-first under power on the
runway on what would have been its first
official flight, and Pat Giles lost his
model in the corn after an impressively
long test flight, and thus was unable to
make any official flights.
This well-staged contest provided an
exciting display of flying as well as a
tribute to Ed Lidgard. Another Sparky meet
is planned for next Summer.
by Francis Sibley SAM-0318
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SAM-66 CHAPTER ACTIVITIES:
SAM-66 held the Second Annual Steve
Kowalik Texaco Challenge at Fort Mott
State Park on Sept. 12, 1993. The day was
a huge success.
Twenty seven flyers came out for an
enjoyable day of good flying and
socializing with great people. The morning
was near perfect flying weather with
pleasant temperatures and light winds.
wind velocity gradually
However,
the
increased as the hours passed, until it
became a real challenge to stay on the
field by 3 PM. One model was blown off the
field and into the rough beyond the gun
emplacements. A couple of others could not
get back to the field and the fetcher got
his feet wet wading in the Delaware River.

Walt Geary, on the right, accepting the
First Place Trophy in the Steve Kowalik
Texaco Challenge for 1993.

THE SAM-66 1/2 - A TEXACO POSTAL TEAM

Top left to right: Bill Brenchley & Miss
Dallaire
Davenport &
America,
Jim
Buzzard
Sportster,
Jim
Schlapfer &
Blitzkrieg.
Bombshell, John
Scott &
Kneeling: Skip Williams & Kerswap, Charlie
Thuet & Commodore, Sam Hallstrom & MG-2.
In spite of the potential for wet feet,
most flyers expressed a liking for the
site because they could drive their cars
onto the field, and work out of their
trunks. The Park Administration likes our
group and has encouraged us to keep coming
back. I hope we can.
A side activity during the day was the
raffling of a Balsa Products 1/2 - A Texaco
"Coronet" kit donated by Bob Peru, a Cox
Texaco engine and Cobra 3 channel radio
donated by Jim Davenport. A non - ticket
holder picked Herb Walters as winner.

Bridgewater, NJ.: The combined SPOT & JAM
Contest. Andy Philipczak, SAM-100, about
to release Jim Schlapfer's Miss Arpiem, a
1938 design by Steve Kowalik.
I want to thank Donna and Bill Brenchley
for operating the registration and scoring
table all day. From my position in the
pits and flight line, they handled the
action very smoothly. Thanks Donna and
Bill.
Next year, you'll come on out and join
US.

THE GOLDEN ERA FLYERS
John Scott
1408 Carson Road
Wilmington, DE 19803
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1993 INTERNATIONAL 1/2A TEXACO R/C POSTAL CHALLENGE REPORT
Congratulations to SAM 27, First Place Winners
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Mik Mikkelson flew this Don Burnham 1930
twin pusher to first place, 7 min 20 sec.
at the Taft SAMCHAMPS. 1993-1930=63 yrs.
BAY R.D3E
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"DO YOU SPEAK MODEL AIRPLANE?"
Ifs Dave Thornburg's 316-page history of U.S. aeromodeling. All the
heroes and their models, all the famous contests, from the first twin
pusher to the ugliest Stik. If you've been flying for 25 years or more,

this is your life!
$19.95 at your dealer, or postpaid (cash, check, VIMC) from:
Pony X Press 5 Monticello Dr. Albuquerque NM 87123 (505) 299.8749

Still available: OLD BUZZARD'S SOARING BOOK $76.95
RAM SPECIAL! both books $13.0o postpaid!
COMET . STERLING • CLEVELAND AJ • VICTOF1STANZEL . MIDWEST VECO + RANGER

REPLICA
TORPEDOES

Ignition & Glow Models
3 Displacements Sizes:
24, 29 and 32
Parts and Service for
K & B and Jenno Torpedoes
Call. FAX

or write for further information.

SHILEN AERO SPORTS
P.O. Box 1300 • Earns, TX 75120
Phone: 214-875-1442 FAX: 214-875-5402
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THE "SHOOT-OUT" CONTINUES:
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All I'm going to tell you is that I HAD
THE BEST TIME OF MY LIFE thanks to Joe

You've heard the saying,"There's Nothing
New Under the Sun".

Beshar and all the Old Time Eagles. I
can't wait until the next SHOOT-OUT.
OurSAM-100 gang is going to include this
type of flying in our contests for next
year..So give it a try! I'm sure you'll
enjoy this great new way to enjoy old time
flying which includes a little of both
worlds of Free Flight and R/C.

Well, I'm here to tell you that there IS
something new under the sun, and my good
friend Joe Beshar has found it!!!

Thermals to you all,
John C. Delagrange
SAM-100, Lancaster, PA

On Sunday, April 25th. Joe and the Old
Time Eagles held the first SHOOT-OUT, a
fun-filled and exciting NEW way to fly our
Old Timers.

Ed. Note: For more information on this
event, see the October issue of Flying
Models for an article by Bob Aberle.

In a neat letter from Joe Beshar, he has
enclosed a brief "synopsis" of the
SHOOT-OUT event, which was discussed in
our last issue. I have taken the liberty
of publishing it in its entirety:

On my drive to Hope, NJ from Lancaster,
PA, thoughts were floating through my mind
as to just how difficult this "SHOOT-OUT"
idea of Joe's was going to be. Would it
work? Would I lose my plane? How about the
Old Time Eagles flying field...a small
airstrip surrounded by woods. I mean REAL
BIG TREES on all sides;not the ideal
location for trying out this new idea,
especially for the first time.
O.K.,O,K., you say..What the heck is
this "SHOOT-OUT" bull all about? Well, let
me tell you ...
Joe's idea has actually managed to
include some FREE FLIGHT excitement into
Old Time R/C flying, and here's how it
In the BROWN JUNIOR
works...EXAMPLE:
event, I took off with my Miss-Fortune-X
under full radio control, climbed out for
90 seconds, killed the ignition, and had
one minute to get my Old Timer set-up for
a thermal-circling FREE FLIGHT pattern, at
which time I simply handed my transmitter
to my timer, and ENJOYED real free flight
for as long as I had the COURAGE to fly
HANDS-OFF! My model gracefully flew
down-wind until I lost my nerve and
grabbed the transmitter. The timer stopped
the clock and recorded my time, which will
become official IF I land back within the
field boundries.
Well...What happened John? Did you make
it back to the field? I'm not telling..if
you were there, you KNOW what happened,
especially Walt Geary knows what happened.

A SHOCKING photo of Larry Davidson
getting ready to fly his FREE FLIGHT
Strato-streak with Jim Bocckinfuso
pointing in AMAZEMENT to Stew Wolff. He
didn't believe it either!

By George, he DID it! Larry gets his
"bird" off and runnin'. However, a long
fuse burn resulted in putting the 'Streak
into the Galeville "jungle", which was
detailed in our last issue. He's gotta get
an "E" for effort; he's a REAL contender
in ANYTHING!!!

R/C MATTERS! by Bob Angel
I just came home from the SAM Champs,
and it was one of the best ever! Champs
Manager Bill Booth, R/C Director Steve
Roselle, and all the many other volunteers
did a fine job, but even Bill Booth
admitted that the great Taft weather was
probably the most significant factor in
customer satisfaction". I heard lots of
folks say they'd like to return to Taft
for future 'Champs. If you didn't get a
chance to thank the volunteer help, a
postcard, short note or phone call would
still be welcomed. Remember, that pat on
the back is the only "pay" they get.
"

At this point, I suggest that those who
get bored by that necessary evil, rules
discussions, should move on to another
column, and those concerned, please read
on. You probably know by now that all
three R/C Rules changes passed and will
become effective January 1, 1994. The
first two were no surprise as they just
put into the Rule Book (as special events)
a couple of events that have been flown
regularly and are thoroughly tested.
Namely, 1/2-A Scale Duration, electric LMR
and Texaco.
The passing of the third rule change did
surprise most competitors, and in fact at
the 'Champs, no one seemed to know how it
passed, because hardly anyone of the
people who compete regularly seemed to
believe it was an improvement. We aren't
going to hold a post-mortem on the vote
here, but we do need to discuss how we are
going to deal with it for at least the
next two years.
The rule change in question lengthened
the ignition engine run times in LER
events back to 45 seconds from 35 seconds.
The reason the run was originally reduced
was that most of the strong competitors
were getting out-of-sight in thirty five
seconds, and either a seven minute max or
a lost airplane was pretty much assured on
every flight. If you'll look at this
year's "Champs results, you'll see that
even at 35 seconds, the events weren't
being settled during the three regular
flights, but by flyoffs. We could save a
lot of gasoline, time and wear and tear on
equipment by just eliminating the three
max'es requirement and going directly...

...to one big flyoff to settle each event.
Oddly enough the engine runs are often
reduced just for the flyoffs. Does that
make sense?
I feel that the events should normally
be settled during the 3 regular flights,
and a flyoff should be a real rarity, but
for the many people who love flyoffs,
possibly we should look at a special
man-on-man" flying event, similar to that
used by the R/C sailplane enthusiasts.
I'll have to admit that watching the final
flyoff of the SAM Champs between those
west coast "hot dogs", Eut Tileston and
Don Bekins, was a real thriller, but
generally flyoffs are a pain for most
fliers, as well as contest management. If
you'll notice, the folks who love flyoffs
the most, tend to be pure spectators,
those who never take a turn at being C.D.,
or those who do not have to get home and
go to work on Monday morning.
"

Prior to this rule change,we had
developed a reasonably balanced set of
flight times, so that in local contests
all engine types could be flown together
in an event. Now it may become necessary
to raise entry fees in local contests and
buy more trophies for separate classes. If
that isn't done, it's possible we'll
suffer reduced entries from those who no
longer feel that their glow or converted
ignition engines can compete.
There are three ways a chapter can cope.
One is to just fly by the old rules,
ignore the change and hope it'll go away
in two years. At least a couple of
chapters have already been doing that
since the last rule change. I don't think
that's a good idea. A chapter should fly
by the current SAM rules to provide those
of it's members who so choose, a good
training ground for attendance at other
regional SAM contests, as well as the SAM
Champs. Our rules are very complex, and
it's certainly not considerate to other
competitors and Chapters to regular7q send
people to attend who are confused about
the current rules.
A second
coping strategy is to
un-combine or re-combine events as best
you can. My own Chapter, SAM-26 has just
voted to separate ignition

R/C MATTERS! (cont'd.)
..and glow events at our next Spring
rally, but combine the "A" ignition with
"B" ignition to help minimize added trophy
expenses and try to keep entry fees
reasonable. Many people complain that "A"
ignition isn't a true ignition event
anyway, with the preponderance of diesel
engines. Others will feel that it's unfair
to force "A"'s to compete with "B"'s.
The third coping strategy would be to
assume the rule change is a good one, or
at least here to stay, and change nothing.
That's possibly a good way to gauge the
true effect. A drop in attendance by glow
fliers might show that the new set of run
times are out of whack, or at least are
perceived to be out of whack. Either way,
the result would be the same. An increase
in ignition flyers that more than offsets
the loss of glow flyers might indicate the
change was OK.
Converted ignition engines will probably
become even more of an orphan with this
rule change. That's because no thought was
given to adjusting their run times to fit
in with the increase for original ignition
engines. In the SAM Champs, both are
normally flown together. Personally, I'd
like to see a way to keep this class of
engines in our competition. One emergency
measure would be to group converted
ignition in with the glows, both in local
contests, and at the SAM Champs, until a
better fix is found. No rule change would
be required to do this, just an executive
decision by the President,because nowhere
have our rules defined whether a converted
glow engine must be flown as ignition or
glow. Your opinions on this subject are
welcome. My address is inside the front
cover.

1994 IS AN ELECTION YEAR
Just a reminder that all offices, i.e.:
SAM President, regional Vice Presidents
and Secretary-Treasurer are to be voted on
Anyone interested in
in early 1994.
or nominating someone, should
running,
read section V of our bylaws, and submit
nominations to President Jim Adams
postmarked between Jan. 1, and Mar. 1 of
1994. Any member can nominate (you may
nominate yourself), just make sure the
person first agrees to accept the
nomination.

WESTERN VICE PRESIDENCY OPEN
(A note from Bob Angel)
I'll take this opportunity to announce
I'll not be running for the office of
Western V.P. (or any other) next year, so
you folks in the Western Region get busy
and decide on one or more good candidates
for the job. I've enjoyed my three terms,
but it's time to let someone else take a
turn, while I try to get a few models
built. No regrets, and maybe I'll even try
for a SAM office again in the future, but
I do work at a job when I have it, so
retiring" is kind of a neat feeling too!
"

FLORIDA GOES TO THE "CHAMPS"
Hall of Famer Jack Bolton has sent some
nice photos taken at the "Champs", so
let's take a look:

Don Reid of Ottowa, Canada with his 48"
Brooklyn Dodger, powered by a converted
O.S.-.15.

Les Douglas's three BEAUTIFUL birds, an
American Ace with O.R 23, Baby Ace with
Arden .09 and an O.R. 23 powered So-Long.
This guy is G--O--O--D!

Jack is not only a worthy recipient of
the Hall of Fame award, but he's a
better-than-average photographer. More of
this "good-stuff" will appear throughout
this issue.

RUBBER COLUMNS
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RUBBER REVIEWS
by Ernie Linn

RE:KANSAS WAKEFIELD:
At Andover, Kansas, July
11, 1993, Pre-1950
Wakefield was a one flight
affair. Jim Kutkuhn waited
until Sunday about three
in the afternoon to fly.
The wind had picked up to
about 10 mph when he
launched. His Kansas Wake
made
one large climbing
circle,
followed by the
' prop
folding
with
the
Alkyl model pointed into the
' wind. From this position
the model weathervaned into the wind while
backing slowly across the field. At least
twice, the model appeared to slowly start
to drift into a left turn, but suddenly
snap back into its upwind heading. It
landed about a quarter of a mile away,
after dt'ing just above the tree top lined
horizon. Flight time was 3 minutes 26
seconds.

I

It was most pleasing to see that Jim had
mastered the ultimate trim for windy
weather model flying. Jim later blamed the
lack of circle in the glide on an improper
stab setting. We realize that one flight
doesn't prove anything, but we (many
others observed the entire flight) believe
that the KW is a three and a half minute
airplane in neutral air.
I do believe that the twin rudder design
contributes to this weathervaning ability.
Total twin rudder area should be larger
than single rudder area for stability
during climb. This is partially because
twin rudders are outside the prop
diameter's cylinder.
Les DeWitt showed
ORR'S PACEMAKER WINS:
new Pacemaker at the SAM-56 club
his
meeting in January, 1993. It had not been
flown at that time.
March 13, 1993, at Taft, CA, Les made
his first test flight with his Pacemaker.
He entered it in competition the same day
and posted five each three minute max
flights to win first place in Small Rubber
Cabin. With its 14-inch free-wheeling
prop, it also qualifies for Commercial
Rubber.

To go back to the morning of the 13th,
Les took his model out of his car, and was
preparing for a tdst flight. A couple of
interested onlookers examined it and told
Les that it would never be competitive. It
had too many stringers and formers to get
it light enough to be a winner. Les took
this all in, but went ahead with what he
was doing. Wonder if the guys are having
second thoughts!
Les is trying something different in his
Pacemaker. He puts an extra long motor (14
strands of 1/8 tan) in the model, and sets
the slack rubber device to leave a full
row of knots. Then he knows that the C.G.
will be close to the same location on
every flight. During the Taft flights, he
was putting in approximately 1200 turns
and getting a two minute prop run. He
figures the expected flight is about three
minutes and twenty seconds in neutral air.
His Pacemaker's first test flights at Taft
showed a need for further trimming to
eliminate some instability during the
initial power burst. It didn't lose any
altitude because of a few unwanted
maneuvers, but failed to gain as much as
Les had hoped for. It was close enough to
correct to go ahead and make his official
flights because of the time factor, so he
did it.
His Pacemaker needs more trimming, so he
is considering some kind of torque
operated adjustment to control the initial
power burst. His main worry is whether or
not it will be acceptable under SAM rules.
All I could tell him is that I wouldn't
protest it! Another approach is to use 13
strands of 1/8" tan. He's going to
investigate this.
Les is a pretty savvy guy when it comes
to understanding strength of materials and
its applications to model building, and is
successful in building them light and
strong. Obviously, this helps.
If you have flight experiences similar
to the above, write them down and send
them to me, giving as many specifics as
you can to help the reader (and me) to
understand completely. The subject matter
has to agree with this column's title.
Send to: Ernie Linn
3505 Mt. Vernon
Wichita, KS 67218
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to these men...especially while there is
still time to do so.

WHAT I BELIEVE SAM IS ALL ABOUT:
In August I took a weeks vacation and
traveled to my home state of Ohio, to
visit family and to take part in SAM-39's
DICK KORDA Commemorative Contest held on
Aug. 18 & 19 at the Shelby Airport.
An unusual contest, in that it was
almost all R/C events with only one Free
Flight Event, that event being the '39
Wakefield flown by 21 contestants, all
with the same Korda-designed model.
To fly my model along with other
modeling friends, in honor of Mr. Dick
Korda, was a once in a lifetime
experience. Finally, getting to meet the
legendary Dick Korda and to shake his hand
and tell him how much his model building
and flying meant to me, a young beginner
modeler in 1940.
To my way of thinking, this kind of
Commemorative Contest embodies the essence
of what I believe SAM is all about...To
remember and honor all the pioneer
modelers of the early days of modeling,
those men who contributed so much to this
wonderful hobby that we enjoy today. It is
a perfect and fitting way to pay tribute

I have noticed that whenever the
occasion, a SAM get-together is not so
much to compete for trophys, but more to
honor a modeling great. It somehow takes
our minds off ouselves, and creates an
atmosphere where camaraderie and
friendship truly prevail.
When WIN,WIN,WIN is the only plan for
the day, you can expect to see tempers
flair, and divisive arguments arise, and
otherwise good people say things that they
later regret, but can't set straight
again.
I for one, contend that a SAM CONTEST
should be a coming together of modelers
where everybody comes away a WINNER! When
the day is over and you head for home with
good memories and a smile on your face
because you have "enjoyed about all you
could stand". That's what it's all about!
It's a real possession in the changing
fortunes of time! I hope you agree.
John C. Delagrange SAM-100

The SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL
PASADENA RADIO CONTROL
MODEL SPORT & HOBBY SHOW
gES T •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BIGGES .50
8z

SHOW OPEN TO PUBLIC
►+ FRIDAY, JANUARY 14, 1994: 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 15, 1994: 10 a.m. - 6 p_m.
SUNDAY. JANUARY 16, 1994: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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e WEST/

•
•
•
•

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
INDUSTRY ONLY: FRIDAY, JAN. 14: 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

ADMISSION: $6.00 Children under six admitted free when accompanied by an adult. 1SIg

Pasadena Center, Pasadena, California
300 EAST GREEN ST. (CORNER GREEN & MARENGO). PASADENA CALIFORNIA
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NEWS ABOUT TEXAS TIMERS:

1994 SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS ARE DUE

In a recent letter from Hank Nystrom, he
offers the following information:

If you have not already sent in your dues
for the coming year, they are now due for
January through December 1994. Dues are
$15 for 1 year, $27 for 2 years and $40
for 3 years. This is a $$$ saving to you
for multi-year membership.

I'm sure that you already have, or will
have mentioned the loss of one of our
well known members, Jim Summersett, by the
time this note arrives.
I'd like to let the model community know
that Jim's family selected me to carry on
the Texas Timer business he started a few
years ago. All of the fine products Jim
developed will continue to be available
and are in good supply now.
The product line consists of two types
of dual function timers (motor control and
either quick DT or auto stab) at $27.50
each, and a single function pinch-off
timer for $18.95. I also have a remote
cutoff device to use with the dual
function timers for $4.50. P&H is $2.
Additional information can be obtained
with a SASE. Orders should go to me at the
address given below (no phone numbers,
please)
Jim's wife is graciously forwarding
orders she receives to me, but I need to
get the word out so she does not have this
burden any longer than necessary
TEXAS TIMER PRODUCT LINE

We DO NOT send out bills. This is the
ONLY NOTICE you will receive. It is too
costly to print envelopes, print notices,
stuff envelopes and mail them out. Please
write a check to SAM NOW, with your SAM
number (which is on the label) of every
issue. Don't be part of the 20% who ignore
this notice and require a delinquent dues
post card.
All
SAM
members
will
receive
our
bi-monthly Newsletter, SAM Speaks. All NEW
members will also receive a Membership
Card, SAM brochure, SAM decals and a copy
of the SAM Rule Book. Decals, large,
medium and small are $0.50 each. Approved
Design
Gas Model Handbooks are $5.00,
patches are $2.00 as are the Rule Books.
Additionally, copies of the SAM Membership
Roster, containing the names, addresses and
member's and their I.D. numbers is also
available from me for $10.00. This is a
most complete and bound volume which is
costly to reproduce since it contains over
50 pages of information. The prices for
printing and postage are quite high, and
we must charge this nominal fee to help
defray expenses.
Checks for membership or renewels, as well
as the other noted items should be sent
to:
Robert P. Dodds
209 Summerside Lane
Encinitas, CA 92024
This has been a GREAT year for SAM and all
of its varied activities, with the
greatest SAM Champs EVER!!! Thanks to our
membership we are putting our activities
on-the-map", but it is only with YOUR
support that we can continue to grow. SAM
not only allows us to re-kindle old
friendships, but to make many new and
valued friends both on the field and off.
Let's keep up the good work, so stick
those checks in the mail TODAY!!!!
"

For further information, or to place
orders, please contact:
HANK NYSTROM
3317 Pine Timbers Drive
Johnson City, TN 37604
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TRANSISTORIZED SPARK
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SYSTEMS
ALDRICH •.
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MODEL 1W- 4 WITHOUT COL

*

MODEL 1111- 5 WITH COL
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12822 Tarrytown, San Antonio, TX 78233
(210) 656-2021
FAX (on line answers on 6th ring it no one is in)

CUSTOM TUNING AND RESTORATION
OF O.T. ENGINES.

HALL EFFECT PICKUPS a MAQIETS
IMRE CONVERSIONS- GLO TO SPARK

aga

111011 114 MODELS

• Complete chrome service.
• Superior accuracy and quality.
• Light weight ignition systems.
• S.A.S.E. for brochure.

SASE FOR LISTING

AERO- PLY
RESEARCH CO.

FLOYD E. CARTER
202$ CRIST DR. LOS ALTOS, CA $4024

FOR SALE Cumulus W/Fox ABC 60, RC-1-84"
W/Webra 40 Q Special, Playboy "80" W/ST-35
W/shut-off, Playboy 80" W/ST 35 throttle.
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ARE WE FORGETTING RUBBER MODELS?

All test flown-less radio, choice $500 ea.

Detailed Factory Prints for 1930's

Tom Williams, phone 1-404-741-8016
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Rearwin Speedster (incl.) flying scale
model. 1940 National Scale Rubber Winner
35" wing span. Good for rubber, Gas,
Electric. Full size plans 32" x 47"
$15.00 postpaid. James J. Bohash
20721 Millard St, Taylor, MI 48180
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2301 Sonata Drive • Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER MODELS
GIANT SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT

OD

Pre-stamped 75( SASE For Over 300 KW Available
SHORT KITS

SASE

(916) 635 4588
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CLOSE OUT There are only a few left !!
1993 SAMCHAMPS pins. The price is $2.00
Write to Jim Adams, 2538 N. Spurgeon St.
Santa Ana, CA 92706. HURRY!! Add 75 C
for packing and postage.

PLANS
86.50 0 PP.

HANNAN'S

RUNWAY
SOX 210
MAGALIA
CA 95954 USA

LOOKING FOR COPIES
OF FRANK ZAIC'S
FAMOUS YEAR BOOK'S?
WRITE HANNAN'S
FOR A CATALOG AND
PRICES OF THE
COMPLETE COLLECTION

BilCA TXR C°
MG CABIN
SCALE: 1935
192*
1929
1925

RENARD R-11 PARASOL
TRAVEL AIR 60008 MONOPLANE
GOLDEN EAGLE C-5 PARASOL
MESSERSCHNITT M-17

CLASS B

ANDERSEN PYLON

297
100
301

sq.
sq.
sq.
107.5 sq.
323.5 sq.
sq.
306

in.
in.
in.
in.
ic.
in.

58.50 • PP.

564.5 sq. in.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF WHAT I HAVE AVAILABLE FOR SALE

HAL STEWART. 8198 SPEACH DRIVE. BALDWINSVILLE. N.Y. 13027

Pa

c

SUPPLIES FOR THE HOBBIEST

NEW PRODUCTS
hen Sykora 's

MODEL SUPPLY

DLDTIM

P.O. Box 7334 • Van Nuys, CA 91409

0

PLAYBOY CABIN .020

STAHL'S TAYLORCRAFT 0-57

$21.96 EACH
ALL ORDERS ADD 10% FOR P&H. CA RES. ADD 8% TAX

NITID IDII) I IMIL "CCCIMS"?
1 4,11RF -11-111' AUL!

OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE
QUALITY DIESEL FUEL, NITRATE DOPE-CLEAR AND COLORED,

A 1930's MODEL SHOP!
sawed prop blanks,
Balloon/WW1/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki wood,
colored nitrate dope, thrust buttons & bearings, bamboo, balsa. Jap tissue, prop Ft. Ends, washers, winders,
stooges, rubber, hundreds of OT Scale/Contest plans
& more! Shop from our illustrated catalog. SEND $2.00

4
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Electric Power
Don't Be Fooled By
I lot Names & I ugh Prices
Leisure Motors Placed First in Both Texaco & 1,1%11(
At 1993 SAM Champs

Leisure Electronics
2950 Airway

Rik

SILK, TISSUE, RUBBER, KITS, ENGINE PARTS, PLANS,
AND OTHER ACCESSORIES
SEND $1.00 FOR CURRENT CATALOGUE
11711 COLEY RIVER CR. ♦ 10: FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92708
(714) 494-9687

4

ENGINE WRENCHES
PRECISION WRENCHES FOR THREADED
CASECOVERS & CYLINDERS ON
SUPER-CYKE,SPITFIRE, BROWN & BUNCH
Bob Mc Cord

-

325-93 Sylvan Ave. - Mtn. View - CA 9404,1)

A-4 Costa Mcsa, CA. (711)13s-9218

SAM SPEAKS
Official Publication of the Society of Antique Modelers
2810 Cowell Blvd.
Davis, CA 95616

2ND CLASS POSTAGE
PAID
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA
95616
Sam #1383
FR IESTADissue #114
RR #1 BOX 163
CAMERON, IL 61423

Moving? Address changes should be sent to:
Bob Dodds
209 Summerside Place
Encinitas, CA 92024
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